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Perkins Coie LLP 
1201 Third Avenue, Suite 4900 


Seattle, WA  98101-3099 
Phone:  206.359.8000 


Fax:  206.359.9000 


 


 
 


BEFORE THE HEARING EXAMINER 
CITY OF SEATTLE 


 
In re Proposed Final Assessment Roll for 
Local Improvement District No. 6751 
(“Waterfront LID”) 
 
Parcel Nos.: 
 


6094670010; 6094670020; 6094670030; 
6094680050; 0660000740; 0660000708; 
2285130010; 6792120010; 6195000030; 
0942000430; 6792120020; 7683890010; 
1976200070; 1976200075; 1976200076; 
7666202465; 7666202345; 1975700365; 
0696000015; 1974700175; 1117080020; 
1975700235; 0696000055; 0660000540 
0660000545; 066000-0575; 2538831460; 
2538831480; 0939000240; 1974600025; 
1974600035 


 
Case Nos. CWF-0318, 0410, 0411, 0412, 0413, 
0414, 0415, 0416, 0417, 0418, 0420, 0421, 
0422, 0423, 0425, 0426, 0427, 0429, 0430, 
0431, 0432, 0433, 0434, 0435, 0436, 0437, 
0438, 0439, 0440, 0441 
 


DECLARATION OF R. GERARD LUTZ 


 


I, R. Gerard Lutz, declare as follows: 


1. I have personal knowledge of the facts stated below and am competent testify 


regarding the same. 
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1201 Third Avenue, Suite 4900 


Seattle, WA  98101-3099 
Phone:  206.359.8000 


Fax:  206.359.9000 


2. Attached as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the 


transcript of the March 3, 2020 Seattle Waterfront LID Assessment Hearing before Hearing 


Examiner Ryan Vancil. 


3. Attached as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the 


transcript of the March 5, 2020 Seattle Waterfront LID Assessment Hearing before Hearing 


Examiner Ryan Vancil. 


4. Attached as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the 


transcript of the March 11, 2020 Seattle Waterfront LID Assessment Hearing before Hearing 


Examiner Ryan Vancil. 


5. Attached as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the 


transcript of the March 12, 2020 Seattle Waterfront LID Assessment Hearing before Hearing 


Examiner Ryan Vancil. 


6. Attached as Exhibit 5 is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the 


deposition of Robert J. Macauley, dated February 27, 2020. 


7. Attached as Exhibit 6 is a true and correct copy of Dr. John Crompton’s 


review of ABS Valuation’s Final Special Benefit Study. 


8. Attached as Exhibit 7 is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the Local 


and Road Improvement Districts Manual for Washington State, 6th Ed. (Oct. 2009). 


9. Attached as Exhibit 8 is a true and correct copy of Anthony Gibbons’ 


January 30, 2020 Letter re the Waterfront Seattle LID Special Benefits Report. 


10. Attached as Exhibit 9 is a true and correct copy of a table comparing John 


Gordon’s valuation of the Hyatt Regency with ABS Valuation’s analysis for this hotel. 


11. Attached as Exhibit 10 is a true and correct copy of a table comparing John 


Gordon’s valuation of the Hyatt at Olive 8 with ABS Valuation’s analysis for this hotel. 
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12. Attached as Exhibit 11 is a true and correct copy of Benjamin Scott’s 


supplemental report for the Helios property (CWF-0441), dated March 13, 2020. 


13. Attached as Exhibit 12 is a true and correct copy of Benjamin Scott’s 


supplemental report for the 2+U property (CWF-0421), dated March 13, 2020. 


14. Attached as Exhibit 13 is a true and correct copy of Interrogatory Response 


40 from Defendant’s Objections and Responses to Plaintiffs’ Third Set of Interrogatories 


and Requests for Production in King County Superior Court Case No. 19-2-05733-5 SEA, 


dated January 17, 2020.  


15. Attached as Exhibit 14 is a true and correct copy of Interrogatory Response 


50 from Defendant’s Objections and Responses to Plaintiffs’ Third Set of Interrogatories 


and Requests for Production in King County Superior Court Case No. 19-2-05733-5 SEA, 


dated January 17, 2020.  


16. Attached as Exhibit 15 is a true and correct copy of an email dated March 


10, 2020 RE: HPA Application Received for City of Seattle Waterfront Park and Pier 63. 


17. Attached as Exhibit 16 is a true and correct copy of depictions comparing 


current, Before-LID and After-LID conditions, provided by the City of Seattle. 


 I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington that the 


foregoing is true and correct. 


 Signed at Seattle, Washington, on April 16, 2020. 


 


 
       
 
           
      R. Gerard Lutz 
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Seattle Waterfront LID Assessment Hearing


Seattle LID Public Comment Hearing


March 3, 2020


1325 Fourth Avenue • Suite 1840 • Seattle, Washington 98101


206.287.9066
www.buellrealtime.com


Olympia  l 360.534.9066     Spokane  l  509.624.3261     National  l 800.846.6989


email: info@buellrealtime.com
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  1


  2


  3


  4


  5     _____________________________________________________


  6


  7


  8          SEATTLE WATERFRONT LID ASSESSMENT HEARING


  9                            BEFORE


 10                 HEARING EXAMINER RYAN VANCIL


 11


 12     _____________________________________________________


 13


 14                  Taken at 700 Fifth Avenue


 15                     Seattle, Washington


 16


 17


 18


 19


 20


 21


 22


 23


 24   DATE TAKEN:     MARCH 3, 2020


 25   REPORTED BY:    CRYSTAL R. McAULIFFE, RPR, CCR 2121
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  1                    A P P E A R A N C E S


  2


  HEARING EXAMINER:    RYAN VANCIL
  3


  4   FOR THE CITY:        MARK S. FILIPINI
                       GABRIELLE E. THOMPSON


  5                        K&L GATES
                       925 Fourth Avenue, Suite 2900


  6                        Seattle, Washington  98104
                       206.370.8097


  7                        mark.filipini@klgates.com
                       gabrielle.thompson@klgates.com


  8


  9   FOR OBJECTORS:       R. GERARD LUTZ
                       JACOB STILLWELL


 10                        PERKINS COIE, LLP
                       10885 N.E. Fourth Street


 11                        Suite 700
                       Bellevue, Washington  98004


 12                        425.635.1400
                       Jlutz@perkinscoie.com


 13                        Jstillwell@perkinscoie.com
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 17
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 20
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  1                          I N D E X


  2                        MARCH 3, 2020


  3   Witnesses:                                         Page


  4    ANTHONY GIBBONS


  5    Direct by Mr. Lutz                                 47
   Cross by Mr. Filipini                              111


  6    Redirect by Mr. Lutz                               179


  7    RANDALL SCOTT


  8    Direct by Mr. Stillwell                            187
   Cross by Ms. Thompson                              207


  9    Redirect by Mr. Stillwell                          230


 10


 11


 12                        EXHIBIT INDEX


 13   No.             Description                   Marked


 14


 15   8            Seattle Waterfront Program         64
               Diagram, June 2019


 16


  9            LID before and after images        65
 17
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 19


 20


 21


 22


 23


 24
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  1      A.   Do you want to take that?


  2      Q.   Yes.
  3      A.   Okay.


  4      Q.   All right.  I'm going to leave you this one.
  5      A.   Okay.


  6               MR. LUTZ:  We'd like to introduce as


  7   Exhibit 5, the document identified as Exhibit 3 in our


  8   exhibit list, which is -- and can I have a copy of that


  9   for --


 10               HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  Marked as


 11   Exhibit 5.


 12   BY MR. LUTZ:


 13      Q.   Now, can you describe what the special benefit
 14   issue was in that case?
 15      A.   Yeah.  I -- a couple of things I'd like to pull


 16   up about it, because I think there -- there is a fallacy


 17   in the Macaulay study related to the timing of special


 18   benefit.  And if you look at -- and this was an issue


 19   that Sound Transit has appraisers put forth in this


 20   trial, that they -- they were meant to assess special


 21   benefit as of the date of value, which was the date they


 22   were doing the assignment, as though the station were


 23   complete.


 24           And we disputed that.  That is not -- that is


 25   not the law.  Actually Judge Downing cross-examined the
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  1   witness when he indicated that.  It's not the law.


  2           And you'll notice in his decision, which is item


  3   number 11, he said -- it's the -- I believe it's the --


  4   it's the fourth paragraph, starting, "the minimal."


  5   It's about a little less than halfway down.


  6      Q.   The fourth sentence in paragraph 11 on page 5?
  7      A.   Five, yeah.  "The minimal amount of impact of


  8   the station is primarily due to the nature of the tenant


  9   profile of the business park, but also due to it being


 10   nearly a decade away.  If there is to be an economic


 11   boost felt from the arrival of light rail, such a


 12   benefit is too remote and speculative today to be deemed


 13   a factor in establishing the property's current value."


 14           And the point I'd like to make is that,


 15   oftentimes in LID studies, there is a shortcut that is


 16   undertaken by an appraiser establishing before and after


 17   as of a particular date, the same date.  And usually


 18   that's considered a reasonable approximation when the


 19   project is like a six-month project or even a year


 20   project.


 21           But in the case of a special benefit to be


 22   delivered four or five years later, that -- that


 23   approximation clearly becomes an erroneous one in terms


 24   when the receipt of the special benefit is.  It's not


 25   there at that time; it should not be assessed at that
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  1   time.


  2           An appraiser is perfectly capable of looking


  3   forward to a future event.  We do full costs all the


  4   time and determining what discount should be made.  And


  5   the literature speaks to that in my letter.


  6      Q.   If we're going to go to your letter, why don't
  7   we introduce that.
  8      A.   Okay.


  9      Q.   Before -- just before we move on to it.
 10      A.   Yeah.


 11      Q.   That would be your January 30, 2020, letter to
 12   me?
 13      A.   Yes.


 14      Q.   And we'd like to introduce that as Exhibit 6.
 15               HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  So marked.
 16   BY MR. LUTZ:


 17      Q.   Please proceed.
 18               HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  Mr. Lutz, could I
 19   ask you a favor?  Could you hand it to the City over the
 20   table?
 21               MR. LUTZ:  Oh, absolutely.


 22               HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  So we don't whack


 23   the --


 24               MR. LUTZ:  Yeah, no kidding.  Thank you very


 25   much.
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  1                   (Off-record discussion)


  2               HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  I would love to


  3   get out of my seat for a regular basis.  It would be


  4   helpful if you just hand it to the a --


  5               MR. LUTZ:  Absolutely.


  6               THE WITNESS:  Well, it's on -- on page 3 of


  7   my letter, the fourth paragraph there, this is a quote


  8   from Jim Eaton.  Jim Eaton is -- was Department of


  9   Justice appraiser that wrote several texts on appraisal


 10   theory.  And he notes there, "The fair market value of


 11   the" --


 12   BY MR. LUTZ:


 13      Q.   Where are we here?  Before you start.
 14      A.   It's the -- sorry, the fourth paragraph of


 15   page 3.


 16      Q.   Thank you.
 17      A.   "The fair market value of the remainder as of


 18   the date of valuation" -- which in this case would be


 19   October 19th -- "shall reflect the time when the damage


 20   or benefit caused by the proposed improvement or project


 21   will actually be realized."


 22           And that is, you know, a pure recognition of


 23   factual reality of when something is received.  And


 24   appraisers are completely capable of discounting a


 25   future benefit if it's not going to be received
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  1   immediately.


  2      Q.   And Mr. Macaulay, in his deposition, described
  3   the assumption that the benefits were already accrued as
  4   of October 1, 2019, as a hypothetical condition.
  5      A.   Yeah.


  6      Q.   Can you talk a little bit about the appraisal
  7   ideas of an extraordinary assumption and a hypothetical
  8   condition?
  9      A.   Yeah.  I don't believe this is an appropriate


 10   time for a hypothetical condition.


 11           A hypothetical condition is something that's


 12   actually not true.  It's assumed for purposes of


 13   analysis, not for -- and -- and to maybe test an


 14   assumption.  Like a client might say to you, what might


 15   my property be worth if it was rezoned to this?  And you


 16   would say, okay, as a hypothetical -- it's not rezoned,


 17   but as a hypothetical, he has to test that assumption.


 18           But in relation to the receipt of a public


 19   improvement, where the intention is to fairly assess a


 20   property for the benefit received, if the hypothetical


 21   elevates the special benefit received, then it's clearly


 22   an error.


 23           You know, the -- you should be assessed what the


 24   special benefit is when the -- when you actually receive


 25   it, not based on a hypothetical condition that is not
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  1      A.   Okay.


  2               MR. LUTZ:  I'll hand it across the table.


  3               MR. FILIPINI:  That works.


  4               MR. LUTZ:  Do you want one too?


  5               And here's a second.


  6               HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  We just need one.


  7               MR. LUTZ:  No, two pictures.  And if they


  8   can be labeled, like, Exhibit --


  9               HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  This will be


 10   Exhibit 6.


 11               MR. LUTZ:  If it can be one exhibit, that's


 12   great.


 13               HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  Exhibit 6 or 7?


 14               MR. LUTZ:  Seven.


 15               And I'll hand you, Anthony -- and no, I'm


 16   not going to bang your head -- the pictures.


 17   BY MR. LUTZ:


 18      Q.   You started to talk about pictures.  I've
 19   introduced Exhibit 7.
 20           Can you describe what these two pictures are?
 21      A.   Yeah, so these two pictures are of the central


 22   waterfront area of both looking -- looking north, you


 23   can -- you can north identify with the -- the wheel


 24   there in the left-hand side of the picture.  And in the


 25   south, you can see the -- the stadium -- the stadium
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  1   roof just in the background.


  2           So -- and they're taken from the commuter


  3   overpass, coming out from the ferry.


  4           And so, if you were assessing a special benefit


  5   resulting from the improvement or beautification or, you


  6   know, improvement of streets to this area, your -- your


  7   question would be, is, okay, that project is going to be


  8   complete in 2024, what's going to happen between now and


  9   2024?


 10           Because if it's going to be a construction


 11   project, then the chances are I'm actually going to have


 12   some special damages related to noise, lack of access,


 13   the -- the -- being lost tenancies, for instance, down


 14   there, due to that construction project.


 15           So those would be things, they're necessary for


 16   the project to be complete and to be put in place, and


 17   they would have to be considered in application of the


 18   project, and the -- any benefit that you've received.


 19           So it would be looking -- the near term would be


 20   this, and then you would evaluate the future condition.


 21      Q.   And these pictures were taken when?
 22      A.   This morning.


 23      Q.   Okay.  So these are pictures as of November --
 24   March 3rd.
 25           Is it your understanding that as of October 1,
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  1      A.   -- this -- this is sort of almost by way of


  2   summation.


  3      Q.   And, again, we're at page 2 of -- we're
  4   commenting on page 2 of the Macaulay Special Benefit
  5   Proportional Assessment Final Study.
  6      A.   And this is really just reviewing my criticism


  7   of the study that these benefits here, that they've been


  8   outlined here.  This is clearly an assignment of


  9   benefit.


 10           These are conclusions that are made and


 11   adjustments made to before values to calculate this


 12   lift.  These are not measured values.  They're assigned


 13   values.  That is -- that is completely arbitrary.  You


 14   know, it's -- there's no measurement of that increase.


 15   It's merely an assignment.  And -- and I think that's


 16   incorrect.


 17           The -- the benefits should be measured.  And


 18   let's think about it.  There are parks all over this --


 19   over Seattle.  You know, there's Cal Anderson Park, up


 20   on Capitol Hill.  What's the benefit of being close to


 21   that park?


 22           Lake Union Park, South Lake Union Park; what's


 23   the benefit of being close to that park?


 24           Discovery Park.  Green Lake; you know, what's


 25   the benefit of being close to that park?
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  1           You know, you could do matched pair studies,


  2   Discovery Park with Ballard.  You could do matched pair


  3   studies that looked at what is the beneficial


  4   association in having a park in that community and --


  5   and how much of a rise of property does it create, if


  6   you can measure it.  And -- and none of that was done.


  7   There's not a single study in Seattle that measured it.


  8   It's merely just assigned.  It's not measured.


  9      Q.   And using those examples, some of them are
 10   waterfront and some of them are not?
 11      A.   Yeah, exactly.  Kirkland has a park.  You know,


 12   Downtown Kirkland has a park.  Where's the study -- you


 13   know, Kirkland has office buildings, and apartments, and


 14   condos.  Where's the study that shows where a benefit


 15   would be created by those improvements?


 16           So there are lots of examples locally not


 17   measured.  You know, we go to different cities, grander


 18   parks, you know, there's -- I think things should be


 19   kept local.  And I think if -- if this -- if this were


 20   true, that this would happen in Seattle, then there has


 21   to be an example of it happening and being in place.


 22   And there are long-standing parks in areas, and you


 23   should be able to tease out -- if you can measure it,


 24   you should be able to tease it out and measure it.  And


 25   it's not done as part of this study.
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  1      Q.   So just to -- to characterize this debate.  It
  2   sounds like it's Mr. Macaulay going from grand park
  3   examples in other cities without local park comparable
  4   sale data.  And your recommendation would be to start
  5   with the local first and then to use -- to expand if you
  6   needed to?
  7      A.   Yeah, because the -- all the information that


  8   I've read from his study on those areas is anecdotal.


  9   Oh, yeah, from a broker or something, yeah, this -- this


 10   is -- increase this, and then -- there's too much noise


 11   in there.  You know, there's views considered where


 12   views aren't meant to be considered.


 13           The area that might have been an old industrial


 14   area, then converted to a park, well, that's not what we


 15   have in Downtown Seattle.


 16           It's going to be a newly improved street versus


 17   a street with more trees and a boulevard.  So yeah,


 18   absolutely.  I think that -- that it should have -- if


 19   three percent -- and -- and as I've said before, these


 20   percentage increases fall lower than the margin of error


 21   in the analysis and clearly can't be measured.  You


 22   cannot measure -- you cannot measure one percent of a


 23   difference in a high-rise building for this kind of a


 24   medium.  It just can't be done.  And therefore, it's


 25   simply assigned to a before value.  And I don't think
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  1   that that's -- that's accurate and meets the standard.


  2           So if you could show that, then we should have


  3   local studies showing that.


  4      Q.   And can you comment a little bit further about
  5   the current condition -- the before hypothetical and the
  6   after hypothetical in light of that omission from his
  7   analysis?
  8      A.   Well, that further compounds the complexity,


  9   obviously, because we have to -- we have to make


 10   assumptions about what the before condition would really


 11   look like.  You know, I mean -- there's been discussion


 12   about the diameter of the trees.


 13           You know, I think, you know, we're getting down


 14   to a level where the -- the ability for an appraiser to


 15   discern a value difference between the diameter of a


 16   tree, I think it verges on being ludicrous.


 17           It's -- you know, clearly, at some point, you


 18   have to have a really well-defined set of criteria.


 19   These images came very late in the day.  I think they're


 20   helpful in trying to see what the differences are.  But


 21   then we need to layer the other things on how long is it


 22   going to take, where are the improvements, you know --


 23   every -- every -- this is a long boulevard, big


 24   differences in certain sections.  Where are they?  How


 25   far are you away?
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  1           There's just a lot -- you know, 50 --


  2   $50 billion of real estate, it's -- in my mind, it's an


  3   overwhelming project.


  4           And to -- and to suggest that $56 billion of


  5   real estate increases by .8 percent because of this


  6   facility, that -- I don't think that meets any appraisal


  7   standard that I've seen.


  8      Q.   How would you use comparative sales, as an
  9   example, from these other waterfront parks to try and
 10   tease out the value as exists, the hypothesis of a WSDOT
 11   completed project and the hypothesis of a grander park,
 12   if you could?
 13      A.   Well, I'm not sure it could be done.  You know,


 14   in -- in reading Mr. Macaulay's deposition, he -- for


 15   instance, you know, there's an example offered that he


 16   reckoned the food and beverage cost per person would --


 17   in a hotel, would increase from $35 by 1.75 percent to


 18   $35.61.  You know --


 19      Q.   Because of the Waterfront Park?
 20      A.   Because of the Waterfront Park for a hotel


 21   located several blocks away from the park.  That's an


 22   assignment of an increase.


 23           He's not actually going to say the Marriott down


 24   near South Lake Union and say, well, the manager


 25   reports, yeah, actually, we managed to sell a little bit
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  1   more per room because we find people like to walk to the


  2   park, and I can show you that side-by-side figure and


  3   here's the difference.


  4           I mean, it -- to just assign that kind of


  5   difference is -- it's pure speculation.  It's


  6   imagination.  It's imaginative and it's speculative to


  7   do that without the data to do that.  There's nothing


  8   I've seen that says 1.75 percent is the -- the


  9   measurement.  How do you come up with something like


 10   that?


 11           So I just -- I don't -- I don't think the rigor


 12   is there to prove that a property has had a rise in


 13   value of that amount.


 14      Q.   Is there any assessment -- any component of this
 15   assessment, because of the hypothetical before, that is
 16   collecting money from improve -- from improvements that
 17   are supposed to be excluded and don't exist?
 18      A.   Well, since he's used current values, which are


 19   based on what is there now, what -- what I found was


 20   missing from the study is, I would want to see -- the


 21   City is required to put in a improvement infrastructure


 22   down there, very similar, actually, to what the LID is.


 23   When you look at the two -- and we looked at this


 24   example -- they're very similar.  They have street


 25   trees.  They have a boulevard, it's just less
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  1      Q.   Okay.  So I think we've -- is there anything you
  2   want to add?
  3      A.   No.


  4      Q.   So can you just summarize your -- your opinions
  5   based on review of the final benefit assessment --
  6      A.   Yes.  He's -- he -- in my opinion, he hasn't


  7   properly teased out general benefits and deducted them.


  8   He has not calculated the value increment associated --


  9   associated with establishing a before condition.


 10           He's not measured special benefits; he's


 11   assigned them.  His assignment is at -- in the 1 to


 12   4 percent range is below the margin of error present in


 13   the data and is, in fact, technically not measurable.


 14           If you have a scientific experiment and you have


 15   a standard of error greater than what you're trying to


 16   measure, you can't measure it.


 17           I think -- there's an inequitable treatment of


 18   different types of property.  And -- and I think the


 19   property type itself, the complexity of downtown real


 20   estate, you know, $56 billion of property, I've -- at


 21   the average King County home price, that's like 93 homes


 22   in value -- is so vast that I think it's -- it's beyond


 23   a reasonable ability to accurately sort of take all of


 24   that and -- and attempt to assign special benefit to it


 25   all.  For a linear park, given the uphill nature of
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  1   downtown and, again, the complexity of the real estate.


  2           You simply cannot measure this kind of real


  3   estate, the value of this real estate, so incrementally,


  4   as has been done in this study.


  5      Q.   And so are you confident, on review of
  6   Mr. Macaulay's appraisal, that he has demonstrated the
  7   benefit to the parcels to be actual, physical, and
  8   material and not merely speculative or conjectural?
  9               THE WITNESS:  No.


 10               MR. FILIPINI:  Object as leading.


 11               THE WITNESS:  I feel that the --


 12               HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  Sustained.


 13               THE WITNESS:  Oh, sorry.


 14   BY MR. LUTZ:


 15      Q.   Well, could you comment on how that -- how
 16   the -- his opinion relates to the legal standard?
 17      A.   Well, I think it's speculation.  I think


 18   there's -- I think it's speculation.  I think it's


 19   imaginative, and I think it's remote because of the time


 20   issue.


 21           And so I don't -- it's not a measurement.  I


 22   think he's assuming that property values will increase,


 23   but he's not actually measuring them.  It's not -- it's


 24   not a measurement study.  Like I said, it's an


 25   application of benefit.
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  1      A.   Yeah, that would almost be a requirement, right?


  2   So I mean, they can't build them if they don't have the


  3   money.


  4      Q.   Right.
  5      A.   Or the bonding.


  6      Q.   Part -- part of what I understood the objectors
  7   in today's cases and others to be saying is that, this
  8   is unusual in that the -- an unusual LID, in that the
  9   improvements are not yet built.  So it's not a situation
 10   where we built the improvements and then passed the hat;
 11   it's reversed.
 12      A.   Well, actually, no, that's not -- that's not the


 13   objection.  The objection is -- there are two issues.


 14   One is the before condition that it's being compared to


 15   is not yet built.  That is unusual.


 16           Usually in an LID, you have a pre-condition,


 17   which is in place, and you go out and measure it.  And


 18   then you have a condition with the LID in place.  So


 19   that part's unusual.


 20           But the aspect that is unusual in this case is


 21   the time frame.  Five years is -- five years and the


 22   type of improvement is a long period of time.


 23           It's not like we're putting a sewer in the


 24   ground and it's going to be a six-month or a 12-month


 25   project.  This is a five-year project.  And it involves
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  1   working over water, which is a highly regulatory


  2   environment.  And -- and there's millions of dollars


  3   involved, and it's also an aesthetic.


  4           So it's -- there's, you know, the type of


  5   plants, the diameter of the trees, these are things that


  6   probably are subject to change depending on, you know,


  7   the time of year they get put in and so forth.


  8           So I think those are very different aspects of


  9   this.  But it's mainly the time frame of five years.


 10      Q.   And so do you agree that in a situation where
 11   the municipality has not yet built the improvement -- so
 12   the after case --
 13      A.   Yeah.


 14      Q.   -- that the municipality would have to make
 15   certain assumptions about -- in order to value the
 16   improvements about what they will be; correct?
 17      A.   It has to make an assumption about what they --


 18   well, it has to make a forecast of what they will be.


 19           You know, they -- they're going plan for them.


 20   They're not going to assume what's there.  They're going


 21   to plan it and budget it, and then they also have to


 22   project when it's actually going to be in place.


 23      Q.   Okay.  If I understand your testimony just now
 24   and also on direct, you take issue with the time frame
 25   here between the -- the before scenario?
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  1      A.   Yeah.


  2      Q.   Before-LID scenario and the after, and that
  3   2024; is that correct?
  4      A.   Yes.


  5      Q.   And it -- did I hear you correct earlier to say
  6   that beyond one year, if that after scenario is more
  7   than one year out, that it can't be done?
  8      A.   No.  I've always said it can be done.  It hasn't


  9   been done.  You can have it -- I think a reasonable


 10   shortcut for an appraiser is when it is within the --


 11   the improvements will be in place in a relatively short


 12   time.  Curbs, gutters, sewer, they're going to be in


 13   place in a period of, like I said, six months or a year.


 14   Then I think there's some license given to the appraiser


 15   to do a before and after study that is in the same


 16   general time frame.


 17           Because the time frame -- for instance if you


 18   were going to build a project, you likely couldn't get


 19   the permits before the sewer is in place anyway.  So I


 20   think there's a reasonable license if it's a relatively


 21   short period of time.


 22           In the case of an improvement that's not going


 23   to be in place for five years, you can have huge changes


 24   in the environment.  Buildings can be built.  In fact,


 25   they will be built between now and when the -- the
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  1   boulevard is complete.  That changes the landscape,


  2   creates view blockages, creates competition, essentially


  3   creates a different environment in which the


  4   improvements are delivered.


  5           I'm not saying it can't be done.  I'm just


  6   saying it wasn't done here.  There should have been a


  7   discount provided to -- for the special benefit for the


  8   time and the risk associated with the delivery of those


  9   improvements.


 10      Q.   And let me ask -- let me first make sure I have
 11   that.  Should have been a discount provided for time and
 12   risk related to delivery of the special improvements?
 13      A.   Exactly.


 14      Q.   Okay.
 15           So this is a question I'm going to ask you a lot
 16   in my cross-examination today.
 17           How do you know that a -- Mr. Macaulay, or ABS
 18   valuation did not provide a discount in its analysis for
 19   the time and risk related to the delivery of
 20   improvements?
 21      A.   Because in his report he indicates that he's


 22   assuming it's in place, and in his deposition he


 23   indicated -- sorry, not assuming, hypothesizing it's in


 24   place.


 25      Q.   And so, as a result, you believe he did not
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  1      Q.   But do you know if, in the calculation of any
  2   particular parcel's value before and after, do you know
  3   if he took again, the risk associated with time or risk
  4   of special damages, as you called, it into account?
  5      A.   He did not.


  6      Q.   And, again, I'm trying to understand -- I
  7   appreciate the clarity of your answer, but I am trying
  8   to understand what is the basis for your opinion, and I
  9   take it that it is the existence of the hypotheticals?
 10      A.   Right.  If -- if he had done it like it should


 11   have been done, he wouldn't have made a hypothetical.


 12   But his hypothetical allows him to leapfrog the distance


 13   in time and the condition that the property will be in


 14   for the next five years before it's realized.


 15      Q.   And if I'm -- to understand your testimony from
 16   a few minutes earlier, what -- so what's -- what's the
 17   difference between assuming a hypothetical in this
 18   scenario, at least with respect to the after condition,
 19   and another LID where a municipality has not yet built
 20   the -- let me rephrase that.
 21           Doesn't the after condition for the construction
 22   of LID improvements, the valuation of those, always
 23   assume a hypothetical?
 24      A.   Like I said, it's -- it's a reasonable -- it


 25   doesn't always.
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  1           When we do -- when we do a special benefit


  2   assessment, we make sure we know when it's going to be


  3   delivered and -- and the time frame it's going to take


  4   to do that.  So, no, it doesn't always.


  5           But like I said, there -- there is a recognition


  6   of a small project which is going to be completed in


  7   short order that you might, under those circumstances,


  8   say, you know, these are just street improvements.


  9   They're not going to take very long to do, and I'm going


 10   to look at it today with or without the improvements,


 11   because it's -- you know, it's going to be like a


 12   six-month project or a 12-month project.  It's not --


 13   it's within a reasonable period of time.


 14           And if you were planning on doing something with


 15   that property, like -- sewer is a great -- great


 16   example.  If sewer, brought to a property, allowed that


 17   property to be subdivided and become a plat, the time


 18   frame for putting a plat in place is, you know, like


 19   18 months to two years versus getting the sewer there.


 20   As long as the sewer is in time for the plat, then --


 21   then it doesn't really matter that there's a short delay


 22   in getting the sewer there.  So you would -- you could


 23   then book that value, recognizing it's going to come.


 24           But in this particular case, we're talking about


 25   five years.  And -- and we're talking about an
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  1   environment that will see -- that -- where buildings


  2   will be built within that time frame.


  3           You know, so somebody can get permits and build


  4   a building before the City's got this project complete.


  5   So a complete change of circumstances can happen.


  6   Hotels will see new competition, for instance, between


  7   then and now, that could totally change the manner in


  8   which the special benefit is received, if it is


  9   received.


 10      Q.   And let me make sure I have your testimony
 11   clear.  So how could -- well, let me state.  Could
 12   Mr. Macaulay have done this in a way that would meet the
 13   standard you laid out?  In other words, to account for
 14   the future discount provided for time and risk related
 15   to the delivery of the improvements?
 16      A.   Absolutely.  It's something that appraisers do


 17   all the time.  You might be appraising a property and


 18   know that there's going to be a re-zone in a couple of


 19   years.  And you look forward to that and see, you know,


 20   when -- what's the probability of that happening?


 21   What's the probability of it not happening?


 22           So -- so absolutely you would -- you could make


 23   a forecast of activities.


 24           Same way if you're appraising a condominium and


 25   a tower is going to be built in front of it that's going
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  1      Q.   And -- and let me ask, how should his study
  2   reflect the analysis he underwent to get from current
  3   property value to before LID property value?
  4      A.   Well, I think that here's a great example.  The


  5   park has, like, four-inch diameter trees, and the before


  6   condition will have like two-inch diameter trees.


  7           So where -- where in the analysis is there an


  8   understanding of what that difference is?


  9           And I think this -- in my opinion, this has been


 10   a problem right from the get-go, going right back to


 11   those pictures that I showed you, where there's been


 12   this sort of rolling up of the current condition into


 13   the -- the finished LID without consideration of what


 14   kind of lift would occur with the street improvements


 15   the City's required to put in there anyway.


 16           And I think if an appraiser is using current


 17   sales and current sales activity to develop values for


 18   all of downtown, how can you get to that before


 19   condition if you don't incrementally account for that


 20   lift?


 21      Q.   Right.  So my questions are -- I'm trying to get
 22   all -- all of your reasons why you believe that
 23   Mr. Macaulay hasn't accounted for that lift.
 24           And I understand that your testimony is -- you
 25   believe the study would have more on the topic?  Would
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  1   have measurements, would have --
  2      A.   Yes.


  3      Q.   -- analysis?
  4      A.   Yeah.


  5      Q.   And do you believe that his failure to -- and
  6   I'm sorry, I'm going to say, alleged failure -- to put
  7   in his study this level of detail is a -- a failure to
  8   meet professional appraisal standards?
  9      A.   Yeah, because -- you're -- you're citing a


 10   hypothetical condition, and, under standard appraisal


 11   standards, you should represent what difference that


 12   makes to you than the current condition.


 13           You know, that's a -- that's a very -- it's like


 14   you're -- you're appraising a property subject to --


 15   you're hypothesizing a building is built when it isn't.


 16   You know, that creates a requirement on the appraiser to


 17   remind, you know, what does that hypothetical do to the


 18   value?  How does that hypothetical change the value?


 19           And there is virtually no discussion about it in


 20   the report.


 21           And I think I'm being particularly hard on him


 22   here, because the before condition is so eerily similar


 23   to the after condition, when you look at the pictures


 24   and aesthetics and, you know, where -- where he's


 25   valuing an aesthetic here.  And so I think that places
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  1   additional burden on him to explain why, you know, a


  2   four-inch diameter tree creates more value for a hotel


  3   eight blocks up the street than -- than does a two-inch


  4   diameter tree.


  5      Q.   So coming back to -- I asked you for the
  6   evidence that you have that Mr. Macaulay did not
  7   independently -- or I'm sorry, did not value the
  8   difference between current and before.  I understand
  9   your answer to be you would expect there to be more in
 10   the report.
 11           What if he did?  What if, in fact, Mr. Macaulay
 12   and his team, in doing the 6,000 plus assessments here,
 13   did make adjustments from current market value to before
 14   LID value, would that affect your opinion?
 15      A.   Well, I think those should be available for


 16   review in conjunction with the cost of putting in those


 17   street improvements so that -- so that one could make a


 18   judgment call as to whether they have been properly


 19   dealt with.


 20      Q.   And so let me follow up on that.  What is the --
 21   why would we need the cost information?
 22      A.   Well, because the -- the -- there's a test in


 23   the -- the special benefits study about, you know, costs


 24   not exceeding -- sorry, the special benefit value not


 25   exceeding the cost in place.
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  1   what that would look like.  So let's break that down.
  2           If you're going to pick a particular parcel and
  3   apply an after value to it, how would you -- how would
  4   you calculate that after -- that after value?  What --
  5      A.   Well, if I was going to do a study on a park and


  6   looking around Seattle, I would look at condominiums


  7   that were close to parks and see if, you know, more


  8   condominiums are built, they achieve generally higher


  9   values, and then you could -- then you could go in to


 10   study and say well, these properties will achieve higher


 11   values.


 12      Q.   Okay.  And you would have done that in a mass
 13   appraisal approach?
 14      A.   Well, again, I -- as you know, I have a lot of


 15   problems with the creation of a study with this many


 16   properties in a downtown area.  I think there are some


 17   elements there.  So I wouldn't have done it for a study


 18   like this.  I don't think you can do it.  I don't think


 19   it's possible to do.


 20      Q.   Okay.  So you don't believe it's possible, at
 21   the end of the day, to derive the after values in a
 22   study like this?
 23      A.   The concept that $56.3 billion of property went


 24   to $56.8 billion of property as a consequence of this


 25   landscape boulevard, I -- there is no way of
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  1   authenticating that kind of value change.


  2      Q.   Okay.
  3      A.   This type of real estate is -- just does not


  4   lend itself.  Market forces completely obliterate any


  5   tiny little noise factor like that.


  6      Q.   So -- so the answer to my question is, you don't
  7   believe it's possible to derive the after values here on
  8   this project?
  9      A.   I do not -- well, I do not, no.


 10      Q.   And how about given the project characteristics,
 11   was it possible to derive before values on a project of
 12   this -- like this?
 13      A.   Well, you can derive before values, but you


 14   would have to recognize the kind of margin of error you


 15   have.


 16           So if you're -- if you're doing a study where --


 17   I'm sorry, I'm feeling like an old record here.  If


 18   you're doing a study, your margin of error is greater


 19   than what you're trying to find, your study fails.


 20      Q.   Right.  So let me ask you a question on a -- and
 21   I'm trying to understand the -- where is the floor, in
 22   your mind, for the incremental increases in property?
 23   And I know you've testified that you can't measure
 24   incremental increases in property of one percent, you
 25   said a few minutes ago.
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  1   time, increases lower than that?
  2      A.   Well, I -- if you're looking for the difference


  3   and -- and that is the goal of the -- the project and


  4   you're getting down to the point where -- like you said,


  5   two appraisers on the same day, equally motivated to


  6   come up with the right answer, create that difference


  7   for you.  I think you would argue that that difference


  8   is a matter of mere noise.  It doesn't take on special


  9   significance like it is put to in this study.


 10               HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  We'll take a break


 11   there and return at 3:15.


 12               MR. LUTZ:  Thank you.


 13       (A break was taken from 3:02 p.m. to 3:20 p.m.)


 14               HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  We'll return to


 15   the record.  Mr. Gibbons on cross.


 16   BY MR. FILIPINI:


 17      Q.   I'm going to hand you what has been marked as
 18   Exhibit 3 in this proceeding.  It's Mr. Macaulay's final
 19   benefits study.  And I want you to have that cleanest
 20   copy --
 21      A.   Do you have a magnifying glass?


 22      Q.   I know.  Wow, it's even worse on -- on these.
 23   And then Mr. Edlund-Cho was nice enough to make us some
 24   copies of that particular page.
 25               HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  Which page are you
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  1   information as confidential -- well, we don't.  There's


  2   no way you can do it.


  3               HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  There's no


  4   confidential at this point.


  5               MR. FILIPINI:  Yeah, I -- I will just follow


  6   up with just a reminder later, and we can talk about it


  7   off line.


  8               But my -- my objections would be, you know,


  9   I don't think it's on cross.  And leading.


 10               MR. LUTZ:  My -- so my question is, as a


 11   hypothetical, if --


 12               HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  I understand that


 13   you're re-asking the question.


 14               MR. LUTZ:  I'm re-asking the same question.


 15   Withdrawing the earlier version of it.


 16               HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  Rephrasing and


 17   re-asking.


 18   BY MR. LUTZ:


 19      Q.   Rephrasing the question.  If, as a
 20   hypothetical -- because we're not talking about the
 21   specific exhibit -- Mr. Macaulay is making micro
 22   assumptions as to percentages, rather than macro
 23   assumptions as to one percentage, does that increase the
 24   reliability of his report?
 25      A.   It doesn't, because it goes to the same issue.
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  1   If you're -- if you're making an adjustment to


  2   parameters used in the before to calculate the after,


  3   then it's the adjustment that you're measuring, not --


  4   not the difference.


  5           Again, I'm -- it's -- you're concluding as to


  6   what the difference is versus measuring the difference.


  7               MR. LUTZ:  Okay.  I have nothing further.


  8               HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  Thank you,


  9   Mr. Gibbons.


 10               THE WITNESS:  Thank you.


 11               MR. LUTZ:  And -- and my colleague,


 12   Mr. Stillwell, is going to take over the questioning of


 13   the next witnesses.


 14               HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  Okay.


 15               MR. STILLWELL:  And for the record, I don't


 16   think I was here when we began, I'm Jacob Stillwell,


 17   from Perkins Coie, on behalf of objectors.


 18               HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  Thank you.


 19   Mr. Stillwell.  Please proceed.


 20               MR. STILLWELL:  We'd like to call


 21   Randall Scott.


 22               And I have a list of specific objectors in


 23   the cases that Mr. Scott will be testifying about that I


 24   can enter in as an exhibit.  I don't know if you want to


 25   swear him in first or if you want to --
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  1   talking about.  You've already figured out areas --


  2   because you might wind up with having different models


  3   in different places and different models for different


  4   property types and so forth.  That's all -- that's all


  5   fine.  That's all imaginable.


  6           But you -- at some point, you have to rationally


  7   specify what is going to create value, and then you have


  8   to take -- that would be in line with if one -- one


  9   would expect a bigger property to sell for more.  That's


 10   an expectation.


 11           The calibration development is when you take the


 12   data that you have, apply it to the information sources


 13   that you consider valuable, which could be sales of


 14   properties.  But I would also point out that it could


 15   also be a single property appraisal; right?


 16           So -- just if this doesn't take too much of your


 17   time.  The State of Washington, for instance conducts


 18   what they call ratio studies of assessors' performance.


 19   And what they will do is that they'll identify a strata.


 20   And if they don't find enough sold properties in that


 21   strata, they will go out and appraise a property and put


 22   that into the sample and now compare their model results


 23   with that appraisal.  That -- that is where most of the


 24   hard work gets done.


 25           Because we all -- it makes sense that newer is
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  1   number at the end.  It's going to come out of there.


  2   And every time you do it, it will come out with the same


  3   number.  And if you change the characteristics, you'll


  4   get a different number; right?


  5      Q.   And so is -- and so are you saying that that is
  6   an example of a properly applied methodology and
  7   calibration?
  8      A.   Correct.  I don't claim that this document right


  9   here constitutes a fully reported mass appraisal model,


 10   because that wasn't the point.  I just wanted to show


 11   the difference between the parameters in the model


 12   structure and the coefficients estimated in the


 13   calibration process.


 14      Q.   So is it -- would it be fair, then, to
 15   characterize this example as just simply showing how --
 16   how a properly -- a properly demonstrated model is
 17   calibrated when all parts are operating --
 18      A.   Yes.


 19      Q.   -- correctly?
 20      A.   Correct.


 21      Q.   Could you please discuss what that would look
 22   like in a mass appraisal?
 23      A.   Actually, it would look very similar to that,


 24   except that you would very likely have a different model


 25   for -- for different property types.
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  1           Notice that one of the requirements is you have


  2   to define -- this is back to .2 on that seven-point


  3   list.  You have to define the market area of consistent


  4   behavior, and you have to identify the characters that


  5   affect the creation of value in that large area.


  6           Well, so if I'm talking about hotels, that's not


  7   necessarily the same thing as self-storage, not


  8   necessarily the same thing as parking lots.  Not --


  9   right, you're going to come up with different


 10   characteristics.  So you might wind up with different


 11   models; right?


 12           But for an -- for a perfectly good example, what


 13   one could have done if the job was to ask the question


 14   how good a model does Crocker Liu have, you could have


 15   taken all the hotel sells in your area, fed them through


 16   his model, and then -- and then you -- that would have


 17   been the point where you were reviewing the mass


 18   appraisal results.  And then you would see how close did


 19   we get with -- how close did that model get to the sales


 20   that are actually reflected; right?


 21           Normally speaking, that's the goal of the


 22   assessor's office.  That's the goal of the mass


 23   appraisal.  But mass appraisal does not have to be for


 24   tax purposes.  It's for any universe -- in this case, a


 25   perfectly good application area for mass appraisal
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  1   techniques and methodology.  I personally don't see that


  2   it was done the way I would have thought would have been


  3   appropriate.


  4           Because at the end of the -- for instance, if


  5   somebody ever wanted to go home on their own computer


  6   and just see a mass appraisal report, the King County


  7   Assessor puts out one report for every area every year.


  8   And one of the things that's very important is Item


  9   No. 7, reviewing the mass appraisal results.  The -- the


 10   summary result, the one that really makes the difference


 11   is where they compare the results of their model output


 12   with the sales that are out there.  Because the State of


 13   Washington wants you to be at a hundred percent.


 14           They will tolerate different numbers but not too


 15   far away from a hundred percent.  So you have to show


 16   them that, by changing these values the way that we did


 17   from last year to this year, now our ratio, if you will,


 18   went from 80 percent to 95 percent.  So that's a --


 19   that's a proper movement.  And you can see it.  And you


 20   can see in the equation that expressed that number in


 21   the first place how you got there.


 22           Now, it if it came out -- quite frankly, when I


 23   worked for the King County Assessor's Office many, many


 24   years ago, one of my first jobs was valuing all the


 25   major office buildings in downtown Seattle.  So I had a
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  1   spreadsheet and -- I had a spreadsheet and I categorized


  2   each of the major offices into about five or six


  3   different types.  And then I had a table.  And I said,


  4   if you're in type one, here is your rent, here's your


  5   vacancy, here's your operating expense, here's your cap


  6   rate.  And that gave every one of those properties a


  7   value.


  8           And if I didn't like the way -- and that whole


  9   spreadsheet is tied to a graph.  Think of going to the


 10   rifle range and trying to zero the weapon, and you find


 11   out that your -- all your hits are down here.  They're


 12   consistently off to the lower right.  Well, you've got


 13   to move it up to the center, otherwise you haven't


 14   passed the test; right?


 15      Q.   So are you -- and so is your testimony, then,
 16   that when you're developing a model, if you don't first
 17   have -- if the model that you're using is not specified
 18   or you're just not using one to begin with, then you're
 19   not able to calibrate it properly because you're not
 20   able to put in those -- those inputs into your model?
 21      A.   Well, yeah, my view is that if you haven't


 22   specified the model, then I, as a user of your report,


 23   don't really know how you got your value.


 24      Q.   And I think that's the important point.
 25           So my next question, then, is how -- what
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  1   relevance is that conclusion?  So your testimony is, it
  2   sounds like you're unable to test the model used in the
  3   Macaulay study.  What impact does that have on these
  4   assessments?  Why does that matter?
  5      A.   In my personal view, it means that the study


  6   that put these values out is not credible.


  7           In -- in my personal opinion, a mass appraisal


  8   does not exist here.  And therefore, what we have is a


  9   lot of pages about what it's going to be like when it's


 10   all done and how pretty that is, and so forth and so on.


 11   And then we have a list of values.  But I don't know how


 12   those values came about.  And I get the feeling that


 13   maybe nobody else does either.


 14           Which should not be.  You have to have an


 15   appraisal.  If you don't have an appraisal, all you have


 16   is a list of numbers.  Because it's the credibility


 17   that's everything.


 18               MR. STILLWELL:  I have no further questions.


 19   Thank you.


 20               HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  Cross?


 21               MS. THOMPSON:  Good afternoon.


 22                      CROSS-EXAMINATION


 23   BY MS. THOMPSON:


 24      Q.   So you said that you've been working with
 25   Northwest Property Tax consultants for 18 years; is that
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  1   USPAP standards, what legal effect does that have on the
  2   appraisal?
  3      A.   Well, I'm not sure.  That's a legal question.


  4   I'm not a lawyer.  What I am saying is that -- is that


  5   if -- so yeah, I'm not -- I'm not -- I don't think I'm


  6   qualified to answer that question.


  7           I think that what the point of saying that an


  8   appraisal -- I mean, I can give you an example, if you


  9   don't mind.


 10           I did a review appraisal of an appraisal of a


 11   paper mill in Longview.  And -- and I concluded that it


 12   was not a credible basis for valuation of the -- of the


 13   paper mill.  And as a result, the lawsuit in Superior


 14   Court went away; right?  Because they realized that,


 15   well, we're going to need a new appraisal.  So that's


 16   not a legal effect.  That was a -- that was a practical


 17   outcome.


 18           My -- my concept of credibility is that, if a


 19   document claims to be something and it is found not to


 20   be that -- and I'm going to maintain pretty clearly that


 21   my review shows that the Macaulay document does not


 22   report an adequate mass appraisal and it doesn't report


 23   it in an appropriate manner.  In particular, it doesn't


 24   really give us any testing whatsoever.


 25           I would say that the document doesn't count as
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  1   an appraisal.  That's just me.


  2      Q.   So let me ask you this question a different way.
  3           You've identified the USPAP standards as the
  4   ruler that you've judged the ABS report against; is that
  5   correct?
  6      A.   Yes.


  7      Q.   Have you used any other standards in evaluating
  8   the report?
  9      A.   No.


 10      Q.   And the USPAP standards, those are viewed in the
 11   industry as guidance for how appraisal reports should be
 12   prepared?
 13      A.   Mandatory guidance.


 14      Q.   Mandatory guidance?
 15      A.   That's why it has lots of words like "must" as


 16   opposed to "may."  There's some "mays" in there.


 17      Q.   So I want to move to your appraisal review --
 18      A.   I should back up.  It's mandatory when required.


 19           So federally related transactions have to be


 20   done according to USPAP.  Others can be done because of


 21   an agreement between the client, that that's


 22   appropriate.


 23           But most of us would have the view that it's a


 24   set of minimum standards that should be complied with.


 25   If you don't, you're not up to professional stuff.
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  1      Q.   Thank you.
  2           Can you speak to the impact of the proximity of
  3   the Century Square Retail Building to the improvements
  4   along the waterfront?
  5           What relationship do they have?
  6      A.   The distance, I think, is relatively -- it's


  7   relatively large.


  8           So, essentially, to reach those improvements,


  9   more of those will pass not only most of the transit


 10   hubs, the properties adjacent, and up above the transit


 11   tunnel, for instance, but you would also bypass,


 12   essentially, a lot of other more proximate improvements.


 13           To reach the Overlook Walk, for instance, one


 14   would have to go -- travel, essentially, the three to


 15   four blocks down into the market and then down.  So that


 16   distance is --


 17      Q.   Thank you.
 18           Turning now on the next page of your report,
 19   subsection (b) at the top, "Restrictions on Property."
 20           Did you discover, in your research of the
 21   building, any development restrictions on Century Square
 22   Retail?
 23      A.   I did.  And this has been long-standing


 24   knowledge since the 1980s when the property was


 25   essentially assignable for redevelopment.  The property
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  1   is limited in its development to a much lower height


  2   than is allowed under the zoning.  And this is due to


  3   the shadow concerns on Westlake Park which is an


  4   environmental concern.


  5               MR. STILLWELL:  And, Mr. Scott, before you


  6   continue, I'm going to introduce to the exhibit of a


  7   section of Seattle Municipal Code 25.05.675, which


  8   discusses areas of downtown where shadow impacts may be


  9   mitigated by the City and expressly including Westlake


 10   Park and Plaza.


 11   BY MR. STILLWELL:


 12      Q.   Thank you, Mr. Scott.
 13           Please continue.
 14      A.   Of course.


 15           So what you do see there in the -- so this is in


 16   the City code.  When it says "shadows impacts may be


 17   mitigated."


 18           The mitigation basically means that the City


 19   is -- can, at will, say -- or under consideration say


 20   you can't build as high as you think you can because we


 21   think the shadows on the park are a factor.


 22           This has long been an issue for the property.  I


 23   believe in the 1980s you can see this is a -- I


 24   submitted a -- there was a -- a master's dissertation


 25   where different redevelopment considerations were
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  1   undertaken for the subject property.


  2           And what that found was that the shadow impacts


  3   were going to be a great concern in terms of development


  4   potential for the property.


  5           That restriction on the shadows was brought more


  6   into bear by the neighboring tower which was developed


  7   which then had to have shadow impacts mitigated,


  8   including, I believe, a fee to the City.


  9           So the property cannot be built to -- consistent


 10   with its zoning in terms of the type and the incentive


 11   height allowances.  It changes the highest and best use


 12   of a downtown property that's only built to two stories


 13   pretty dramatically.


 14      Q.   And what documentation or evidence did you rely
 15   on for your conclusion that the tunnel is also
 16   restricting development?
 17      A.   The -- so the tunnel does undercut the subject


 18   property.


 19           As we know, the tunnel travels under Third


 20   Avenue and then turns to go up Pine.  It does so right


 21   under the subject property.


 22           I think you have a copy of the Kirk M.I.T.


 23   thesis, hopefully.


 24               MR. STILLWELL:  Yes.


 25               And for the record, I'd like to introduce a
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  1   citation in Mr. Scott's report as to King County


  2   Assessor's data from 2009, where we see -- there's a


  3   note from the Assessor saying the "improvement," meaning


  4   Century Square Retail, "is built over the bus terminal


  5   which may restrict redevelopment.  The improvement had


  6   retail on both upper floors.  And the basement can't be


  7   used because of the bus tunnel, therefore, limiting its


  8   value."


  9               And in addition, the M.I.T. thesis Mr. Scott


 10   references, I will introduce as well as an exhibit.


 11               Mr. Scott has, fortunately, since it's an


 12   M.I.T. thesis, excerpted only a few pages and


 13   highlighted the areas that specifically discuss how the


 14   shadowing and the tunnel create sort of a perfect storm


 15   restricting development of this property.


 16   BY MR. STILLWELL:


 17      Q.   I'm sorry, Mr. Scott.
 18           Please continue.
 19      A.   Thank you.  So what -- what both the assessor


 20   became aware of is that the tunnel restricts the usage


 21   of the property as it stands.  It reduces the amount of


 22   basement that can be used.  The tunnel also restricts


 23   how you could build upon the property.


 24           So if everything was the same as neighboring


 25   zoning, one could build farther away from Westlake Park
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  1   to avoid the shadow impacts.  What this site


  2   unfortunately experiences is the undercut of the tunnel,


  3   which means right where you'd have to build high to


  4   avoid the shadows, you are stuck above the tunnel and


  5   can't build, so.


  6      Q.   Thank you, Mr. Scott.
  7           Now, in your review, did the Macaulay report
  8   take these restrictions into account when estimating the
  9   before value or the special benefit?
 10      A.   I did not observe that it did.  The specific


 11   characteristics do not seem to consider the basement


 12   restrictions in terms of usage.  I mentioned the rent


 13   role reports of 32,000 square feet.


 14           Mr. Macaulay appears to rely on the Assessor's


 15   data without concern to the notes which modify that data


 16   and along with what the Assessor's valuation of it.


 17      Q.   And by "notes," you mean the exhibit that was
 18   just introduced from the assessor?
 19      A.   Correct.


 20      Q.   You are talking about those development
 21   restrictions?
 22      A.   Correct.


 23      Q.   Thank you.
 24           If these restrictions were taken into account in
 25   the Macaulay study, how would they have impacted the
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  1   Despite the Joshua Green having on the ground floor a


  2   cafe that is able to utilize the sidewalk for cafe


  3   tables outside, that will experience an increased


  4   benefit due to the improvements of the sidewalk there.


  5           It also, of course, has the office above, which


  6   can be utilized for rent generation.  Similarly, 301


  7   Pike, which is the garage property.  So that's -- it's


  8   on Third and Pike, for instance.


  9           Those pedestrian amenities will be improved


 10   dramatically in the after.  They are relatively low


 11   quality pedestrian amenities.


 12           According to the IMI scale, they were in the --


 13   I show them as, essentially, Level 1.  And they will


 14   move from Level 1 to Level 2.  So a relatively dramatic


 15   improvement there.


 16           The Ross Building, however, was ascribed a


 17   special benefit of $639,000.  The subject is at


 18   $711,000.


 19      Q.   And so considering those two examples which, for
 20   the record, are also discussed in your report on the
 21   final two pages, considering those examples against
 22   Century Square Retail, what is your professional
 23   conclusion about how the special benefits are allocated
 24   amongst the properties in the Westlake Center area?
 25      A.   I think they are essentially inequitable.  And
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  1   considering the development restrictions on the subject


  2   property, it seems to be ascribed a special benefit that


  3   is higher than I think makes sense in the face of


  4   comparable properties and competing properties.


  5           It won't leverage the benefit other properties


  6   will be able to do in the face of the LID improvements.


  7               MR. STILLWELL:  Thank you, Mr. Scott.


  8               I have no further questions.


  9               HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  One question I


 10   have is did -- Mr. Scott, did you determine -- you


 11   indicated that there was an -- in your assessment that


 12   there was an inequity.


 13               Did you determine what should have been the


 14   correct number?


 15               MR. SCOTT:  I did not.  I would put it on


 16   the order of the reduction in line with the Ross


 17   Building, and that's a property that is relatively well


 18   positioned to take advantage of the LID.


 19               It's a relatively similar size subject


 20   property, and it incurs a benefit of the $639,000.  I


 21   would put that as a ceiling on the subject property.  I


 22   don't think that it would be in excess of that.


 23               HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  And you called it


 24   the Ross Building.  Which address or how else can I


 25   identify that besides the name?
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  1   stuff like that.  It is probably more the customer basis


  2   is a little bit wider, so it probably includes tourists


  3   and people working in the city as well.


  4      Q.   Okay.  And how long has Equity Residential owned
  5   these apartments?
  6      A.   We purchased Harbor Steps in 2005.


  7      Q.   Okay.  So let's -- we talked a little bit about
  8   the -- your involvement with the preliminary study and
  9   then negotiations of the security measures.
 10           Let's talk about the current valuations, the
 11   before valuations for the Harbor Steps parcels.
 12           Do you agree with those assessments?
 13      A.   No.  The -- when we look at the before values,


 14   they are considerably higher than we would expect to get


 15   in any kind of reasonable transaction for the -- for the


 16   property as a whole.


 17           So we -- we don't agree that -- with the before


 18   values.


 19      Q.   Okay.  Can you -- if you can elaborate, that
 20   would be helpful.
 21      A.   So I guess I would say that the -- the viaduct


 22   coming down was a benefit for us.  So when the viaduct


 23   came down, it's not necessarily just access to the


 24   waterfront, it was really more due to the noise of the


 25   traffic.
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  1           Living in the high-rise towers, you would start


  2   to hear traffic coming through quite loudly on the


  3   viaduct at 5:00 in the morning.  So that was kind of a


  4   big detriment to -- to the location.


  5           And as soon as the traffic on the viaduct -- as


  6   soon as it was closed and traffic stopped, the whole


  7   area became much quieter, much more pleasant.


  8           So we have seen some benefit from the viaduct


  9   coming down.  I would say that there's some incremental


 10   benefit to having better access to the waterfront.  But


 11   the main benefit to our property is that the noise has


 12   subsided considerably in that area.  We had --


 13      Q.   Is the construction still an issue or is that --
 14      A.   The construction is -- is a little bit of an


 15   issue, but I think -- right now, like, for example, they


 16   are working on moving the Alaskan Way way over, so it


 17   makes it a little more difficult to get to the


 18   waterfront.


 19           But I really don't feel like people live in our


 20   building -- their primary reason for living there is not


 21   to have access to the waterfront.  It's primary to


 22   having access to the amenities in the city,


 23   particularly, you know, Pioneer Square, First Avenue,


 24   Pike Place Market.  People that live there live there


 25   because they have jobs.  They want access to
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  1   transportation.  They want, you know, a quiet place to


  2   live in the city where they can have access to all these


  3   amenities.


  4           So I -- I would say that having the construction


  5   on the viaduct is an incremental inconvenience to


  6   people, but I don't know that they -- you know, it's not


  7   like they are going to the waterfront every day.  That's


  8   more of a thing that I think people tend to go, you


  9   know, on the weekends or, you know, every couple weeks


 10   when they are getting out to enjoy the city.


 11           It's not as important as -- as the amenities on


 12   First Avenue, their jobs, things that people do every


 13   day when they live in the city that -- that benefit us.


 14           So I guess the final point I wanted to make on


 15   that is that the property does have very good views, and


 16   that wasn't really changed by the viaduct or the park.


 17           We have great views of the waterfront, and a lot


 18   of people also come there for the, you know, the


 19   high-rise living experience with -- with views of the


 20   city and views of the waterfront.


 21      Q.   All right.  And you -- you're talking on this
 22   one from personal experience; right?
 23      A.   Yes, I am.  I --


 24      Q.   You live in Harbor Steps?
 25      A.   I live there.  And I live in Harbor Steps.  I've
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  1   life dictates.


  2      Q.   Okay.  Well -- and so if the average tenant is
  3   there, what, a year and a half?
  4      A.   I would say around that amount.


  5      Q.   And so would you anticipate current tenants
  6   paying more to rent your apartments based on the fact
  7   that there's going to be a park there in 2024?
  8      A.   No.  I think very few -- very few people are


  9   making their decision based on that.  A lot of people


 10   aren't aware of the schedule of the park.  They know


 11   it's coming.  But, you know, they are -- when they --


 12   when they come to look at Harbor Steps, they are looking


 13   at what's there today.  Not something down -- five years


 14   in the future.


 15      Q.   Okay.  Did you have -- did -- did the City's
 16   appraisal team ask to -- to interview you or inspect the
 17   property as part of the --
 18      A.   Not with respect to the LID.


 19      Q.   Okay.  So back to these values.  You said it
 20   was -- you said they were over -- that the -- that you
 21   thought the values were too high.
 22           Do you have -- have you quantified any amount by
 23   which you think they are too high?
 24      A.   It ranges.  And it -- it -- the difference


 25   between the preliminary and the final was a little bit
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  1   hard to comprehend too.  Because between the final and


  2   the -- or between the preliminary and the final, some of


  3   the buildings went up in value -- in before value by


  4   10 percent.  Some of them went up by 20, 25 percent.  So


  5   it didn't really make a lot of sense, the changes from


  6   preliminary to final, to us.


  7           But, you know, I would say, typically, most of


  8   the before values that we see in the LID are on the


  9   range of 10 to 25 percent higher than what we would


 10   expect those buildings to transact for.


 11      Q.   And you said -- you said that the rents went --
 12   the rents went up because of the viaduct going down.  So
 13   it's not like there hasn't been an increase in value?
 14      A.   Right.  Yeah.  Right.  If you were to look back


 15   to Harbor Steps in 2018, you know, the values would have


 16   been significantly less than that.


 17           And part of that is just, you know, downtown


 18   rents have been good.  The viaduct going away has made


 19   the area more attractive.  So we did get increased rents


 20   in 2019.


 21      Q.   Okay.  And can you talk about the drivers for
 22   your -- for your apartment rentals over maybe the past
 23   five years?
 24           Well, you only came in 2018, but before that you
 25   were managing finance.
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  1      A.   Yeah.  Right.  No, I have a fairly good


  2   understanding of the, you know, recent history of the


  3   market.


  4           And I mean, the value of the buildings and the


  5   rents are really driven largely by supply and demand,


  6   which, in this case, is heavily due to the, you know,


  7   tech job -- technology jobs in Seattle.  There's been


  8   just, you know, incredible growth of population in


  9   Seattle, but also high paying jobs.


 10           And that is really kind of the number one driver


 11   that we think of is driving our rents forward.


 12           Just, you know, an example of -- how -- how


 13   quickly that relationship and how much of a driver that


 14   is, is that -- there was a time in late 2017 where


 15   Amazon was kind of -- which has a lot of jobs in the


 16   city which was-- Amazon kind of announced they were


 17   pulling -- they were putting some of their job hiring on


 18   hold and slowing down until they kind of re-strategized.


 19   And the effect on rents was immediate and quick.  As you


 20   see fewer people moving to town for those high-paying


 21   tech jobs, the rents started to go down.  And we


 22   struggled throughout 2018 because of that.


 23           Because what we had was the job growth was a


 24   little bit slower and there were a lot of new product


 25   coming online.  And so that's -- that's what -- that's
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  1   the formula for slower rent growths in this business.


  2           And as -- as the job -- the jobs pick up, the


  3   job growth picks up in the city; that's when we see the


  4   rent growth pick up.


  5      Q.   And so has it again?  I mean, you've gotten --
  6      A.   It has.  It has.  Yeah, I think Amazon has a


  7   record number of technology job postings right now,


  8   like, 11,000.


  9           And as we see people, you know, moving into town


 10   for those jobs, that's where we start to see rent


 11   increasing.


 12      Q.   Okay.  Speaking of that shorter cycle, can
 13   you -- you said you started at Equity in 2006?
 14      A.   Yeah.


 15      Q.   Can you talk about the -- the five-year cycles
 16   in the real estate market from 2006 to today?
 17      A.   Yeah.


 18      Q.   That you've experienced.
 19      A.   Certainly, yeah.  I -- I was fairly new in the


 20   real estate industry back in 2006.


 21           And we saw a downturn of -- you know, in --


 22   2007/2008 with the housing crisis and the mortgage


 23   issues with housing.  And it really -- it did affect the


 24   apartment business.  Probably more than it should have,


 25   because at that point in time, as rents were dropping,
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  1   as people were defaulting on mortgages, you know, real


  2   estate companies were struggling just to, you know, make


  3   their payments and stay alive.


  4           So the focus was really much more on do I have


  5   enough capital to keep operating and that I'm not going


  6   to default on my loans?  And the transaction market and


  7   the liquidity of assets just kind of froze.


  8           And at that point in time, you know, we're a


  9   public company, our stock price declined over


 10   50 percent.  And, you know, it was just -- it was kind


 11   of a scary time for the industry because you didn't know


 12   if it was going to come back and how long it was going


 13   to be.


 14           Fortunately, for the apartment industry, all of


 15   the, you know, mortgage foreclosures and people losing


 16   their houses meant people moved to apartments and the


 17   business recovered faster than other sectors of the


 18   economy.  But it still took people a long time to get


 19   trust in the business.


 20           So, you know, it wasn't until 2013 to 2016 where


 21   we actually saw investment really start to ramp-up in


 22   the apartment business.  And, you know, then you saw


 23   rents kind of increase disproportionally at that point


 24   because there wasn't a lot of product built in the --


 25   you know, after the downturn to around 2013.
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  1      Q.   And let me just stop you there.
  2           So what you said, if I interpreted it right, you
  3   just kind of -- you can amplify on it.
  4           People were moving into apartments so the
  5   apartment business was strong, but the investors were
  6   still nervous, so you weren't getting --
  7      A.   Right.


  8      Q.   -- new supply until later?
  9      A.   Yeah.  And there's a long period of, you know,


 10   when you start to develop a building and go through the


 11   permitting process to when you actually bring that


 12   building online, that creates these imbalances because


 13   of this timing lag.


 14           And so you can see very massive turnarounds in a


 15   short period of time.  And I think, you know, our


 16   economy has been very good for the last five years.  And


 17   a lot of people in the real estate business are


 18   concerned that, you know, any kind of negative event or


 19   macroeconomic factor could turn that to the opposite


 20   direction.


 21           So I think those of us been around for a while


 22   have seen how that can change very quickly, and you can


 23   go from a great market to a market where everybody is


 24   trying to cover their expenses.


 25      Q.   Right.  Well -- and, actually, back to your
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  1   2018, you talked about the -- the temporary pause in
  2   rental rates because of the Amazon hiring pause?
  3      A.   Mm-hmm.


  4      Q.   Were there any other factors, supply and demand
  5   in the apartment?  You said people --
  6      A.   Yeah.


  7      Q.   -- didn't want to invest until 2016, so.
  8      A.   Right.  Yeah.  Right.


  9           So, I mean, part of that was, you know, you had


 10   people investing in new construction for apartment


 11   buildings, which really ramped up 2013 to 2016.  Those


 12   buildings started coming on line in 2015 and 2016.


 13           So you have -- you had the -- the pull and the


 14   push of less demand on the job site but also new


 15   buildings coming on line in Seattle; and, ultimately, we


 16   need those new buildings.


 17           But very quickly you saw that -- that rents


 18   dropped because new buildings coming on, a little bit of


 19   a pullback in hiring and the economic conditions have


 20   just flipped the other way.


 21      Q.   Right.  And so -- so in your experience, where
 22   are we in this investment -- in the real estate cycle?
 23      A.   We're -- we're definitely near the peak.  Peaks


 24   can go on for longer than people expect, and I think


 25   that's happened so far.  But I think almost every real
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  1   estate investigator is -- is, you know, aware that


  2   there's bound to be a downturn in the next few years.


  3   It could be this year.  It could be next year.  It could


  4   be two years from now.  And the good ones are -- you


  5   know, the people that are wise are making -- making


  6   provisions for that.


  7      Q.   Call it a "rainy day fund"?
  8      A.   A rainy day fund or not extending themselves too


  9   far.


 10      Q.   Right.  And so that's within the next five years
 11   is kind of that window you are looking at?
 12      A.   Absolutely.  Yeah.


 13      Q.   Okay.  So --
 14               HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  Mr. Lutz, how much
 15   longer do you anticipate Mr. Leigh being in direct?
 16               MR. LUTZ:  It could be as long as a half


 17   hour.  Probably more like 20.


 18               HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  Okay.  We were --


 19   the original estimate was to be 30 total.


 20               MR. LUTZ:  I'm sorry.  Would you prefer that


 21   we continue and --


 22               HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  I'm going to look


 23   at that right now.


 24               MR. LUTZ:  Okay.


 25               HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  Let's continue
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  1   'til 12:30.


  2   BY MR. LUTZ:


  3      Q.   Okay.  So let's talk about -- and you've
  4   summarized -- you've talked about it in general in parts
  5   of your testimony already.  But let's talk specifically
  6   about what special benefit, if any, Harbor Steps -- you
  7   anticipate Harbor Steps will receive by the construction
  8   of the new LID improvements?
  9      A.   I guess I would say I do like the idea of the


 10   park and I'm a supporter of the park.  I think it's a


 11   broad benefit to the City of Seattle and everybody that


 12   lives here that will visit it.


 13           When I look at our specific asset, I think


 14   there's not a lot of special benefit to this asset for a


 15   couple reasons.


 16           One, I don't think multifamily apartment


 17   buildings, you know, this is going to bring in tourists


 18   and visitors.  And it's great for a lot of industries --


 19   hotels, restaurants -- but for our biggest business,


 20   multifamily apartment building, it -- as a multifamily


 21   apartment building, you know, we're driven by jobs, as I


 22   explained.


 23           Rents don't necessarily go up because we have a


 24   tourist attraction a block away.  And sometimes that can


 25   be an -- actually a disamenity.  If there's noise.  If
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  1   it's not well cared for.


  2           So I don't see a lot of benefit on -- to our


  3   rental rates from the park.  You would think that our


  4   retail space would -- would get more traffic from a park


  5   close by there.  But the nature of this park is creating


  6   more connections from Pike Market down to the


  7   waterfront.


  8           There's the Overlook Walk, a very expensive


  9   structure that's going to make it much easier for people


 10   to go from Pike Place Market down to the waterfront.


 11           This is actually probably going to divert


 12   traffic away from our property and our retail -- our


 13   retailers.


 14           It's because today one of the best connections


 15   is to walk down First Avenue, cut through Harbor Steps,


 16   get down to the waterfront.


 17           People walking from Pike Market are going to


 18   have the Overlook Walk, which is going to be a much, you


 19   know -- a bigger connection.  A clear connection in the


 20   waterfront.


 21           They are going to have the Union Street


 22   connection, which is going to be improved.  And so I


 23   think it's likely that fewer people will actually make


 24   it all the way down to Harbor Steps and cut through and


 25   use our retailers.  So we are concerned about our retail
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  1   space.


  2           And like I said, we don't see a lot of -- a lot


  3   of benefit on the rental rate side just because of the


  4   park.  And there's a potential for -- that it -- that it


  5   can be a nuisance if it's not well cared for.


  6      Q.   Right.  So if you assume it is well cared for,
  7   you would -- you are kind of assuming net neutral for
  8   the apartments and potential detriment to the retail?
  9      A.   Yeah, I think so.


 10      Q.   Okay.  I might be able to -- so let's talk about
 11   2019 again.  You've already said you didn't get any
 12   rent increase -- you are not getting rent increases
 13   because of the parks potentially coming in 2024.
 14           What does an assessment -- a current tax
 15   assessment do to the value of the Harbor Steps project?
 16      A.   Well, a tax -- a debt owed immediately is an


 17   immediate hit to value.


 18           So, you know, if -- if we have an assessment


 19   coming up that's 5 million, any buyer is going to look


 20   at that and say I'm going to offer you 5 million less


 21   than I would because of that -- that liability coming


 22   up.


 23           Now, the other option is to finance the --


 24   finance the assessment over, I think, a period of 18 or


 25   20 years.
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  1      Q.   You are talking about what the -- the offer you
  2   have from the city is to do the financing over that
  3   period?
  4      A.   Right.  Right.


  5           So, you know, in that case, that adds kind of an


  6   additional obligation which, is an ongoing cash flow


  7   agreement that we would have agreed in to with the City.


  8           So any buyer would look at that as, you know, an


  9   increase to property tax expenses over that time and


 10   reduce the value accordingly.


 11      Q.   And have you made calculations of that potential
 12   value loss?
 13      A.   Yeah.  Since the financing is fairly expensive


 14   in this case, it actually kind of -- if we were to


 15   finance it at that rate, it would add to the -- to the


 16   value -- to the reduction in value of our -- of our


 17   buildings there.


 18           So for Harbor Steps, that's the four parcels.


 19   We kind of assumed that -- about 6.5 million, if a buyer


 20   were looking at that, where we agreed in that financing,


 21   about 6.5 million would be the reduction in value.


 22      Q.   And how did you calculate that?
 23      A.   We looked at what the cap rate is that we would


 24   expect to get on a building like Harbor Steps.


 25           We -- we assumed 4.4 as the cap rate on Harbor
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  1   Steps because it is a -- it's not a liquid asset because


  2   it's such a big asset.  And it is a lot of -- it's a


  3   20-year-old building.  It has a lot of unknown capital


  4   expense.


  5           It has the steps going right down through the


  6   middle which is a public benefit but a -- difficult to


  7   maintain and expensive.


  8           So any buyer is going to look at an asset like


  9   that and not pay premium cap rates that they might for


 10   an asset without -- that's a lot more simpler and not as


 11   complex as that.


 12      Q.   And we actually kind of veered into the cap rate
 13   discussion.  So is 4.4 -- do you understand how your --
 14   how the LID valued your --
 15      A.   I understand that the -- I don't know the exact


 16   number, but I saw a lot of the cap rates that I've


 17   been -- discussed with other owners that -- that


 18   understand how the LID was calculated was that the cap


 19   rates were around 4 percent for buildings like this.


 20           So I would assume if -- if Harbor Steps was


 21   valued at the 4 -- at a cap rate of 4, or 4 percent,


 22   that would actually take about 7.2 million off of our


 23   value.


 24      Q.   Okay.  So at -- so you're experiencing a current
 25   value loss because of the LID of about six-and-a-half
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  1   million --
  2      A.   That's -- that's what --


  3      Q.   -- by your estimate?
  4      A.   -- were planning on.


  5      Q.   I'm sorry.  Go ahead.
  6      A.   Yeah.  We would estimate at 6.5 million.


  7      Q.   And translated to 7.2 if you did the analysis
  8   the way --
  9      A.   If you believe the cap rate used in the study.


 10      Q.   Okay.  And, again, you talked a little bit about
 11   the retail being a little bit more challenged.
 12           If you were doing something more sophisticated
 13   with the cap rate for the retail would be the 4.4 or
 14   would it be --
 15      A.   We typically value retail on a 5.5 cap rate, so


 16   that's significantly less valuable for the -- for the


 17   income and space.  And that's because retail in Seattle


 18   is somewhat challenged right now.  Restaurants are


 19   having a hard -- harder time making ends meet.


 20           There's more vacancy.  The landlord has to put


 21   out a lot more money in terms of -- just because of the


 22   market, there's a lot of retail space out there for


 23   rent.  So a landlord would have to put out a lot of


 24   money to the tenant to build out the space.  And so, you


 25   know, all those factors mean that the retail is not as
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  1   And then he does the before without -- without the LID


  2   improvements, the park.  And he does it after by --


  3   usually you do it a different way.  It's not -- that's


  4   why I thought his methodology, he didn't get comps that


  5   affect the park and then solve for it.


  6           He actually just took the before and said I


  7   think it's a factor of X and I'm applying that to that.


  8   And he relied on those park studies and stuff to get the


  9   percent change.


 10      Q.   Okay.  So let's move to the question of special
 11   benefit.
 12           Can you describe now, in general terms, how the
 13   special -- how he distinguished between -- the before
 14   and the after to identify a special benefit?
 15      A.   If he -- he established the before based on his


 16   understanding of rents and expenses and capitalization


 17   rate, and then he relied on a study or two about the


 18   enhanced market value of properties that are close to or


 19   adjacent to a park.  And he used those studies to


 20   determine what -- let's call it what the premium would


 21   be or the factor would be.


 22           So he has a before value, he -- he uses these


 23   studies to determine whether it is 1, 2, 3 percent, and


 24   he applies that to the before value to show what the


 25   special benefit would be.  What the enhanced value would
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  1   be.


  2           When I -- when I read that, I was like, oh,


  3   that's kind of -- I didn't expect that, because usually


  4   I think as an appraiser, we would expect to see more of


  5   a matched paired, kind of go, well, here's properties


  6   that sold that were by a park and here's ones that were


  7   not.  Or here is the incomes on properties near parks


  8   versus the income of properties not near parks to help


  9   determine that delta.  That's kind of what I thought I


 10   was going to see.  So I was a little surprised about the


 11   park thing.  It seemed -- seemed a little weak to me.


 12      Q.   When you say "weak," can you talk about the
 13   difference between professional judgment and -- and
 14   judgment based on paired sales?
 15      A.   Yeah, it was very -- I'll say qualitative


 16   instead of quantitative.  And I think as appraisers, we


 17   kind of lean towards the quantitative side of things a


 18   little more.  I mean, we have to put in our -- a little


 19   bit of judgment about quality and character of


 20   locations.  But I -- like I said, I thought there would


 21   be an analysis of here's buildings next to parks and


 22   here's their rents versus the same kind of building


 23   without it and you could solve for a delta.  And go, oh,


 24   the rents are whatever, 2 percent higher or 3 percent


 25   higher, then you could apply that.  That's what I
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  1   thought.


  2           But he used the park studies, and he's just --


  3   he's kind of a little subjectiveness about how he's


  4   applying the benefit of the -- of the park to the -- how


  5   the buildings themselves are gonna benefit.


  6           And I was -- I think I was also surprised, from


  7   my understanding of it, Mr. Macaulay, he had a rendering


  8   of what it -- what Alaskan Way and the park would look


  9   like once it was there, but I believe when he did his


 10   analysis, he didn't have the rendering of what it looked


 11   like without it, if it was just the WSDOT improvements


 12   and not the park.


 13           So later -- when I did my work, I was able to


 14   see that.  And so you can kind of go, okay.  So this is


 15   the delta in terms of the Alaskan Way.  The delta


 16   between park/no park.  And then you can make -- connect


 17   that to what's the delta and the terms of valuation.


 18           And it seemed his -- his assessment of the


 19   benefit was really strong.


 20           Part of it due to the before value of the


 21   property being higher than it probably should be.


 22      Q.   When you say "strong," you mean high?
 23      A.   I mean high relative to what the delta is on


 24   that park.


 25           Frankly, I was a little surprised when I saw
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  1   factors that are just little slices of this at half a


  2   percent or percent increments.  And I know from reading


  3   the study it was subjective.


  4           It was a judgment call, and appraisers can make


  5   judgment calls.  That's part of our job.  You know, you


  6   like to back it up.


  7           And maybe in something like this, with the


  8   numbers being so significant, you would be a little more


  9   conservative about those factors.


 10           But the combination of being high in your before


 11   and then applying these factors here, can I just pump


 12   that -- pump that assessment up?


 13      Q.   Okay.  So in -- as your ultimate review, do
 14   you -- do you believe that the Macaulay report has
 15   accurately estimated the special benefits to the Harbor
 16   Steps properties based on your review?
 17      A.   No.  No.  And, in fact, you could


 18   probably argument -- you could probably make the


 19   argument it's not a special benefit.  It truly should be


 20   a general benefit, because it applies much broadly.


 21   It's not -- special -- you know, in my experience,


 22   usually LIDs are very, very specific to this road


 23   enhancement or widening and you get better access; your


 24   retail property has now got more traffic and there's


 25   benefit.  We're going to give you a curb cut.  It's very
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  1   concrete.  This one's not.


  2           It's a little subjective.  It's pretty powerful


  3   when you apply -- even if you apply 2 percent or


  4   2-1/2 percent to those numbers.  That's really powerful,


  5   mathematically, to those numbers, because the numbers


  6   we're dealing with are so big.


  7           So, no, I don't think that was really a special


  8   benefit.


  9      Q.   Okay.  Can you talk about the -- your impression
 10   of the Harbor Steps location relative to the
 11   improvements you did talk about, the Overlake [verbatim]
 12   Walk and the Pier 58 park stuff.
 13      A.   Yes.


 14      Q.   And how that play -- you know, how you would
 15   look at Harbor Steps' location as being -- as being
 16   potentially influenced by those -- those improvements.
 17      A.   Well, it seemed to me that in the after, that


 18   the -- the -- I'm looking for the right word, the sort


 19   of gravity or the weight has shifted down towards Pike


 20   Place Market because of the overlook improvement, very


 21   significant.


 22           Harbor Steps, the steps itself going -- going


 23   down, you know, the buildings and you've got the steps


 24   that connect to the waterfront has a lot of retail


 25   around there.
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  1           A lot of times, I guess, more commonly they


  2   would be for, like, a widening of a street, something


  3   like that, you know.  Maybe utility enhancement or


  4   something like that, you know, where -- it's usually a


  5   lot more clear about whether -- there's very clear


  6   special benefit.  It's usually not so -- less concrete,


  7   whatever that --


  8      Q.   So in this -- in the context that we're in right
  9   now, which is the context of a Local Improvement
 10   District, how do you define the concept of a special
 11   benefit?
 12      A.   Special benefit is something that is generally


 13   pretty clear and measured -- measurable from whatever


 14   the -- the improvement being done for the street.  Maybe


 15   its access or its visibility.  Or like I said, you've


 16   got a utility enhancement.  It really, really clearly


 17   affects that single property versus something that's


 18   large and might affect all these different properties,


 19   that's a general benefit.


 20           And so if you are doing something large, you


 21   would generally determine if there's a -- a general


 22   benefit before you would determine if there's a special


 23   benefit.


 24           And you've got to be careful not to, like, add


 25   those together.  You've got to kind of keep them apart.
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  1           That's why for this one here, seems like it's


  2   much more of a general benefit than a specific benefit.


  3      Q.   And why do you say that?
  4      A.   Because it's -- it's a major big project that


  5   is -- that -- it benefits not only the downtown, but


  6   probably benefits lower Queen Anne and Queen Anne, maybe


  7   Capital Hill, all of the city of Seattle, to some


  8   degree, not just these little properties.


  9           So you take a property -- you know, take an


 10   example that's easier.  Like, it's ten blocks away from


 11   the waterfront, but yet it's in the zone.  Really?  It


 12   gets a special benefit because it's eight blocks away?


 13   You know, but that's not -- in every other case it's


 14   much more concrete where a parcel or building gets a


 15   special benefit.  This is a little less concrete.


 16      Q.   So on direct we also heard you speak about the
 17   park studies that ABS relied upon in determining the
 18   special benefits; correct?
 19      A.   Correct.


 20      Q.   Did you review those -- each of those studies
 21   personally?
 22      A.   I read them.


 23      Q.   And on direct you said that one thing that
 24   surprised you about the ABS study was that there wasn't
 25   a matched pair analysis used; is that right?
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  1      A.   Correct.


  2      Q.   Is there a -- in your opinion, is there a
  3   standard for margin of error in a mass appraisal
  4   context?
  5      A.   I don't know the answer to that.  I've never


  6   heard what that would be.


  7      Q.   So your opinion in your appraisal review that
  8   the .5 percent of 4 percent special benefits are within
  9   typical margins of error for all commercial appraisals,
 10   that's assuming the margin of error for commercial
 11   appraisals; is that right?
 12      A.   Yeah.


 13      Q.   The 5 percent?
 14      A.   Talking about standard appraisals, not mass


 15   appraisals.


 16      Q.   Okay.
 17      A.   Yeah.  With standard appraisals, I think the


 18   industry agrees, if you're within 5 percent, you are


 19   pretty good.


 20           You know, you are 8 -- if you are 6 percent


 21   apart, maybe.  You know, okay.  But if you are 10,


 22   15 percent apart, it's like, what's wrong here, you


 23   know?


 24      Q.   So is it your opinion then that the percentage
 25   increases in the ABS study are too small to represent
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  1   actual measured value increases?
  2      A.   I think I said it wasn't reasonable.  I mean,


  3   it's so small.  To me, it's like splitting hairs.  I


  4   mean, it's so small.


  5           And -- and given that, you know, within


  6   5 percent it's usually -- you know, kind of normal.


  7           Boy, splitting that down to half a percent or


  8   1 percent just seems like incredibly specific and like


  9   how -- how did you do that?


 10           Well, it wasn't a mathematically solved number.


 11   It was kind of an opinion, subjective opinion.


 12      Q.   And just trying to figure out, like, your sense
 13   of the lowest percent increase in value that you would
 14   consider to be reasonable, is that -- would that be a
 15   1 percent increase, higher or lower than that?
 16      A.   So you're asking me what's my opinion of the


 17   special benefit to the Park?


 18      Q.   No.  So -- let's walk it back.
 19           So you are saying in your report here that the
 20   ABS conclusions of .5 percent being the lowest special
 21   benefit increase that's estimated.  And the 4 percent,
 22   that range is below the 5 percent margin of error for
 23   commercial appraisals; right?
 24      A.   True.


 25      Q.   So I'm trying to figure out if 5 percent -- so
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  1   presumably, if 5 percent is the margin of error, then
  2   if -- if ABS had calculated a 5 percent increase in
  3   value to -- for, let's say, Harbor Steps, that would be
  4   within -- it would be above -- it would meet the margin
  5   of error; correct?
  6      A.   Yes.  Mathematically, yeah.


  7      Q.   Mathematically?
  8      A.   Yeah.  Yeah.


  9      Q.   Yeah.  And --
 10      A.   Hence the number:  Five, five, and five.


 11      Q.   So my question is, is it your opinion that any
 12   increase in value below 5 percent is just not credible?
 13      A.   Well, the way you phrase it, any value, you mean


 14   the special benefit bump that he's applying.


 15      Q.   Right.  The -- sorry.  The change in value?
 16      A.   Yeah.


 17      Q.   Which represents the special benefit?
 18      A.   Well, if he believed if he had data or something


 19   that believed his matched pairs, if you would have done


 20   it and it showed, yeah, it's a 6 percent delta or


 21   7 percent delta, then that -- yeah, that would have


 22   been -- that's a more -- that's more measurable; right?


 23   You can measure that.


 24           Trying to measure it down to .45 or 1 or 2, it's


 25   just -- it's so small, it's hard to measure.  That's
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  1   really -- it's just -- he can have an opinion.  That's


  2   his opinion.  That's fine.  It's just, you have to go,


  3   well, you know, is that reasonable?  Is that credible?


  4   Because that's so minutia.  It's so specific.  And it


  5   wasn't mathematically solved.  It was just, I read these


  6   studies, and they say this and that.  And my opinion is


  7   1 percent for this property and 2-1/2 for that property.


  8           How credible is that?


  9      Q.   You also mentioned on direct and in your report
 10   that ABS -- the ABS report doesn't mention an offset for
 11   loss in parking; is that right?
 12      A.   As far as I could see, yeah.


 13      Q.   And so as a result, do you believe that ABS did
 14   not offset the loss of parking units in its assessment?
 15      A.   Well, unless it was built into his judgment when


 16   he picked that number, but it was not discussed.  So you


 17   really couldn't tell.


 18           It would have been nice to kind of list out some


 19   pros and cons, because actually being next to a park is


 20   not all pros.  And from personal experience, I lived


 21   near a park.  I can tell you, it's not all pros.


 22      Q.   So would your opinion about the ABS report
 23   change if ABS, in fact, did offset its calculations for
 24   loss in parking?
 25      A.   It might.  I don't know.  It might make it a
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  1   you might see specifically at the Overlook Walk or


  2   certain areas of the waterfront park where there are


  3   major attractions being put in.


  4      Q.   Well, and for Harbor Steps we talked a little
  5   bit about an income approach to valuation and we got
  6   quite an education on it with the dialectic during
  7   Mr. O'Connor's testimony.
  8           Have you made calculations of the net value loss
  9   to Helios associated with the imposition of the LID
 10   benefit -- or LID tax?
 11      A.   Yeah.  I mean, similarly to Harbor Steps, you


 12   know, when you have an outstanding payment that's due


 13   immediately, and I believe the -- the assessment for


 14   Helios is 2.2 million.


 15           So right off the bat, our value would be


 16   2.2 million less.  Because any buyer would know that


 17   they were going to be on the hook to make that payment.


 18   So they would subtract it off any amount that they would


 19   pay us for -- and if we go ahead with the financing


 20   option that the City presents us, then that cost will be


 21   spread out over 20 years.  And that would result in, you


 22   know, a buyer looking at the cash flows over time being


 23   reduced by those payments, and that would be a little


 24   bit more of a value hit to us.  And we figured


 25   2.8 million at a 4.3 cap rate for the --
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  1      Q.   For 18 years?
  2      A.   Yeah.


  3      Q.   Did you assess it based on the -- Mr. Macaulay's
  4   cap rates?
  5      A.   I -- I assessed it on a 4.0.  I'm not sure if


  6   that's his cap rate, but I've been given information


  7   that his cap rates are lower than what we would expect.


  8   And at a 4.0, it would be a 3.1 million hit to the value


  9   of --


 10      Q.   Okay.  So you are getting --
 11      A.   -- the transaction.


 12      Q.   -- a $3.1 million value decrease now, and the
 13   possibility of modest benefits --
 14      A.   -- going forward.


 15      Q.   -- in five years?
 16      A.   That's right.


 17      Q.   So how does that net out in your financial
 18   model?
 19      A.   It's --


 20      Q.   Do you ever catch up?
 21      A.   It's -- it's -- we would look at this and we


 22   would say it's a highly, highly risky investment.


 23           Because we'd incur 100 percent of the cost


 24   and there's really no guarantee that we're gonna get any


 25   return from that investment; or it could possibly, if
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  1   things don't go well, if the crime is not kept under


  2   control, if that -- if it isn't very well executed, it


  3   could be a negative to our business.


  4           And, you know, if -- that's where you could


  5   really lose your values if, you know, an area becomes


  6   less desirable to live because, you know, people don't


  7   want the hassle and the trouble and the noise and that


  8   kind of thing, then people are going to avoid and, you


  9   know, we would not be able to expect rent increases


 10   there.


 11      Q.   Right.  Okay.  And you said there's some retail
 12   there.  So, again, when you're using these cap rates,
 13   you would -- you would actually, if you were doing a
 14   more refined assessment, would you make some adjustments
 15   for the retail?
 16      A.   Yeah, we would.  We would typically use at least


 17   a 5.5 cap rate on retail, because, you know, there's a


 18   good chance that when it goes vacant it will take a


 19   longer time to get a new tenant in or we'll have


 20   additional expenses to get the space ready for that new


 21   tenant, so.


 22      Q.   And if you were to do the cap rate based on your
 23   analysis of the delay and the LID improvements for the
 24   interim construction, how would that influence a cap
 25   rate you'd assign in that analysis to the retail
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1 benefit into those streetscape improvements.  And so I


2 think that by improving other properties you're -- it's


3 a pie that you're dividing.  And Helios, as well, will


4 make a slight smaller piece, I think.


5    Q.   For those other properties that you're saying


6 will have increased value due to the improvements, does


7 that mean that they have sort of less room to make up as


8 far as post-completion sales and surplus?


9    A.   Yes.  I think any -- I believe any issue that it


10 confronts a retail tenancy or a rent generator, all


11 these things have a tendency to add up.


12         And if you're trying to make up ground on an


13 asset, it's going to be problematic.  When you're


14 digging out of a hole, anything that makes that hole a


15 little bit deeper, is a problem.


16    Q.   So as -- as was discussed last week, there's


17 sort of confidential spreadsheets that we won't,


18 obviously, disclose any information on.


19         But did you review those from Macaulay?


20    A.   I did.


21    Q.   Did you identify any -- any incorrect data,


22 again, not going into specifics from that study; and, if


23 so, how did that impact the conclusions?


24    A.   I didn't find that -- it appears that


25 Mr. Macaulay has used incorrect -- incorrect unit mix
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1 for the apartments.


2         So the number of -- the number of studios, the


3 number of one-bedrooms, the number of two-bedrooms,


4 Mr. Macaulay appears to have used the incorrect numbers


5 for them.


6         Those numbers appear to have been -- I'm not


7 sure if those were the original.  The difference between


8 "as planned" and "as built."  And so the assessor


9 modified their data in 2017.  Mr. Macaulay appears to


10 have been using the original unit counts.


11         This makes a dramatic difference.  Mr. Macaulay


12 included -- he reduced the number of studios by 56.  So


13 he had a higher number of the larger higher rent units


14 in his income calculations that made -- that, of course,


15 makes a big difference.


16         The difference that that generates just by


17 correcting his numbers is $37,849,000 on the pre-mark --


18 on the pre-LID value.


19    Q.   So you're saying by -- by inserting the


20 incorrect data into the methodology, it has artificially


21 raised the pre-LID value of the property?


22    A.   Yes.  That's correct.  By almost $38 million.


23    Q.   In your opinion, if the correct data was used


24 from the beginning in the methodology, how would that


25 have impacted the pre-LID value?
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1 the LID improvements.


2         I haven't done that -- excuse me.  I discussed


3 the leasing situation and how the building is positioned


4 relative to the LID with ownership representatives and


5 management and -- as well as considering the effects of


6 a LID onto the property itself; all that based in


7 Mr. Macaulay's final study.


8    Q.   Okay.  Thank you.


9         I would like to begin by turning to the third


10 page of your report.  Middle of the page under "Section


11 C: Incorrect Data."


12         Can you please discuss the parcel data here and


13 your conclusions about their inconsistency with


14 on-the-ground conditions?


15    A.   Yeah, the -- the notation there -- this is a


16 list of three parcels.  The three parcels are what make


17 up a sort of ground footprint of the 2+U building.


18         So parcels ending in -- by 190 and 210, all of


19 those sit underneath the property, the building itself.


20 They were purchased separately, demolished, and then


21 constructed upon.


22         So the building itself sits and straddles these


23 three parcels.  The -- this is what Mr. Macaulay


24 describes as a, quote, "larger parcel."  And this should


25 be described as an economic unit.
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1         So a value derived by capitalizing income to the


2 property would require the contribution of those land


3 parcels.


4         What it does not seem to be -- what did not seem


5 in the initial study was that the two parcels were


6 deducted from the overall value.


7         In essence, to create 100 percent of the value,


8 some of that value is contributed by the underlying


9 land.


10         What did not appear from the original study was


11 that the Freedman's Loan building and the play yard,


12 vacant lot, were deducted from the total value of the


13 property itself.


14         Upon further review of the spreadsheets that


15 were provided after the fact; that's clear.


16 Essentially, the $591 million value of -- derived from


17 the income approach by Mr. Macaulay includes the


18 contributory value of those two parcels.  So they should


19 be deducted in the allocation back to the large parcel


20 ending in 0175.


21         The -- the difference that that makes is


22 relatively substantial.  In a sense, what is happening


23 is the special benefit of those properties is being


24 double counted.  It's assumed --


25    Q.   If you wouldn't mind -- Ben, you cut out there
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1 but that may help with the system.


2             MR. SCOTT:  I will try.


3             The economic unit that we've talked about,


4 what Mr. Macaulay describes as a larger parcel, is the


5 sum of the values of all the contributory parcels.


6             The special benefit should not be allocated


7 outward as -- if it could be used separately.


8 Essentially, the value of those parcels... for


9 a (indecipherable) bigger component.  And so adding it,


10 essentially -- then it would just say that, well, I can


11 generate income from this building; I can generate


12 potentially separate income from these other land


13 parcels.  That's not the case.


14             The land parcel is directly contributing to


15 the building on top of it.  I'm sorry.


16 BY MR. STILLWELL:


17    Q.   Okay.  And so you're saying that, essentially,


18 it's being counted -- these two other parcels are being


19 counted twice because they are both included in the


20 value of the 2+U building and, in addition, are treated


21 as two separate parcels with potential income


22 generation?


23    A.   That's correct.


24    Q.   If those two parcels had been treated more


25 accurately in the report, such that their value was
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1 reduced from the 2+U building's value, how would that


2 have impacted the pre-LID value and how would that have


3 impacted the special benefit?


4    A.   The difference would be that the total pre-LID


5 value calculated by Mr. Macaulay and attributed to the


6 0175 parcel...


7    Q.   Oh, Ben, you're gonna have to start your


8 sentence over.


9    A.   The pre-LID value calculated by Mr. Macaulay for


10 the 0175 parcel, as it includes the values of the other


11 two parcels, the application back to the 0175 parcel


12 should have been reduced from $591,082,000, to


13 $559,114,000.


14         I apologize, if we didn't do this, I think --


15 I'm not sure if you can see that?


16             HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  Nothing is coming


17 through.  Oh, yes.  Okay.


18             MR. SCOTT:  And that -- what that hopes to


19 show is that the 2+U building descriptor, that's the


20 total value.  If we don't -- if we don't disagree with


21 Mr. Macaulay's calculation.


22             The allocation should have been back out the


23 other two parcels.  So the bottom number is what should


24 be allocated back to the 2+U building.


25             The after LID, in the same manner.  And the
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1 feel that's an apt comparison to the Seattle waterfront


2 project?


3    A.   You know, I think the physical similarities are


4 there.  You had like this double-decker freeway that


5 more or less partially fell down in '89 Loma Prieta


6 earthquake.  It was triggered this kind of motion


7 towards dismantling of this whole area.


8         I think, physically, there's similarity there.


9 Obviously, the viaduct got taken down.  So -- but I


10 think in terms of value impact, there is a huge


11 transformation in San Francisco immediately at the


12 location where the freeway ran, you know, physically


13 once the freeway was removed, allows the ability for


14 kind of eventual up-zoning, different change of use.


15         So you have, you know, a valuation impact if you


16 were to redevelop in that immediate area.


17         Kind of transitioning over to Seattle, I'm not


18 sure that translates the same, since a lot of the area


19 is already built out.


20         With respect to where Martin's location is, you


21 know, I don't think it changes anything.  Because,


22 again, this building is relatively new.  It is a 2013


23 build.  Type 1 construction.  We're not -- the zoning


24 doesn't change.  I won't be tearing down this building


25 any time soon to rebuild something else.  I think
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1 specific and direct, I guess, betterment is a way to put


2 it, that benefits very clearly defined properties.


3    Q.   And is it typical to see an LID of this size


4 encompassing more than 6,000 properties?


5    A.   I haven't seen one this big.  But, again, as I


6 testified previously, there's -- you know, most of the


7 LIDs are -- well, then it just proves -- I just


8 testified, there -- there are different


9 magnitude-in-scale types of developments.


10         I've never seen one this big.  I -- I think the


11 South Lake Union Streetcar might have been -- I don't


12 know how many, but wouldn't have been near this many.


13 6,000-plus is a very large scale LID project.


14    Q.   And what does that size tell you about special


15 benefits versus general benefits?


16    A.   That's a good question.  I think you -- you


17 know, and -- and this is unscripted.  It's -- I think


18 given the magnitude of it, it just makes it so much more


19 of a general benefit than a special benefit.  Special


20 benefits for LIDs and improvements are really


21 narrow-focused.


22         Again, back to the -- the concept of providing


23 the utilities is such a great example or providing a


24 road to improved properties.


25         To me, I look at 6,000-some properties, and I
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1 know that some of them are multifamily condominiums.


2 And if you look at it on a building-by-building basis,


3 it would be smaller.  But it is just a huge, a huge


4 scope of LID boundary area and properties involved.


5    Q.   Can you give some examples of how some other


6 major projects in Seattle have been funded?


7    A.   Well, sure, I think -- the question kind of


8 is -- a little bit is, is this a reasonable funding


9 mechanism for waterfront LID improvements -- or I can't


10 speak to that.  I'm also not a funding consultant.


11         But, you know, even to look around at all the


12 improvements that have been made around the area -- and


13 I'm reading because I needed to take notes but, you


14 know, the viaduct itself.  The viaduct and tunnel


15 replacement was funded by state, federal, and local


16 sources including the Port of Seattle and


17 (indecipherable).


18         The seawall project, a 290 million project was


19 voter-approved with a bond measure.


20         Coleman Dock -- and these sort of happen to all


21 be in the area -- comes from federal, state, and local


22 sources.


23         The Seattle Aquarium.  The new aquarium will be


24 funded by city, county, state, federal, and private


25 donations.
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1 you to take $250,000 of your capital and move it from


2 one investment to another that's going to receive zero


3 interest, zero -- zero growth, and, you know -- and


4 defer any value of that until the three to five years.


5 If that makes sense?


6    Q.   It does.  Thank you.


7         And the fact that these improvements have not


8 been built yet, the waterfront LID improvements, how


9 does it -- how could an appraiser account for the


10 economic value today of benefits to be received five


11 years from now?


12    A.   Well, the -- that's a pretty big question.  The


13 number one is, is that under -- you make the assumption


14 that there are special benefits, and we'll just go ahead


15 and make that assumption.


16         The reality of it is, is that it would be


17 discounted in some form.  I mean, there's so many


18 factors that you have to look at when determining the


19 value of a property before and after.  Over that


20 five-year term, that's almost impossible to figure out


21 what it is.


22         And I could go over our latest, you know, health


23 situation of the Coronavirus is one example of here's a


24 change that I don't think anybody saw coming, but this


25 could impact values.
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1    Q.   And so there are these -- you said these other


2 factors that might impact values between now and then


3 that we really don't know about.


4         Could you talk a little bit about those factors?


5    A.   Well, it's -- you know, the basic economics of


6 supply and demand.  But it is very economic driven.


7 Jobs driven.  I mean, I'm not an economist.  But you can


8 just see the factors.  We've been in a very growth


9 economy and there's a lot of individuals that are


10 projecting or pontificating some form of a recession.


11         So there's just all these real estate cycles


12 that you end up -- property owners go through.  So it's


13 almost more that than it is anything that is specific.


14         We're not even talking about the disruption of


15 construction of the project over the duration.  That is


16 another element you could look at.  There's a lot of


17 different factors that go in and try to figure out


18 something five years from now.  It's -- it isn't unusual


19 to do that.


20    Q.   You mentioned construction.


21         To your knowledge, and based on your review, did


22 Mr. Macaulay take into account any risks that there


23 would be delays in constructions, that there would be


24 delays in obtaining permits, that the times might


25 change?
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1    A.   You know, I went over the report again today


2 just to see what -- about the eighth time going through


3 it and I saw nothing about that.


4    Q.   Based on your review, did Mr. Macaulay take into


5 account the risk that there be negative impacts due to


6 the improvements on certain properties; such as, loss of


7 parking, loss of use, increased traffic?


8    A.   He made a note, and if I recall, in there about


9 a loss of parking, but that being offset by a benefit


10 of -- of the project, an LID improvement project.


11         (Indecipherable) but I apologize.  I know of --


12 (indecipherable) --


13             HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  Mr. Shorett --


14             MR. SHORETT:  And the 57 --


15             HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  Mr. Shorett.


16             MR. SHORETT:  Working -- and -- the -- the


17 54 -- that whole line appears, they all appear not


18 working.


19             So, you know, what the impacts are going to


20 be, I don't think anybody really knows.  But we know


21 that there's a loss of parking, and we know they are


22 concerned about it.


23             HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  Mr. Shorett, could


24 I please ask that as you're given testimony you keep


25 your eyes on the screen.  If I'm raising my hand, I
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1 level of certainty.


2    Q.   And so you're saying that -- that actual


3 measurable special benefits at that -- between this


4 hypothetical before condition and hypothetical after


5 condition, that that -- that that is basically


6 unsupported in -- in the final special benefit study; is


7 that your testimony?


8             MS. THOMPSON:  Objection.  Leading.


9             HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  Response to the


10 objection?


11             MS. LIN:  I was just trying to summarize.


12 But I can rephrase.


13             HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  Okay.


14 BY MS. LIN:


15    Q.   What is your opinion about whether the special


16 benefits study supports its estimation of actual


17 measurable special benefits?


18    A.   I -- I think the best answer -- and it's -- I


19 testified to this before.  It's in my Exhibit 1.  I


20 think it's in the supplement that we're going to talk


21 about later.


22         It is so remote and speculative to determine


23 what the value benefit is for these just very


24 incremental LID improvements are to surrounding


25 properties five years out that it just leads to a report
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1 that's misleading and is not credible.  It's just too


2 remote and speculative.


3    Q.   Let's take hotels as an example.


4         If the improvements are delivered five years


5 from now, what do the hotels -- what benefit do the


6 hotels receive right now?


7         Is it higher room rates?  What benefit are they


8 seeing right now?


9    A.   Nothing.  Zero.


10    Q.   And so what's the affect of imposing the special


11 benefit assessment right now on those hotels given that


12 the improvements aren't coming until 2024?


13    A.   We've talked about this already.  It's a loss in


14 value to the property until those improvements are


15 completed.  And assuming there's special benefit beyond


16 that, and if there is, then at least they receive it


17 then.


18         But this is -- and, again, I'm not -- I'm not


19 legal and I can't talk about the -- all of these aspects


20 of realities is something that should be assessed when


21 the project is completed, not today.  Because it


22 negatively impacts every property who's received and use


23 this benefit.


24             MS. LIN:  All right.  Let's turn to -- let's


25 turn to your supplement.
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1 matched-pair analysis on any of the properties you


2 reviewed?


3    A.   No, not that I'm aware of.  There's a


4 reference -- a couple of references in some of them that


5 say "matched pair," but there's no empirical data


6 presented.  So I'm not quite sure what they meant by


7 that.


8    Q.   But the final study does offer some case


9 studies.


10         Are these case studies -- and these are


11 comparable parks.


12         Are these case studies an adequate substitute


13 for matched-pair analysis?


14    A.   I will say that it's fair to bring in case


15 studies if they are relevant.


16         But in this instance, as I testified previously,


17 I don't believe that these are relevant case studies.


18    Q.   And why is that?


19    A.   Well, just in simple terms, as I testified to


20 before.  The scale of the projects, renovations or


21 permit projects are so substantively different than the


22 difference in the value of the property before the LID


23 improvements and after the LID improvements.  Their


24 scale is huge.


25         It's -- we can go through each of these.  But
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1 do you offer to --


2             MS. LIN:  My response is that I am asking if


3 it's possible to -- to tease out a difference in -- the


4 reason for the increase in property value over the


5 course of five years, given a hypothetical situation


6 that the property values do increase.


7             I think there's really -- I think that's


8 fair game.  I also don't think there's a way to ask that


9 in a way that would appease opposing counsel.


10             So I think -- was your objection is that


11 it's leading?


12             MS. THOMPSON:  Yes.


13             HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  Yes.


14             MS. LIN:  Oh, okay.  And I guess, I -- I


15 think the response could very clearly be yes or no to


16 that question.  And he certainly could say, yes, it is


17 possible to tease out the reason for the property value


18 increase over the course of five years.


19             HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  Overruled.


20             MS. LIN:  Okay.  Thank you.


21 BY MS. LIN:


22    Q.   You can go ahead and answer.


23    A.   You want me to answer that question?


24    Q.   Yes.


25    A.   I think it's very difficult to -- I testified
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1 before and I'm going to continue to testify on this.


2         I just think it's very difficult to establish


3 such -- such narrow increases and small increases in


4 property values that were performed in the ABS


5 appraisal.


6         But, you know, it's -- again, it's remote


7 speculative.  It's difficult to do.  It's within the


8 error of rounding.  I -- I think you're asking -- I look


9 at the appraisal and go, this is a big task to try to


10 figure out if there's actually value increases from the


11 LID improvements five years from now.


12    Q.   Let's turn to page 4 of your supplement.


13         And you begin a discussion about the Rose


14 Kennedy Greenway in Boston.


15         Can you describe the before and after conditions


16 in this area of Boston?


17    A.   Yes.  Well, this is part of the infamous big


18 gate which is where they put their... in...


19    Q.   Can you please repeat that?  Starting from


20 "infamous."


21    A.   Okay.  This is part of the infamous big, big


22 project where they moved the interstate, elevated


23 interstate underground and into the tunnel very similar


24 to what Seattle did with the 99 Tunnel.  And that left


25 an open streetscape, a very substantial open streetscape
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2


3


4 STATE OF WASHINGTON  )
                     ) ss.


5 COUNTY OF KITSAP     )


6


7       I, CRYSTAL R. McAULIFFE, a Certified Court


8 Reporter in and for the State of Washington, do hereby


9 certify that the foregoing transcript of the proceeding


10 before the Hearing Examiner on MARCH 11, 2020, is true


11 and accurate to the best of my knowledge, skill, and


12 ability.


13       IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand


14 and seal this 30th day of March, 2020.


15


16                 ______________________________________


17                 CRYSTAL R. McAULIFFE, RPR, CCR #2121
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1 PETER K. SHORETT,    witness herein, having previously


2                      sworn on oath, was examined and


3                      testified as follows:


4                    DIRECT EXAMINATION


5 BY MS. LIN:


6    Q.   Okay.  Mr. Shorett, I'm going to turn to


7 Exhibit 49, which is your supplement to the appraisal


8 reviews.


9    A.   All right.  Give me a minute, if I may?


10    Q.   Sure.


11    A.   I have it.  It's right here.  Yes.


12    Q.   Okay.  And I think it goes without saying, but


13 did you prepare this report?


14    A.   Yes, I did.


15    Q.   Did you work with anyone else on this report?


16    A.   No, not that I know of.  No, just myself.


17    Q.   And can you turn to page 3, please?


18    A.   All right.


19    Q.   So under the heading "Case Studies," it says,


20 "None of the case studies offer comparison discussion or


21 provide analysis specific to the value of high-end


22 residential condominium units or, for that matter, hotel


23 properties along with most of the other property types


24 within the LID boundary area.  They simply fail to


25 provide the necessary support for the increase in value
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1 for a nominal change in condition from the LID


2 improvement."


3         Did you write that?


4    A.   I did, yes.


5    Q.   And do you -- is that your -- is that consistent


6 with your testimony here?


7    A.   Yes.


8    Q.   And can you please turn to page 13 of that same


9 exhibit?


10    A.   Yes.


11    Q.   The last sentence says, "Further, the relevance


12 and use of the economic studies is anecdotal at best and


13 are not properly used."


14         Is that consistent with your test- -- did you


15 write that?


16    A.   Yes, I did.


17    Q.   And is that consistent with your testimony here?


18    A.   Yes.


19    Q.   And then turning to Exhibit 48, which is


20 Exhibit 1.  You don't really need to have it in front of


21 you.  I'm just going to ask you.


22         Did you prepare this Exhibit 1 to your appraisal


23 review?


24    A.   Yes, I did.


25    Q.   Did anyone else work with you on it?
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1 that the confidentiality concerns in this case don't run


2 just one way.


3             Mr. Macaulay has his own concerns about


4 confidentiality concerning his work product as you're


5 aware many of the experts that are being used to


6 critique his study are also his competitors.


7             And so the fact that we don't have a hotel


8 property at issue here, isn't -- in our opinion the crux


9 of the issue.


10             Secondly, my understanding of what's going


11 to happen if we proceed right now is that Mr. Shorett


12 will be reviewing or looking at the spreadsheet and


13 testifying about them.  That is not a demonstrative


14 exhibit.  That is testimony that is going to be part of


15 the evidentiary record.


16             What I would suggest --


17             MS. LIN:  Well, (indecipherable).


18             MS. THOMPSON:  What I would suggest is that


19 we take a break and counsel can confer about this so


20 that we're all on the same page so that we have a


21 workable way to do this going forward.


22             MS. LIN:  I actually would like a ruling --


23 or some clarification at least from you on the method --


24 Mr. Macaulay's methodology.  And it sounds like what


25 you're saying is that the actual formula -- so not
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1 in -- I had the page number out -- in the LID actual


2 final assessment roll.  I believe his exact words are


3 "redevelopment."  So that's where that would apply.


4    Q.   And then it looks like on Row 18, he then


5 applies a $25 per square feet increase to the land value


6 and that that is the special benefit amount to this


7 property.  Is that -- is that your understanding?


8    A.   Yes.


9    Q.   And from your review of the final -- final study


10 and this underlying spreadsheet, what is the basis for


11 this $25 increase to the land value?


12    A.   Well, this goes back to all the previous


13 testimony.  It's his -- it's his interpretation of the


14 data, which I believe is an inappropriate


15 interpretation, that the value of this property would


16 increase by $25, which I believe is 1-1/2 percent.  I


17 would have to do the math to check.


18         About one point -- it's about 1.5 percent.  And


19 I don't know what the basis for that opinion is other


20 than what's contained in this report that I've already


21 critiqued.


22    Q.   So is this specific increase in value on this


23 property supported by any evidence in the final study?


24    A.   I've testified to all of the elements that I


25 believe are the basis for his opinion of increases in
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1 value so far and I haven't found them to be credible.


2    Q.   Is 1.5 percent, in your opinion, within the


3 margin of error for appraisals?


4    A.   Absolutely, 100 percent, yes.


5    Q.   Do you -- did you have occasion to review any of


6 Mr. Macaulay's methods on other buildings owned by --


7 buildings owned by nonprofits?


8    A.   No.  I'm not sure I understand the question.


9    Q.   Well, United Way is a nonprofit organization.


10         So I'm just wondering if you had occasion to


11 review any other properties where the taxpayer was a


12 nonprofit organization?


13    A.   Not for the purposes of this.


14         And it really shouldn't matter, because we're


15 dealing with the fee simple interest and the definition


16 is willing buyer or willing seller definition of RV


17 value is willing buyer/willing seller.


18         So the fact that it's a nonprofit doesn't have


19 much to do with the value of the property.


20    Q.   Well, talking about the proportionality a little


21 bit.


22         Would the fact that this is a nonprofit matter


23 for the purposes of a proportionality analysis?


24    A.   I'm not sure I understand that question either.


25 I'm sorry.
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1 his case comes up, I did talk to him about -- about his


2 application of it and his experience and knowledge about


3 Crompton and Mr. Crompton.


4         So the answer is yes, I relied on that


5 spreadsheet.  But again, I reviewed it and accepted it.


6    Q.   So in preparing the supplement, is it fair to


7 say that you reviewed the case study websites as well as


8 the Crompton reports and information provided by


9 Mr. Moses; is that right?


10    A.   Yes, that's correct.


11    Q.   Was there any other information that you used to


12 prepare this supplement?


13    A.   No.  I mean, we talked -- the SHRA economic


14 study that I reference in there that I put some verbiage


15 in there.  That's on page 11, excuse me.  That's --


16 there's some embellishment on the narrative that was in


17 the ABS report in some commentary.


18             MS. THOMPSON:  Thank you.  No further


19 questions.


20             HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  Redirect?


21             MS. LIN:  Sure.


22                  REDIRECT EXAMINATION


23 BY MS. LIN:


24    Q.   You testified regarding whether it is impossible


25 to perform a special benefit analysis due to the size of
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1 the LID, the number of properties, and the fact that


2 these improvements are not constructed yet.  And I just


3 want to clarify.


4         Is it your testimony that it's impossible to do


5 at all or that it's impossible to do with the level of


6 precision implied in the final study?


7    A.   It's impossible to do in the level of precision


8 implied in the study.  Without -- especially without the


9 appropriate disclosures of the use of the hypothetical


10 conditions.


11             HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  Do you have


12 additional questions on redirect?


13             MS. LIN:  I do have a few.


14             HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  Okay.  You drifted


15 that way.  Could you come more this way, if you can?


16             MR. SHORETT:  Actually, she's fine.  I've


17 got her in the screen.


18             HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  Okay.  Thank you.


19 BY MS. LIN:


20    Q.   Did you -- did you see any matched-pair analysis


21 in Mr. Macaulay's final study?


22    A.   No.


23    Q.   So you haven't had the occasion to review any


24 final study that incorporates matched-pair analysis; is


25 that correct?
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1 are not given to anybody except the manager of the


2 hotel.


3    Q.   So without information from the hotel management


4 and without the STAR Reports, is it possible to come up


5 with an accurate room -- average room rate and occupancy


6 rate from a particular hotel?


7    A.   No.


8    Q.   Do you know whether Mr. Macaulay had access to


9 hotel management input or the STAR Reports?


10    A.   I -- I don't know if he did.  But none of the


11 managers that I spoke with indicated that they had


12 shared the STAR Reports with him.  And his report does


13 not cite information from STAR Reports.


14    Q.   Does the fact that Mr. Macaulay did not have


15 input from the hotel management and did not have STAR


16 Reports affect the liability of his pre-LID valuation of


17 the hotels?


18    A.   In my opinion, it reduces the reliability of it.


19    Q.   I'm going to read one more -- a couple more


20 sentences from the final benefit study, and hopefully


21 you'll just be able to respond without it -- without it


22 to look at.  And if you're having trouble, we can -- we


23 can move on.


24    A.   Okay.


25    Q.   So we're going to go to Exhibit 3.  And I'm
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1    Q.   Okay.  So those --


2    A.   The percentages -- the percentages at the bottom


3 of the table are the percentage increase in net


4 operating income in value.


5    Q.   Understood.


6         But let's actually walk through the top part


7 first, if you don't mind?


8    A.   Okay.


9    Q.   Okay.  So just going through that .15 percent


10 and then .45 percent.  So it's .15 on the low end and


11 .45 on the high end.  And that's the percentage


12 increase -- that's the expected percentage increase to


13 the room rates due to the LID.  Is that -- is that how


14 you read this?


15    A.   Yes.  That's correct.


16    Q.   Okay.  Do you know what the basis is for these


17 two numbers?  What the basis is for con- -- for


18 estimating that the room rates might increase by


19 .15 percent up to .45 percent?


20    A.   I -- I do not.


21    Q.   We talked a little bit about increase in tourism


22 as being the basis for Mr. Macaulay's conclusion that


23 property -- that property values and presumably room


24 rates could increase.


25         In your experience appraising hotels, how much
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1 But they do go into the -- they are all part of the


2 package.


3         The proximity of the hotel to where a person is


4 working or -- the reason why they came to the area is


5 important as well because it might mean that you don't


6 need a car.  If -- if you can fly in or -- or ride the


7 train and the bus and end up in your hotel, and then be


8 able to walk to the business that you are visiting and


9 not have to rent a car and pay for parking, that's


10 certainly a -- a benefit.  And that could be reflected


11 in people's willingness to pay a higher room rate.


12    Q.   Do you know -- these percentages are applied to


13 the before room rate; is that correct?


14    A.   Yes, that's how I interpret that -- the


15 spreadsheet.


16    Q.   Do you know how Mr. Macaulay came up with the


17 before room rates?


18    A.   I do not.


19    Q.   Do you know if -- if he used actual room rates


20 from the hotels?


21    A.   The room rate that he has is significantly


22 different from the actual room rate that we were -- we


23 were provided with STAR Reports, so we see the actual


24 room rates.


25         And the room rates that he used in this -- in
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1 this case was significantly different than what they are


2 actually achieving.


3    Q.   And how was it different?  Was it higher or


4 lower?


5    A.   His room rate was higher.


6    Q.   If you use a higher room rate, are you going to


7 end up with a higher revenue number?


8    A.   Yes.  Well, all things being equal.  If nothing


9 else changes, yes.


10    Q.   And, in fact, did Mr. Macaulay end up with the


11 higher revenue numbers than what you have seen as any


12 actual revenue numbers?


13    A.   In most cases, yes, he did.


14    Q.   Did he give us kind of a range, like percentage?


15    A.   Um...


16    Q.   It's okay.


17    A.   No, not really.


18    Q.   Okay.  That's all right.


19    A.   They vary case by case.


20    Q.   And it looks like he applied this percentage


21 increase, this .15 to .45 percentage increase to room


22 rates and then he applied that same percentage to food


23 and beverage revenue; is that correct?


24    A.   That's what he did.


25    Q.   And then he applied that same percentage to
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1    Q.   And so those differences in cap rate from the


2 before are -- from 7.5 to 7.44, that's a .06 difference.


3 And then --


4    A.   Yes.


5    Q.   From 7.5 and 7.48, that's a .02 percent


6 difference.


7    A.   Yes.


8    Q.   Do you know what the basis is for -- for him


9 changing those cap rates?


10    A.   No.


11    Q.   Is your -- is it your opinion that a .02 percent


12 difference in cap rate is a measurable difference in the


13 market?


14    A.   No.  To my mind, it would not be.  I could see


15 doing this as sort of an exercise to see what the impact


16 would be if we shaved rates.  But it's very unusual --


17 at least in my experience, it's very unusual for a cap


18 rate to -- to -- usually we're looking at quarter point


19 ranges.  So you might say 7 percent or 7-1/4 or 7-1/2


20 percent.  You wouldn't say 7.002 or some, you know,


21 ridiculous tiny little -- little shaving of cap rates.


22         So other than this being a mathematical


23 exercise, I'm not sure what the point is.  And I don't


24 see any -- I can't imagine any support for shaving a cap


25 rate by that very narrow margin and -- and trying to
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1 maintain that it's accurate.


2    Q.   And, again, this scenario also builds on


3 information from the before scenario, and that


4 information does not come from hotel management; is that


5 correct?


6    A.   That is correct.


7    Q.   So now let's go down to the special benefits


8 summary at the bottom.


9    A.   Yes.


10    Q.   Okay.


11    A.   Bottom left.


12    Q.   And can you explain what he does in his special


13 benefit summary?


14    A.   Well, he -- he's basically showing the


15 sensitivity of his analysis and listing out all of


16 the -- all of the results.  What values does he come up


17 with under these different assumptions?


18    Q.   And that's scenario A-1, A-2, B-1, and B-2?


19    A.   Right.  Those numbers are just taken from the


20 center and right-hand sections of the spreadsheet.  They


21 are just copied down.


22         The top line under the "special benefits"


23 section is taken from the left-hand side of the


24 spreadsheet.  That's his estimate of what's the value


25 today.  The value without the LID improvement.
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1 takes an average of those percentages, and that average


2 is .54.  But he doesn't actually use that average.  He


3 ends up using the number .50.  And so --


4    A.   It may be -- it may be what he's doing is


5 rounding off the percentage rather than rounding off the


6 dollar value.


7         That -- that way we can at least follow it.


8         So he's saying his four scenarios, on average,


9 suggested LID -- LID lift of -- an LID lift of


10 0.54 percent.  We're gonna round that off to half a


11 percent.  And then we're going to apply that to the


12 before value to end up with the after value.  And then


13 we're gonna round that off, so if -- if there is a


14 logical consistency there.  But it's all founded on an


15 income forecast that has no support.


16    Q.   And did he generally use this approach with each


17 of the hotels?


18    A.   Yes.


19    Q.   This -- these four scenarios and two of them


20 being increasing the room rates and revenue by a certain


21 percentage while holding cap rate constant, and the last


22 two scenarios being -- holding the revenue constant


23 while varying the capitalization rate.


24    A.   That's correct.


25    Q.   Okay.  Based on this method of pulling this
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1 before information from non-STAR Reports by hotel


2 management, so presumably other sources, and then


3 applying these percentages or cap rate increases, do you


4 think this method yielded a reliable measure of special


5 benefits to the hotels you analyzed?


6    A.   No.


7    Q.   And why is that?


8    A.   No.  Because -- well, appraisers have -- and it


9 is not just appraisers.  Appraisers and accountants, I


10 think as well, have a common expression of garbage


11 in/garbage out.


12         If you don't start out with a good basis for


13 your income forecast, you cannot possibly come up with a


14 reliable value conclusion.


15             MS. LIN:  I think I'm done with the direct


16 for the general -- for all of the properties, and we can


17 turn to specific properties.


18             But it might be an opportunity now to take a


19 break, if you wanted?


20             HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  How long will


21 your -- we can -- how long will the individual


22 properties take?


23             MS. LIN:  Well, we're about to start a


24 large -- the Hedreen parcels.  So they are all the high


25 parcels; there's seven of them.
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1         It's really -- that's really more semantics.


2    Q.   And is it your --


3    A.   If I could, I would like to call your attention


4 to one quick column on this page.


5         But the right-hand column in Table 1.  The top


6 line for each hotel is the rack rates of that hotel.


7 That's the range in advertised rates that's available --


8 that's information that's available publically.  Well,


9 actually everything else on the page is available


10 publicly.


11         And that shows the difficulty that Macaulay may


12 have faced in trying to come up with the achieved


13 average rate at the hotel when the range in rack rate is


14 so wide.


15         In the case of the Renaissance, it goes from


16 $159 a night to $300 a night.  And if you thought that


17 $300 was what everybody was paying, you would be


18 ignoring the fact that in the off season they -- they


19 charge less.  They offer at more discounts.


20         So that's -- I think it's important to


21 distinguish the rack rates on this table from the actual


22 achieved average room rates.


23    Q.   And just to round that out, the rack rates, how


24 do those -- are they higher or lower than actual rates,


25 generally?
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1             MR. GORDON:  Correct.


2             HEARING EXAMINER VANCIL:  Okay.  Thank you.


3             MR. GORDON:  That's correct.


4 BY MS. LIN:


5    Q.   Can individuals other than hotel managers either


6 purchase or gain access to STAR Reports?


7    A.   Yes and no.  You cannot buy an individual STAR


8 Report that would show individual property data.


9         You can buy what STR Global refers to as a


10 custom Trend® report, or hotel Trend® report.  They


11 allow anybody with 550 bucks to order a report that will


12 give you a six-year monthly history of performance for a


13 group of hotels.


14         Now, they limit the groups.  You have to have at


15 least four hotels.  They can't all be the same owner.


16 They can't all be the same brand.  So there's some


17 limitations.


18         But by and large, if you wanted to find out how


19 the competitive market was doing for the Renaissance


20 Hotel, you could pick a group of six or eight hotels


21 that you felt were similar to the Renaissance, order a


22 Trend® report and see how that group is performing


23 monthly.


24         And if you happen to pick the same hotels that


25 were in the competitive set as the Renaissance, you
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1 would get the same numbers that show up in the STAR


2 Report as the results of the competitors.


3    Q.   And would that information in that type of STAR


4 Report be more reliable than the rack rates?


5    A.   Enormously.  That -- I do that.  If I don't have


6 access to individual STAR Reports, I almost invariably


7 order an STR Trend® report to go with it.


8         It's -- it's just so critical to -- to hotel


9 analysis to know how the market is doing, that you


10 really got those two sources; the STAR Reports that


11 management can give you if they chose, or an STR report


12 that you can purchase.


13         It's all the same -- it's all the same data.


14    Q.   Turning back to Table 1.


15         Is there anything else you would like to


16 highlight on Table 1?


17    A.   It's all pretty basic.  This is -- the sources


18 are a mix of county records about square footages and --


19 and -- and when the buildings were built.


20         The AAA tour book shows you information about


21 what -- what amenities are in the hotel.  And if they


22 are not listed in AAA, then you just go to their website


23 and you can read about the hotels.


24         The county will tell you how tall the hotel is;


25 how many stories.  This isn't really rocket science.
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1 be the same person, but it might not.


2         And if you're trying to come up with an estimate


3 of market value before the improvements, the before


4 situation in market value, then the improvements aren't


5 there.  There's no benefit if -- assuming that there is


6 a benefit to them, it hasn't happened yet.  And yet, the


7 owner of the hotel may be receiving a bill for the cost.


8 So that would reduce the current value of the hotel


9 because it's adding a liability.  The same as if you


10 increase the property taxes.


11    Q.   And, in your experience, have any hotels been


12 able to immediately increase room rates due to the


13 anticipated improvements?


14    A.   I've never heard of that happening.


15    Q.   And, in your experience, have any of the hotels


16 experienced an increase in occupancy due to the


17 anticipated improvements?


18    A.   No.  To -- to the LID improvements you are


19 referring to --


20    Q.   Correct.  Correct?


21    A.   -- to these improvements?


22    Q.   Yeah.


23    A.   My answer is no.  No.


24    Q.   Okay.  Is there anything --


25         Actually, going back to the market room rates on
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1 reached a number close to Mr. Macaulay's estimate?


2    A.   No.  I mean -- or -- I guess that I'm not sure I


3 understand the question.


4    Q.   I think you did.


5         Yeah.  Would you like me to explain my question?


6    A.   Well, if you want.  Sure.


7    Q.   Go ahead.  Why don't you -- why don't you


8 explain.


9    A.   If -- if he had access to the STAR numbers -- if


10 he purchased a STAR Report and somehow had defined which


11 hotels were most competitive with the Renaissance and


12 agreed with management on that decision, he would have


13 had access to all the market numbers.


14         And if he -- if he was doing this for a number


15 of different hotels and perhaps had purchased several


16 STAR sets, several STR Trend® reports, he would have


17 realized that the variation in occupancy is pretty


18 narrow downtown.


19         And that's because the seasonality and the


20 distribution.  The hotels run half empty on Sundays


21 throughout the year.  Doesn't matter.  Sunday nights are


22 lousy.  And there is a seasonality where it is high in


23 the summer and not as high in the winter.


24         But all the hotels are running such high


25 occupancy or have been up until -- up until this year
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1                  C E R T I F I C A T E


2


3


4 STATE OF WASHINGTON  )
                     ) ss.


5 COUNTY OF KITSAP     )


6


7       I, CRYSTAL R. McAULIFFE, a Certified Court


8 Reporter in and for the State of Washington, do hereby


9 certify that the foregoing transcript of the proceeding


10 before the Hearing Examiner on MARCH 12, 2020, is true


11 and accurate to the best of my knowledge, skill, and


12 ability.


13       IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand


14 and seal this 3rd day of April, 2020.


15


16                 ____________________________________


17                 CRYSTAL R. McAULIFFE, RPR, CCR #2121
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1                 A P P E A R A N C E S


2


3 FOR CWF 0318, 0410, 0411, 0412, 0413, 0414, 0415,


4 0416, 0417, 0418, 0420, 0421, 0422, 0423, 0425, 0426,


5 0427, 0429, 0430, 0431, 0432, 0433, 0434, 0435, 0436,


6 0437, 0438, 0439, 0440, 0441:


7                       R. GERARD LUTZ


8                       MEGAN LIN


9                       Perkins Coie


10                       10885 NE 4th, Ste 700


11                       Bellevue, Washington 98004


12                       425-635-1432


13                       jlutz@perkinscoie.com


14                       mlin@perkinscoie.com


15


16 FOR CWF 336, 337, 339, 340, 342:


17                       MOLLY A. TERWILLIGER


18                       Yarmuth


19                       1420 Fifth Ave, Ste 1400


20                       Seattle, Washington 98101


21                       206-516-3800


22                       mterwilliger@yarmuth.com
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1                 A P P E A R A N C E S


2


3 FOR City of Seattle and witness:


4                       MARK S. FILIPINI


5                       K&L Gates


6                       925 Fourth Ave, Ste 2900


7                       Seattle, Washington 98104


8                       206-623-7580


9                       mark.filipini@klgates.com


10


11 FOR Hotel Monaco (133), Hotel Vintage (134), Thompson


12 Hotel and Sequel Apartments (168), Hotel Vintage


13 (134), 818 Stewart (218), Westlake Center (135), 1918


14 8th Avenue (219), Edgewater Hotel (136), 1800 9th


15 Avenue (220), Pioneer Square Hotel (333), Hilton


16 Hotel (353):


17                       TODD REUTER (By phone)


18                       Foster Garvey


19                       618 West Riverside Ave, Ste 300


20                       Spokane, Washington 99201


21                       509-777-1604


22                       todd.reuter@foster.com


23


24 ALSO PRESENT:         Victor Moses, CWF 0375


25                       Gene Burrus (By phone)
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1 ROBERT J. MACAULAY, MAI,  witness herein, having been


2                           first duly sworn on oath,


3                           was examined and testified


4                           as follows:


5


6                (Exhibit-1 marked.)


7


8               E X A M I N A T I O N


9 BY MR. LUTZ:


10           Q.   Mr. Macaulay, my name is Jerry Lutz.


11 I'm representing a number of -- at Perkins


12 representing a number of the LID assessment


13 appellants.


14                Could you identify the document that's


15 in front of you?


16           A.   Yes.  This the Summary of the Final


17 Special Benefits/Proportionate Assessment Study we


18 did.


19           Q.   Okay.  I think the last time I met you


20 was in connection with the proposed Northeast 4th


21 Bellevue LID extension which failed.


22           A.   Uh-huh.


23           Q.   How many LIDs have you worked on over


24 the course of your career?


25           A.   Over a hundred.
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1 let me rephrase that.


2                We used the studies as an outline to


3 form our opinion as to whether or not these


4 improvements that were being done that I discussed


5 would have any market influence, positive market


6 influence, and we found that they do.  So they were


7 used as background influence to form an opinion as to


8 how far that measurable market value difference would


9 occur.


10           Q.   Okay and --


11           A.   In the Seattle market also, I'm sorry.


12           Q.   In the Seattle market, via proximity to


13 the different components of the Seattle waterfront


14 project?


15           A.   As was defined in the feasibility


16 study, yes.


17           Q.   Right.  So what was your definition of


18 too small to measure?


19           A.   A lot of times when you're doing


20 boundary issues, you're looking at geographic area,


21 change in neighborhoods and things of that nature.


22 And as you got out to a point of, you know, less than


23 a quarter of a percent, 10 percent, that area, it


24 just was so small, and when you hit certain areas


25 like Denny Way you go into a different market, I-5
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1                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to the form.


2           Q.   You can still answer.


3           A.   There were no similar park projects


4 like this in the Seattle area where we could really


5 draw before and after distinctions between them, so


6 we went outside to other cities that had similar


7 elements and primarily used those.


8           Q.   Right.  So when you use the words


9 "measurable benefit," it is an estimate based on the


10 data from and information from other city parks?


11           A.   It's our judgment call of the


12 measurable market value difference before and after


13 the elements of the LID.


14           Q.   So your judgment call in your estimate?


15                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to the form.


16           A.   That's what we're hired to do, is make


17 an estimate of the market value difference in the


18 property before and after the LID, correct.


19           Q.   I want to shift gears for a minute.  I


20 want to talk about before and after, but I want to


21 start with a discussion of hypothetical conditions.


22                So can you talk about what a


23 hypothetical condition is in an appraisal?


24           A.   I would have to look up the specific


25 definition, but there's hypothetical and
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1           A.   Well, you have to talk to the city as


2 far as what actually they will be doing.  It's


3 outlined in there.  As far as the market is


4 concerned, we looked at Portland and at Boston and at


5 some of the other areas that had park elements,


6 maintenance, maintenance and loitering and upkeep


7 were big factors.


8                So from discussions with the city, the


9 maintenance agreement that was signed with the other


10 property owners, that was consideration in the sense


11 that it would be an enhancement to that area, versus


12 a transportation corridor and a benefit to the area


13 and the market.


14           Q.   Just to ask it in a pointed way, are


15 you making the hypothetical assumption that if it


16 becomes regulated as a park, homelessness becomes no


17 longer a problem?


18                MR. FILIPINI:  Objection to form.


19           A.   It would allow the city more authority


20 to police the area than it would versus the


21 transportation corridor.  Whether it would solve the


22 homeless problem, I can't speak to that.  I don't


23 know.


24           Q.   Well, again, when you're describing the


25 difference between a fair condition park and an
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1           Q.   So do you have a sense in the before


2 how much the market value of the 6,000 assessed


3 properties increased as a result of the viaduct and


4 the standard road improvements?


5           A.   It wasn't the scope of our assignment.


6 The scope of our assignment was to assume the viaduct


7 is removed, and if the road improvements are in


8 place, the sea wall is gone, what is the market


9 property of the value under those conditions.  That


10 defined our before condition.


11                (Discussion off the record.)


12           Q.   I'm still just focusing on this issue.


13 You would agree I assume that there is a component of


14 value in your analysis of the base value of at least


15 some of the assessed properties attributable to


16 removal of the viaduct and the base improvements; is


17 that correct?


18                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to the form.


19           A.   There would -- all of the before values


20 would assume that.  It would assume the viaduct is


21 gone, it would assume the road improvements are in


22 place.


23           Q.   And there's some element of value


24 attributable to that condition, you got better view?


25           A.   Certainly, that is what the market
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1 would be under that scenario, yes.


2           Q.   Do you have any sense of what the


3 magnitude of that market increase is, like 4 percent,


4 3 percent?


5           A.   We didn't -- that wasn't part of the


6 scope of our assignment to consider that.  We assumed


7 that the viaduct was gone.  So we weren't measuring,


8 you know -- it was just assuming that, and what would


9 the market changes of it be under that condition.


10           Q.   Right, so how do you do that if you


11 don't have a way to make an estimate?  I mean, what


12 was your estimate based on?  It was based on the


13 market you got from what, CBRE?


14                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to the form.


15           A.   We had CBRE, we had Kidder Mathews


16 data, we had CoStar data, a number of different data.


17 So you would, like any appraisal, you would estimate


18 the value of the property assuming the viaduct is


19 gone.  So they would have an enhanced view amenity


20 along the waterfront, and moving back further, there


21 would be obviously changes in the market depending on


22 where the property is located.  Each property is


23 looked at individually under that assumption.


24           Q.   Let me ask the question a different way


25 more specifically.
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1 percent?


2           A.   It's unreasonable to assume that the


3 measurable market value difference from the before


4 and after conditions of the Seattle waterfront


5 project would be above 10 percent because we weren't


6 considering the impact of the view amenity in our LID


7 analysis.


8           Q.   All right.  That was an adjustment


9 from, if you had included it, you would have been


10 able to assume up to 20 percent?


11                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


12           A.   Yeah, but I don't have a specific


13 figure, but if we would have -- if the viaduct would


14 have been included, if the viaduct element of the LID


15 would have been included in our analysis, the special


16 benefit estimates would have been at least I would


17 assume significantly higher than 10 percent or what


18 we ended up estimating during our before study.


19                THE REPORTER:  "During our before


20 study," is that what you said?


21                THE WITNESS:  The --


22                THE REPORTER:  Just, is that what you


23 said?


24                THE WITNESS:  Could you repeat what I


25 said?
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1                (Record read as requested.)


2                THE WITNESS:  Let me rephrase that.


3                That the difference in market value if


4 the viaduct would have been included in our analysis


5 would have been significantly higher than the benefit


6 estimates that we found in our final special benefit


7 study report.


8                THE REPORTER:  Thank you.


9           Q.   So can you explain how the before value


10 factors into the determination of an assessment?


11           A.   It just establishes a moment in time,


12 as of October 1, what the market value of that


13 property is, based on in this case specific


14 assumptions.


15           Q.   Right.  So the hypothetical assumption


16 that the viaduct is down and the improvements are in


17 place has an estimatable market value contribution to


18 each of the parcels?


19           A.   There's an estimated --


20                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to the form.


21           A.   There's an estimated market value for


22 each property based on that hypothetical condition.


23           Q.   Is there a place in your study where we


24 can find that estimated hypothetical market impact in


25 the before?
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1           A.   Just look at the spreadsheet.  We have


2 a market value estimate for each property in the


3 before condition.


4           Q.   So we should probably pull out the


5 spreadsheets and you can just show us how that


6 component is addressed in there.


7           A.   It's just a line item estimating market


8 value in the before and then that's what our


9 conclusions were.


10           Q.   Right.  I'm just trying to tease out


11 the specific hypothetical component, and maybe it's


12 not shown separately.


13           A.   I guess I'm not following you.


14           Q.   Well, if you're assuming, for example,


15 that road improvements are there, if you're assuming


16 the viaduct is gone and you're saying that is the


17 before value, but it is hypothetical, is there any


18 identification of the component of that valuation


19 that is hypothetical or do you just say it's my


20 hypothetical valuation?


21           A.   It's just my hypothetical valuation.


22           Q.   The value is higher because the viaduct


23 is gone than it would be without the viaduct gone,


24 and the value is higher with road improvements in


25 than it would be without road improvements in?
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1           A.   Again, the market value in the before


2 is the market value, before what we estimated based


3 on those specific assumptions.


4           Q.   The market value in the before is your


5 estimate of its value under that hypothetical


6 scenario?


7           A.   Correct.


8           Q.   All right.  Maybe I'll let these guys


9 ask burning questions before break for lunch.  I have


10 one last burning question.


11                On page 27 here before we break for


12 lunch --


13                MR. FILIPINI:  27 before --


14           Q.   No, I'm sorry, let's stay right where


15 we were actually on that page.  We were at page 8,


16 I'm sorry.


17                Going on to page 7, when you report the


18 high and low values, I understood that special


19 purpose properties were assessed differently, but I


20 don't understand the .10 percent as the high and 1


21 percent as the low.


22           A.   Yeah, that was a typo.  They should be


23 reversed.


24           Q.   Thank you.


25           A.   That was just a mistake.
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1                So your report is that currently the


2 design process for the promenade portion of the


3 improvements is 100 percent complete?


4           A.   That's what this information is


5 directly from the city, so that's what the city is


6 telling me.


7           Q.   So what independent diligence have you


8 done to assess that information?


9           A.   I purely relied on the city's


10 information relative to the completion and the design


11 elements of the project.


12           Q.   And what does 100 percent complete mean


13 in your understanding?


14           A.   That they are fully vested and they


15 could be ready to build that element.


16           Q.   So vested meaning their permits are


17 issued?


18           A.   They may or may not.  I don't know for


19 a fact if the permits are issued, but they would be


20 ready to at least apply for permits or to move


21 forward with the project.


22           Q.   And when you say "vested," so they're


23 applying for something they're legally entitled to


24 pursue and they have -- I mean, I was going to say


25 full, did 100 percent mean a bid set of construction
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1 January to April 2019 time frame?


2           A.   Yeah, it may have been.  I mean, the


3 whole process has been ongoing and changes were made.


4 And so just like any project, sometimes things get


5 pushed back.


6           Q.   Okay.


7                MR. LUTZ:  Can I get this marked.


8                (Exhibit-4 marked.)


9           Q.   Are you familiar with this chart?


10           A.   No.


11           Q.   So did you have any discussions with


12 the city staff as to permitting work and


13 environmental review work that must precede


14 construction of the Seattle waterfront project


15 improvements you have assumed were built as of


16 October 1, 2019?


17           A.   It wasn't relevant to me.  My analysis


18 date was October '19.  I just would assume that the


19 project was completed as of that time, so any SEPA


20 issues or other issues like that, they weren't of


21 concern to me.


22           Q.   Well, you wanted to be assured that it


23 was reasonably probable that the components were


24 going to be constructed, correct?


25           A.   That's an assumption that I made.  It
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1 was just purely an assumption that they would be made


2 at a bare minimum to those standards, period.  I'm


3 not an engineer, I'm not a design person, I don't


4 control those elements.  It's strictly an appraisal


5 assumption that I made that the projects would be


6 completed.


7           Q.   All right.  So if you are acting as an


8 appraiser and asked to value a project that requires


9 discretionary permits to be issued before it can be


10 pursued, how would you go about doing that?


11           A.   The scope of my assignment was to


12 assume all of these elements have been completed.  So


13 based on the 30 percent design, that's what I based


14 my analysis on.  The scope of my assignment didn't go


15 beyond that.  It didn't get into these other


16 hypothetical situations of how I would look at other


17 SEPA elements or anything like that.  It was just


18 purely to base my analysis on the fact that these


19 elements were completed as of that date and time.


20           Q.   Okay.  Well, so let's ask the question


21 a different way.


22                If you were going to assume that a


23 buyer is interested in a property for redevelopment,


24 do you take into account in valuing the property for


25 a lender, for example, the type of permit required
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1 and the duration of process required to secure an


2 approval?


3                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


4           A.   Yeah, it would depend on obviously the


5 scope of service and who my client was.  For


6 instance, if I was doing a subdivision analysis, I


7 would look at where they're at, when it's going to


8 come to market, what the absorption period would be


9 and those types of elements, because that would be


10 the scope and the basis of me valuing property for a


11 bank so they can loan money on it.


12                This analysis is totally different than


13 that.  It's based on specific assumptions.  They're


14 not relative to SEPA or the design process or


15 anything like that.  They're just strictly based on


16 assuming the project is completed as of that date and


17 time.


18           Q.   Okay, and going back to your


19 subdivision example, when you are valuing, how do you


20 account for project risk, what are the components of


21 project risk you would look at in valuing a potential


22 subdivision?


23                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to the form.


24           A.   The big risk obviously with residential


25 property is how long it's going to take to absorb the
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1           Q.   Do you know generally what the ranges


2 were, like how much would occupancy change, how much


3 would rates change?


4           A.   It was pretty modest, and again, I


5 would have to go back through and look at those,


6 maybe occupancy 1 or 2 percent, as I recall, and


7 again, I would need to go back through and review


8 those, but yeah.


9           Q.   So for any particular one hotel,


10 occupancy might change let's say 2 percent, but the


11 rate might change 1 percent, the numbers don't


12 necessarily have to be the same?


13           A.   Yeah, it would just depend on the


14 hotel, the location, the proximity to the


15 improvements, that type of thing.  It would be --


16 they would drive our decision as to the relevancy of


17 it in the after condition relative to the -- in the


18 LID improvements.


19           Q.   In the before scenario, how were you


20 able to come up with occupancy and rate information


21 assuming the viaduct removal and the baseline


22 improvements?


23           A.   Yeah, again, just making a judgment


24 call as to how it would affect the daily rates, how


25 it would affect the expenses were probably fairly --
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1 some expenses were adjusted by that, but, you know,


2 the same type of basis that we did with the after, on


3 the best information we could find.


4           Q.   And were those adjustments generally


5 upward from -- I assume that if you were taking let's


6 say an Expedia rate, that adjustment might go upward


7 for removal of the viaduct and those baseline


8 improvements?


9           A.   Correct, depending on the location of


10 the hotel in relation to the waterfront and where


11 it's located at.


12           Q.   Okay.  Your report basically has found


13 that hotel properties would experience a slightly


14 larger increase in value due primarily to increase in


15 tourism; is that right?


16           A.   Correct.


17           Q.   Can you just walk me through that, kind


18 of how a hotel might get either increased revenue or


19 like a higher cap rate due to increased tourism?


20                MR. LUTZ:  Lower capital rate.


21           Q.   Sorry, lower cap rate.


22           A.   A what?


23                The before value we looked at, you


24 know, the Kidder Mathews supply and demand factor and


25 CBRE and other published sources on supply and demand
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1 hotel would receive.


2           Q.   Then it looks like -- can you explain


3 this part to me?  None of this is --


4           A.   Yeah, we have -- because we're doing so


5 many properties, we have different -- we try to keep


6 different sets that we can use in a multitude of


7 ways.  So these are all just zero docs because


8 they're not relevant to this property.


9           Q.   Understood.  Basically you add up all


10 of your revenue, you subtract all of your expenses


11 and you come up with an income, a net income?


12           A.   A net income, right.


13           Q.   The net income for the before is


14 basically all of these things added and subtracted,


15 and the one for after is each of these things


16 multiplied by 1.75 percent, and then you added and


17 subtracted them?  I mean, you added all the revenue


18 and you subtracted all the expenses?


19           A.   Correct.


20           Q.   Okay.  Can you explain to me why you


21 have a 1.75 and a 2 percent?


22           A.   Just based on the market and what we


23 felt the increase, reasonable increase in rate would


24 be.


25           Q.   And how did this number, how did you
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1 waterfront amenity and things of that nature, how an


2 investor would, a reasonable range a investor would


3 consider and a cap rate change based on those


4 factors.


5           Q.   Okay.  Did you at all -- because


6 parking is an issue for downtown and for hotels and


7 all commercial properties, did you take into


8 consideration any impact from parking?


9           A.   In what regard?


10           Q.   Well, I see parking income here.  I


11 don't see any analysis of whether or not a special


12 benefit might decrease due to like let's say loss of


13 parking or impact of parking.


14           A.   Well, for the property on the


15 waterfront, I think they had about 128 lost stalls


16 along the waterfront.  That would have been


17 considered in our analysis where it was relevant.  We


18 didn't do a separate parking analysis study that came


19 up with a number and was deducted from something.


20                It was just something we would have


21 looked at relative to each individual property as we


22 were appraising them.  Such as, you know, the pier,


23 Ivars, 54, 55, that's where the parking was right in


24 front of.  So we just looked at it on a per-parcel


25 basis, and if there was a parking impact, we would
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1 have reflected it in our analysis and made an


2 adjustment in our after value to reflect that


3 difference.


4           Q.   But that wouldn't be in the


5 spreadsheet?


6           A.   We did not do a separate parking


7 analysis, no.


8           Q.   What about traffic analysis, for


9 example, increased traffic due to narrower lanes


10 or --


11           A.   Well, the LID is not about traffic.


12 It's about esthetic amenities and park amenities, and


13 the street design and flow would be the same both in


14 the before and after.  So what the city is doing in


15 the Pike/Pine corridor and other areas, they would


16 have done regardless of the LID.


17                So when you get down to 1st, regardless


18 of the -- if the LID wasn't through or not, I mean,


19 those streetscape amenities would be the same as far


20 as traffic is concerned.


21           Q.   Did you do a similar like


22 scenario-based analysis for every hotel?


23           A.   Yes.


24           Q.   Okay, and would that be a rate and


25 vacancy change analysis with the high/low rate?
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1 and not used in a before context.


2           Q.   Then you had talked about, you've done


3 a different analysis for each of the hotels in terms


4 of looking at the hotel individually, making a


5 judgment about what increase in occupancy rate it


6 might be, what increase in average annual -- or


7 average room rate might be, what reduction in cap


8 rate might be.  It's my understanding, just confirm,


9 whether those are, all of those are still


10 professional judgment determinations?


11           A.   Everything we do is a professional


12 judgment.  You know, I'm an appraiser.  I estimate


13 things.  That's what I'm hired to do.


14           Q.   Okay.  But so, for example, you're


15 making fairly modest cap rate adjustments like, yeah,


16 here you go, I'm going from a -- what hotel is this?


17                MS. LIN:  This is actually the Martin


18 Apartments.


19           Q.   The Martin Apartments.  So in the


20 before you've got a cap rate of 4.25?


21           A.   Uh-huh.


22           Q.   And in after, you are looking at a cap


23 rate reduction of between 3/100ths and 1/100th?


24           A.   Yeah, we're basically saying any


25 investor would be looking at that as an investment
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1 with the park in place as slightly marginal from the


2 before.  There wouldn't be a big change in value.


3 That's probably reflected in the benefit I would


4 imagine.


5           Q.   So you're shaving somewhere between


6 1/100th and 3/100ths of a percent off the cap rate?


7           A.   Yes.


8           Q.   And in your mind, that reflects, I


9 think there's something there, but it's little?


10           A.   In a prospective buyer/seller's mind


11 looking at market value, two well informed people in


12 the market, they would pay a slightly lower cap rate


13 with the LID in place than they would with it not in


14 place in a before situation.


15           Q.   This isn't driven by any particular


16 academic study or --


17           A.   No.


18                MR. LUTZ:  Okay.  I have one last --


19 well, do you want to go.


20                MS. LIN:  I do want to ask a few


21 questions about this one.


22                MR. LUTZ:  I'm sorry, I just jumped in.


23                MS. LIN:  I wanted to know if you had


24 any -- go ahead.


25 BY MR. LUTZ:
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1                  E X A M I N A T I O N


2 BY MR. LUTZ:


3           Q.   I have two client-specific questions.


4                And so the first is page -- the fourth


5 page of these spreadsheets.


6                MR. FILIPINI:  Is that Exhibit-1?


7           Q.   Exhibit-1, and it is the sixth property


8 down.


9                MR. FILIPINI:  I just need a minute to


10 get there.


11           Q.   Okay.


12           A.   Page?


13           Q.   Page 4 of the foldout pages, page 4 of


14 13.


15           A.   Okay.


16           Q.   The sixth property down, B287.


17           A.   The Foster Marshall Building?


18           Q.   Yes, United Way.


19                So in general, you treated special


20 purpose properties like charities as getting a lower


21 assessment; is that correct?


22           A.   Say it again, please.


23           Q.   It was my understanding that you


24 treated in general special purpose properties such as


25 charitable institutions properties as getting zero --
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1 a lower or zero assessment.


2           A.   Well, if there was a deed restriction,


3 which there were on 20, 30-some properties, they


4 couldn't change the use, there was no relative income


5 change they could make.  They just simply didn't


6 benefit from the property because they couldn't


7 change or get greater rent or anything.  So there was


8 a number of properties simply had a zero benefit,


9 yes.


10           Q.   So United Way has an assessment of


11 $139,097.  Did you work on that project at all?


12           A.   Yes, and I understand now there's a


13 TDR, and I wasn't aware of it but I am now, that they


14 didn't sell their TDR rights.  I thought we had all


15 the TDR right information, but we didn't on this one.


16                I would say this property would need


17 adjustment to reflect the fact it doesn't have those


18 air rights anymore.  This benefit on this particular


19 property would be high relative to factual


20 information.


21           Q.   Okay.  So the second one I wanted to go


22 to was page 12 of 13.  It's property E061, Fourth


23 Avenue Associates.  The property name is Century


24 Square Retail.


25           A.   What page again?
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1           Q.   12 of 13.


2           A.   Okay, got it.


3           Q.   Found it?


4           A.   Yeah.


5           Q.   Do you have familiarity with this


6 property?


7           A.   Generally, yes.  I mean, I would have


8 gone by and looked at it.


9           Q.   Okay.  Are you aware, and I can also


10 ask you a hypothetical about this, but are you aware


11 of a height limit on that property?


12           A.   I would have to go back and check our


13 records.  As I sit here, I am not.


14           Q.   So we can -- this will be coming up in


15 the hearing.  So hypothetically, if you did not


16 consider that this building has a two-story height


17 limit in your valuation assessment, that would be an


18 indication that the assessment might need to be


19 revised?


20                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


21                Go ahead.


22           A.   Correct.


23           Q.   Is there a way from this chart to


24 determine improvement value versus land value?


25           A.   No.
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1           Q.   Okay.


2           A.   There is on the analysis chart that we


3 gave you.


4           Q.   (Indicating).


5           A.   Yeah.


6           Q.   Okay.  I'm going to hand you this for a


7 minute, Fourth Avenue.


8           A.   Sure.


9           Q.   So as I'm reading that, it has a --


10 it's mostly land value with a small residual


11 improvement value.


12           A.   Correct.


13           Q.   And the land value is 32 million?


14           A.   Correct.


15           Q.   On the site of that size, does a


16 $32 million land valuation line up with a property


17 that's got a two-story height limit?


18           A.   Yeah, if there is a height restriction


19 on this, then that is a high land value.  You would


20 need to adjust it.


21           Q.   Okay.  Thank you.


22           A.   You bet.


23                MR. LUTZ:  That's all I got.


24                MS. TERWILLIGER:  Should we break?


25                MR. REUTER:  I have questions when it's
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1 background information that is using terminology from


2 a report, that we're just recognizing that the market


3 is going to react differently to waterfront amenities


4 because they're much more desirable than they were in


5 the before situation, having the overlook walk,


6 having the promenade and the other streetscape


7 improvements.


8           Q.   When you say that is background


9 information, how did this background information


10 inform your special benefit analysis?


11           A.   Well, it informed us that the market,


12 positive market forces that create higher values


13 associated with park amenities, like the subject


14 project.


15           Q.   And for purposes of concluding the park


16 would be excellent after the waterfront LID


17 improvement, what area were you considering as part


18 of that park?


19           A.   Well, we're looking at the project as


20 an entity, so the more park-like amenities are the


21 promenade and the overlook walk area.  So we're just


22 looking at it more in general terms, that we're


23 saying hey, it's going from something that's average


24 to above average, to excellent.  We recognize a


25 change in the market and these are words that were
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1 used to associate that difference, just to reflect


2 that the market would look at it more favorably.


3           Q.   You're not really thinking about


4 Pike/Pine, or you are?


5           A.   Not so much as far as park-like


6 amenities.  They're more streetscape amenities.  The


7 number of those New York studies showed positive


8 reactions to more streetscape amenities, but


9 obviously as you move further away from the


10 waterfront, you're more streetscape type amenities


11 than you are park type amenities.


12           Q.   Okay.  Without Pier 58, are the


13 waterfront LID improvements more accurately


14 characterized as street beautification?


15           A.   Well, without Pier 58?


16           Q.   Yeah.


17           A.   Well, I think Pier 58, the promenade,


18 the overlook walk, would combine into more park-like


19 amenities than would the Pioneer Square and Pike/Pine


20 corridors.


21           Q.   It's those three together?


22           A.   They would be the main park-like


23 components that we considered.


24           Q.   So when we're drawing boundaries around


25 a park, those are the core park elements that you're
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1 thinking of?


2           A.   Correct.


3                MS. LIN:  I don't have any other


4 questions.


5                MR. MOSES:  I have a few more


6 questions.  Maybe it makes sense to ask them now.


7                MS. LIN:  Go ahead.


8


9                  E X A M I N A T I O N


10 BY MR. MOSES:


11           Q.   Maybe you've addressed some of these,


12 I'm going to skip through theme real quick.


13                Do you have any precedents where the


14 Crompton paper was used as evidence in any kind of an


15 assessment district?


16           A.   No, I don't.


17           Q.   On page 19 and 20 of the Crompton


18 paper, it provides a methodology for assessing the


19 quality of a park.  It says, "Create each park in the


20 system on a five point scale from blighted to


21 excellent.  The grading can be done either by park


22 staff or by a panel of residents familiar with each


23 of the sites.  The scales is defined primarily by the


24 emotional response of people in the park's area of


25 influence."
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1           A.   Yes.


2           Q.   Okay.  Does your special benefit


3 analysis or does your calculation account for any


4 decrease in value that the properties might encounter


5 as a result of the construction and the disruption?


6           A.   No, that's not something that's


7 considered in our analysis.


8           Q.   Okay.  Have you ever considered that in


9 one of your special benefit analyses?


10           A.   No.  It gets more back to eminent


11 domain.  It's not compensable, so it's not something


12 we consider.


13           Q.   Okay.


14           A.   It's a fact, it's a fact that it


15 happens, but from an appraisal standpoint, it's not


16 something you consider.


17           Q.   Okay.  Have you ever had occasion to in


18 the course of your work come across an improvement


19 district that created special benefits for some


20 property owners and damages or negative benefits for


21 other property owners?


22           A.   When we do a special benefit study, we


23 assume that all of the right-of-way area or any area


24 that the public or the city or the county or the


25 state took, that the property owner has been fairly
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John Crompton 
1515 Foxfire Dr 
College Station, TX 77845 
 
RE:  Waterfront Seattle LID Special Benefits Report – File Ref: 19-0101 – November 18, 
2019 
Authored by ABS Valuation.  
 


Dear Mr. Lutz, 


You requested me to “assess whether Mr. Macaulay and team have properly applied your and 
related studies in the City’s study, whether the benefit areas and assigned special benefits are 
supportable or speculative, and how, in the absence of a site-specific study of these proposals, 
you would apply the information to be included in your new book.” My comments are arranged 
under eight headings. 


Updated material 


The Appraiser (Mr. Robert Macaulay) based his use of my work on an article published in the 
Journal of Leisure Research (JLR) in 20011. Since its appearance, this article has been cited in 
335 other articles published in the scientific literature. The high citation rate suggests it has been 
viewed as a foundation paper upon which other economists and social scientists have built. The 
appraiser also referenced that it was “updated in 2014.” He does not cite a reference for the 2014 
update, and I am unaware of such an update. I did publish a book in 2004 addressing the same 
issue.2 I assume that is the update to which he is referring. That book incorporated the material 
from the JLR publication and did not update it. It was written in non-scientific language, because 
it was targeted at a professional rather than a scientific audience.  


The Appraiser (p.45) correctly cites the 2001 article as concluding, “A positive impact of 20% on 
property values abutting or fronting a passive park area is a reasonable starting point guideline” 
(p.29).  However, the Appraiser did not note that this conclusion was preceded by an important 
qualification: “A definitive generalizable answer to [the magnitude of the proximate effect] is not 
feasible given the substantial variation in the size, usage and design of park lands in the studies 
and the disparity in the residential areas around them which were investigated… If it is a heavily 
used park…then the proximate value increment may be minimal on abutting properties but may 
reach 10% on properties two or three blocks away” (p.29). 


In 2020, together with a co-author, I updated the 2001 JLR article (51(2), 127-146). Since the new 
findings were published only a few months ago,3 obviously, the Appraiser did not have access to 
these updated findings. However, if he had contacted me, I would have made the paper available 
to him. It was first submitted to JLR for review in November 2018 and after changes made in 
response to suggestions offered by expert reviewers, it was published online on August 12, 2019.  


The 33 studies located in the scientific literature that addressed this issue which we reviewed 
were much more accurate than those reviewed in the earlier article, reflecting five 
methodological developments that emerged around the start of the new millennium: Hedonic 
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models became more robust; statistical tools associated with hedonic analyses were more 
sophisticated; Geographic Information Systems enabled distance to be measured along road 
networks rather than straight lines; electronic databases from Multiple Listing Services enabled 
larger samples to be used; and market sales rather than appraised values were used. As a result of 
these improvements our updated review concluded: 


When the highest premiums reported in each study were tabulated, an approximately 
equal number were assigned to each of three categories: less than 4%, 5%-9%, and 10% 
or more. This suggests the recommendation from the 2001 review that 20% on property 
values abutting or fronting a passive park area as a reasonable starting point guideline 
was overly generous. A more appropriate starting point guideline on this kind of property 
would appear to be 8%-10% (p.15). 


Differences in Types of Properties. 


The studies reviewed in both the 2001 and 2020 JLR publications predominantly used single-
family homes in their samples. This is different from the mix of residential units in the LID 
which are comprised almost exclusively of apartments and condominiums.  


Our 2020 JLR review concluded: 


The percentage premium associated with multifamily properties or small lots was higher 
than that associated with single-family or large lot properties. This finding was consistent 
in all nine studies that addressed this issue. It is explained by privately owned yard space 
associated with single family homes serving as a partial substitute for public parks 
(p.147).  


Backyards in single family homes frequently contain such items as playground equipment, 
exercise equipment, decks with tables and chairs, barbeque facilities, basketball hoops, and grass 
spaces for Frisbee, soccer, tag or whatever. These amenities facilitate socialization and 
entertainment for family and friends. For many, they become the center of home and 
neighborhood life. In essence, in some homes the backyard substitutes for, and replaces, some of 
the facilities typically incorporated into neighborhood parks.  


Hence, a case can be made that the premiums for apartments and condominiums in the LID are 
likely to be larger because they have no backyards, and the availability of a proximate park 
compensates for this lack of private space.3 However, the LID “park improvements” are best 
characterized as a parkway not a park. The “park opportunities” do not appear to incorporate 
these types of facilities or to be designed to perform this function. Rather, it appears designed as 
an attractive corridor to facilitate exercise, and exposure to the ambiance of water views.  


The Appraiser provides a separate spreadsheet for “All other LID Commercial Properties.” It is 
unclear to me if the JLR review was used in ascertaining premiums for these 1,051 properties 
but, clearly, it is not appropriate to extrapolate its findings for deriving values for high rise office 
buildings, retail uses, hotels et al.  
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The exemplar demonstrating the impact of rejuvenated or new park land on commercial values 
was Bryant Park in New York City. Attached as an appendix to this report is a description of its 
rejuvenation that I included in my most recent book which the publishers tell me will be released 
next month.4 


The success of the rejuvenation of that 8-acre park in the early 1990s which generated substantial 
increases in commercial office rents for the surrounding properties, led many other cities to 
emulate it. However, almost all the premiums associated with those parks are captured by 
properties directly fronting on to the parks, and they do not extend much beyond that immediate 
area. This is reflected in the narrow geographic area of the Business Improvement Districts that 
typically are established to fund and subsequently maintain such parks. It appears the Appraiser 
has extended the range for commercial property assessments far beyond those immediately 
abutting the LID “park improvements.” 


Are the “Park Improvements” Best Characterized as a Park, Greenway or Parkway? 


The Appraiser’s suggestion that the green space in the LID is a “park” is a misrepresentation. 
Although the area incorporating the “park improvements” appears to be approximately 36 acres, 
two-thirds of that 36 acres appears to be hardscape. This suggests the appropriate designation is 
“parkway” rather than “park.” This distinction is critical, because the JLR review to which the 
Appraiser frequently refers pertained exclusively to “parks and open space.” It did not refer to 
parkways or greenways. The importance of the distinction stems from the empirical literature 
that shows the premiums from parks on property values are likely to be much higher and to 
extend for a greater distance, than those from parkways or greenways.  


In the narrative relating to his valuation of residential condominiums, the Appraiser makes it 
clear he is referring to premiums associated with parks rather than parkways or greenways. For 
example, “The research presents clear indications that well-designed park and street 
improvement projects have a positive effect on surrounding neighborhoods and property values” 
(p.82). 


The Appraiser appears to implicitly acknowledge the distinction between parks, parkways and 
greenways, because three of the six projects he examined to “compare various project 
components” were parkways or greenways, rather than parks. (Tom McCall Parkway, Rose 
Kennedy Greenway, and Embarcadero Parkway). 


In his exposition of the tools used in his valuation analysis, the Appraiser states: 


As mentioned throughout, increases in market value of individual parcels result primarily 
from enhanced location (improved pedestrian connections, open space, streetscapes) 
which, in turn, enhances the aesthetic appeal of the waterfront and a large segment of the 
downtown CBD (p.59). 


Later, in his valuation summary describing the impact of the LID he states: 


With the LID in place, there is a new waterfront promenade, consisting of continuous 
open space on the west side of the waterfront corridor from Pine Street to South 
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Washington Street, with enhanced landscaping and streetscapes. Pedestrian accessibility 
to the waterfront and view opportunities are greatly improved (p. 80). 


Parks are conspicuously absent from these descriptions. Rather, they describe beautification of a 
highway with an accompanying well-landscaped promenade.  


The genesis of American parkways lies in the tree-lined boulevards of Paris that were established 
in the 18th and 19th centuries. They were designed for “promenading.” The belief was that 
pedestrian walkable areas would add value to proximate residences.5 They were transposed to the 
U.S. by Olmsted and Vaux, the highly influential landscape architects who were responsible for 
many of the pioneering large urban parks in the U. S. For the most part, they preferred the term 
“parkways” to “boulevards” but they used them as synonyms.  


Their parkways were intended to serve either as a means of approach to a large park or as a 
connection between large parks. Parkway was defined as “a road that is of picturesque character 
bordered by trees and shrubs,”6 and they were regarded as “narrow informal elongations.” 
Commercial vehicles were barred, and the intent was to make driving through them a 
recreational experience.7 This meant that most of the benefit was conferred on those driving 
along the artery, and on those fronting on it who enjoyed views and exposure to the intensive 
landscaping. 


Parkways were designed for through traffic and all intersections were either bridged or tunneled 
under the parkways. The central drives were flanked with generous 30-35-foot pedestrian 
medians. Parallel 25-foot side roads for local and commercial traffic were constructed along with 
sidewalks. All elements of a parkway were separated by two rows of trees. Although it does not 
possess all these elements, these descriptions appear to be reasonable representations of the LID 
“park improvements.” 


Importantly, in the context of the LID, it was believed that added real estate value from parkways 
was confined to properties directly fronting onto them. Kansas City was renowned for its system 
of parkways. In a report to his Board of Park Commissioners in 1910, George E. Kessler, the 
superintendent of parks, who was a highly regarded national figure in the parks field, stated: 
“Conservative real estate men [in Kansas City] estimated the present value of the grounds 
fronting on the Kansas City boulevards, less building improvements. They compared this 
valuation with that of ground fronting adjacent streets which were not on boulevards. They found 
that the difference in favor of the boulevards real estate was $250,000 more than the entire cost 
to taxpayers of all the parks and boulevards embraced in the system.”8 


The distinction between a highway and a recreational parkway disappeared from the U.S. urban 
infrastructure vocabulary after the Second World War. Today, when the term “parkway” is 
adopted, the intent is generally to upgrade perceptions of an artery’s status from an ordinary city 
street by providing more comprehensive landscaping and, consequently, conferring on it the 
image properties associated with the word “parkway.”  


In the last two decades of the 20th century, the term “greenways” entered the urban infrastructure 
lexicon. Greenways are not wide swaths of land like parks, rather they are relatively narrow 
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corridors that have two major functions: (i) to link and facilitate hike and bike access between 
residential areas and places of employment and/or parks; and (ii) to provide opportunities for 
linear forms of outdoor recreation (e.g., hiking, jogging, bicycling, inline skating, and ordinary 
walking). 


Their popularization stemmed from the 1987 report of the President’s Commission on Americans 
Outdoors. The Commission recommended communities establish “greenways,” which they 
defined as “corridors” that “provide access to open spaces close to where they live.” The 
Commission conceptualized these greenways as “fingers of green that reach out from around and 
through communities all across America” (p. 142).9 The first extended work exploring the 
potential of greenways followed soon after and defined greenways as “linear open 
spaces…converted to recreational use” (p. 1).10 


Most of the enhanced value of parks derives from people’s willingness to pay a premium to be 
proximate to the tranquility, peace and psychological relaxation many parks provide. In contrast, 
enhanced property values associated with greenways are likely to come from access to a trail, 
rather than from views of nature or open space. It is their functionality or activity potential that is 
likely to confer most added value, rather than the panorama and ambiance associated with parks.  


In my 2004 Proximate Principle book2, the “plug and chug” estimation process from which the 
Appraiser garnered the blocks measure that is described in the following section, I asserted: 


Results from the limited number of empirical studies available at this point indicate that 
while trails are unlikely to exert a negative impact on proximate values, there is 
insufficient evidence to suggest they have a positive impact. The dominant sentiment is 
that trails have no impact on property values, so no proximate premium is recommended 
for them here (p.11).  


While the Appraiser elected to use the blocks measure from the “plug and chug” “best guess” 
estimation procedure, he chose not to use the trails findings. These are not as accurate a 
descriptor for the LID as “parkway” but are a closer depiction of the “park improvements” than 
parks.  


Again, in a recent article, a co-author and I updated those greenway trail 2004 results. We 
reviewed 20 studies which had been published since 1999 that measured the impact of 
greenways and trails on proximate property values using hedonic analysis. None of these 
greenways resembled the LID in having a major highway running through them. Many of them 
were “rails to trails” projects which transformed disused railroad tracks into hike and bike trails. 
Our review of greenway trails concluded: “The results indicate that a small positive premium of 
between 3% and 5% was the most widespread outcome for single-family homes located 
proximate to a trail” (p. 97).11 


Distance for which the “Park Improvements” Impact Property Values.  


The 2001 JLR study concluded:  
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The diversity of the study contexts makes it non-feasible to offer a generalizable 
definitive answer to the question concerning the distance over which the proximate 
impact of park land and open space extends. However, there appeared to be wide 
agreement that it had substantial impact up to 500 feet and that in the case of community 
sized parks it extended out to 2,000 feet (p. 29).1 


The 2020 JLR updated review similarly concluded: “This synthesis endorsed a conclusion from 
the 2001 review that high premiums generally were limited to properties within 500 feet, but for 
large parks they extended out to 2,000 feet” (p. 142).3 


Both the JLR 2001 and 2020 scientific papers reported the range of impacts in feet. They made 
no reference to number of blocks. However, the Appraiser discarded the use of feet and replaced 
it with “blocks.” He did that throughout his report, which allows the reader to incorrectly infer it 
was a synonym for the feet measure.  


His blocks measure stems from my 2004 Proximate Principle book, which was written for a non-
science, professional audience.2 In that volume, I included an approximation “plug and chug” 
simplified procedure, based on the empirical findings, that non-scientists could adopt for use in 
their communities. I explained it was a template: “it is emphasized that this approach only offers 
a rather crude ‘best guess.’”  The template suggested, “The area of proximate impact of a park 
should be limited to 500 feet or three blocks” (p. 9). My intent in using the three-block term was 
to reify the 500 feet range metric. The magnitude of 500 feet is relatively difficult to grasp, 
whereas three blocks is easily recognizable. It reflected the approximate distance in most of the 
contexts in which the studies in our review were undertaken. It was anticipated the block 
synonym would be more understandable and easier for non-scientists to grasp. The intent was to 
offer a synonym for 500 feet, not an alternative to it. Clearly, if the block measure is applied to 
the 300-foot blocks that are more typical in the LID than the intended 150-feet distance, it 
extends the impacted area far beyond the 500-feet distance reported in the JLR studies.  


In his interpretation of that statement (“The area of proximate impact of a park should be limited 
to 500 feet or three blocks”), the Appraiser states: 


“In terms of direct residential impact, John Crompton’s ongoing studies into the impact 
of parks on property values have been used by municipalities across the country. 
Crompton’s “proximate principle” represents a “capitalization” of park land into 
increased property values and a widening of the tax base. One major finding based on his 
results deals with the location and proximity of property to the park improvements—both 
in urban and suburban environments: 


• 75% of the benefit from a park is captured within 500 feet, or three blocks. 
• The remaining 25% of the benefit is likely dissipated over a 500 to 2,000-foot range, 


or 4 to 12 city blocks” (p. 83 & p. 46). 


In his first bullet, the Appraiser inserts a comma between the two measures, “…within 500 feet, 
or three blocks.” This comma was added by the Appraiser. It was not in the original Crompton 
manuscript. This insert reinforces an inference that the two measures are alternatives, whereas 
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without the comma they are more likely to be accurately recognized as synonyms which was the 
intent.  


The Appraiser throughout his report, disregarded the 500 and 2,000-feet measures and used only 
the blocks measures for the LID assessments. In addition to the comma insert, the above 
statement misrepresents my work in six ways: 


• It inappropriately applied findings from our review of parks to a parkway. 
• The parks review was based on residential dwellings, predominantly single-family 


homes, and the Appraiser inappropriately extended the findings to include commercial 
buildings. 


• At my request, a GIS map was produced using the network metric showing the LID 
boundaries and proximate distances to the “park improvements” and it is attached to this 
report as appendix 2. It shows that 500 feet distance from the “park improvements” is 
either one or two blocks.  Hence, using the block measure, rather than the feet measure 
that was reported in the JLR review, has the effect of inappropriately extending the LID 
impact significantly beyond that which the park study indicated (even if it was legitimate 
to use the park review’s findings). 


• The Appraiser’s extension of the impact distance to 12 blocks was an incorrect 
interpretation of our work for two reasons. 


o First, our conclusion that often a small increment of impact extended out to 2,000 
feet applied to “community parks.” The definition of community parks in the 
Seattle Parks Department Master Plan is: “Community parks satisfy the 
recreation needs of multiple neighborhoods. They generally accommodate group 
activities and recreational facilities not available at neighborhood parks. They 
may have athletic fields, large open spaces, paths, benches, natural areas, and 
restrooms. Community parks are accessible by arterial or collector streets, and 
usually include off-street parking” (p. 97)12. The enhanced array of amenities 
included in community parks accounts for them often adding a small increment 
of value to properties within 2,000 feet. Clearly, the proposed “park 
improvements” in the LID do not incorporate a comparable array of amenities 
and so, use of the 2000-feet metric is inappropriate.  


o A second incorrect interpretation was the failure to recognize that all the studies 
reviewed in our most recent JLR paper used network analysis to measure impact 
distance. This means the 2,000 feet refers to distance along road networks, not 
“as the crow flies.” When the distance from the “park improvements” is 
measured along roadways, the range of impact is much smaller than is shown by 
the current LID parameters. 


• The GIS map shows the LID includes corridors extending east across Alaskan Way up to 
Western Ave and the Pike Place Market vicinity. Clearly, these are not “park 
improvements.” They bear no relationship to the park sites that constituted the samples 
studied in the JLR reviews.  
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These inaccurate interpretations of our work resulted in the Appraiser inappropriately concluding 
(referencing a streetscape study as well as our JLR review): “Both studies indicate a 
geographical radius of benefit within 12 blocks, but most significantly within the first three 
blocks” (p.56).  


Use of the Park Quality Scale.  


The Appraiser states: “Based on Crompton’s park rating scale and considering the existing 
waterfront amenity, the Waterfront Seattle project would increase the quality rating from above 
average to excellent, which indicates an average increase in value of 5% for condominiums 
within a three-block radius” (p.56). This is a misapplication and misinterpretation of my work. 
The reality of the Appraiser’s conclusion is that it is based on his judgement, experience and 
expertise; it does not derive from any of my publications or from scientific empirical findings. 


In the 2004 Proximate Principle book a “Park Quality Scale for Determining Proximate 
Principle Premiums” was included, as part of my “plug and chug” approximation procedure. The 
Appraiser reproduces it in his report (p.46) as shown below.   


 


Immediately following the Park Quality Table in the Appraiser’s report, his narrative continues 
as follows (p.47):  


• Condominiums within a three-block radius typically experience increases in property 
value of: 
Quality of Park Distance Green Premium 
Excellent-Average 1 block 16-20% 
Excellent 1-3 blocks (500ft) 15% 
Above Average 1-3 blocks (500ft) 10% 
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Average 1-3 blocks (500ft) 5% 
Poor 1-3 blocks (500ft) -5% 


 
In the case of the Waterfront Seattle project, it is important to consider that there is an 
existing waterfront amenity; the current waterfront area can be rated as average to above 
average since it provides a unique public amenity. However, when considering the 
waterfront area as extending east across Alaskan Way up to Western Avenue and the Pike 
Place Market vicinity, the rating declines to merely average due largely to the poor 
connectivity with city streets. The existing alleys, stairwells, and dim lighting areas 
contribute to an undesirable atmosphere, especially at night, despite the active foot traffic 
and tourist-oriented venues along the waterfront. The reader is referred to the City-
provided documents in the addenda volume for further discussion and descriptions of 
existing or “without LID” conditions.  
 
With the project elements completed, the area will be upgraded to excellent, which 
indicates an average 5% increase in condominium values situated within three blocks of 
the improvements/new amenities. Note that this is an average based on empirical data and 
is utilized for background information when analyzing the subject project elements.  
 
The above article sets up a good basis for the argument that a larger, linear, well-
maintained public park that attracts active users – such as the Seattle waterfront park – 
will likely have a positive impact on residential property values and that the most benefit 
is evident within a two- to three- block radius.  


There are three concerns relating to the Appraiser’s table:  


1). The columns in the “increased property value” table are different from those used in the 
Park Quality Scale which the Appraiser purports to represent: 


• Under the “Quality of Park” heading, the Appraiser uses different ratings than are used 
in the Scale. The source, rationale, criteria and definitions of the descriptors that 
comprise the new rating scale are not explained. The new scale is not derived from the 
Quality of Park Scale. Indeed, there appears to be no connection between them.  


• Under the “Distance” heading he introduces a new category “1 block.” No rationale is 
provided for it. The subsequent categories refer to the 1-3 block measure which he 
parenthetically infers equate to 500ft, but in fact in the LID context a three-block 
measure significantly exceeds that range.  


• The “Green Premium” heading in the third column is a new term that the Appraiser has 
introduced. The source of the percentage premiums used in this column is not explained. 
They seem to be entirely arbitrary. They do not come from the original table in the 2004 
Proximate Principle publication which stated: 


“Based on the results reported in the monograph, the suggested premiums applied to 
all single-family home properties within the 500-foot proximate area for each of the 
three highest categories shown the Table are; 
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Unusual excellence: 15% 
Above average: 10% 
Average: 5%” 
 


Clearly, the premiums suggested by the Appraiser are much higher than those emanating 
from the 2004 publication from which he inappropriately infers they are derived. 


2). The definition descriptors in Crompton’s Park Quality Scale were developed 
specifically for parks. They do not fit the context of the LID parkway. To use them in this 
way is like comparing the tastes of artichokes and apples.  If the Appraiser required a 
similar scale for the parkway to guide his judgements, then he needed to develop a scale 
that fits the LID context. Clearly, on its face the scale lacks validity. 


3). With a co-author, I recently finished an update of the 2004 Proximate Principle book 
that addresses the impacts of physical amenities on property values. Again, it is targeted 
at a non-scientific audience. It will be released by Sagamore/Venture Press in the next 
few weeks.4 It updates the “plug and chug” numbers. In this revision, the suggested 
premiums on single-family homes within the 500-foot proximate area for each of the 
three highest categories shown in the Park Quality Scale table are: 


 Unusual Excellence: 10% 
Above Average: 5% 
Average: 3%. 
These much smaller percentages reflect the more accurate lower premiums reported in 
the post-millennium studies. 


In addition to concerns with the table, there are three concerns with the narrative cited above that 
follows it: 


a) The narrative states “the current waterfront area can be rated as average to above average 
since it provides a unique public amenity.” Subsequently it states that in another part of 
the LID “the rating declines to merely average.” No valid greenway or parkway scale has 
been developed that describes or defines “average” and “above average.” Without a 
benchmark scale to serve as a point of reference there are no guiding criteria, so the 
Appraiser’s judgement is arbitrary. 


b) The arbitrariness problem continues in the following paragraph: “…which indicates an 
average 5% increase in condominium values situated within three blocks of the 
improvements/new amenities. Note that this is an average based on empirical data.” It is 
not based on empirical data. It has no scientific or empirical basis. It is simply the 
Appraiser’s arbitrary judgement and compounds the concerns relating to range of impacts 
noted in the previous section of this evaluation.  


c) The final paragraph cited above states: “The above article sets up a good basis for the 
argument that a large, linear, well-maintained public park that attracts active users – such 
as the Seattle waterfront park…” It does not “set up a good basis” since it is based on 
faulty premises. Further, this is not a “large linear public park”; it is a parkway.  
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The Negative Impacts of Disamenities on Premiums 


Premiums on proximate properties associated with park-like spaces are sometimes at least 
partially offset by a variety of social and/or environmental disamenities. These may include – 
congestion, increased traffic flow, lack of parking or unwanted on-street parking, litter, 
vandalism, intrusive lighting, and groups engaging in morally offensive activities. This led to a 
number of the studies reviewed in the JLR articles reporting that properties immediately adjacent 
to a park did not show the highest premium. Rather, it was properties located one or two blocks 
distant from the park (that were also distant from the source of nuisances) which had the highest 
premiums. 


In the context of the LID, demolishing the viaduct removes a major disamenity for those 
properties whose view of an ugly and noisy roadway is replaced by an attractive view of the 
water and new greenway. Clearly, this is likely to have a major positive impact on the value of 
those properties, but the Appraiser appropriately recognized this as a “before” condition, rather 
than a benefit from the LID.  


The Appraiser identified two potential negative impacts. He indicated loss of parking spaces was 
incorporated in his assessments: “some parking losses along Alaskan Way in the waterfront area 
will occur due to the project and this is considered in the analysis” (p.7), but there is no overt 
description of how it was “considered in the analysis.” 


He noted the LID was likely to result in an increase of “1.5 million net new visitors to the 
immediate area, generating $191 million in new annual visitor spending” (p.45). This estimate 
was juxtaposed in a following paragraph with a quote from the 2001 JLR article which implies 
he recognized the potential negative nuisance impact on property values of these new visitors: 
“Parks that serve primarily active recreation users were likely to show much smaller proximate 
value increase than those accommodating only passive use” (p.28)1. His report went on to 
paraphrase a conclusion from the JLR article: “Neighborhood parks that are primarily used by 
the surrounding residents result in a higher increase in property values than larger parks that 
attract active users from outside the neighborhood due to the adverse effects of noise, nuisance 
and congestion” (p. 46). Again, there is no overt description of the extent to which the Appraiser 
considered this disamenity impact in his assessments. 


The Diminishing Marginal Valuation of Premiums. 


The premiums on properties that are proximate to parks and water amenities are derived from 
two sources: distance from the amenity and views of the amenity. The Appraiser recognized “the 
view amenity will not change due to the LID project” (p. 48). He offers no estimate of the 
magnitude of the existing water view premium, since it is outside the scope of his brief. 
Nevertheless, the magnitude of the water premium is important, because it impacts the perceived 
value of potential increments of benefit that may emanate from the new greenway.   


Surprisingly few empirical studies measuring water views, especially ocean views, have been 
reported in the scientific literature, but one of them was undertaken in Washington State in the 
city of Bellingham.13,14 The study was limited to single-family homes. The authors used hedonic 
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analysis, which is widely accepted in the scientific community as the most accurate empirical 
approach to measuring the contribution of each of the multiple factors that impact property 
values.  


The average value premium for an ocean view in the Bellingham study was 25.6%. However, it 
varied according to the quality of the view. The authors concluded: 


When views are classified into seven categories, the percentage increase in property 
value attributable to a view ranges from 8.2% for poor partial ocean view, to 18.1% for a 
lake view, 29.4% for a good partial ocean view, 30.8% for a superior partial ocean view, 
and 58.9% for an unobstructed ocean view (p. 69).13 


Like all of us who do this type of analysis, the authors acknowledged that their results were 
context specific: “All estimated view amenity values are, of course, specific to the Bellingham 
market.” 


Two other studies with which I am familiar that perhaps have water views comparable to some 
properties in the LID were undertaken by a research team in the Cleveland area of Cuyahoga 
County in Ohio. They pertained to views of Lake Erie. The two analyses reported that properties 
in the County with a view of Lake Erie had a premium of 90%15 and 56%.16 


It appears reasonable to conject that similar large premiums to those reported at Bellingham and 
Cuyahoga County apply to properties with a water view in the LID. Further, given the fixed 
supply of water view properties it seems likely that premiums will rise even higher in the future.  


A consequence of water premiums of this magnitude is likely to be a diminished marginal 
valuation of the additional units of benefit premium that may be anticipated from the new 
greenway.  


The exposition of this principle is enshrined in Prospect Theory which was first articulated in 
197917. Its influence has been extensive and profound. It has been empirically validated in 
numerous contexts, and the theory is now widely accepted as being unusually robust in its ability 
to predict outcomes in human decision-making.  


Since the article describing Prospect Theory was published, it has been one of the three most 
cited papers in the Economics literature; it was a foundation for the evolution of behavioral 
economics, which has transformed the economics discipline; and its authors (who were 
psychologists) received the Nobel Prize for economics in 2002. 


One of Prospect Theory’s principles is that each additional increment of benefit has a smaller 
impact on perceived value (premium) than the equal increment preceding it. The concave value 
function expressing this phenomenon is shown below: 
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The curve shows that the perceived value of each 10% increase in benefit is lower than the 
perceived value of the previous increment of benefit. For example, the increase in benefit from 
(say) 40% to 50% is perceived to be much less valuable than the increase from 0% to 10%. One 
of the authors of Prospect Theory used the following analogies to illustrate the point: 


Turning on a weak light has a large impact in a dark room. The same increment of light 
may be undetectable in a brightly illuminated room. Similarly, the subjective difference 
between $900 and $1,000 is much smaller that the difference between $100 and $200 
(p. 282).18 


In the context of the LID, Prospect Theory predicts that the incremental effect of the new “park 
improvements” on the value of properties which already have a large premium stemming from 
their view of the water is likely to be very small or perhaps non-existent.  


Concluding Comments. 


My brief was to evaluate whether the Appraiser properly applied my work in his study and 
whether the benefit areas and assigned special benefits are supportable or speculative. My 
evaluation has relied on secondary sources, primarily the Appraiser’s report. I have not had the 
opportunity to visit the LID site.  


The Appraiser appears to rely on my work to justify the assignment of increment increases of 
0.5% to 4%. Presumably, the credibility of his judgements is enhanced by the suggestion that 
they have a scientific basis, rather than relying on his expertise, experience, judgement and 
intuition. However, the Appraiser has misinterpreted and/or misapplied eight dimensions of my 
work: 


• The Appraiser did not have access to the recent updated findings of my original work, 
because their publication in the scientific literature occurred only recently after he had 
completed his study. 
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• Both the 2001 and 2020 JLR reviews pertained to residential dwellings, predominantly to 
single-family homes. They did not relate to commercial properties such as high-rise 
office buildings, retail uses, hotels et al. The Appraiser inappropriately extended the 
reviews’ findings to all properties in the LID. 


• The LID “park improvements” manifest the characteristics of a parkway, not a park. My 
JLR review cited by the Appraiser related to the impact of parks on property values. It is 
inappropriate to apply the findings to parkways, since they are a qualitatively different 
amenity. 


• My review indicated most of a park’s impact occurs within a 500-foot range. The 
Appraiser’s measure of distance to which impact of the LID “park improvements” 
extended was three blocks, which a network analysis showed was significantly further 
than 500 feet. 


• The conclusion from the JLR reviews that often a small increment of impact extended out 
to 2,000 feet was derived from “community parks.” The enhanced array of amenities 
included in community parks accounts for them often adding a small increment of value 
to properties within 2,000 feet. The proposed “park improvements” in the LID do not 
incorporate such an array of amenities, so the 2,000-feet distance has no merit in the 
context of the LID. 


• Even if the 2,000-foot metric had merit, where it is applied to measure distances from the 
“park improvements” using network analysis which is the measure used in the scientific 
literature, the geographic area of the LID is substantially smaller than the Appraiser 
shows.  


• The Appraiser inappropriately adapted the Park Quality Scale that was developed for 
parks. He used different ratings and failed to relate them to the descriptive characteristics 
of parkways; used blocks rather than network feet as a distance measure; inappropriately 
extended the impacted distance to 12 blocks; and created “green premium” percentages 
that lacked any scientific foundation. 


• The Appraiser’s treatment of “nuisances” does not appear to consider the disamenity 
value of either loss of parking or additional congestion accruing from the net increase in 
visitors that he projects will occur.  


• The perceived benefits emanating from proximity to the “park improvements” are likely 
to be relatively small on properties that already enjoy large premiums attributable to 
high-quality water views.  The Appraiser does not appear to consider the diminishing 
marginal value of additional amenity benefits he assumes will accrue on those properties. 


The Appraiser’s reliance on judgment rather than on empirical evidence is evident throughout 
the narrative, since his critical decisions relating to premiums are frequently preceded by the 
word “reasonable.” Consensus as to what constitutes “reasonable” is much more difficult to 
obtain within any given population than when there is empirical verification. 
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Appendix 1 


Extracted from The Impact on Property Values of Parks, Trails, Golf Courses and 
Water Amenities 


Government agencies usually provide the additional level of service which is paid for by special 
assessment districts, but in some large cities it has been initiated by business leaders and such 
areas are termed business improvement districts (BIDs). There are more than 1,000 BIDs in the 
United States and Canada. These districts frequently elect their own boards, which take 
responsibility for the annual budget, hire staff, let contracts, and generally oversee operations. 
Much of their effort goes into cleaning up, landscaping, maintaining trees and flowers, and 
enhancing security. Bryant Park, one of the country’s great urban park success stories, is the 
result of a BID. Exhibit 8-2 briefly describes how the BID worked.13-15  


Exhibit 8-2 
Using a Business Improvement District to Resuscitate Bryant Park13-15 


In less than 15 years, Bryant Park went from a textbook example of an urban park gone bad to an 
urban treasure that plays a strong role in the revitalization of Midtown New York City and 
especially 42nd Street. Bryant Park, beside the New York Public Library, was a neglected, 
vandalized facility that by the late 1970s had become a haven for drug dealers in the city of New 
York and was widely referred to as “Needle Park.” A business improvement district was formed 
to maintain the eight-acre park and make ongoing park improvements. The park has been 
restored with tall shade trees, lush green grass, flower beds, pagodas, and a thriving restaurant, 
and is now considered a model park. At its summer peak, there are 55 employees working in 
Bryant Park in security, sanitation, gardening, and special events, all of them work for the Bryant 
Park Restoration Corporation, which is a nonprofit private management company supported by 
the Rockefeller Brothers Fund and a cooperative business improvement district of neighboring 
property owners. On some days, the park attracts more than 4,000 office workers and tourists, 
and more than 10,000 people attend some special events.  


The city paid one-third of the $18 million restoration costs, and foundations, philanthropists, and 
surrounding businesses financed the rest through the business improvement district. The 
businesses assess themselves approximately 33% of Bryant Park’s $2 million annual 
maintenance bill, while the remainder of the bill is raised in rental and concession fees from 
restaurants (33%) and special events (33%) held in the park. Businesses recognized that property 
values and, hence, lease rentals, were closely tied to conditions in the park.  


Rents in nearby buildings increased dramatically after the park was redesigned and secured. 
Results of a 2003 analysis of the impact of the renovations on office buildings bordering Bryant 
Park are shown in the following table. The rents increased by between 114% and 225%. A 
second table shown below confirms that other submarkets within a half-mile of Bryant Park also 
experienced rental increases over this period, but they were substantially less than those shown 
around the park. Owners of the properties around Bryant Park also reported that the quality of 
tenants improved, that there was reduced downtime between leases, and the buildings’ credit 
profiles and market values increased.  
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To a primary organizer of the Bryant Park effort, the lesson was clear: “If building owners and 
the agents help protect urban open space, they will be more than paid back for their efforts, both 
in increased occupancy rates and in increased rent–all because their building has this attractive 
new front yard.”  


Exhibit 8-2 continued 
Changes in Per Square Foot Rentals in Four Buildings Facing Bryant Park 1990-2002  
 
 1990  2002  Percentage Increase  
Grace Building  $29.50  $49  114%  
Beaux Arts Building  $18  $60  225%  
London Fog Building  $20  $45  125%  
1065 Avenue of the Americas  $20  $50  150%  


Rental Changes in Comparable Buildings in Surrounding Submarkets of New York City  


Grand Central  55%  
Times Square  67%  
Penn Plaza/Garment District  73%  


Following the success of Bryant Park, the Central Park Conservancy in New York City 
suggested a similar model for assisting with the funding needed to maintain Central Park. The 
Conservancy had accepted responsibility for most of the park’s maintenance. Its annual budget 
for this task was over $20 million, and it was concerned that the park’s needs were “increasing 
beyond the capability of private philanthropy.” Accordingly, the chairman of the Conservancy’s 
Board stated:  


Our concept for the future is to empower, by statute, all neighborhoods in the city, if they choose 
to do so, to support their local open space with a further revenue stream. We propose park 
enhancement districts similar to the business improvement districts that are improving the Grand 
Central area, Bryant Park and many other neighborhoods.  


Each neighborhood would be enabled voluntarily to organize itself, decide whether to impose a 
small surcharge on its local real estate to supplement city support and private philanthropy, set 
the amount of the surcharge and then use it for its own park, playground or other open space. 
(p  14)16  


A study of the impact of Hudson River Park on proximate property values concluded: “Up to 
20% of the value of properties within three blocks of the Park is attributable to the Park.” This 
led to a recommendation:  


To establish a Business Improvement District for the Hudson River Park, through which adjacent 
property owners would be assessed a fee and the funds dedicated specifically to the maintenance 
and programming of the Park...The principle of assessing neighboring property owners seems 
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sound, as these landowners benefit most from the added value of the Park and stand to lose most 
if the Park were to fall into disrepair.17  


Other downtown parks that have revitalized surrounding property values include:  


• The $50 million renovation of the 2.5-acre Campus Martius Park in the heart of 
downtown Detroit undertaken by a nonprofit coalition of business and civic leaders to 
celebrate the 300th anniversary of the city of Detroit. Its renovation stimulated over $500 
million of new property investment in the adjacent neighborhood.18  


• Discovery Green in downtown Houston was a 12-acre park built at a cost of around $70 
million by a nonprofit that also operates it. Its impact on the assessed values of 
surrounding property is shown in Exhibit 8-3. In the four-year period from before the 
Park was announced in 2005 to when it was completed in 2008, the assessed values of 
property abutting it increased by 51%.  


• Three park sites totaling 18.5 acres, anchor redevelopment of the 36-acre Hemisfair site 
in downtown San Antonio: 4-acre Yanaguana Garden, costing $10 million which opened 
in 2015; 9-acre Civic Park, estimated at $60 million; and 5.5-acre Tower Park, estimated 
at $12.5 million. The Hemisfair Plaza Area Redevelopment Corporation (HPARC) is a 
501(c)(iii) charged by the city of San Antonio Council with oversight of the 
redevelopment. It negotiates ground leases with the commercial, office, retail and hotel 
elements that surround the parks on the remaining 18.5 acres of the site. These revenues 
are funneled back into HPARC which also collects the sales taxes accruing from within 
the site. These funds are used to support future operations on the site. The master plan 
projects the site will attract $540 million in private investment and generate $13 million 
in tax revenue annually to local entities.19  


• Exhibit 8-3 
Changes in Assessed Valuations in Response to Discovery Green Park  


Year  Average per square foot ($’s)  
2005  87.87  
2006  102.68  
2007  116.77  
2008  133.08  
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Appendix 2 


GIS Map of the LID Using Network Analysis 
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Formation Criteria


1. Encompass only the legally assessable area, or include provisions for voluntary
participation by the owners of exempt property.


2. Encompass only the area specially benefitted by the LID project.


3. The total special benefit must approximately equal or exceed the total assessment to be
levied.


Need for a Special Benefit Study


A special benefit analysis is recommended when:


1. Uncertainty exists regarding financial feasibility of the proposed project or portions
thereof.


2. Uncertainty exists pertaining to the limit of special benefit influence and, therefore,
location of the LID boundary.


3. The proposed project includes property with irregularly shaped ownership lines or
significant variation in other physical characteristics such as topography, soils, drainage,
wetlands and amenities such as view or water frontage.


4. The LID boundary encompasses property with varying intensities of use or zoning
designations, variations in use and value created by specific locations, changing land use
regulations or highest and best use. 


A special benefit analysis is not recommended when:


1. It is acknowledged that the special benefit attributable to the project exceeds the total
amount of LID assessment.


2. Ownership lines are reasonably regular or in proportion to each other.


3. There is insignificant variation in intensity of use because of land use regulations,
topography, soils, drainage, wetlands or changes in highest and best use due to the LID
project.


4. It is not probable that the LID formation, boundary location, property assessments or
proportionality of individual assessments will be contested.


Utilize a Special Benefit Analyst to Resolve Issues 


1. Make a preliminary investigation at the inception of a proposed LID project and provide
an opinion as to economic feasibility of the overall project and/or various components
thereof.


2. Recommend an LID boundary which encompasses all specially benefitted property and
provides support to withstand appeals to Superior Court.


Local and Road Improvement Districts Manual for Washington State  Sixth Edition    57







3. Consider general benefits as well as special benefits; if appropriate, consult with bond
counsel and recommend the documentation of underlying assumptions included in the
foundation of estimates of special benefit resulting from the LID-funded project. 
Consideration may also be given to those construction costs related to meeting design
standards which may be general benefits, as distinct from construction costs emanating
from requirements of the LID project.


4. Prepare a formation special benefit study report and, if requested, make a presentation
at the formation hearing to document decisions on both overall project feasibility and
boundaries selected as well as providing information to owners of property within the
proposed LID.


5. Prepare a special benefit study report for the final assessment roll hearing.  If requested,
an appearance at the final assessment roll hearing serves to explain and present
documentation for the basis and amounts of assessments and establish, for the record,
that the assessments are fair, less than the special benefits and in proportion to all other
assessments to be levied on property within the LID boundary.


6. Respond to conflicting testimony and cross examination by property owners or their
attorneys with unbiased data that contributes to a complete final assessment roll hearing
record.


Mathematical Methods


To calculate individual assessments for improvements in an LID where there is a grid work of
north-south and east-west streets, the mathematical cost distribution formula called zone-termini
is often effective.  This method of cost distribution is described in RCW 35.44.030 and .040.


Other mathematical formulas include the area (square foot or acre) method and front foot
method.  Simple utility and street projects in platted residential neighborhoods are usually good
candidates for equal assessments per lot.  The area method of cost distribution is often
preferable for major sewer and water projects and is often applicable to LIDs in commercial
areas.  Front foot distribution of costs is often preferable for street lighting projects.  It is possible
to have a need for several different types of assessment units within one district.  Assessments
for trunk sewers and pump stations as well as assessments for lateral sewers against individual
lots are examples.


Mathematical cost distribution formulas such as area, front foot and zone-termini are usually easy
to explain to affected property owners and they are always less expensive to calculate than the
special benefit analysis method.  Sometimes mathematical formulas will not fairly distribute
special benefit. When a mathematical formula is not used, a qualified, experienced appraiser
should be employed to conduct a special benefit analysis.  On projects where there is a mixture
of land uses, zoning, or when major topographic changes occur in the district, it is recommended
that the special benefit analysis method be used.


Note:  It is easy to embrace the thought that if an improvement will cost $400 per foot to construct along the


frontage of a certain property, then that property will be assessed $400 per foot.  This is a deception! 


Remember that assessments must be based on the increased value of the property resulting from the


improvement, not on the cost of the improvement.


Contributors: Robert J. Macaulay and Ralph Rodriquez


58    Local and Road Improvement Districts Manual for Washington State  Sixth Edition
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GIBBONS & RIELY, PLLC 


Real Estate Appraisal, Counseling & Mediation 


261 Madison Ave S, Suite 102 


Bainbridge, WA  98110-2579 
Anthony Gibbons, MAI 
Direct Dial 206 909-1046 


Email:  agibbons@realestatesolve.com 


 
January 30, 2020 


 
Jerry Lutz 
Perkins Coie 
10885 NE Fourth Street, Suite 700 
Bellevue, WA 98004-5579 


 


 
RE: Waterfront Seattle LID Special Benefits Report – File Ref: 19-0101 – November 18, 2019 


Authored by Valbridge. 
 


Dear Mr. Lutz: 
 
At your request, I have conducted this high-level review of the Valbridge mass appraisal study prepared for 
the purposes of documenting Special Benefit resulting from the city Waterfront Seattle project.  The letter 
is intended as a consultation, and not as an appraisal review.  At some point it may be appropriate to address 
individual valuations on a parcel by parcel basis, but that is not the concern of this letter.  This consultation 
looks at the methodology employed and the general conclusions made in the presentation of the study.  
Please note, as a disclosure, I am part owner of a condominium located within the boundaries of the LID.  
I do not consider this to be a conflict in providing an objective review of the study methodology. 
 
Valbridge Appraisal 
 
Valbridge presents several conclusions, which briefly may be re-stated as: 
 


1. LID Boundaries.  Valbridge identifies a total of 6,238 properties with potential special benefits 
within an LID boundary that generally comprises the entire downtown area lying between Puget 
Sound, I-5, Denny Way, and S. Massachusetts Street. 


2. Property Valuation.  The value of property within this area is concluded to be approximately $56.3-
billion. 


3. Special Benefit Lift.  The appraisal concludes with incremental increases in individual property 
values (which are presented numerically in the report) summarized as follows:1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
1 This exhibit is lifted from the appraisal.  Note that the “Special Purpose” category has the high and low figures reversed. 
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4. Special Benefit Amount v. Cost.  The total of the individual assignments approximates a $448-
million special benefit over these properties.  This is compared and contrasted to the LID cost of 
$346-million.  Legally the cost of the LID cannot exceed the benefit provided.  In addition, the city 
has limited the assessment to $175,500,000. 


5. After Valuation.  The incremental increases in value calculated are added to the Before value to 
create an After value, which in aggregate comes to $56.8-billion. 


 
Conceptual and Methodological Issues 
 


1. The basic construct of the LID and its application to Waterfront Seattle 
 
LIDs are typically reserved for the funding of utility improvements and infrastructure within a specific 
neighborhood or market, and represent a means by which a group of property owners can receive and pay 
for improvements that might otherwise be avoided by a municipality; perhaps the project in question is/has 
been deemed too specific, or not a priority, to cover with general funding.  The mechanism essentially 
allows property owners to pay for the LID with the obvious value lift associated with, say, the provision of 
sewer or a road.  Under RCW 34.44.010, “The cost and expense [of improvements made through an LID] 
shall be assessed upon all the property [within the boundaries of the LID] in accordance with the special 
benefits conferred thereon.”  (bracketed language added).  The value lift associated with provision of the 
infrastructure (say water, power or sewer) is typically easily measured, and special benefits2 are not hard to 
prove and calculate. 
 
The current proposal, to fund a regional park through this mechanism, represents a special challenge for an 
appraiser, as the special benefit associated with an amenity such as a publicly-owned park is not obviously 
beneficial in the same fashion as a utility extension, representing more of an aesthetic, and widely dependent 
upon factors unrelated to the mere presence of the project (such as operations, public use, etc.).  The project 
becomes even more challenging, when the park is to be located in a regional economic center, and funding 
requirements require benefit assessment across several downtown blocks that lie uphill from the amenity.   
 


2. Special Benefit 
 
Background 
 
A successful LID is based on the correct identification of the Special Benefit created.  The term Special 
Benefit is both a legal term and a term of art in the appraisal industry.  The most succinct definition of 
Special Benefit is provided as a WPI instruction: 
 


“Special benefits are those that add value to the remaining property as distinguished from those 


arising incidentally and enjoyed by the public generally.                                                         WPI 150.07.01 


 


The distinction between Special and General benefits is then a key consideration for an appraiser in the 
application of benefit deemed special.  Eaton stresses the importance of the proper identification of special 
benefit, and the necessity for also identifying general benefit for the simple purposes of appropriate benefit 
allocation; if a project creates both special and general benefits, only the special increment that accrues to 
certain properties can be part of the assessment: 
 


It should be noted that project enhancement…may be composed of general benefits, special 


benefits, or a combination of the two.  Thus it may be necessary…to allocate the beneficial effects 


of project enhancement between special and general benefits and to consider only the special 


benefits in estimating the value of the property in the after situation.”   
Real Estate Valuation in Litigation, Page 326, by Jim Eaton MAI. 


 
2 See subsequent discussion on the definition of a special as opposed to general benefit. 
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The standard dictionary definition of special, an adjective, is better, greater, or otherwise different from 
what is usual.  Synonyms include exceptional, unusual, singular, uncommon, notable, noteworthy, 
remarkable, outstanding, unique, more.  In practical application though, the precise meaning of Special 
Benefit has been debated in the courts, particularly in eminent domain cases, with the same principles 
applying to LIDs.  One of the clearest and oft-cited distinctions of special and general benefit is found in 
the following court decision: 
 


“The most satisfactory distinction between general and special benefit is that general benefits are 


those which arise from the fulfillment of the public object…, and special benefits are those which 


arise from the peculiar relation of the land in question to the public improvement”  
United States v. 2,477.79 Acres of Land, as quoted in Nicols 


 
There are various common sense applications of special benefits.  They cannot be “remote, speculative or 
imaginary” (WPI).  In addition the appraiser should consider when the benefits will actually be received. 
 


The fair market value of the remainder, as of the date of valuation, shall reflect the time when the 


damage or benefit caused by the proposed improvement or project will be actually realized.  Uniform 


Eminent Domain Code 1974, §1006, p.10.11. as quoted in Real Estate Valuation in Litigation by Jim Eaton, MAI 


 
3. The Valbridge Study 
 
The Valbridge study presented on behalf the city fails to meet key tests of credibility in the application of 
Special Benefit.  At issue are the following general categories of analysis: 
 


a. Special Benefit Definition and Distinction from General Benefits 
 
The appraisal: 


• Makes no attempt to assess General Benefit, and does not offset the apparent measure of special 
benefits with general benefits.  The appraisal ignores the basic equation: 


o Total Benefit minus General Benefit = Special Benefit. 
If the evidence of benefit presented by the appraiser is to be believed, it is apparent that General 
Benefits have been included in the Special Benefit Study. 


 
Beyond the lack of recognition of General Benefits, it is noted that the very nature of the public 
improvement – a regional park - and the wide LID boundaries described in the report, suggests that entire 
project could be described as offering almost entirely general benefit.  Almost by definition, if $48.1B of 
real estate is impacted by the project, the benefits provided would seem very general and widespread in 
nature.  The appraisal even uses the term “generally” to discuss assigned Benefits in many areas of the 
Special Benefit Study3. 
 


b. Method of Assessment 
 
The method of assessment used – an application of a percentage to a concluded before value – does not 
represent a true measure of benefit.  This is considered a short-cut, akin to a “strip-take” analysis, typically 
reserved for projects with minor damages - small easements or takes of strips of land.  Its application to a 
special benefit study represents an improper method of analysis as the value lift should be calculated, not 
applied.  The appraiser should evaluate the value of the properties without the project, and then with it, and 


 
3 Example, page 81, second to third line, third paragraph:  “Market value estimates generally are 2% to slightly above 3% higher 


than estimated value without the project.”  Another example, related to a comparison project, page 51, third paragraph, line 8:  


“Properties closer to the park also generally command a higher sale price 


;” 
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measure the difference.  Here the appraiser has not met the burden of proof of a value lift, as the latter is 
concluded and added, not measured as a difference. 
 


c. Before & After Descriptions 
 
There is very little clarity in the appraisal as to the precise value difference arising as a consequence of a 
comparison of the Before and After.  The appraisal acknowledges that the viaduct is down in the before, 
but it is not clear how the value lift associated with the viaduct removal is built into the Before value 
estimates.  Further it is also not clear how the level of improvement that would be undertaken by the city, 
but for the LID, is considered.  Current values do not represent this condition, and presumably the appraiser 
is of the opinion that completed streets, street trees and landscaping, sidewalks and parking (many features 
of which are present in the After Condition) would have no impact on current values.  It is unclear how the 
perceived additional aesthetic actually associated with the “After Improvements” is then translated into a 
0.5 or 4% value increment, particularly when compared to the completion of the Before Condition with 
zero impact.   
 
Three specific “before and after” issues are worthy of additional discussion. 
 


i. Parking 
 


With the addition of park improvements, there will be a loss in parking.  This is not documented in detail 
in the report, and city-sources provide little clarification with regard to this valuable resource.  In the August 
9, 2017 Feasibility Study, the analysis of parking losses is limited to this statement, with a promise of follow 
up in the final study: 
 


“Additionally, some parking loss will occur as a result of the project. This loss will be documented 


as part of the more detailed special benefit/proportionate assessment study.” P. 3, 8/9/17 Feasibility 


study 


 
The follow-up and documentation would be important, as clearly a loss of parking would be regarded as 
detrimental to many businesses, particularly retailers.  However there is no follow-up in the final report, 
and the treatment of parking remains glossed over and not documented, contrasting with the purported 
precision of measurement of value for a landscaping aesthetic, an attribute of far-less deterministic value.  
A report detailing apparently minute impacts for more plants and park improvements, should also consider, 
in the same incremental manner, those associated with lost parking.  The report, however, falls well short 
of this mark, merely paying lip-service to the issue, without incrementally measuring the impact.  The only 
valuation commentary on parking presented in the study, none of which comes with any precise value-
measurement, analysis or location specific value offset, is limited to the following two statements: 
 


• Page 7:  “..some parking losses along Alaskan Way in the waterfront area will occur due to the project and 


this is considered in the analysis.” 
• Page 83/4:  In this analysis, the maximum change in value for the waterfront economic entities is 3%. These 


conclusions recognize that, while the properties benefit from enhanced relative location arising from the 


project, there is also a reduced amount of available parking in the vicinity, an important factor considered 


in the analysis.” 
 


Other sources offer some clues as to how much parking may be eliminated, and if correct, it is substantial.  
The 2016 FEIS notes that: 
 


“The Preferred Alternative would permanently remove approximately 57 on-street parking spaces 


along Alaskan Way, 377 parking spaces that existed in the Alaskan Way Viaduct footprint, 15 on-


street spaces on Bell Street, 3 spaces on Union Street, and 1 space on S. Main Street. This loss of 
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453 on-street parking spaces represents approximately 25 percent of the on-street parking supply 


in the study area”.  Page 44 (pdf) Executive Summary 10/16 Final EIS Waterfront Seattle. 


 
In order to properly measure the full impact of the Waterfront project, parking losses need to be analyzed 
and the loss in value measured on a location by location basis. 


 
ii. Cost 


 
The issue also extends to cost. The LID is noted as a $346,000,000 project.  Yet the increment associated 
with the LID cost verses the investment that would occur anyway is not presented.  Moreover this is no 
spatial presentation concerning where dollars are invested, as clearly they are not equal to all areas of the 
“park”.  It stands to reason that if the improvements add value, more improvements in localized situations 
should add more value, and less in other cases.  This in particular would underscore the issue of “Special”, 
as property in areas with no direct investment in the surrounding blocks challenge the notion of a received 
Special as opposed to General Benefit. 
 


i. Timing 
 


There is also no value discussion pertaining to timing; do assessments consider when the actual park will 
be complete, and therefore when the benefits, if present, will accrue?  The interim condition and associated 
construction are likely to be disruptive: some properties will be “specially” as opposed to “generally” 
impacted by construction activity in terms of noise, dust, etc.  Proximity, which is stressed as a special 
benefit, would represent a special negative as concerns related and proximate construction activity. 
 


d. Assessments are not supported by empirical data 
 


The evidence presented for special benefit is almost entirely anecdotal.  The appraisal does not provide 
discrete and empirical before and after analyses of purportedly similar public projects across a wide-range 
of property takes.  Anecdotal opinions of before and after, without apparent adjustment for general benefits, 
correction of blight issues and the passage of time, do not provide a convincing case for the assignment of 
a 0.5 to 4% value increase to a full spectrum of property types across a wide downtown area, many blocks 
away from the improvement. 
 
Moreover, the level of assignment applied is largely immeasurable from an appraisal perspective.  
Application of a 0.5-4% value change on a general mass appraisal basis falls well below the standard of 
error already present in such an analysis – in effect the analysis reveals the benefit is immeasurable at this 
level.  Even if individual “MAI appraisals” were completed on each property, it would be difficult if not 
impossible to measure the benefit of a park improvement a few blocks away to (for example) a downtown 
office tower.   
 
Take for example the 1201 Third Avenue office tower, valued at $732,527,000 - it would be hard to 
rationalize discrete adjustments of the magnitude presented here amid the myriad impacts on value such as 
market conditions, tenant sizes and rollovers, and different views and floor levels.  The majority of the 
tower has no special view of the park and no special access to it; a lease decision here would not logically 
include serious “special” consideration of a park three blocks away, and at a different elevation.  Suggesting 
the property increased to $737,043,000 (a $4,516,000 benefit or 0.62% difference) on account of park 
proximity would seem to define a “remote, speculative or imaginary” adjustment.  If these values were 
rounded to the nearest $5M, not an unreasonable level of rounding for a property worth over $700M, both 
Before and After estimates would round to the same number, essentially eliminating the “measurement”.   


 
e. Assessments include percentage assignments to improvement value 
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Property Land Size* Future sf Assessment $/sf land $/sf building


Preliminary Study


2 + U Site* 25,760sf 701,000sf $622,000 $24/sf $0.89/sf


Final Study Now, with building nearly complete


2 + U Site* 25,760sf 701,000sf $4,113,000 $160/sf $5.87/sf


* LID study has an error; there is an additional half block still treated as vacant.


Low, as site treated vacant


LID Study Issue:  Comparison of Preliminary and Special Benefit


Property Land Size Units Assessment $/sf land $/unit


50 University 15,413sf 169-units $3,033,000 $197/sf $17,947/unit


1100 Alaskan 28,306sf 257-units* $1,312,000 $46/sf $5,105/unit


* proposed; will probably be complete by 2024


The assessments are based on a percentage assignment to total property value, in place in 2020.  However, 
the project presented relates, purportedly, to a proximity benefit.  This is a location factor, which is a land 
characteristic.  Benefits from proximity do not normally accrue to improvement value, as the “bricks and 
mortar” are unchanged.  This creates an inequity in the side-by-side comparison of improved and vacant 
land parcels, and one that is particular well illustrated in case of development properties that will 
imminently be developed, with a completed project in place by the time the park is complete in 2024.  This 
methodological error is essentially a function of relying upon an across-the-board percentage adjustment, 
as compared to truly measuring before and after differences.   
 
An example is provided in a comparison of the preliminary and final LID studies as pertain to one building 
that was under construction during the interval between receipt of the reports.  In the Preliminary version, 
when the 2 + U tower was under construction, the main site for this building4, at 1201 Second Avenue, # 
197470-0175 was assessed as vacant.  As of the date of the Final Study, the building had been largely 
constructed, although it remains unoccupied.  Now with the value of the improvements added, the 
assessment increased 561% between the Preliminary and Final.  See below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Had the construction been delayed a year, the property would have escaped this increase.  And other vacant 
property, particularly parcels intended for imminent development, and there are many of them, will still be 
able to take advantage of this methodological error.  An example of this is provided by the following 
comparison: 
 
Example: Cyrene Apartments at Alaskan and University v. Woldson parking lot at 1100 Alaskan 


(with proposed development). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Both properties have the same orientation to the park and lie at the same elevation.  The higher assessment 
to the Cyrene Apartments at 50 University is thus inequitable as compared to 1100 Alaskan, which is 
planned to have a larger apartment complex constructed upon it by the time the park is complete in 2024. 


  


 
4 There is an error in the study.  The appraiser is treating the half-block used for development of this tower, as though it were still 


vacant – Assessed parcels 197470-0190 and 197470-0210. 
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Conclusion 
 
In conclusion, the Special Benefits study presents several major issues.  These include:   
 


• The Before condition is not adequately captured in the appraisal. The Before valuation pertains to 
“current” 2020 values, without the benefit of completed street improvements, as represented in 
renderings in the appraisal of the Before Condition.  The inevitable conclusion is that the lift, if 
any, that property values would experience with completed streets and landscaping in the Before, 
has inadvertently been included as a “Special Benefit”, or has no value. 


• Special benefits are merely assigned, not measured.  The study does not provide a measurement of 
After value, with the project in place, that is independent of the Before value, and takes into 
consideration delay of benefits until year of receipt. 


• The benefits supposedly measured are not allocated into “general” and “special” benefits.  
Labelling all benefits as “special” does not appear credible for a regional park, or for an LID 
boundary that encompasses all of downtown. 


• Benefits associated with proximity should be evaluated in the form of a lift in land value.  The 
methodology used (a broad percentage assessment applied to total property value) results in 
inequitable assignments between properties.  All properties that will be constructed and delivered 
to the market by 2024 have escaped a significant assessment, even though they may be identically 
positioned to otherwise currently built-product with regard to the Waterfront Project when it is 
complete.   
 


The more general issue is the difficulty of trying to forecast a benefit that is special to a park that has 
regional appeal.  The more common application of an LID is for extension of infrastructure; and here special 
benefits can be practically and incrementally assessed to unserved property brought to a development 
condition through the provision of infrastructure.  However, the application of the special benefit 
methodology to a downtown area for a park amenity, represents a challenging and potential impossible 
assignment, if it is to be free of speculation and imagination.   
 
 
 Respectfully submitted, 


 
 
 
 Anthony Gibbons, MAI 
 
Ref:  20032-Waterfront LID 
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Hyatt Regency
Total Ratio Total Ratio Total Ratio Total Ratio


Guestrooms 1,260 1,264 1,260 1,260


Available Room Nights 459,900 461,360 459,900 459,900


Occupancy Rate 67.8% 80.0% 80.0% 76.0%


Occupied Room Nights 311,804 369,088 367,920 349,524


Average Room Rate $205 $375 $365 $222


Room Revenue $63,849,981 62.8% $138,408,000 95.7% $134,290,800 85.5% $77,676,781 64.9%


Other Revenue $37,783,144 37.2% $6,287,760 4.3% $22,838,050 14.5% $42,059,064 35.1%


Total Revenue $101,633,125 100.0% $144,695,760 100.0% $157,128,850 100.0% $119,735,845 100.0%


Operating Expenses $78,227,964 77.0% $114,723,601 79.3% $103,989,799 66.2% $83,544,115 69.8%


Net Operating Income $23,405,161 23.0% $29,972,159 20.7% $53,139,051 33.8% $36,191,730 30.2%


Capitalization Rate 7.00% 7.25% 7.31%


Current Value $428,174,000 $732,952,000 $494,800,000


Lift Ratio 0.49% 0.49%


Special Benefit $3,570,000 $2,410,030


LID Levy $1,398,805 $944,303


ABS Prelim ABS Final KM StabilizedActual 2019 (1st year)
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Hyatt at Olive 8
Total Ratio Total Ratio Total Ratio Total Ratio


Guestrooms 346 346 346 346


Available Room Nights 126,290 126,290 126,290 126,290


Occupancy Rate 87.1% 80.0% 80.0% 84.0%


Occupied Room Nights 110,041 101,032 101,032 106,084


Average Room Rate $246 $368 $335 $235


Room Revenue $27,115,130 73.7% $37,220,030 87.7% $33,845,720 77.8% $24,957,019 71.7%


Other Revenue $9,688,366 26.3% $5,241,420 12.3% $9,662,280 22.2% $9,850,187 28.3%


Total Revenue $36,803,496 100.0% $42,461,450 100.0% $43,508,000 100.0% $34,807,206 100.0%


Operating Expenses $27,431,267 74.5% $33,356,642 78.6% $29,450,509 67.7% $26,130,704 75.1%


Net Operating Income $9,372,229 25.5% $9,104,808 21.4% $14,057,491 32.3% $8,676,502 24.9%


Capitalization Rate 7.0% 7.5% 7.3%


Current Value $130,069,000 $187,433,000 $118,200,000


Lift Ratio 1.01% 1.00% 1.00%


Special Benefit $1,314,000 $1,873,000 $1,181,161


LID Levy $515,088 $733,883 $463,015


ABS Prelim ABS Final KM StabilizedActual 2018
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810 Third Avenue, Suite 228 
Seattle, WA 98104 


 


NWPROPERTYTAX.COM – INFO@NWPROPERTYTAX.COM 
 


 
March 13, 2020 
 
Adam Strasser 
Equity Residential 
Two North Riverside Plaza, Suite 400 
Chicago, IL 60606 
 


Jacob Stillwell 
Perkins Coie LLP 
10885 NE Fourth Street, Suite 700 
Bellevue, WA 98004-5579 


 
RE:  Waterfront LID Objection - CWF-0441  


Proposed Final Assessment for Parcel No. 768389-0010 
 
Dear Mr. Strasser and Mr. Stillwell: 
 
 The Special Benefit calculations are premised on a correct calculation of said benefits to 
calculate proper assessments. The Macaulay study appears, however, to have incorrectly 
calculated a number of benefits based on fundamental errors in how it read the underlying data. 
Specifically, I was engaged to review the Special Benefit calculation of 7 properties (consisting 
of 13 parcels). Of these 13 parcels, 4 parcels demonstrated data errors, including Helios. The 
magnitude of these errors ranged from a low estimate of $570,000, high of $959,000 averaging 
errors of between 12.76% and 16.15%. 
 
 From this non-random sample, one questions what can be inferred from the population of 
parcels in the study itself. As the sample is not truly random, typical statistical methods cannot 
be brought to bear (pretending the sample were random one would note the sample means and 
standard deviations would indicate the population’s mean error is greater than the 5% threshold 
discussed repeatedly in testimony).  
 


Upon receipt of the spreadsheet calculating the value of Helios it was observed Mr. 
Macaulay had used an incorrect number of units. Per publicly available Assessor’s data, the unit 
mix and breakout is as follows with Mr. Macaulay’s values on the right: 
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Figure 1 Assessor income approach parameters (2018 Assessed Value) compared to Macaulay spreadsheet 


 
Mr. Macaulay’s unit mix (Figure 1, right) generates the following spread of values (reconciled in 
the final Special Benefit Study) with the Before LID and Special Benefit values highlighted: 


 
Figure 2 Macaulay calculations with incorrect unit mix 


 
 
The difference this incorrect unit allocation makes is large. By changing nothing aside from the 
unit mix to reflect the units in the building, one derives substantially reduced numbers with the 
changes shown here: 


 
Figure 3 Macaulay calculations with corrected unit mix 
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As illustrated, the Special Benefit calculated range is reduced from $4,495,000-$7,567,000 to 
$3,925,0000-$6,608,000; on the whole indicating a reduction of $761,000 on average. 
 
Mr. Macaulay’s publicly documented Special Benefit value is derived at 1.92% of his Before 
LID value. Using the same (within the range) consideration the Before LID, After LID, and 
Special Benefit would be correctly calculated at: 
 


Before LID After LID 
Special 
Benefit 


$261,035,000  $266,038,000  $5,003,000  
 
 


Respectfully submitted, 
 


 
Benjamin Scott 
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March 13, 2020 
 
Michael Arnette 
221 Yale Avenue North, Suite 400 
Seattle, WA 98109 
 


Jacob Stillwell 
Perkins Coie LLP 
10885 NE Fourth Street, Suite 700 
Bellevue, WA 98004-5579 


 
RE:  Waterfront LID Objection - CWF-0421  


Proposed Final Assessment for Parcels No. 197470-0175, -0190, and -0210 
 
Dear Mr. Arnette and Mr. Stillwell: 
 
  
The Special Benefit calculations are premised on a correct calculation of said benefits to 
calculate proper assessments. The Macaulay study appears, however, to have incorrectly 
calculated a number of benefits based on fundamental errors in how it read the underlying data. 
Specifically, I was engaged to review the Special Benefit calculation of 7 properties (consisting 
of 13 parcels). Of these 13 parcels, 4 parcels demonstrated data errors, including 2+U. The 
magnitude of these errors ranged from a low estimate of $570,000, high of $959,000 averaging 
errors of between 12.76% and 16.15%. 


From this non-random sample, one questions what can be inferred from the population of 
parcels in the study itself. As the sample is not truly random, typical statistical methods cannot 
be brought to bear (pretending the sample were random one would note the sample means and 
standard deviations would indicate the population’s mean error is greater than the 5% threshold 
discussed repeatedly in testimony).  


After the final Special Benefit Study report suggested the assessment failed to deduct the 
two land parcels (197470-0190 and 197470-0210) from the total value chosen by Mr. Macaulay, 
we were supplied the spreadsheet used to value 2+U. This confirmed this suspicion. 


As background, the 2+U property was developed spanning 3 parcels, as illustrated in 
Figure 1. The Assessor has valued all three parcels as part of a single, economic unit (illustrated 
by the Property Name data in the two land parcels, Figure 2). This means an income approach 
valuation includes the value of the underlying land (across all three parcels) i.e., parcel 197470-
0175 is valued as the total value minus the values of parcels 197470-0190 and -0210. 
 
This is summarized in the following table: 


Parcel  Address  Before LID  After LID   
Special 
Benefit 


1974700175  1201 2ND AVE  $591,082,000   $595,195,000   A  $4,113,000  
1974700190  1206 1ST AVE  $22,977,000   $23,437,000   B  $460,000  
1974700210  116 SENECA ST  $8,991,000   $9,171,000   C  $180,000  
Proper Allocation to 1974700175:  $559,114,000   $562,587,000   D = A ‐ B ‐ C  $3,473,000  
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A signifies the total value derived by Mr. Macaulay’s analysis, then wholly attributed to parcel 
197470-0175. 
B and C report the values of the other two parcels. 
A correct allocation would assign value D to 197470-0175 (total value less B+C). 
 


Respectfully submitted, 
 


 
Benjamin Scott 


 


 
Figure 1 King County IMAP aerial imagery of parcels while under development 
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Figure 2 Assessor Parcel Data ("imp data on -0175") indicating both parcels are part of an economic unit ("larger parcel") 
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 The Honorable John R. Ruhl 


IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KING 


255 SOUTH KING STREET 
LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, et al., 
 


Plaintiffs, 
 


vs. 
 
CITY OF SEATTLE, a Washington 
municipal corporation, 
 


Defendant. 
 


  
NO. 19-2-05733-5 SEA 
 
(Consolidate with 
NO. 19-2-08787-1 SEA) 
 
DEFENDANT’S OBJECTIONS AND 
RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFFS’ 
THIRD SET OF 
INTERROGATORIES AND 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 


EUGENE A. BURRUS and LEAH S. 
BURRUS, et al., 
 


Plaintiffs, 
 


vs. 
 
CITY OF SEATTLE, a Washington 
municipal corporation, 
 


Defendant. 
 


  


 
 


TO: City of Seattle, Defendant; 


AND TO: Mark S. Filipini and Christina A. Elles, Counsel for Defendant; 


AND TO: Engel Lee, City of Seattle, Assistant City Attorney. 
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and Mr. Barash.   


INTERROGATORY NO. 38: Identify each modification to the plans and specifications referenced 


in the following quote from City of Seattle Ordinance 125760, Section 3: “[t]he LID Improvements 


shall be in accordance with plans and specifications prepared by the Director of the OWCP, on behalf 


of the Director of Transportation of the Seattle Department of Transportation, and on file in the City 


Clerk’s office,” which has occurred since January 28, 2019. 


ANSWER:  The City incorporates by reference its objections and answer to Interrogatory No. 


36.  The City further objects to this Interrogatory as vague and ambiguous because of the 


undefined term “modification.”  Finally, the City also objects to this Interrogatory as overly 


broad, unduly burdensome and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 


evidence, to the extent it purports to require the City to identify “each modification,” regardless 


of the significance of the modification, to the plans and specifications for the Waterfront LID 


Improvements.  The City will interpret “modification” to mean substantive modifications that 


change the conformed sets of plans and specifications for each Waterfront LID Improvement.  


Subject to and without waiver of its stated objections, the City answers: none.    


INTERROGATORY NO. 39: Identify the date and effect of each modification to the plans and 


specifications identified in Your response to Interrogatory No. 38. 


ANSWER:  The City incorporates by reference its objections and answer to Interrogatory No. 


36.  Subject to and without waiver of its stated objections, the City answers: none.   


INTERROGATORY NO. 40: Identify the plans and specifications for the Waterfront LID 


Improvements for the Central Waterfront Improvement Program upon which the “final assessment 


roll for the Local Improvement District No. 6751 (“Waterfront LID”)” is based. 


ANSWER:  The City incorporates by reference its objections and answer to Interrogatory No. 


36.  The City further objects to this Interrogatory to the extent it relies upon a legal conclusion 


or assumes facts not in the evidence, to the extent it assumes the  final assessment roll for the 


Waterfront LID requires prior filing of technical “plans and specifications” for the Waterfront 
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LID Improvements.  Subject to and without waiver of its stated objections, the City answers: 


none.   


REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 


Pursuant to Washington Civil Rules 26 and 34, Plaintiffs request that Defendant produce for 


inspection and copying by Plaintiffs, all documents within the scope of each Request for Production. 


The documents should be produced in the form and state as they are kept in the usual course of business 


of the Person, corporation or entity which currently has possession, custody or control of the 


documents. Production must be made to the office of Plaintiffs’ counsel, Schlemlein Fick & Scruggs, 


located at 66 S. Hanford St., Suite 300, Seattle, Washington, 98134 within thirty (30) days after receipt 


hereof. 


The phrase “possession, custody or control” extends to any documents in the possession, 


custody or control of Defendant, or any agent, representative, accountant, or attorney of the Defendant. 


A document or thing is deemed to be in the possession, custody or control of Defendant if it is in any 


of the Defendant’s physical custody or Defendant: (a) owns such a document in whole or in part; (b) 


has a right by contract, law, or otherwise to use, inspect, examine or copy such document on any terms; 


(c) has an understanding, express or implied, that they may use, inspect, examine or copy such 


document on any terms; or (d) can, as a practical matter, examine or copy such documents. 


If a claim of privilege is asserted to the production of any document requested below, state as 


to each document the following information: 


(a) The specific privilege claimed; 


(b) A precise statement of the facts upon which such claim of privilege is based; 


(c) The following information as to each purportedly privileged document: 


(1) Its nature: e.g., letter, memorandum, photograph, tape, etc.; 


(2) The date it was prepared; 


(3) The date it bears; 


(4) The date it was sent; 
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K&L GATES LLP 


By s/Mark S. Filipini  
Mark S Filipini, WSBA #32501 
mark.filipini@klgates.com 
s/Christina A. Elles  _____ 
Christina A Elles, WSBA #51594 
christina.elles@klgates.com 


 
Attorneys for Defendant City of Seattle 


 
  


 
  



mailto:mark.filipini@klgates.com

mailto:christina.elles@klgates.com
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ATTORNEY CERTIFICATION 
The undersigned attorneys for Defendant have read the foregoing Plaintiffs’ Third Set of 


Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents to Defendant, and Answers and Responses 
thereto, and states that they are in compliance with CR 26(g). 


DATED this 17th day of January, 2020. 


 K&L GATES, LLP 


By: s/Mark S. Filipini  
Mark S. Filipini, WSBA # 32501 
Christina A. Elles, WSBA # 51594 
Attorneys for Defendant City of Seattle 
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 THE HONORABLE JOHN R. RUHL


IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 


IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KING 


255 SOUTH KING STREET LIMITED 
PARTNERSHIP, et al.,, 
 


Plaintiffs, 
 


v. 
 
CITY OF SEATTLE, a Washington 
municipal corporation,, 
 


Defendant. 
 


  
No.: 19-2-05733-5 SEA 
 
(CONSOLIDATED WITH 
NO. 19-2-08787-1 SEA) 


DEFENDANT’S OBJECTIONS, 
ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO 
PLAINTIFFS' FOURTH SET OF 
INTERROGATORIES AND 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF 
DOCUMENTS TO DEFENDANT 


EUGENE A. BURRUS and LEAH S. 
BURRUS, et al., 
 


Plaintiffs, 
 


v. 
 
CITY OF SEATTLE, a Washington 
municipal corporation, 
 


Defendant. 


  


 


TO: City of Seattle, Defendant; 


AND TO: Mark S. Filipini and Christina A. Elles, Counsel for Defendant; 


AND TO: Engel Lee, City of Seattle, Assistant City Attorney. 
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If Plaintiffs disagree with the City’s approach in responding to this Interrogatory, the 


City requests an opportunity to meet and confer.  


Subject to and without waiver of its stated objections, the design, plans, specifications 


and construction documents are complete for the Promenade.  Overlook Walk, Pioneer Square 


Street Improvements, Pike/Pine Streetscape Improvements, and Pier 58/Waterfront Park have 


not yet reached 100% design.  Union Street Pedestrian Connection has reached 100% design 


but it has not yet been put out to bid.  .    


INTERROGATORY NO. 50: For each Waterfront LID Improvement, identify when the lead 


agency will complete all (1) designs, (2) plans, (3) agency reviews, (4) specifications, and (5) 


construction documents. 


ANSWER: The City incorporates by reference its objections and answer to Interrogatory 


No. 49.  The City also objects to this Interrogatory as unduly burdensome, overly broad, and not 


reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence, to the extent that it seeks 


dates when the City will complete all designs, plans, agency reviews, specifications, and 


construction documents.  The design and construction of the Waterfront LID Improvements is 


a complex process that will take several years to complete, and the timelines for completion of 


all designs, plans, agency reviews, specifications, and construction documents are still in process 


and subject to change.  For these reasons, the City will respond to this Interrogatory with general 


estimates of when the lead agency will complete the designs, plans, agency reviews, 


specifications, and construction documents for each Waterfront LID Improvement.  Finally, the 


City objects to this Interrogatory as vague and ambiguous due to the undefined term “lead 


agency.”  For the purposes of answering this Interrogatory, the City assumes “lead agency” will 


have the same meaning as “lead agency” in WAC 197-11-758.   


Subject to and without waiver of its stated objections, the designs, plans, specifications, 


and construction documents are complete for the Promenade.  The City is investigating when it 


estimates it will complete all designs, plans, agency reviews, specifications, and construction 
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documents for the remaining Waterfront LID Improvements and will update this Answer 


accordingly.  In addition, pursuant to CR 33(c), the City will search for and may produce non-


privileged Documents from which Plaintiffs may ascertain responsive information.   


INTERROGATORY NO. 51: For each Waterfront LID Improvement, identify each 


condition precedent that might impact the lead agency's ability to complete all (1) designs, (2) plans, 


(3) agency reviews, (4) specifications, and (5) construction documents according the above-identified 


schedule. 


ANSWER: The City incorporates by reference its objections to Interrogatory Nos. 49 


and 50.  The City also objects to this Interrogatory to the extent it relies upon a legal conclusion 


or assumes facts not in the evidence, to the extent it assumes the City is required to complete all 


designs, plans, agency reviews, specifications, and construction documents to the above-


identified schedule.  Further, the City objects to this Interrogatory as vague and ambiguous 


because of the undefined term “condition precedent.”  For the purposes of answering this 


Interrogatory, the City will interpret “condition precedent” to mean commitments or 


constraints, as well as an event, condition, or approval that must occur in order to complete all 


designs, plans, agency reviews, specifications, and construction documents.  Lastly, the City 


objects to this Interrogatory as unduly burdensome, overly broad, and not reasonably calculated 


to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence, to the extent that it seeks each “condition 


precedent[s] that might impact the lead agency's ability to complete all (1) designs, (2) plans, (3) 


agency reviews, (4) specifications, and (5) construction documents according the above-


identified schedule[,]”  regardless of the significance (or lack thereof) of the condition precedent 


or impact to the lead agency.   


Subject to and without waiver of its stated objections, the City is investigating the 


“condition precedent[s] that might impact the lead agency's ability to complete all (1) designs, 


(2) plans, (3) agency reviews, (4) specifications, and (5) construction documents according the 


above-identified schedule” and will update this Answer accordingly.  In addition, pursuant to 
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encompass “any and all Documents” related to Interrogatory Nos. 52-53, regardless of the 


significance of the Document (or lack thereof) to the claims and defenses in this matter.  Subject 


to and without waiver of its stated objections, the City will search for and produce responsive, 


non-privileged Documents. 


 


 


 
DATED this 23rd day of January, 2020. 


K&L GATES LLP 


By s/Mark S. Filipini  
Mark S Filipini, WSBA #32501 
mark.filipini@klgates.com 
s/Christina A. Elles  _____ 
Christina A Elles, WSBA #51594 
christina.elles@klgates.com 


 
Attorneys for Defendant City of Seattle   
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From: Macik, Jill <Jill.Macik@seattle.gov> 
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2020 9:09 AM 
To: Arber, Laura M (DFW) 
Subject: RE: HPA Application Received for City of Seattle Waterfront Park and Pier 
63  
Reconstruction Project 


Hi Laura, 


Apologies for my delay in responding. Can you please place the COS Waterfront Park and 
Pier 63  
Reconstruction Project on a temporary hold until an interagency meeting is held and 60% 
plans are  
provided to WDFW? 


Thanks, 


Jill Macik 
O: 206.684.0602 | F: 206.615.1237 


From: Arber, Laura M (DFW) <Laura.Arber@dfw.wa.gov>   
Sent: Monday, March 09, 2020 10:36 AM  
To: Macik, Jill <Jill.Macik@seattle.gov>  
Subject: RE: HPA Application Received for City of Seattle Waterfront Park and Pier 63 
Reconstruction  
Project 


CAUTION: External Email 
Hi Jill, 


Can you please respond to this email with a request to place the COS Waterfront Park and 
Pier 63  
Reconstruction project on a temporary hold, until an interagency meeting is held and 60% 
design plans  
are  submitted and approved by WDFW? 


Let me know if you have any questions. 


Hope you enjoy the beautiful sunshine today. 


Kind regards, 


Laura Arber 
Washington Dept. of Fish and Wildlife | Marine Habitat Biologist | 16018 Mill Creek Blvd, 
Mill Creek, WA 98012 |  
p. (425) 379-2306 | Laura.Arber@dfw.wa.gov  |  Hours M-F. 8:30 - 3:00 


From: Macik, Jill <Jill.Macik@seattle.gov>   
Sent: Tuesday, March 3, 2020 3:07 PM  
To: Arber, Laura M (DFW) <Laura.Arber@dfw.wa.gov>  
Cc: Perkowski, Ben <Ben.Perkowski@seattle.gov>  
Subject: RE: HPA Application Received for City of Seattle Waterfront Park and Pier 63 
Reconstruction  
Project 


Hi Laura, 







Thank you for your thoughtful response to our application. I agree that an 
interagency/tribal meeting  
would be useful, and I’ve started some internal conversations on that issue. Regarding 
the needed level  
of detail, the project is scheduled to reach 60% design in April, and I expect I will be 
able to provide you  
the information you need at that time. 


I will keep you and Ben informed as we look to having a meeting. 


Thank you both, 


Jill Macik 
O: 206.684.0602 | F: 206.615.1237 


From: Arber, Laura M (DFW) <Laura.Arber@dfw.wa.gov>   
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 2:02 PM  
To: Macik, Jill <Jill.Macik@seattle.gov>  
Cc: Perkowski, Ben <Ben.Perkowski@seattle.gov>  
Subject: RE: HPA Application Received for City of Seattle Waterfront Park and Pier 63 
Reconstruction  
Project 


CAUTION: External Email 
Hi Jill, 


I have reviewed the COS Waterfront Park and Pier 63 application submittal and have the 
following  
comments: 


I have spoken with Ben Perkowski, and we both think it would be a good idea to have an 
agency/tribal  
meeting once you apply for the shoreline permit. This would allow everyone to review the 
current plans  
and discuss how the project has achieved no net ecological impact.  


One particular concern I have is the new piling footprint. It’s great to have the 
creosote piles out, but the  
new steel piles have a significant footprint increase on the sea bed, which needs to be 
mitigated for even if  
under overwater coverage. 


It would be helpful to go over the mitigation sequencing and a detailed discussion of the 
impacts and  
associated compensatory mitigation. And lastly the plans submitted with the application 
do not provide  
sufficient detail of the proposed work for me to permit.  WDFW will need something more 
along the lines  
of permit plans that depict all the work and associated dimensions and materials on the 
plans. For  
example, the plans need to include dimensions, bathymetry, grating calcs, and plans views 
and cross- 
sections of proposed features (e.g. habitat mattresses, habitat Area A, open areas, 
etc.). 


Please feel free to give me a call to discuss and or any questions you may have. 







Thank you, 


L~ 


Laura Arber 
Washington Dept. of Fish and Wildlife | Marine Habitat Biologist | 16018 Mill Creek Blvd, 
Mill Creek, WA 98012 |  
p. (425) 379-2306 | Laura.Arber@dfw.wa.gov  |  Hours M-F. 8:30 - 3:00 


From: Macik, Jill <Jill.Macik@seattle.gov>   
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2020 12:03 PM  
To: Arber, Laura M (DFW) <Laura.Arber@dfw.wa.gov>  
Subject: FW: HPA Application Received for City of Seattle Waterfront Park and Pier 63 
Reconstruction  
Project 


Hi Laura, 


I wanted to give you a heads-up that I submitted the city’s application today. Please 
don’t hesitate to  
call or email if you have questions or need any additional information. 


I look forward to working with you on this project. 


Thanks, 


Jill Macik 
O: 206.684.0602 | F: 206.615.1237 


From: APPS_DoNotReply@GovOnlineSaas.com <APPS_DoNotReply@GovOnlineSaas.com>   
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2020 12:01 PM  
To: Macik, Jill <Jill.Macik@seattle.gov>  
Subject: HPA Application Received for City of Seattle Waterfront Park and Pier 63 
Reconstruction Project 


CAUTION: External Email 
Dear Jill Macik:  


Note: Do NOT reply to this email as this email account is not monitored.  


1. You have successfully submitted your HPA application to WDFW. If you submitted a Pre-
Application, a  
biologist will contact you shortly to discuss your project. In this case, please ignore 
step #2 listed below.  


Application ID: 20834  
Application Name: Standard Hydraulic Project  
Application Status: Submitted - All Components Included  
Submitted Date: 2/19/2020 12:00:37 PM  


2. If your application is complete we will process it and issue a permit or denial. We 
will send an email to  
you with a copy of the permit or denial. If your application is not complete we will 
notify you by email.  


3. If you are not an APPS registered user, you may wish to register to gain access to 
edit your  







application, submit payment, or simply view application details on the APPS website. If 
you chose to  
create a new account, you can link existing submittals (that included your email address) 
in APPS directly  
to your account from the Application tab by selecting “Link Paper Submission”. If your 
email address is  
recognized, you will be able to click the box next to your name, and then click 
Associate. Previous  
applications will then be fully accessible within your account.  


4. If you have any questions about how to use APPS, please contact APPS help center 
between 8:00 am  
and 4:00 pm Monday through Friday at: (360) 902-2422 or APPS.Help@dfw.wa.gov.   


Thank you for using APPS!  


Regards,  


Washington Department of Fish & Wildlife  
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LID Before & After Images 







South Main Street 
Looking Northwest







Current Condition







No-LID Alternative







With LID Alternative







Marion Street Pedestrian Bridge 
Looking Northwest







Current Condition







No-LID Alternative







With LID Alternative 







Waterfront Park
Looking Southeast







Current Condition 







No-LID Alternative







With LID Alternative (2023)







Waterfront Park
Looking North







Current Condition







No-LID Alternative







With LID Alternative (2023)







Pier 62,63
Looking East







Current Condition







No-LID Alternative







With LID Alternative (2023)


NOTE: Seattle Aquarium 
building envelope (not 
design) shown, but will not 
be funded by LID







Victor Steinbrueck Park
Looking South







Current 
Condition 







No-LID 
Alternative







With LID 
Alternative
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BEFORE THE HEARING EXAMINER 
CITY OF SEATTLE 


In re Objections of  
SEATTLE TOWER I, LLC  


Nos. CWF-0415 


DECLARATION OF RANDY MEYER 


 


I, Randy Meyer, declare as follows: 


1. I have personal knowledge of the facts stated below and am competent testify 


regarding the same. 


2. I am the Chief Financial Officer and Vice President of the Hotel Group. I 


have held that position since 2002.  Prior to my current position, I served as Vice President 


of Finance for The Hotel Group Holdings, LLC.  In that capacity I was directly involved in 


the management and work out of numerous loans held by the FDIC as well as the Resolution 


Trust Corporation. I obtained my Degree in Accounting from the City University of Seattle 


in 1995. I obtained my license as a Certified Public Accountant in 1995.  I also hold the 


designations of Certified Hotel Administrator and Certified Hospitality Technical 


Professional.   Over the course of my career I have been involved with the origination of 
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over $500,000,000 in real estate debt and have an expertise in the valuation of hotel 


properties for that purpose. 


3. My responsibilities as the chief financial officer include responsibility for all 


enterprise accounting functions, compliance, finance, banking relationships, and treasury 


and risk management. Additionally, I have been intimately involved with a multitude of 


acquisitions and dispositions of hotel properties. Over the past 10 years I has developed an 


expertise in Commercial Mortgage Backed Securities and traditional bank financing as well 


as completed numerous private placements in conjunction with The Hotel Group 


Opportunity Funds. In the course of my duties, I regularly review, commission, and analyze 


hotel appraisals and conduct hotel valuations. 


4. The Seattle Tower I, LLC owns the mixed-use tower consisting of 344 


residential apartments comprising the Arrive Luxury Apartments above a 142-room hotel 


and restaurant comprising the Sound Hotel Seattle Belltown, Tapestry Collection by Hilton 


(the “Sound Hotel”). The Sound Hotel opened in February 2019 and is operated under a 


franchise agreement with Hilton Hotels and managed by the Hotel Group.   


 LOCAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT PROCESS 


5. Seattle Tower I, LLC and the Hotel Group received notice of proposed final 


assessment for Waterfront LID No. 6751. The notices were dated December 30, 2019.  


6. I have reviewed the proposed final assessments for each of the properties and 


the final special benefit study prepared by ABS Valuation and Robert Macaulay for the City 


of Seattle. 


7. No one from the City of Seattle or ABS Valuation contacted the Hotel Group 


to request financial data (e.g., occupancy rates, room rates, income data, expense data) or 


other information about the Sound Hotel. 
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8. No one from the City of Seattle or ABS Valuation contacted the Hotel Group 


to request physical access to the Sound Hotel.  


9. No one from the City of Seattle or ABS Valuation contacted the Hotel Group 


to request input or feedback on the proposed assessments, the computation of special 


benefit, or the valuation of the Sound Hotel.  


PRE-LID VALUE  


10. Hotel room occupancy rates fluctuate substantially based on the season, 


convention business, the business cycle, and other factors.  During 2019, the Sound Hotel 


had an average occupancy rate of 73.2%, which is substantially below the 80% occupancy 


rate assumed by Mr. Macauley in valuing the property.   


11. Like occupancy rates, hotel room rates fluctuate substantially based on the 


season, convention business, the business cycle, and other factors.  During 2019, the Sound 


Hotel had an average room rate of approximately $205 per night, which is substantially 


below the $300 per night assumed by Mr. Macauley in valuing the property. 


12. The Sound Hotel has suspended operations as the result of the COVID-19 


outbreak and currently has average occupancy and room rates of zero. 


13. Mr. Macauley’s assumed hotel room rate of $300 per night is $95 higher than 


the actual average room rate ($205) for the last calendar year, far exceeds the most 


optimistic assumptions about future growth in hotel room rates for the Sound Hotel and is 


not a reasonable assumption in valuing a hotel of this type in the downtown Seattle market. 


14. Mr. Macauley valued the Sound Hotel at $69,751,000 prior to the LID 


improvements.  In my professional opinion, this valuation is grossly excessive—both as of 


October 1, 2019 and certainly now.  Unfortunately, no buyer would pay $69,751,000 for this 


hotel. 
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15. After receiving the notice of proposed final assessment, I engaged Kidder 


Mathews to perform a restricted appraisal of the Sound Hotel.  Kidder Mathews valued the 


real estate at $46,700,000, which is $23,051,000 less than the City’s pre-LID valuation.  


This valuation was based on correct income and expense data from the hotel, including 


actual average occupancy and hotel room rates.  In my professional opinion, the Kidder 


Mathews valuation of the property reflects the fair market value of the hotel prior to the 


COVID-19 outbreak.  


“SPECIAL BENEFIT” 


16. The Sound Hotel is approximately 1,500 feet to the Pine Street improvements 


and 2,500 feet to the proposed overlook LID improvements.  


17. The proposed LID improvements are not necessary to the functionality or 


continued use of this property as a hotel. There is simply no basis to conclude that the 


waterfront LID improvements will provide $363,000 worth of special benefit to this hotel. 


18. The Sound Hotel will not be able to recover the costs of the proposed LID 


assessment through higher occupancy or room rates.  First, the assessment is due upon 


approval of the assessment roll, but there will be no improvements for at least five years.  


Hotels are constantly balancing rate and occupancy to maximize revenue.  If we had the 


ability to simply increase room rates without negatively impacting occupancy, we would 


have done so already.  That is not how the hotel business works.  Second, our hotel business 


is driven by business travelers visiting Seattle employers and attending conventions.  Most 


of those conventions regularly rotate to Seattle.  The modest waterfront improvements will 


have no impact on demand for hotel rooms.  No one who is not already coming to Seattle 


will chose to come to Seattle or stay at our hotel because of the proposed LID improvement. 
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19. The proposed LID assessment of $142,296 is a substantial additional cost to 


the Sound Hotel which will decrease the fair market value of the property.  No rational hotel 


owner would invest $142,296 today in a project that will have no return for either the five 


years of planning and construction or the period afterward. The “general rule” in valuation 


of hospitality assets is a multiple of 10.  Each additional dollar of Net Operating Income or 


loss results in an addition or subtraction to the value of the asset.  Based on this formula the 


additional of the LID assessment would result in a reduction of value to the hotel in the 


amount of $1,422,960. 


20. In my professional opinion, the Sound Hotel will receive no special benefit 


from the proposed LID improvements.  In fact, this property is more valuable without the 


proposed LID improvements than with the proposed improvements and the corresponding 


assessment. 


21. The revenue and demand increases that the Sound Hotel would need to 


generate in order to recover the LID assessments are completely unrealistic given the 


downtown Seattle hospitality market conditions, which have been devastated by to the 


COID-19 outbreak.  


 COVID-19 IMPACT 


22. As provided above, the Sound Hotel is currently operating at zero occupancy 


and is shut down due to the COVID-19 outbreak and Governor Jay Inslee’s Stay Home, Stay 


Healthy Order. Across Seattle, hotel occupancy has plummeted to well under 10% with over 


90 percent revenue reductions and at least 21 downtown hotels have closed.  


23. Over 114 hotels in the greater Seattle area are financed primarily through 


Commercial Mortgage Backed Securities (“CMBS”), an unusually rigid capital structure due 


to legal and contractual obligations, which makes it particularly difficult for borrowers to 
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BEFORE THE HEARING EXAMINER 
CITY OF SEATTLE 


In re Proposed Final Assessment Roll for 
Local Improvement District No. 6751 
(“Waterfront LID”) 


 


Parcel Nos.: 


6094670010; 6094670020; 6094670030; 
6094680050; 0660000740; 0660000708; 
2285130010; 6792120010; 6195000030; 
0942000430; 6792120020; 7683890010; 
1976200070; 1976200075; 1976200076; 
7666202465; 7666202345; 1975700365; 
0696000015; 1974700175; 1117080020; 
1975700235; 0696000055; 0660000540 
0660000545; 066000-0575; 2538831460; 
2538831480; 0939000240; 1974600025; 
1974600035 


Case Nos. CWF-0318, 0410, 0411, 0412, 
0413, 0414, 0415, 0416, 0417, 0418, 0420, 
0421, 0422, 0423, 0425, 0426, 0427, 0429, 
0430, 0431, 0432, 0433, 0434, 0435, 0436, 
0437, 0438, 0439, 0440, 0441 


DECLARATION OF CAMIE 
ANDERSON  


 


I, Camie Anderson, declare as follows: 


1. I have personal knowledge of the facts stated below and am competent to 


testify regarding the same. 
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2. I am a professional planner at Shockey Planning Group, have 20 years of 


experience as a professional planner assisting municipalities in their role as a SEPA Lead 


Agency and with federal, State and local permitting.  


3. I have reviewed the Declaration of Reid Shockey, and reviewed the attached 


opinion. I helped research and write the report which accurately reflects my professional 


opinions regarding the environmental review process and permits the City of Seattle must go 


through for the LID Improvements. 


 


 I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington that the 


foregoing is true and correct. 


 Signed at _Redmond, Washington, on April _15, 2020. 


 


    
      ______________________________________ 
      Camie Anderson 


 


 
 


 
 
 
 
 












OBJECTIONS TO PROPOSED FINAL 
ASSESSMENT FOR WATERFRONT 
LID
CASE NOS. CWF-0318, 0410, 0411, 0412, 0413, 0414, 0415, 0416, 
0417, 0418, 0420, 0421, 0422, 0423, 0425, 0426, 0427, 0429, 0430, 
0431, 0432, 0433, 0434, 0435, 0436, 0437, 0438, 0439, 0440, 0441







1. Is the City’s method of assessing the Waterfront LID properties fundamentally 
flawed because it assigns rather than measures special benefits based on 
incomparable case studies and misplaced reliance on empirical research?  YES


2. Do the proposed assessments fail to accurately reflect actual, non-
speculative, measurable, and proportionate special benefit conferred on 
Objectors’ properties as a result of the Waterfront LID Improvements?  YES


QUESTIONS PRESENTED







Distribute and assess cost and expense of improvements in accordance with special 
benefit conferred on each property within the LID.  RCW 35.44.010.  


Special benefit must be: 


◦ Appurtenant to specific land
◦ Cannot exceed actual special benefit enjoyed by that parcel
◦ Cannot include general benefits enjoyed by public at large
◦ Must be proportionate relative to other parcels in the LID
◦ Special benefit must be actual, physical, and material
◦ Special benefit cannot be speculative


Heavens v. King Cty. Rural Library Dist., 66 Wn. 2d 558, 564 (1965). 


CITY’S OBLIGATION







The proposed assessments are presumed correct, “unless overcome by clear, 
cogent and convincing evidence.” This standard is less deferential than the 
heightened presumption of correctness used on judicial appeal because 
“applying these elevated standards at the municipal hearing would afford 
unwarranted deference to a report prepared under contract by a private 
appraisal firm.” 


Hasit, LLC v. City of Edgewood, 179 Wn. App. 917, 949 (2014).


STANDARD OF REVIEW – CLEAR AND CONVINCING 







• Promenade
• Overlook Walk 
• Pioneer Square Street Improvements
• Union Street Pedestrian Connection 
• Pike/Pine Streetscape Improvements, 
• Pier 58/Waterfront Park


*Must Exclude Other Waterfront Improvements, including removal of viaduct


UNPRECEDENTED USE OF LID TO FUND CITY-WIDE IMPROVEMENTS







LID BOUNDARY







• 29 Appeal Petitions for 31 Parcels.


• Properties comprise over $4.5B worth of 
real estate in downtown Seattle.


• Total assessments = $21,173,047.


• 8 hotels, 10 apartment complexes, 4 
office/retail buildings, 3 individual 
condos and 1 vacant lot.


• None are appurtenant to the “Park” 
Improvements.


• Only 1 is within 500 feet of the “Park” 
Improvements.


• 10 are further than 2,000 feet from the 
“Park” Improvements (13 parcels).


• A few abut Pike/Pine.


OBJECTORS’ PROPERTIES







ASSESSMENTS ARE SPECULATIVE—NOT ACTUAL
Assigns special benefits that are inherently speculative due to the fact that the LID Improvements 
are not scheduled to be completed until 2024, and there are a number of intervening factors 
that could render valuations stale.


Mr. Macaulay assumed that the improvements would be permitted and built according to 
designs and construction schedules he was provided by the City.  But the City has 
acknowledged that design plans, costs, and construction schedules are subject to change and 
subject to discretionary permits. Experts testified the City’s target notice to proceed date to meet 
the 2024 deadline is likely to be missed.


Further, material changes to or elimination of Pier 58 or other LID components through 
environmental review and permitting could materially affect the LID purpose, cost, and 
completion date. For example, Pier 58 will require SEPA review, NEPA review and other 
discretionary permits from a number of federal and state agencies. If the LID is finalized, the 
City’s commitment to construction prior to environmental review would violate SMC 25.05.055(B), 
state, and federal law. The Hydraulic Project Approval application has been placed on hold 
because the plans were insufficient for WDFW’s review requirements. Delay is likely.







ASSESSMENTS ARE SPECULATIVE—NOT ACTUAL
The assessment is an immediate expense without any concomitant benefit and therefore 
decreases Objectors’ property values.


None of Objectors’ properties are in fact experiencing any increase in property value or 
revenue in anticipation of the LID Improvements and do not expect any increases in the near-
term.


• Hotels do not expect an increase in rates or occupancy, due to a primarily business 
clientele.


• Apartments do not expect an increase in rates or occupancy, because renters do not pay 
rent for amenities four years in advance and choose location based on proximity to places 
of employment and other downtown amenities.


• Office buildings do not expect any increases in property value due to an increase in 
tourism.


• Residential condos do not expect an increase in property value because they already have 
protected views and adequate access to the waterfront and downtown amenities. 







Fails to calculate adjustments to current market values to account for the value 
of hypothetical improvements assumed to be complete in the “Before” scenario.


Relies on inaccurate market data to value many of the income-producing 
commercial properties.
• Fails to account for 2-story height restriction for Century Retail property. 
• Fails to consider that United Way building has sold all TDRs.
• Used incorrect mix of studio/multi-room units for Helios apartments.
• Used “rack rates” to estimate net operating income for hotels.


“BEFORE” VALUES ARE INACCURATE AND OVERSTATED







Arbitrarily “assigns” a special 
benefit to already faulty “Before” 
values.
Concludes property value 
increases that fall within the 
margin of error for appraisers.
This fails to comply with the 
Uniform Standards of Professional 
Appraisal Practice (“USPAP”) 
Standards 5 and 6 because the 
Final Study does not contain a 
model structure or allow 
calibration and testing of that 
model.


ASSESSMENTS ARE ASSIGNED—NOT MEASURED







◦ Improvements are NOT A PARK.
◦ Seattle city blocks are ~300 feet, so 75% of benefit should extended only 1.5 blocks. 


And 25% should extend only 6.5 blocks. 


ARBITRARY ASSIGNMENTS ARE NOT SUPPORTED


ABS Valuation, Final Special Benefit Study at 83. 







Expert testified that case studies cited are not an adequate substitute for 
matched paired analysis and the scale of those projects when compared with 
the LID Improvements are so substantively different that they do not provide 
useful comparisons.


HR&A Study also relies on incomparable data from NYC to project increases in 
tourism due to all of the waterfront improvements.  And in any case Objectors’ 
witnesses testified that the increase in tourism the City anticipates from the LID 
Improvements is not likely to contribute specially, if at all, to the value of their 
properties.  


ARBITRARY ASSIGNMENTS ARE NOT SUPPORTED







ASSESSMENTS OVERSTATED—FAILURE TO CONSIDER GENERAL 
BENEFITS AND SPECIAL DETRIMENTS
Fails to account for and exclude general benefits accruing from the city-wide 
LID Improvements.


Fails to consider any potential negative impacts from construction, increased 
traffic, decreased access to existing businesses and restaurants, decreased 
parking, or potential increase in crime and sanitation issues due to the City’s 
failure to maintain the park.


At the same time, the Final Study improperly attributed special benefits from the 
fact that the “new waterfront amenities will be designated as ‘park land’, 
conveying broader powers to the City regarding upkeep, maintenance and 
security of the vicinity.” Final Study at 8. 







Unclear what incremental benefit comes from many of the LID Improvements when compared 
with projects assumed complete under the “Before” condition (e.g., 2.5” diameter WSDOT trees 
vs. 4” trees for Promenade).  See In re Schmitz, 44 Wn.2d 429, 537 (1954) (no special benefit 
from raising grade of road by 16-18 feet where property owners would have equally 
benefitted from increase of 9 feet)


No data driven analysis of what real or hypothetical increase in property value was due to pre-
existing views or removal of the viaduct.  Cf. Douglass v. Spokane Cty., 115 Wn. App. 900 
(2003) (no special benefit where property was already connected to sewer service)


Our clients’ properties already have convenient access to restaurants, businesses, and the 
waterfront.  Many also have protected views. Cf. Appeals of Jones, 52 Wn.2d 143 (1958) (no 
special benefit where property was already adequately served by existing water main 
and fire hydrant). 


ASSESSMENTS OVERSTATED – LITTLE TO NO ADDITIONAL BENEFIT 
AFTER VIADUCT REMOVAL 







Objectors jointly and respectfully request that the Hearing Examiner find the Final 
Study flawed and recommend that the Council annul Objectors’ assessments or 
request the Final Study be redone before the assessment is finalized, following 
completion of discretionary permitting processes for the LID improvements. 


ASSESSMENTS ARE ARBITRARY AND BASED ON FLAWED METHODS





		Objections to proposed final assessment for Waterfront LID

		Questions presented

		City’s Obligation

		Standard of review – Clear and convincing 

		Unprecedented use of Lid to fund city-wide improvements

		LID Boundary

		Objectors’ properties

		Assessments are speculative—not actual

		Assessments are speculative—not actual

		“Before” values are inaccurate and overstated

		Assessments are assigned—not measured

		Arbitrary assignments are not supported

		Arbitrary assignments are not supported

		Assessments overstated—Failure to consider general benefits and special detriments

		Assessments overstated – little to no additional benefit after viaduct removal 

		Assessments are arbitrary and based on flawed methods
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1  E X A M I N A T I O N


2 BY MS. LIN:


3 Q. Can you actually turn to page 83 of the


4 final special benefit study.  And that is in the


5 after, yeah, after the folded pages.


6 A. Okay.


7 Q. So in the second paragraph down, it


8 says, "In terms of direct residential impact, John


9 Crompton's ongoing studies into the impact of parks


10 on property values have been used by municipalities


11 across the country," and then it goes on to explain


12 Crompton's proximate principle which capitalizes park


13 land and increased property values and a widening of


14 the tax base.


15 A. Okay.


16 Q. So did you rely on John Crompton's


17 studies to prepare the final special benefit study?


18 A. They were used as background


19 information.


20 Q. And how so?


21 A. Just relative information as far as the


22 parks do show -- the studies do show that parks and


23 properties, especially in close proximity, do have


24 market value increase that's been shown in the


25 marketplace as a positive impact on the property


Exhibit 98, Page 2
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1 value.


2 Q. So the basis of your understanding that


3 a park will translate to increased property values


4 comes in part from John Crompton's studies?


5 A. In part, yes.


6 Q. Okay.  What else?


7 A. As far as residential properties


8 specifically?


9 Q. Why don't we talk about -- why don't we


10 actually talk about commercial properties.  What


11 forms the basis of your understanding that proximity


12 to a park will increase property values for


13 commercial properties?


14 A. Well, again, in all the studies we


15 looked at, that we addressed in the report, they


16 show -- as we show in our spreadsheets, they show


17 typically properties having proximity to the parks


18 have, typically have lower vacancy rates, higher


19 rentability, lower capitalization rates, improved


20 sales, show increased trends, looking at controlled


21 studies from before and after the park amenities are


22 in place.  So those were additional basis that we


23 used to form the range in values that we show in our


24 study.


25 Q. And these are studies based on parks in


Exhibit 98, Page 3
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1 other cities?


2 A. Correct.


3   Q.   Okay.  These were sort of -- okay.  It


4 says, it does say in the third paragraph down, it


5 says, "In summary, the studies discussed in this


6 report are used as a basis of valuation, given the


7 unique assumptions of the subject LID project.


8 Properties closest to the park areas/enhanced


9 streetscapes experience the most special benefits."


10 A. Correct.


11 Q. So what is your understanding of the


12 proximate principle?


13 A. Of the --


14 Q. Proximate principle, the proximate


15 principle is listed in quotations in the second


16 paragraph, third line down.


17 A. I think we're just referring to


18 proximity to the park amenities.


19 Q. So did you apply the proximate


20 principle in your final special benefit study?


21 A. Again, we used it as a background tool,


22 as we used other studies we looked at, to develop a


23 range of what would be reasonable in the marketplace.


24 Q. How is the proximate principle


25 reflected in the actual assessments in this LID?


Exhibit 98, Page 4
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1 A. Again, it's used as a background to


2 develop a range.  So we didn't specifically use --


3 use it solely.  We looked at a large segment of other


4 studies to draw our conclusions from.


5 Q. So when you say you used it to


6 establish a range, what does that mean?


7 A. Well, anytime an appraiser does an


8 appraisal, you try to develop as you see on the


9 spreadsheets, develop a range of what is probable in


10 the marketplace.  And within that range, based on the


11 relative locational differences and whatnot of the


12 property, make a market value estimate based on that.


13 Q. So for here, would it be like in


14 general, if you're within, you know, one to two


15 blocks, this is the range, if you're in three to


16 fewer blocks, this is the range, is that how that


17 would translate here?


18  MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


19 A. Well, generally we found that


20 properties closer to the waterfront obviously


21 benefited more due to the proximity to the


22 waterfront.  So they had a higher benefit, depending


23 on the property type, their location, things of that


24 nature.


25  Then as you moved further back from the
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1 waterfront, the amenities that -- the amenity of the


2 waterfront became less and less, and that depended on


3 where you were within the CBD area within the


4 boundary of the LID.


5 Q. Okay, and so on these two bullet


6 points, it says that, "75 percent of the benefit from


7 a park is captured within 500 feet, or three city


8 blocks."


9  Is that three Seattle city blocks?


10   A.   I think they're fairly close.  Mary


11 Hamel worked a lot on this research and I remember


12 talking to her about that, and obviously city blocks


13 vary dramatically.  If you go to Boston, they're very


14 long blocks.  So she felt it was relatively


15 reasonable going, you know, back I think a block or


16 two from the waterfront is what she was referring to


17 when I spoke with her about it.


18 Q. So because this final special benefit


19 relates to Seattle, this is referring to 30 Seattle


20 city blocks?


21 A. That's my understanding.  I would need


22 to clarify that with Mary, but that's my


23 understanding.


24 Q. Then it says, "The remaining 25 percent


25 of the benefit is likely dissipated over a 500 to
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1 2,000-foot range, or four to 12 city blocks."


2 A. Correct.


3 Q. Is that also talking about Seattle city


4 blocks?


5 A. Correct.


6 Q. How did you use this information?


7 A. Again, as I said, it was used as


8 background information.  Obviously it's been


9 published several times.  It's relied on by a lot of


10 people.  It shows a lot of strong market evidence


11 that different property types benefit from proximity


12 to park elements in the marketplace.


13 Q. Did you use this information to assist


14 you in drawing the LID boundary?


15 A. To some degree, yes.


16 Q. Did you use this information to assist


17 you in assigning certain percentages to particular


18 types of properties based on their location?


19 A. Well, we valued each property


20 individually based on its own merits and looked at a


21 value range, as you can see on the spreadsheets, and


22 then made a market value estimate based on that.  So


23 we didn't assign a benefit to any property.  It was


24 based on the market value difference of each property


25 relative to its location in the marketplace.  It
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1 wasn't an assigned value.


2   Q.   I see.  Did you end up finding that


3 about 75 percent of the benefit that you calculated


4 was actually captured within 500 feet?


5 A. I don't know that for a fact.


6 Q. Do you know if you extended past 12


7 city blocks?


8 A. I don't know that for a fact.


9 Q. Did you talk to Professor Crompton


10 about his study?


11   A.   Mary might have.  Mary Hamel, who is an


12 associate that did a significant amount of this


13 research, may have.  I would have to ask her.


14 Q. In general, did you all reach out to


15 authors of literature or studies that you relied on


16 to interview them or ask them questions about the


17 studies that you relied on?


18 A. I would have to ask Mary that.


19 Q. Would that have been typical?


20  MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


21   A.   For her, yes.  I know she talked to a


22 number of different people.  I don't know sitting


23 here specifically who, but I know she did specific


24 research over and above this in talking to people.


25 Q. I believe John Crompton also has these
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1 criteria for assigning -- for determining whether a


2 park is excellent, average, above average.  Are you


3 familiar with that?


4 A. Yes.


5 Q. And what did you conclude the before


6 waterfront to be?


7 A. I think we looked at it as average to


8 above average.


9 Q. Okay.  I think it was average.


10 A. I think in another place in the report


11 we say average to above average.  I think some of the


12 verbiage got (indicating).


13  MR. MOSES:  It's on page 47, I think.


14 A. I think we used some ambiguous terms


15 there, but I think for the most part, we consider it


16 average to above average in the before.


17  MR. LUTZ:  Right.


18 Q. And what was the basis for that


19 conclusion?


20 A. Just judgment looking at the facts as


21 we discussed, you know, the before amenities, you


22 know, provide some change from what it was if the


23 viaduct would not have been there.  With the viaduct


24 removed would be a better phrase.


25 Q. For purposes of that conclusion, the
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1 average/above average conclusion, how did you define


2 the park?  Because the criteria is asking you to


3 assign one of these qualities to a park.  So what was


4 the park?


5 A. Well, again, this is used as background


6 information.  So we took, probably the promenade


7 area, overlook walk area were park-like.  They would


8 be maintained by the park department.  So again, this


9 is used as background information to make, you know,


10 relative observations in the market as to the change


11 in how the market would perceive the properties in


12 the before versus the after situation.


13 Q. Can you give an example of another type


14 of average to above average park that you think might


15 be comparable?


16 A. Not as I sit here right now.


17 Q. You conclude that after the waterfront


18 LID improvement, the park will go from average to


19 excellent; is that right?


20 A. Average to above average to excellent,


21 yes.


22 Q. What is the basis for that conclusion?


23 A. Just it's appeal in the market, the


24 amenities it provides.  It's just a judgment looking


25 at it, looking at the studies.  It's, again, it's
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1 background information that is using terminology from


2 a report, that we're just recognizing that the market


3 is going to react differently to waterfront amenities


4 because they're much more desirable than they were in


5 the before situation, having the overlook walk,


6 having the promenade and the other streetscape


7 improvements.


8 Q. When you say that is background


9 information, how did this background information


10 inform your special benefit analysis?


11 A. Well, it informed us that the market,


12 positive market forces that create higher values


13 associated with park amenities, like the subject


14 project.


15 Q. And for purposes of concluding the park


16 would be excellent after the waterfront LID


17 improvement, what area were you considering as part


18 of that park?


19 A. Well, we're looking at the project as


20 an entity, so the more park-like amenities are the


21 promenade and the overlook walk area.  So we're just


22 looking at it more in general terms, that we're


23 saying hey, it's going from something that's average


24 to above average, to excellent.  We recognize a


25 change in the market and these are words that were
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1 used to associate that difference, just to reflect


2 that the market would look at it more favorably.


3 Q. You're not really thinking about


4 Pike/Pine, or you are?


5 A. Not so much as far as park-like


6 amenities.  They're more streetscape amenities.  The


7 number of those New York studies showed positive


8 reactions to more streetscape amenities, but


9 obviously as you move further away from the


10 waterfront, you're more streetscape type amenities


11 than you are park type amenities.


12   Q.   Okay.  Without Pier 58, are the


13 waterfront LID improvements more accurately


14 characterized as street beautification?


15 A. Well, without Pier 58?


16 Q. Yeah.


17 A. Well, I think Pier 58, the promenade,


18 the overlook walk, would combine into more park-like


19 amenities than would the Pioneer Square and Pike/Pine


20 corridors.


21 Q. It's those three together?


22 A. They would be the main park-like


23 components that we considered.


24 Q. So when we're drawing boundaries around


25 a park, those are the core park elements that you're
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1 thinking of?


2 A. Correct.


3 MS. LIN:  I don't have any other


4 questions.


5   MR. MOSES:  I have a few more


6 questions.  Maybe it makes sense to ask them now.


7  MS. LIN:  Go ahead.


8


9  E X A M I N A T I O N


10 BY MR. MOSES:


11 Q. Maybe you've addressed some of these,


12 I'm going to skip through theme real quick.


13   Do you have any precedents where the


14 Crompton paper was used as evidence in any kind of an


15 assessment district?


16 A. No, I don't.


17 Q. On page 19 and 20 of the Crompton


18 paper, it provides a methodology for assessing the


19 quality of a park.  It says, "Create each park in the


20 system on a five point scale from blighted to


21 excellent.  The grading can be done either by park


22 staff or by a panel of residents familiar with each


23 of the sites.  The scales is defined primarily by the


24 emotional response of people in the park's area of


25 influence."
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1                 A P P E A R A N C E S


2


3 FOR CWF 0318, 0410, 0411, 0412, 0413, 0414, 0415,


4 0416, 0417, 0418, 0420, 0421, 0422, 0423, 0425, 0426,


5 0427, 0429, 0430, 0431, 0432, 0433, 0434, 0435, 0436,


6 0437, 0438, 0439, 0440, 0441:


7                       R. GERARD LUTZ


8                       MEGAN LIN


9                       Perkins Coie


10                       10885 NE 4th, Ste 700


11                       Bellevue, Washington 98004


12                       425-635-1432


13                       jlutz@perkinscoie.com


14                       mlin@perkinscoie.com


15


16 FOR CWF 336, 337, 339, 340, 342:


17                       MOLLY A. TERWILLIGER


18                       Yarmuth


19                       1420 Fifth Ave, Ste 1400


20                       Seattle, Washington 98101


21                       206-516-3800


22                       mterwilliger@yarmuth.com


23


24


25
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1                 A P P E A R A N C E S


2


3 FOR City of Seattle and witness:


4                       MARK S. FILIPINI


5                       K&L Gates


6                       925 Fourth Ave, Ste 2900


7                       Seattle, Washington 98104


8                       206-623-7580


9                       mark.filipini@klgates.com


10


11 FOR Hotel Monaco (133), Hotel Vintage (134), Thompson


12 Hotel and Sequel Apartments (168), Hotel Vintage


13 (134), 818 Stewart (218), Westlake Center (135), 1918


14 8th Avenue (219), Edgewater Hotel (136), 1800 9th


15 Avenue (220), Pioneer Square Hotel (333), Hilton


16 Hotel (353):


17                       TODD REUTER (By phone)


18                       Foster Garvey


19                       618 West Riverside Ave, Ste 300


20                       Spokane, Washington 99201


21                       509-777-1604


22                       todd.reuter@foster.com


23


24 ALSO PRESENT:         Victor Moses, CWF 0375


25                       Gene Burrus (By phone)
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1 ROBERT J. MACAULAY, MAI,  witness herein, having been


2                           first duly sworn on oath,


3                           was examined and testified


4                           as follows:


5


6                (Exhibit-1 marked.)


7


8               E X A M I N A T I O N


9 BY MR. LUTZ:


10           Q.   Mr. Macaulay, my name is Jerry Lutz.


11 I'm representing a number of -- at Perkins


12 representing a number of the LID assessment


13 appellants.


14                Could you identify the document that's


15 in front of you?


16           A.   Yes.  This the Summary of the Final


17 Special Benefits/Proportionate Assessment Study we


18 did.


19           Q.   Okay.  I think the last time I met you


20 was in connection with the proposed Northeast 4th


21 Bellevue LID extension which failed.


22           A.   Uh-huh.


23           Q.   How many LIDs have you worked on over


24 the course of your career?


25           A.   Over a hundred.
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1           Q.   Over a hundred, okay.  How many of them


2 have been finalized and collected and the


3 improvements built?


4           A.   Maybe half.  I mean, a lot of them are,


5 they start out as feasibility studies like the


6 Northeast 4th, and they find different funding


7 mechanisms so they don't end up going all the way


8 through.  It could be half, 75 percent, a good


9 percentage.


10           Q.   How many have involved local


11 improvement districts to fund park improvements?


12           A.   We've done a couple.  We did one for


13 the City of Vancouver relative to a park improvements


14 on the Columbia River and we did another one that had


15 some park amenities for Point Ruston in Tacoma.


16           Q.   Do you remember in those how many


17 properties were assessed?


18           A.   Well, Point Ruston was one entity that


19 owned the whole property and they did of number of


20 LIDs comprising that entity, mixed use development.


21 The --


22           Q.   Before you move past that, so it was


23 one owner, but they were doing an LID assessment that


24 would then somehow bind future owners when they split


25 the property up?  I didn't understand exactly how you
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1 explained that.


2           A.   I don't know how they ultimately split


3 up the assessments, but there was one property owner


4 at the time we did it and I assume that he would


5 subdivide and redevelop the property.


6           Q.   So that was an LID for one owner?


7           A.   Correct.


8           Q.   And then what about Vancouver?  You


9 started to answer that and I interrupted you.


10           A.   I don't recall the exact number.


11 Probably 15, 20 different ownerships.  There was a


12 large development group that owned a large percentage


13 of the property.


14           Q.   Have you ever done an LID that involved


15 this many parcels?


16           A.   Yes.


17           Q.   And what was that?


18           A.   We've done the City of Ocean Shores a


19 couple of times, it had about 10,000 parcels.  We did


20 a study for the City of Bellevue that involved the


21 whole downtown area from city hall to Lincoln Center,


22 so we included all the hotels and property downtown.


23                MS. LIN:  I'm sorry, can I interrupt?


24 I forgot to open the line for Todd.  Do you mind if I


25 open the line?
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1                MR. FILIPINI:  Yeah, sure.


2                MR. LUTZ:  One more.


3                (Discussion off the record.)


4                MR. LUTZ:  Todd, can introduce yourself


5 to the court reporter?  We can be off the record for


6 this part, I guess.


7                MR. REUTER:  Todd Reuter, Foster Garvey


8 for Hotel Monaco, the Hotel Vintage, the Thompson


9 Hotel, Hilton Hotel, the Edgewater Hotel.


10                MR. LUTZ:  And before we move past


11 that, Todd, you might want to send Margaret your case


12 numbers via email.


13                (Discussion off the record.)


14                MR. LUTZ:  Back on the record.


15           Q.   So we were talking about the Bellevue


16 LID and the Ocean Shores LID.  So the Bellevue LID


17 you said was the entire downtown?


18           A.   Yes, pretty much the entire CBD, yes.


19           Q.   Did you do that with Bruce Allen?


20           A.   No, no.


21           Q.   Okay.


22           A.   This was a study we did.  It was around


23 the time we did the Northeast 4th project.


24           Q.   And there was an LID formed out of


25 that?
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1           A.   No, it was a feasibility study looking


2 at options for the light rail system.


3           Q.   I see.  You talked about Ocean Shores


4 with 10,000 parcels?


5           A.   Correct.


6           Q.   What was that improvement?


7           A.   We've done two LIDs for the City of


8 Ocean Shores.  One was for a wastewater improvement


9 system that involved the whole city and the second


10 one was for a road improvement project that involved


11 the whole city.


12           Q.   So were those LIDs or were they service


13 fees?


14           A.   They were LIDs.


15           Q.   Okay.  When you do an LID for the


16 entire city, do you make any distinction between


17 general and special benefits in your feasibility


18 study?


19           A.   A general benefit is by definition


20 general and it's not measurable in the marketplace.


21 It can extend for a long area, and so typically our


22 scope of services is just to do a special benefits


23 study, which is a measurable difference in market


24 value, just in -- estimated market value of


25 properties that are specially benefited have a
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1 measurable difference in value, versus a general


2 benefit, which is just general benefit is the benefit


3 that benefits the public at large.


4           Q.   Well, okay, but I mean, when you say


5 you're doing the entire City of Ocean Shores, your


6 analysis is -- well, tell me if I'm wrong, your


7 analysis is the before the water improvement and


8 after the wastewater improvement, the value of every


9 property in the city?


10           A.   It's the market value difference before


11 and after.  In that particular LID, it's the market


12 value difference before and after sewer service is


13 available to the property.  Prior to that, they were


14 on septic systems.


15           Q.   That's the entire city?


16           A.   I think a couple of the -- well, I


17 think some of the commercial property in that


18 instance may have had an existing system and I can't


19 recall if they were -- some of them were included and


20 some of them weren't.  So there may have been a few


21 commercial properties that weren't included in that


22 project.


23           Q.   But the idea, your construct of it is


24 that anybody who gets the new sewer system has a


25 special benefit?
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1           A.   If the market dictates it, yes.


2           Q.   So how did you in Ocean Shores assess


3 whether the market dictated 10,000 parcels were


4 getting a special benefit from wastewater?


5           A.   As much as possible you look at


6 properties that have similarities in the before


7 condition and properties that have similarities in


8 the after condition.


9           Q.   So you paired sales essentially?


10           A.   As much as possible, yes.


11           Q.   So where were you looking for


12 properties that had sewer service in Ocean Shores in


13 the before?


14           A.   Well, there really weren't any.  One of


15 the main factors was the fact they were on septics.


16 And there was a lot of risk and costs associated with


17 having a septic system, so in that case that was a


18 consideration.


19           Q.   So where did you look for the market


20 data on the benefit that's derived from the sewer


21 system for those people?


22           A.   Well, in the before condition, there


23 was some outlying areas that didn't have sewer that


24 we looked at, and you'd have to go into Aberdeen,


25 Hoquiam to find properties that had sewer.  It's a
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1 different market area.  Ocean Shores, as you know, is


2 pretty isolated, so we based our analysis on the best


3 available market information that was available.


4                One would be looking at sales.  Other


5 would be looking at more or less kind of a cost to


6 cure basis, because if they were on septic systems, a


7 lot of them were failing, they would have to do mound


8 systems.  It was very costly versus the benefit of


9 having sewer.  Also some properties could subdivide


10 and create greater economic value with sewer than


11 with the septic.


12           Q.   When you did your analysis, was the


13 sewer system already in place and you were


14 back-assessing or was the sewer system still to be


15 built?


16           A.   I don't recall.  I think there might


17 have been a smaller system that was servicing some of


18 the commercial property.  This would have been a big


19 expansion of it to encompass the whole rest of the


20 city.  I would have to go back and check on that.


21           Q.   Yeah, I mean, the reason I ask the


22 question was, I interpreted your earlier answer that


23 you had areas within Ocean Shores that had sewer in


24 place and you were using that to inform your --


25           A.   Yeah, they may have.  I would have to
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1 go back.  That was a number of years ago.  I would


2 have to go back and look at the file and see if some


3 of the commercial properties were excluded and what


4 the conditions were.  It was a long time ago.


5           Q.   So tell us about your work on the


6 Seattle waterfront LID.  When did you start?


7           A.   What do you want to know?


8           Q.   When did you start?


9           A.   Originally probably back in 2012 or


10 2013, we were hired on a consultation basis with the


11 legal department.  And then around 2015, we were


12 hired to do a feasibility study.  And then 2017, '18,


13 we were hired to do a formation study.  And then in


14 2019, we were hired to do a final special benefits


15 study.


16                MR. LUTZ:  So just as a question, Mark,


17 is the 2012 consultation with legal privileged or is


18 that producible?


19                MR. FILIPINI:  It is.  It is


20 privileged.  I think, you could correct me if I'm


21 wrong, but I think it just resulted in Bob looking at


22 someone else's work and then advising the city


23 attorney's office on it.  But I'm okay if you ask


24 questions about it.


25                I guess if it goes into a privilege
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1 area, you don't know this, but I had a chance to talk


2 to the city attorney's office about this after we


3 spoke about it, I think I'm going to be pretty


4 liberal in allowing you to ask questions about it.


5                MR. LUTZ:  Okay.


6                MR. BURRUS:  This is Gene Burrus.


7                MR. LUTZ:  We can go off the record for


8 a second.


9                MR. BURRUS:  My apologies for joining


10 late.  My name is Gene Burrus.


11                (Discussion off the record.)


12                MR. LUTZ:  Back on the record.


13           Q.   When you were doing the initial


14 engagement, so you were reviewing primarily Bates


15 McKee's earlier work?


16                MR. FILIPINI:  Yes, that's right.


17           A.   Yes.


18           Q.   Did you discuss in that consultation


19 what the benefited area would look like?


20           A.   I was reviewing the work that he had


21 done and he had a defined boundary area.


22           Q.   Did you have any initial discussion of


23 whether it was too small, too big or --


24           A.   No, it's my recollection for the most


25 part, it was pretty reasonable given the scope of the
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1 assignment.


2           Q.   So I don't think I have anything else


3 on that.


4                MR. MOSES:  I have a couple of quick


5 questions, I think.


6                MR. LUTZ:  Do you mind if we jump a


7 little out of order, Mark?


8                MR. FILIPINI:  No, that's fine.


9


10               E X A M I N A T I O N


11 BY MR. MOSES:


12           Q.   City of Vancouver and Point Ruston,


13 those were done by petition I assume?


14           A.   No, they were formed by resolution.


15           Q.   By resolution, okay, one owner?


16           A.   It was an unusual situation.  There was


17 one developer and part of the project was the City of


18 Ruston and part of if was the City of Tacoma, so it


19 was unique.


20           Q.   Then Ocean Shores in Tacoma, those were


21 resolution?


22           A.   Correct.


23           Q.   And which were those, did any of those


24 four go forward?


25           A.   Both of the Ocean Shores ones did, yes.
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1           Q.   Tacoma?


2           A.   Tacoma did as well.


3           Q.   Okay.  I'll get these out of the way


4 then so I don't have to interrupt again.


5                Have you ever done a local improvement


6 district specifically for a park?


7           A.   As I mentioned, the Vancouver.


8           Q.   Was a park, period?


9           A.   Yeah, yes.


10           Q.   What about a street beautification


11 project?


12           A.   We've done one for the City of


13 Puyallup.  We did a feasibility study for the City of


14 Arlington a long time ago.


15           Q.   Have you had any formal training in the


16 situation of public green spaces?


17           A.   By that you mean?  If you could


18 elaborate on that question.


19           Q.   Street beautification, common area.


20           A.   Well, as part of my work, I've


21 appraised hundreds of LID projects that have all


22 sorts of different elements.  Some very few are


23 necessarily just street beautifications, those are


24 the two I can think of.  A lot of the projects have


25 elements of street beautification.  A number of them
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1 I've done have those type of elements, but they also


2 have other elements such as utilities or road


3 infrastructure improvement or a lot of different


4 elements.


5           Q.   So experience but no formal training?


6           A.   I don't know if you could call 30 years


7 of doing LIDs that have the vast amount of variety


8 not training.


9           Q.   No, there's experience and there's


10 training.  I'm just asking if there was like any


11 other kind of formal type of training you've taken.


12           A.   Well, I've taken a number of appraisal


13 classes dealing with a broad spectrum of issues over


14 the 30 years of my appraisal training.


15           Q.   Have you consulted with any experts on


16 the valuation of public green spaces, in particular


17 the ones in the Seattle area, the waterfront LID?


18           A.   We hired a hotel consultant, Mark


19 Lukens of LW Hospitality Advisors, regarding the


20 hotel market.  I don't know of any people that


21 specialize in green space valuation.  Obviously, like


22 the HR&A study we reviewed that was done and things


23 of that nature that were available to us.


24           Q.   Did you review any research papers on


25 public green space in preparation for this?
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1           A.   Yes.  If you read the report, there's a


2 number of studies that we reviewed.


3           Q.   Well, you cited the H&R study and you


4 cited John Crompton and then NYC did a study.  Were


5 there any other studies outside of those?


6           A.   If you read the report, there was


7 Boston, Chicago, New York, Portland, San Francisco.


8           Q.   No specific cites there, kind of


9 anecdotal information.


10           A.   Well, a lot of those studies had


11 specific controls where they looked at market sales


12 and did comparisons of the market.


13           Q.   Are you planning on introducing or


14 using any of that in your testimony for the city?


15           A.   If I'm asked, I'll answer the question.


16           Q.   Is that information proprietary?


17           A.   No.  It's in the report, if you read


18 the report.


19           Q.   What's in the report are some


20 summaries.  I'm asking for the actual report.


21           A.   That would be what we've provided


22 already in discovery.


23           Q.   I'm not aware of the provision of any


24 of those reports, so if they're there, I apologize


25 for taking people's time, but if somebody could point
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1 them out.


2                MR. FILIPINI:  Yeah, I mean, we'll have


3 to talk about it.  You've got the report and the


4 addenda.  I'm not sure.  I guess, are you looking,


5 Vic, for the underlying source documents?


6                MR. MOSES:  Yeah, I'm looking for the


7 actual empirical evidence that shows these benefits


8 exist.  I've got a summary in his report, but I don't


9 have anything hard that I can actually look at that


10 says oh, yeah, it makes sense and it's applicable.


11 So we can work that out afterwards.


12                MR. FILIPINI:  We can work that out.


13                MR. MOSES:  That was the first kind of


14 information I was asking for in my discovery request,


15 which is give me all the stuff and let me read it.


16           Q.   Do you consider yourself as an expert


17 on parks and green space?


18           A.   I consider myself an expert in special


19 benefit studies that deal with the broad spectrum of


20 properties, that green spaces would be one of them.


21                MR. MOSES:  I'm sorry if I talked over


22 you here and it made it hard for her to hear, I


23 apologize.  That's the end of my questions for this.


24


25
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1                  E X A M I N A T I O N


2 BY MR. LUTZ:


3           Q.   So let's go back to your initial


4 consultation with the city attorney's office.  I'm


5 just interested in this idea of general versus


6 special benefit and the definition of the specially


7 benefited area.  Did you have discussions then about


8 how to define, how to define the specially benefited


9 area and who would have that job?


10           A.   Not that I recall.  The main scope of


11 that assignment was reviewing the report that McKee


12 had done and the element of the boundary was one that


13 I looked at, and there were other, many other aspects


14 of the report that I looked at and consulted with the


15 city on.


16           Q.   Okay.  Well, so then in 2017, you did a


17 feasibility study for the city?


18           A.   Correct.


19           Q.   When you're doing the feasibility


20 study, what are the components of the feasibility


21 study that you're responsible for?


22           A.   Well, the components of the feasibility


23 study I'm responsible for were, as I recall at that


24 time would be looking at various potential LID


25 boundary areas, and then on a more high level basis
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1 breaking the properties into classifications and


2 providing a special benefit range before and after


3 the LID project elements.


4           Q.   So when you are looking at the LID


5 boundary at that point, what are you doing in the


6 feasibility study to identify the -- well, does the


7 boundary -- is the boundary the limit of special


8 benefit?


9           A.   Yes.


10           Q.   And how do you determine that limit?


11           A.   Largely by judgment.  As you move


12 further and further out from the main elements that


13 affect the market value of the property, you get to a


14 point to where it's just not measurable in the


15 marketplace anymore and that's where special benefit


16 stops.  The whole LID area is generally benefited and


17 the general benefit is just simply not measurable in


18 the marketplace.  So it's to the point where you can


19 stop measuring the market value difference, and then


20 outside of that is just purely general benefit.


21           Q.   Well, okay, and just explain to me how


22 you're doing a before and after assessment that


23 includes a general benefit.


24           A.   Well, by definition, a general benefit


25 is not definable.  It's not measurable.  It's not a
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1 monetary value that can be recognized in the


2 marketplace.


3                So the general benefit in the case of


4 the subject LID would extend from the LID out maybe


5 to North Seattle, maybe beyond, maybe to South


6 Seattle, maybe beyond, Capitol Hill, maybe beyond.  I


7 doubt it goes as far as Renton, but it's just an


8 undefinable area that would be generally benefited by


9 this project.


10                Specially benefited is what's


11 measurable in the marketplace where you can discern a


12 market value difference in the before and after


13 values that the market would pay for a property.


14           Q.   And when you say you're going to


15 discern a difference, how do you discern that


16 difference?


17           A.   In this case, we relied on the best


18 available information we could find in the


19 marketplace to see if there were measures out there


20 in the market that we could look at that reflects


21 market value differences that we could compare to the


22 subject property, the subject project.


23           Q.   So those are not Seattle?


24           A.   Correct.


25           Q.   So tell me about that.  You're at the
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1 feasibility stage.  You're trying to develop a


2 methodology to identify an area that you would


3 anticipate would be -- would receive a market value


4 increase as a result of street beautification, park


5 and connectivity improvements.  So can you describe


6 what you did at that point to develop that framework?


7                MR. FILIPINI:  I object to form.


8                If you can answer, go ahead.


9           A.   I disagree with your description of the


10 project, but we took all of the elements that are


11 discussed in the report, the overlook walk, the


12 promenade, the Waterfront Park, the Pike and Pine


13 corridor, and the Pike Place Market area, and looked


14 at that as one entity, and then looked at market


15 evidence from other cities where similar projects


16 have been -- had been done, and made comparisons.


17                If those projects wouldn't have


18 reflected any change in the market or had any


19 influence on market value, we wouldn't be here.  We


20 would have indicated well, there's no special


21 benefit.  Every project we looked at had some


22 elements of the subject project and all of them


23 reflected positive market values because of those


24 projects.


25           Q.   And were the studies you were looking
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1 at in those other areas based on comparable sales or


2 were they all professional judgment analysis?


3           A.   They were a mix of empirical data,


4 controlled sales studies, discussions with, you know,


5 brokers and investors in those areas, review of


6 comparable sales, as much as possible, things of that


7 nature.


8           Q.   Well, I mean, I would just ask.  Was it


9 primarily professional judgment, or were there


10 empirical data that were important to your analysis


11 of the proposed special benefit area for this


12 project?


13           A.   We looked at a broad --


14                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


15                Go ahead.


16           A.   We looked at a broad spectrum, as I


17 said, of different studies that were done and


18 ultimately made a judgment call as to where the


19 special benefit got to a point where it just wasn't


20 measurable in the marketplace anymore.


21           Q.   When you say "measurable in the


22 marketplace," it's not measurable in the Seattle


23 marketplace, it's measurable by reference to other --


24           A.   No, it would not be measurable in the


25 Seattle marketplace.  I'm sorry.  That it would be --
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1 let me rephrase that.


2                We used the studies as an outline to


3 form our opinion as to whether or not these


4 improvements that were being done that I discussed


5 would have any market influence, positive market


6 influence, and we found that they do.  So they were


7 used as background influence to form an opinion as to


8 how far that measurable market value difference would


9 occur.


10           Q.   Okay and --


11           A.   In the Seattle market also, I'm sorry.


12           Q.   In the Seattle market, via proximity to


13 the different components of the Seattle waterfront


14 project?


15           A.   As was defined in the feasibility


16 study, yes.


17           Q.   Right.  So what was your definition of


18 too small to measure?


19           A.   A lot of times when you're doing


20 boundary issues, you're looking at geographic area,


21 change in neighborhoods and things of that nature.


22 And as you got out to a point of, you know, less than


23 a quarter of a percent, 10 percent, that area, it


24 just was so small, and when you hit certain areas


25 like Denny Way you go into a different market, I-5
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1 you go into a different market area, the


2 International District you go into a different market


3 area.  So boundaries like that were considered as


4 well.


5           Q.   Is that generally what drove your


6 analysis of the outlying extent of these potential


7 benefits was neighborhoods or other infrastructure?


8           A.   Our interpretation of the market and


9 the geographic nature of how the area is defined.


10           Q.   How was the -- well, let's see.  So


11 describe how the LID boundary changed over the course


12 of -- your recommended LID boundary changed over the


13 course of your work.


14           A.   I don't recall specifically there.  I


15 think at one point during the feasibility study we


16 may have had the International District in the area.


17 Some of the area further north may have been in.  So


18 there were some modifications as the project


19 continued.


20           Q.   Can you describe the reason for those


21 modifications?


22           A.   There were some changes in the Bell


23 Street area, some improvements that were going to be


24 included in the project, in the feasibility study


25 that were then eliminated that led to the change in
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1 the area to the north.


2                And I think the International District


3 just became more of a judgment, judgment call as we


4 proceeded further on, just with the change in


5 neighborhood and the distinction of the Pioneer


6 Square area to the International District.


7           Q.   Were those always your recommendations


8 or were you asked to respond to suggested changes?


9           A.   They were my recommendations.  The city


10 had talked about different elements of the Bell


11 Street project, and those discussions led me to the


12 property to the north to make an adjustment.  But


13 other than that, I mean, any market, any changes to


14 the boundary were solely mine.


15           Q.   When you're talking about changes to


16 the Bell Street project, was that just the road


17 improvements got moved out of the LID and into a


18 different city project?


19           A.   I believe so, yes, something to that


20 effect.  I would have to go back and research it.


21           Q.   Would that information be in your file


22 that's being provided?


23           A.   I do not know.


24                MR. FILIPINI:  I don't think so.


25 Because your files, the analysis sheets of individual
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1 properties, so --


2                THE WITNESS:  Yeah, they may be back in


3 an older file.


4                MR. LUTZ:  Mark, we can talk about


5 that.


6           Q.   Now, I understand you have information


7 from third party sources that you're using in your


8 study, some of which is confidential?


9           A.   Correct.


10           Q.   So is there a list of parties from whom


11 you received confidential information?


12           A.   Well, I signed a confidentiality


13 agreement with CBRE.


14           Q.   Okay.  So, I see.  Then you basically


15 have access to CBRE's database that has information


16 on the deals they've done for clients?


17           A.   They provided us with information.


18           Q.   Okay.  And who there is the information


19 source?


20                MR. FILIPINI:  I don't know who it is.


21           A.   Whitney Haucke, H-A-U-C-K-E, MAI.


22           Q.   Oh, okay.  So it's information that


23 you're getting from a CBRE broker -- I mean, a CBRE


24 appraiser who has access to the CBRE database?


25           A.   Correct.
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1           Q.   Was that information used in all three


2 of your studies, feasibility, formation and


3 assessment, or --


4           A.   I believe it was just the formation and


5 the final.


6           Q.   And was that for a specific -- that


7 information from CBRE specific market data?


8           A.   Define "specific market data."


9           Q.   Actual transactions.


10           A.   Yes.


11           Q.   Lease, sale.


12                And where would that be in your


13 analysis?  Is it embedded in spreadsheets or what do


14 I have to look at, either to find that or not find


15 it, or to not find that information?


16                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


17           Q.   I'm trying to figure out what we would


18 need not to look at in order to not to see


19 confidential information and what if we want to see


20 it we have to be protective of confidentiality


21 concerns.


22           A.   That's a question you'd have to ask


23 them.  I think a lot of the market sales information,


24 lease information they provided they felt was


25 proprietary and they didn't want that information on
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1 capitalization rates and things of that nature and


2 lease rates and terms, the various tenants,


3 disclosed.  So a lot of the data they provided would


4 be available via public record, but they had more


5 detailed proprietary information that they didn't


6 want disclosed in the market.


7           Q.   Well, I guess there's two different


8 issues there, because one is just CBRE's meta work


9 product and one is the specific terms of their


10 specific clients' deals.


11                Is there any distinction in how you


12 were treating confidentiality with respect to the


13 CBRE information and with respect to how they've


14 directed you to treat it, or is it purely anything we


15 tell you, you should not tell other people without a


16 confidentiality agreement?


17           A.   Well, I think anything they publish


18 obviously isn't confidential.  The information that


19 they directly provided to me, I think they would


20 consider that confidential.


21           Q.   So cap rates is probably public?


22           A.   No.


23           Q.   Okay.


24           A.   I think it would be proprietary


25 information, that they wouldn't want me to know how
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1 they derived that cap rate.


2           Q.   So let's look at your Exhibit-1 and


3 we'll go to page 27.


4                MR. REUTER:  Would you identify for me


5 what the document is you're looking at?


6                MR. LUTZ:  We are looking at the final


7 special benefit study, Todd, or Gene.


8           Q.   So we're looking at page 1 but it's


9 several pages back, immediately after the folded


10 sheets.


11           A.   Okay.


12           Q.   So this is the final.  What does this


13 depict?


14           A.   It appears to depict the recommended


15 boundary that we provided to the city.


16           Q.   And this is your report so it's


17 intended to depict the final recommended boundary?


18           A.   The final recommended boundary.


19                Correct.


20           Q.   Do you know if that is the final


21 boundary the city is relying on?


22           A.   I don't set the boundary.  The city


23 council sets the boundary.  So that's the boundary


24 that the city council set, so then that is the


25 boundary that the city council set.
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1           Q.   But this is the boundary you


2 recommended?


3           A.   Correct.  It appears to be, yes.


4           Q.   So is there a methodology you used to


5 define the furthest measurable benefit area from the


6 improvements?


7           A.   It's largely based on judgment.  As we


8 look at the market and we move further and further


9 away from the improvements, just based on individual


10 property analysis, we get to the point to where we


11 feel it's just not -- that the market value


12 difference isn't measurable anymore in the


13 marketplace and that's where the boundary line would


14 be drawn.


15           Q.   So what is the furthest point from


16 these LID improvements that you determined a


17 measurable special benefit would exist?


18           A.   Well, as you can see on the map, it


19 would be up near the corner of Denny and


20 Interstate 5.


21           Q.   So when that point is -- maybe you can,


22 I don't know, draw a little circle on that.


23           A.   (Complies.)


24           Q.   Do you know how far that is from the


25 waterfront?
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1           A.   It's probably 12 blocks or so.


2           Q.   How many feet are in a Seattle block?


3           A.   Well, it varies depending on the block,


4 so I couldn't give you an exact figure.


5           Q.   There's a legend with distance on your


6 spreadsheet, but I can't read the legend.  Do you


7 have any idea what it was?


8           A.   I don't recall.  I would have go back


9 and remeasure it.


10           Q.   So do you have a rough estimate of how


11 far it is from the waterfront to that point?


12           A.   Well, as I said, it would be about 12


13 blocks, so maybe a mile and a half from the


14 waterfront closer to the Pike/Pine corridor


15 improvements.


16           Q.   Well, okay, so that's another question.


17 So what is the furthest point from the Pike/Pine


18 improvements?


19           A.   That would be real similar to there or


20 the area, the terminus of Pioneer Square.


21           Q.   Okay, and what about to the north?  I


22 was actually looking at the area over towards --


23 probably over towards the Seattle Center.


24           A.   The area to the north?


25           Q.   Yeah.
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1           A.   From the Pike/Pine corridor?


2           Q.   Yeah.


3           A.   That would be down to the northeast


4 corner by the Edgewater -- excuse me, the northwest


5 corner of the boundary that's defined on the map that


6 we're looking at.


7           Q.   All right.  I'm not asking that


8 question right.  So let's look at the northern


9 boundary, the two lines there.  You talked about the


10 removal of some Bell Street improvements and you said


11 this line is primarily a reflection of professional


12 judgment?


13           A.   Correct.


14           Q.   So what factors led you to believe that


15 this northern terminus was the limit of measurable


16 market value increase that you would be able to


17 attribute to the Seattle waterfront LID improvements?


18           A.   When we got down to that area, the


19 sculpture park is very close, Myrtle Edwards Park is


20 very close, so they already had influence from other


21 parks elements.  And based on our market analysis and


22 judgment, we were getting to the point where we were


23 moving from one park element to another, and it got


24 to the point of where we felt it was either beyond a


25 measurable difference in the marketplace and we drew
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1 the line, we drew the boundary line, yes.


2           Q.   Again, when you say "a measurable


3 difference," you don't have any Seattle data to


4 establish a measurable difference?


5           A.   We looked at the sculpture park.  Just


6 due to the nature of the way that neighborhood was


7 and when it was completed, there was really no


8 discernible evidence to suggest that there was a lot


9 of benefit deriving from that that we could relate to


10 this project.  So most of our evidence of benefit in


11 the Seattle market came from other market areas.


12           Q.   I mean, to just follow up on that, did


13 you look at whether those sculpture park improvements


14 provided measurable market value increase to the


15 surrounding properties?


16           A.   Based on discussions that we had, we


17 couldn't find any paired sales that really reflected


18 that.  Discussions with brokers indicated that it


19 did, but as far as doing any comparable paired sales


20 analysis, we couldn't.  I believe the zoning changed


21 significantly too back in -- it was a long time ago.


22 So I would have to go back and review the notes to


23 more clearly define that.


24           Q.   But the bottom line was, as you recall


25 it, there was no measurable market benefit that you
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1 would attribute to the sculpture park improvements?


2           A.   There was measurable improvements to


3 the surrounding area, but it wasn't I guess definable


4 for us enough to rely on in comparison to what the


5 project elements in the LID were to make a comparison


6 with.


7           Q.   So rather than looking at that, you


8 were continuing to look at other cities' data?


9           A.   Correct.


10           Q.   So we talked a little bit about the


11 Bell Street improvements.  Was there any relevance in


12 your LID boundary recommendation of components


13 related to KeyArena, city improvements plan for the


14 KeyArena area?


15           A.   No.


16           Q.   How many individual tax parcels are in


17 your final LID?


18           A.   I believe 6,236.


19           Q.   Now, let me see where you first talk


20 about it.  Let's see, page 28 of your report --


21                MS. TERWILLIGER:  Before we move off of


22 this page, can I could a couple of questions?


23                MR. LUTZ:  Yes, go ahead, if it's okay


24 with Mark.


25                MR. FILIPINI:  Yes.
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1                  E X A M I N A T I O N


2 BY MS. TERWILLIGER:


3           Q.   Hi Mr. Macaulay, I'm Molly Terwilliger.


4 I just want to ask a couple of questions about the


5 southern boundary on the map that we were just


6 looking at.  Can you tell me whether the map


7 reflects, is that always where the southern-most


8 boundary of the LID was considered?


9           A.   I don't recall.  It could have included


10 some additional property to the west of the Safeco


11 parking area, but I don't recall.


12           Q.   Do you recall considering any LID


13 boundaries that would have stopped short of the


14 stadium?


15           A.   No.


16           Q.   Do you have any recollection of why you


17 chose to exclude the office buildings that are


18 kitty-corner from, what's it called, Safeco Field,


19 that there's sort of a carveout for those office


20 buildings?


21           A.   Yeah, again, it just got down to


22 judgment and the measurable difference in value that


23 we were seeing in the market down in that area.


24           Q.   So does that mean that if we were to


25 look in your workpapers, we would actually see you
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1 having tried to figure out the value associated with


2 those properties?


3           A.   If you went back to the feasibility


4 study, there may be some information relative to that


5 in the feasibility study.  I don't recall if we did


6 specific analysis of those individual properties, or


7 if it just got down to the point that the market


8 value difference was such that in looking at Safeco


9 as an entity, that we just felt there wasn't a


10 measurable difference.


11                MS. TERWILLIGER:  Okay, thank you.


12                MR. REUTER:  Jerry, this is Todd Reuter


13 speaking.  Do you want -- I have questions about his


14 testimony regarding the Edgewater.  So do you want me


15 to chime in and ask those now?  I assumed I'd be


16 waiting till the end.


17                MR. LUTZ:  Well, Todd, we had a


18 discussion, and we're going to try and get Bob done


19 today and so you can wait.  If it's a question, we're


20 in this sort of the extent of the LID boundary, and I


21 guess since the Edgewater is at the edge of it, this


22 might be as good a time as any to ask those


23 questions.  But we're jumping around a little just to


24 try and make sure that everyone gets to ask their


25 questions in a way that gets us through this quicker.
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1 So go ahead.


2


3                  E X A M I N A T I O N


4 BY MR. REUTER:


5           Q.   Mr. Macaulay, I represent the Edgewater


6 among others.  Why is the Edgewater in the boundary


7 but the property across Alaskan Way is not?


8           A.   Primarily just its use as a hotel and


9 the increase in tourism caused from is the HR&A study


10 that indicated there would be additional demand along


11 the waterfront for that similar type of use versus


12 the property further to the north that abutted Myrtle


13 Edwards Park.


14           Q.   So you're drawing a distinction between


15 the type of business, in other words, an office would


16 not benefit but a hotel would?


17           A.   Again, it got down to looking at what


18 was measurable and what was next to existing park


19 area, and the hotel due to its use and operation as a


20 hotel, we reflected, we estimated had a measurable


21 impact in the market, versus moving further north to


22 across the waterway to another property that is


23 office and warehouse use by the port abutting


24 adjacent parks.  So --


25           Q.   I'm talking about across Alaskan Way.
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1 Directly across the street is an office building and


2 it's not in.  I'm asking you:  Why was it not in, and


3 what did you do to measure potential benefits for


4 that property?


5           A.   Again, it would have just been a


6 judgment call where we got down to that point and


7 felt that any use further north from there was more


8 general in nature than special benefit in nature.


9           Q.   Did you try to measure any benefit for


10 the property across Alaskan Way from the Edgewater?


11           A.   Again, it would go back to our


12 feasibility study where --


13           Q.   I'm just asking if you tried to measure


14 it?


15           A.   Yes, it would have been considered in


16 our feasibility study.


17           Q.   Did you consider including Pier 70,


18 which includes a law firm and a restaurant?


19           A.   That's what I was just referring to,


20 and again, due to its location, we decided to not


21 include it, based on our opinion of the market, it


22 just wasn't measurable.


23           Q.   So what's the difference between


24 Pier 70 and the Edgewater, just that Edgewater's a


25 hotel?
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1           A.   Correct, it has more direct influence


2 from the type of improvements that are being done


3 than does the area further north that already has


4 proximity to two other parks.


5           Q.   I'm not sure what north is because the


6 street doesn't run directly north.


7           A.   Well, you're referring to the --


8           Q.   My first questions are about the


9 property across Alaskan Way, not -- I'm not talking


10 about the Pier 70.


11           A.   Well, you just asked me about Pier 70.


12           Q.   My initial questions, did you


13 understand me to be talking about property across


14 Alaskan Way and not Pier 70?


15           A.   Did you understand me answering that


16 question?  I'm happy to clarify it if you didn't


17 understand it.


18           Q.   Okay.  Did you do anything to try and


19 measure potential benefit for the property across


20 Alaskan Way from the Edgewater?


21           A.   Yes, it would have been considered in


22 our feasibility study.


23           Q.   And was the Edgewater included in your


24 initial boundary or was it added later?


25           A.   It was considered in our initial
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1 boundary.


2           Q.   Included in the initial boundary?


3           A.   Correct.


4           Q.   All right.


5                MR. REUTER:  That's all I have.


6                MS. LIN:  Can I ask a follow-up


7 question?


8                MR. LUTZ:  Megan wanted to ask a


9 follow-up question.


10


11                  E X A M I N A T I O N


12 BY MS. LIN:


13           Q.   You said it was considered in the


14 initial feasibility study, but that there was no


15 measurable special benefit outside of the Edgewater,


16 so that includes the office building across Alaskan


17 Way and Pier 70 kind of further to the north?


18           A.   (Nods head.)


19           Q.   So would that mean that somewhere in


20 the feasibility study there's some measurement of


21 that, and then that measurement would have fallen


22 let's say under .25 percent, because that's something


23 you mentioned before was an unmeasurable special


24 benefit?


25           A.   Yeah, I don't recall.  I would have to
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1 go back and look at the feasibility study.  I know it


2 included some of that area initially in the


3 feasibility study, that as elements of the project


4 changed, we redrew the boundary line and excluded


5 some of that area to the north, just feeling that


6 their proximity to the sculpture park, Myrtle


7 Edwards, it was just a judgment call of where the


8 market value of the measurable elements stopped and


9 more general benefit associated with those parks


10 began.


11


12                  E X A M I N A T I O N


13 BY MR. LUTZ:


14           Q.   Just following up on this line of


15 questioning, one of the comments that you made in


16 response to Todd's question was that you did not


17 estimate that there would be a measurable special


18 benefit at the office building as I think was what


19 you were specifically referring to.


20                And my question is, I think I'm right,


21 that when you used the phrase "measurable benefit" in


22 general, that is an estimate because you don't have


23 any specific data to measure any specific benefit to


24 any parcel from the LID improvements from the Seattle


25 market?
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1                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to the form.


2           Q.   You can still answer.


3           A.   There were no similar park projects


4 like this in the Seattle area where we could really


5 draw before and after distinctions between them, so


6 we went outside to other cities that had similar


7 elements and primarily used those.


8           Q.   Right.  So when you use the words


9 "measurable benefit," it is an estimate based on the


10 data from and information from other city parks?


11           A.   It's our judgment call of the


12 measurable market value difference before and after


13 the elements of the LID.


14           Q.   So your judgment call in your estimate?


15                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to the form.


16           A.   That's what we're hired to do, is make


17 an estimate of the market value difference in the


18 property before and after the LID, correct.


19           Q.   I want to shift gears for a minute.  I


20 want to talk about before and after, but I want to


21 start with a discussion of hypothetical conditions.


22                So can you talk about what a


23 hypothetical condition is in an appraisal?


24           A.   I would have to look up the specific


25 definition, but there's hypothetical and
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1 extraordinary assumptions, and they're slightly


2 different.


3           Q.   Yeah.


4                MS. LIN:  On page 28.


5                THE WITNESS:  Thanks.


6           Q.   Well, is it on page 28 definitions?


7 Yeah, extraordinary assumption is, yeah, you're


8 right, it's 28.  It's extraordinary assumptions,


9 first one.  Hypothetical is the second one.


10           A.   Yeah.  "An extraordinary assumption is


11 defined as that which, if find to be false, could


12 alter the opinion of market value."


13           Q.   Okay, and what is a hypothetical


14 condition?


15           A.   "A hypothetical condition is that which


16 is contrary to what exists but is supposed for


17 purposes of analysis."


18           Q.   So you've got one hypothetical


19 condition identified in your definition and it says,


20 "For this study, market value of each parcel is


21 estimated without the LID and again assuming that the


22 LID project has been completed, as of the same date."


23           A.   Correct.


24           Q.   So can you describe what the


25 hypothetical assumption is?
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1           A.   Well, we're assuming in the before


2 condition that is in the addenda of the report that's


3 outlined by the city, that those elements exist in


4 the marketplace, and then in the after condition,


5 we're assuming that all of the elements that are


6 described in the addenda of the report in the after


7 condition exist.  So we're estimating the market


8 value difference of those two hypothetical


9 situations.


10           Q.   So both the before and the after are


11 hypothetical?


12           A.   Correct.


13           Q.   And they're hypothetical as of a


14 specific date?


15           A.   Correct.


16           Q.   Now, what hypothetical conditions are


17 assumed in the before condition?


18           A.   That the new Alaska Way road is built,


19 that the viaduct was removed, that the sea wall would


20 exist, would be completed.  Those are the main ones


21 that come to mind.  There's a very long description


22 of those factors that are in the addendum, but those


23 are the main ones that come to mind.


24           Q.   So the hypothetical for the before is


25 both that the viaduct is down, and that the base
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1 transportation improvements that WSDOT has committed


2 to install are in place?


3           A.   Correct.


4           Q.   Then your report goes on to identify


5 here are some of the differences.  One of the points


6 you made was there's a distinction in regulatory


7 authority over the area if the park improvements


8 proceed.  Can you describe that in the before


9 assumption?


10                If you don't proceed with the park,


11 it's not designated as a park, is it still under the


12 city's control or is it under WSDOT control, or was


13 that part of your analysis?


14           A.   I don't know who would exactly control


15 that area.  It would be considered a transportation


16 corridor, as I recall, in the documentation.  As far


17 as control of that, whether it be WSDOT or the


18 city, --


19           Q.   Right.


20           A.   -- I don't know.


21           Q.   You said it was important if it became


22 a park, the city would have more authority to provide


23 security to prohibit loitering.  So can you talk


24 about that authority and how it factored into your


25 analysis?
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1           A.   Well, you have to talk to the city as


2 far as what actually they will be doing.  It's


3 outlined in there.  As far as the market is


4 concerned, we looked at Portland and at Boston and at


5 some of the other areas that had park elements,


6 maintenance, maintenance and loitering and upkeep


7 were big factors.


8                So from discussions with the city, the


9 maintenance agreement that was signed with the other


10 property owners, that was consideration in the sense


11 that it would be an enhancement to that area, versus


12 a transportation corridor and a benefit to the area


13 and the market.


14           Q.   Just to ask it in a pointed way, are


15 you making the hypothetical assumption that if it


16 becomes regulated as a park, homelessness becomes no


17 longer a problem?


18                MR. FILIPINI:  Objection to form.


19           A.   It would allow the city more authority


20 to police the area than it would versus the


21 transportation corridor.  Whether it would solve the


22 homeless problem, I can't speak to that.  I don't


23 know.


24           Q.   Well, again, when you're describing the


25 difference between a fair condition park and an
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1 excellent park, and you've noted that the ability to


2 provide maintenance and control loitering is part of


3 that distinction, do you have any way to quantify the


4 relative improvement in sanitation, control of


5 homelessness that comes with the park improvements?


6                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to the form.


7           A.   Other than talking to the city and


8 getting information from them on that, no.


9           Q.   So again, focusing on hypothetical, you


10 are assuming that the LID project has been completed


11 as of October 2019?


12           A.   Correct.


13           Q.   How does the assumption that the


14 improvements were already completed affect your


15 analysis of market value enhancement associated with


16 the improvements?


17           A.   Could you rephrase that?  I'm not sure


18 I'm quite understanding what you're saying.


19           Q.   I'll ask it a different way.


20                If you assumed hypothetically that the


21 improvements were completed in 2024, would that


22 change your analysis of the market value assessment?


23           A.   It would depend on what the market is


24 in 2024, and I couldn't speculate on that at this


25 date and time.
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1           Q.   Well, but could you speculate -- could


2 you not speculate?  Could the market inform you


3 whether people in 2019 are paying an increase to buy


4 property along the waterfront in the anticipation of


5 waterfront improvements coming in five years?


6           A.   We're assuming they're done at that


7 specific date and time, so we're assuming they're in


8 place and what the market is as of October 1, 2019,


9 not what the market is in 2024.


10           Q.   Right, I'm asking a different question.


11                Hypothetically assume that instead of


12 making the hypothetical assumption that the project


13 is complete in 2019, that the project is complete in


14 2024.  Does that, would that change your analysis of


15 the market benefit of those improvements?


16                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to the form.


17           A.   I would have to value the property in


18 2024 to know what the market would be at that point


19 in time.  I couldn't hypothetically say that it's


20 going to be the same, different, less or more in 2024


21 than it is today.  The scope of my assignment was to


22 value it as of October 1, 2019 and that's what I did.


23           Q.   Who decided that?


24           A.   Just a combination of working with the


25 city and finding a specific date where they needed
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1 the report done to get the financing tools in order


2 to get the project started to get funded.  It's a


3 date and time that was picked that got towards the


4 end of our analysis that was set.


5           Q.   Well, backing up, though, the fact that


6 the city wants the LID to be finalized by a specific


7 date did not necessarily require you to assume the


8 improvements were done by a specific date, correct?


9           A.   Rephrase that.  I'm not quite


10 understanding what you're saying.


11           Q.   You said that you picked the


12 hypothetical date that the LID improvements are


13 complete based on the fact that the city wanted to


14 get the financing in place to proceed with the


15 improvements.  And I guess I was asking, what about


16 the need to finalize the LID drives the need to


17 finalize the LID with the assumption that the


18 improvements are in place at least five years before


19 they're actually going to be in place?


20           A.   It was just a decision from the city


21 that was asked of me to provide a specific date and


22 time on a hypothetical condition as we discussed of


23 what the market would be as of October 2019 before


24 and after the improvements.  So we're assuming the


25 improvements are in place as of that October 1, 2019
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1 date.


2           Q.   Was it explained to you why it was


3 important to assume, important to the city to assume


4 the improvements were complete as of October 2019?


5           A.   It's not really relevant to me.  I'm


6 just asked to do a valuation of a specific date.


7 Their internal thought process is theirs.  I'm just


8 doing what they specifically asked me.


9           Q.   Okay.  You started to say before you


10 couldn't -- it would be difficult to estimate the


11 market value if the improvements were delivered five


12 years from now.


13           A.   It's not the scope of my assignment.


14 It's not something I considered.


15           Q.   So it's not that you couldn't do it,


16 it's that you were not asked to and did not do it?


17           A.   I was not asked to do it.  I was asked


18 to do it as of October 1, 2019.


19           Q.   You said that decision came toward the


20 end of your assignment.  Do you remember about when?


21           A.   Probably about halfway through doing


22 the final, there were still design changes and


23 whatnot going on, and we needed to pick a specific


24 date and time.  And that was discussed, and it had to


25 do with how much longer it was going to take me to
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1 finish my work, and the relevancy of writing the


2 report and preparation the report.  So all those were


3 elements that went into discerning what the date and


4 time of the valuation would be.


5           Q.   Okay.  Well, let's have another


6 question here.  Your before value assumes that the


7 viaduct is gone and that improvements that have yet


8 to be built are built?


9           A.   Correct.


10           Q.   What market value do you have, what


11 market data did you have to talk about increased


12 market value of properties proximate to and further


13 away from the viaduct based on removal of the


14 viaduct?


15                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to the form.


16           A.   Could you rephrase that, please?


17           Q.   Okay.  Did you have information in your


18 study about the increase in market value, if any,


19 experienced by properties adjacent to the viaduct


20 attributable to removal of the viaduct?


21           A.   When we did our study, we assumed the


22 viaduct was gone.  So the rents and sales whatnot


23 were adjusted to reflect the fact that the viaduct


24 was removed.  So obviously the viaduct was there, so


25 we didn't have any before and after sales we could
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1 pertain to at the time of doing our study until after


2 the viaduct was removed.


3           Q.   So did you have study -- did you have


4 sales that were after the viaduct was gone that


5 showed a market increase?


6           A.   Yes, the Maritime Building was one.


7 Selig bought the Commerce Building, that was another


8 one.  There were other sales.  There were rent


9 increases that were, they were different than what we


10 anticipated from the formation to the actual removal


11 of the viaduct that occurred.


12           Q.   And how much of that market increase


13 that you are discerning happens after physical


14 removal of the viaduct versus in anticipation of


15 physical removal of the viaduct?  Do you see leases


16 go up in rent value earlier or are they worried about


17 construction, and did you see any increase in market


18 value in the anticipation of removal of the viaduct


19 as opposed to only when it actually was out of the


20 way?


21                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to the form.


22           A.   Both.  I mean, any project when we're


23 doing the before, we try to take out any anticipation


24 of the view element because we assume that the view


25 element isn't there and that's the basis of our
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1 analysis.


2           Q.   Okay, so let me back up.


3                The basis of your analysis I thought


4 was to assume that the viaduct was gone and that the


5 road improvements, the basic road improvements were


6 in place?


7           A.   Correct.


8           Q.   And the sea wall was in place?


9           A.   Correct.


10           Q.   And that there was -- correct.


11                So my understanding was that there is


12 an assumption that there was a market value increase


13 associated with that work.


14           A.   From the time we did our formation


15 study to the time we did our final study, the viaduct


16 was starting to be largely removed.  So there was


17 greater market evidence to show what that influence


18 was in the market.  So we considered that in our


19 final analysis.  So our before value may have changed


20 or been affected by that because we had more market


21 evidence to show really what the influence of that


22 viaduct may be.


23           Q.   When you're talking about the influence


24 of the viaduct, since the road stuff isn't done, did


25 you assume that what the market showed was only part
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1 of what the market increase would be in the before?


2           A.   No, the before consisted of all the


3 elements that are described in the addenda as much as


4 possible.  The view element is something that is a


5 pretty significant factor in the marketplace


6 obviously.


7           Q.   Right.


8           A.   So all those considerations that are in


9 the addenda described in the before condition as best


10 as we could in the market are based on our before


11 values.


12           Q.   I'm trying to tease out when you're


13 trying to assess the before value --


14           A.   I'm not assessing the before value.


15 I'm estimating the market value of the property in


16 the before condition.


17           Q.   Right, okay.  So when you estimate the


18 market value in the before condition, how much market


19 value increase -- or how did you assess market value


20 increase in the before associated with removal of the


21 viaduct in anticipated completion of improvements


22 that are not there?


23           A.   It's based on the best market


24 information we had available at the time of our


25 analysis.
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1           Q.   And did you have a specific percentage


2 or the same kind of ranges, like it's 3 percent if


3 you're close and a half percent if you're 12 blocks


4 away?


5           A.   Well, in the before condition each


6 property is looked at individually just as we did in


7 the after condition.  It would just be the relative


8 location of that property in the before condition and


9 then the relative location of the property in the


10 after condition with the LID improvements in place as


11 of that same date and time.


12           Q.   Right.  I guess what I'm saying is,


13 you're not doing paired sales then either.  Well, you


14 have a couple of examples, here's a sale, here's a


15 lease that we believe reflects removal of the viaduct


16 and improved view?


17           A.   There was additional market evidence


18 from the formation to the final that changed our


19 opinion of the before condition.  That didn't change


20 our opinion so much as -- our opinion of the after


21 condition was still based on the same evidence that


22 we looked at in other studies we've done and tried to


23 find other elements.


24           Q.   Right, I'm not talking about the after


25 now.  I'm talking purely about the before.  I'm
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1 trying to understand how you estimated hypothetically


2 the market value of the properties within the LID in


3 the before.


4           A.   Based on market sales, based on lease


5 rates, based on what we felt the market condition


6 would be assuming these other improvements were


7 completed, and made individual market value


8 assessments of each property based on that


9 information.


10           Q.   So to your recollection, what was the


11 highest market value increase you attributed to the


12 before assumed improvements out of the LID


13 percentage?


14           A.   I don't know.


15           Q.   What's a range?


16           A.   I don't know.  You're talking about


17 from what to what?


18           Q.   Yeah.  You're making the hypothetical


19 assumption that the viaduct is gone and the road is


20 improved.  You have market data leases and sales


21 which you believe are evidence that with the viaduct


22 going or gone, the value of the before, the value of


23 the properties in the before condition is increasing.


24                I'm asking, what percentage increase


25 you attributed in the before to the assumed
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1 hypothetical condition that the viaduct is gone and


2 it's built like WSDOT had proposed?


3           A.   I'm not assuming that they're


4 increasing.  I'm just specifically taking market data


5 when we're doing the final and basing my opinion on


6 that.  Some of it was different than the data we had


7 from the formation.


8                So if there was any change in the


9 before value from the formation to the final, that


10 would be based on additional information we had when


11 we were doing our final analysis that led us to our


12 conclusion of market value in the before condition


13 based on all of the before condition factors that are


14 in the report.


15           Q.   So is your understanding of the value


16 of the properties in the before condition based on a


17 hypothetical or not?


18           A.   Of course they are, yes.


19           Q.   Okay.  Did you have any sort of


20 quantifiable professional judgment within 500 feet of


21 the assumed before improvements being completed, of


22 market value increase for the 500 feet closest to --


23 and you can do it by property type if you wanted,


24 condominium --


25                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.
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1           A.   Your question isn't making sense to me.


2 Are we talking about the before condition?


3           Q.   Yes.


4           A.   Each property was looked at on its own


5 merits depending on where it was located and the


6 elements of use, office, apartment, retail, hotel,


7 where it existed in the before condition and what its


8 market value is based on the best available


9 information we had.


10           Q.   And assuming hypothetically that the


11 improvements were in place?


12           A.   Correct, yes.  Then that set the before


13 condition.


14           Q.   So if we were to compare the estimated


15 market value in the formation study versus the final


16 assessment study on the before condition, what's the


17 best place to look to find quantification of value


18 you are attributing to the hypothesized condition in


19 the before?


20                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to the form.


21           A.   The formation study is a different


22 scope, a different time, different market elements


23 than the final study.  So if you want to go back and


24 look at the property values that we estimated for the


25 final, we could compare them to the formation, you
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1 may see a difference in some, you may not in others.


2 It's not something that there was any formula of


3 changes or anything like that.


4                It was just simply done as per the


5 scope of our services, just to look at each property


6 individually based on the before condition assumption


7 and then based on the after condition assumption.


8           Q.   Okay.  Let me ask it a different way.


9 In the after, you're assuming that there are


10 properties that get a 4 percent benefit, there are


11 properties that get a 3 percent benefit, there are


12 profits that again a .25 benefit.  You're making


13 those specific estimations.


14                Is there a similar formulation in your


15 analysis of the value of the hypothesized before


16 components?


17           A.   The before condition again is just


18 based specifically on the property value of where it


19 exists under the before conditions, and the location


20 of it throughout the boundary area to establish the


21 before value.


22                The after value assumes all these park


23 improvements, the overlook walk, the promenade and


24 other elements are done, and then we're measuring the


25 difference between the before and the after.
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1           Q.   So do you have a sense in the before


2 how much the market value of the 6,000 assessed


3 properties increased as a result of the viaduct and


4 the standard road improvements?


5           A.   It wasn't the scope of our assignment.


6 The scope of our assignment was to assume the viaduct


7 is removed, and if the road improvements are in


8 place, the sea wall is gone, what is the market


9 property of the value under those conditions.  That


10 defined our before condition.


11                (Discussion off the record.)


12           Q.   I'm still just focusing on this issue.


13 You would agree I assume that there is a component of


14 value in your analysis of the base value of at least


15 some of the assessed properties attributable to


16 removal of the viaduct and the base improvements; is


17 that correct?


18                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to the form.


19           A.   There would -- all of the before values


20 would assume that.  It would assume the viaduct is


21 gone, it would assume the road improvements are in


22 place.


23           Q.   And there's some element of value


24 attributable to that condition, you got better view?


25           A.   Certainly, that is what the market
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1 would be under that scenario, yes.


2           Q.   Do you have any sense of what the


3 magnitude of that market increase is, like 4 percent,


4 3 percent?


5           A.   We didn't -- that wasn't part of the


6 scope of our assignment to consider that.  We assumed


7 that the viaduct was gone.  So we weren't measuring,


8 you know -- it was just assuming that, and what would


9 the market changes of it be under that condition.


10           Q.   Right, so how do you do that if you


11 don't have a way to make an estimate?  I mean, what


12 was your estimate based on?  It was based on the


13 market you got from what, CBRE?


14                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to the form.


15           A.   We had CBRE, we had Kidder Mathews


16 data, we had CoStar data, a number of different data.


17 So you would, like any appraisal, you would estimate


18 the value of the property assuming the viaduct is


19 gone.  So they would have an enhanced view amenity


20 along the waterfront, and moving back further, there


21 would be obviously changes in the market depending on


22 where the property is located.  Each property is


23 looked at individually under that assumption.


24           Q.   Let me ask the question a different way


25 more specifically.
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1                You've estimated the total special


2 benefit of the park improvements at 400 million?


3 I've got find the page.


4                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to the form.


5           Q.   Start at page 8.


6                MR. FILIPINI:  Is that the page 8 --


7           Q.   Page 8 in front of the folded pages at


8 the bottom.


9           A.   Correct, approximately 448 million.


10           Q.   Do you have any estimate of the special


11 benefit accruing to these properties as a result of


12 removal of the viaduct?


13           A.   That was not the scope of our


14 assignment, so I don't have a specific number of what


15 the benefit would be associated with the viaduct.


16           Q.   You indicated before that view is


17 really important.  Would you expect the value


18 increase attributable to removal of the viaduct be


19 lower or higher than the estimated special benefit


20 associated with the LID?


21           A.   It's an irrelevant question.


22                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


23           Q.   It's not an irrelevant question to me.


24           A.   It's an irrelevant question because it


25 wasn't part of the scope of my assignment, what I was
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1 hired to do.


2           Q.   I'm asking for your professional


3 opinion.


4           A.   If the value would be different if the


5 viaduct existed versus if it didn't?


6           Q.   How much -- would the value increase,


7 would the market value increase attributable to


8 removal of the viaduct be lower or higher than the


9 total estimated special benefit associated with the


10 park improvements?


11                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to the form.


12           A.   I have no idea.  That's not something I


13 studied.  I couldn't answer that question.


14           Q.   More generally, when you have a view


15 improvement of the magnitude associated with the


16 removal of the viaduct, is there an appraiser rule of


17 thumb for valuation of that view?


18           A.   Many of the projects we looked at, such


19 as Boston, had view elements and that was obviously a


20 challenge of the analysis, is to determine in the


21 after situation versus the before condition, because


22 we weren't looking, we weren't considering the


23 viaduct improvements in the before, and many of those


24 project elements had that in their market value


25 differences.
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1                So that was a challenge to determine


2 how much increase in value there was to the park


3 improvements.  So we made adjustments as much as we


4 could to our comparable areas we were looking at to


5 reflect the lack of view amenity in those, in those


6 areas compared to the subject.


7           Q.   So were you trying to -- did you make a


8 conclusion of what the view value increase would be


9 and then subtract it from your estimate?


10                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


11           A.   We're comparing other project elements


12 that in the before condition they had a blocked view,


13 in the after condition they didn't have a blocked


14 view.


15           Q.   Right.


16           A.   Our before condition of the subject is


17 they don't have a blocked view.


18           Q.   Right.


19           A.   So in looking at those other comparable


20 elements, they could range dramatically from 10


21 percent to 20 percent or higher because of their view


22 element benefit to their market.  So in comparing


23 those projects to the subject, we recognized that the


24 subject doesn't have a blocked view amenity in the


25 before, so we need to adjust any benefit we make --
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1           Q.   Downward?


2           A.   -- downward, looking at the before


3 value to the after value.


4           Q.   What adjustment did you use?


5           A.   There was no specific adjustment we


6 made.  We looked at what we thought was reasonable,


7 that we're going to be something less in benefit than


8 10 percent, because these other projects have view


9 elements that significantly impacted their market


10 areas and significantly impacted what the market


11 would pay, because in the before, the study showed


12 that there was no view, there was no view element, or


13 it was similar to what the viaduct would be, versus


14 in the after, they had view elements.  And there were


15 elements within such as Boston that we looked at and


16 tried to discern that they didn't have this view


17 amenity issue.


18                So 10 percent difference was something


19 that we felt okay, will be something less than 10


20 percent impacting our market area because we're


21 comparing properties with changes in view versus ours


22 that does not have a change in view.  The change in


23 view is already there in the before condition.


24           Q.   Just to follow up on that, some of the


25 other cities were having value increases of up to 20
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1 percent, but because in this case -- but those


2 included a view improvement.  And in this case,


3 because the view improvement was in the before, you


4 estimated that it was going to be -- that the


5 improvement of the park LID improvements would be 10


6 percent or less?


7           A.   Yes.


8           Q.   And so essentially you were attributing


9 10 percent value enhancement to the view improvement;


10 is that fair assumption?


11           A.   No, no.  The view improvement elements


12 of the comparables ranged -- obviously any property


13 that has an enhanced view is going to sell for more


14 in the marketplace.


15           Q.   Okay.


16           A.   We recognize that.  So when we compared


17 our subject areas to the subject, we felt that the


18 market in the before condition -- or, excuse me,


19 difference of the market value from the before


20 condition to the after condition, it would be


21 unreasonable that it would be more than 10 percent


22 based on comparison of the other studies we looked


23 at.


24           Q.   It would be unreasonable to assume that


25 the improvements excluding view would be more than 10
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1 percent?


2           A.   It's unreasonable to assume that the


3 measurable market value difference from the before


4 and after conditions of the Seattle waterfront


5 project would be above 10 percent because we weren't


6 considering the impact of the view amenity in our LID


7 analysis.


8           Q.   All right.  That was an adjustment


9 from, if you had included it, you would have been


10 able to assume up to 20 percent?


11                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


12           A.   Yeah, but I don't have a specific


13 figure, but if we would have -- if the viaduct would


14 have been included, if the viaduct element of the LID


15 would have been included in our analysis, the special


16 benefit estimates would have been at least I would


17 assume significantly higher than 10 percent or what


18 we ended up estimating during our before study.


19                THE REPORTER:  "During our before


20 study," is that what you said?


21                THE WITNESS:  The --


22                THE REPORTER:  Just, is that what you


23 said?


24                THE WITNESS:  Could you repeat what I


25 said?
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1                (Record read as requested.)


2                THE WITNESS:  Let me rephrase that.


3                That the difference in market value if


4 the viaduct would have been included in our analysis


5 would have been significantly higher than the benefit


6 estimates that we found in our final special benefit


7 study report.


8                THE REPORTER:  Thank you.


9           Q.   So can you explain how the before value


10 factors into the determination of an assessment?


11           A.   It just establishes a moment in time,


12 as of October 1, what the market value of that


13 property is, based on in this case specific


14 assumptions.


15           Q.   Right.  So the hypothetical assumption


16 that the viaduct is down and the improvements are in


17 place has an estimatable market value contribution to


18 each of the parcels?


19           A.   There's an estimated --


20                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to the form.


21           A.   There's an estimated market value for


22 each property based on that hypothetical condition.


23           Q.   Is there a place in your study where we


24 can find that estimated hypothetical market impact in


25 the before?
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1           A.   Just look at the spreadsheet.  We have


2 a market value estimate for each property in the


3 before condition.


4           Q.   So we should probably pull out the


5 spreadsheets and you can just show us how that


6 component is addressed in there.


7           A.   It's just a line item estimating market


8 value in the before and then that's what our


9 conclusions were.


10           Q.   Right.  I'm just trying to tease out


11 the specific hypothetical component, and maybe it's


12 not shown separately.


13           A.   I guess I'm not following you.


14           Q.   Well, if you're assuming, for example,


15 that road improvements are there, if you're assuming


16 the viaduct is gone and you're saying that is the


17 before value, but it is hypothetical, is there any


18 identification of the component of that valuation


19 that is hypothetical or do you just say it's my


20 hypothetical valuation?


21           A.   It's just my hypothetical valuation.


22           Q.   The value is higher because the viaduct


23 is gone than it would be without the viaduct gone,


24 and the value is higher with road improvements in


25 than it would be without road improvements in?
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1           A.   Again, the market value in the before


2 is the market value, before what we estimated based


3 on those specific assumptions.


4           Q.   The market value in the before is your


5 estimate of its value under that hypothetical


6 scenario?


7           A.   Correct.


8           Q.   All right.  Maybe I'll let these guys


9 ask burning questions before break for lunch.  I have


10 one last burning question.


11                On page 27 here before we break for


12 lunch --


13                MR. FILIPINI:  27 before --


14           Q.   No, I'm sorry, let's stay right where


15 we were actually on that page.  We were at page 8,


16 I'm sorry.


17                Going on to page 7, when you report the


18 high and low values, I understood that special


19 purpose properties were assessed differently, but I


20 don't understand the .10 percent as the high and 1


21 percent as the low.


22           A.   Yeah, that was a typo.  They should be


23 reversed.


24           Q.   Thank you.


25           A.   That was just a mistake.
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1                MR. LUTZ:  Okay.  Order is restored to


2 the universe.  Megan, you had another question you


3 wanted to the ask?


4


5                  E X A M I N A T I O N


6 BY MS. LIN:


7           Q.   In your spreadsheets, if we could turn


8 to any one of the spreadsheets, we'll just turn to


9 the first page, there's a link to I think what is --


10 in one of the first columns, there's a link to it's a


11 county link, it looks like it's a link to the King


12 County assessor?


13           A.   Correct.


14           Q.   Why did you include that link?


15           A.   Just so people can see what the -- more


16 details information on their specific property.


17           Q.   Okay.


18           A.   Just for informational purposes.


19           Q.   Did you use that information in your


20 analysis?


21           A.   We used all of the physical


22 characteristics information, land, building


23 condition, things of that nature.


24           Q.   Did you use the valuation information


25 in that?
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1           A.   No.


2           Q.   Do you know how your valuation compared


3 with the King County assessor valuation?


4           A.   Some were probably fairly similar, some


5 were probably a little lower, some were probably a


6 lot higher.  They would have varied.


7           Q.   Would you expect that yours would be


8 more because you've got this viaduct removal and the


9 improvements?


10           A.   Typically, they were higher, yes.


11           Q.   And is it because you got -- if you're


12 considering additional improvements?


13           A.   Well, the assessor has a separate


14 valuation situation from us.  I don't know what all


15 the conditions and thought process and assumptions


16 they make going into their market value estimate.  So


17 it's not really relevant to what I'm doing in the


18 analysis we're doing, because we are making different


19 assumptions both in the before and after.  So in most


20 cases, typically our market value would be higher.


21                MS. LIN:  Go ahead.


22


23                  E X A M I N A T I O N


24 BY MR. MOSES:


25           Q.   A specific question.  I'm in 1521
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1 condominium on Second Avenue.  This goes back to his


2 question.


3                You don't show an existing valuation.


4 Any reason why not?  I mean, you had to have an


5 existing valuation to assume your hypothetical before


6 and you had to assume the second hypothetical after.


7 Why is there no existing valuation in the study?


8           A.   I guess I'm not understanding your


9 question.


10                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


11           Q.   We have three situations:  The


12 properties as they exist, right?  The properties as


13 they will be in the first hypothetical, right?  Which


14 assumes removal of the viaduct and a new roadway and


15 park improvements.  And we have a third condition


16 which is the hypothetical after.


17                Where is your valuation of the existing


18 condition?


19           A.   That's not part of the scope of our


20 assignment.


21           Q.   It is part of the scope of your


22 assignment.


23           A.   It is not part of the scope of our


24 assignment.


25           Q.   Well, then how did you value the before
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1 condition?


2           A.   If you read the report, the analysis is


3 based on the assumption that the viaduct and the road


4 improvements have been removed and that would


5 establish the basis of the before value.


6           Q.   So, okay, so you have no existing


7 condition, you have no basis for the before appraisal


8 and now you're kind of stacking the next piece on,


9 okay.


10                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


11                MR. MOSES:  I'm sorry, I'm just


12 talking.  I apologize.


13           Q.   My property, I'm on the 20th floor on


14 the bluff.  I've got an unblocked territorial view


15 before and an unblocked territorial view afterwards.


16 You've assigned a 2.7 percent increase to our


17 building.  My view premium I estimate just from front


18 to back is about $500,000 for the property.


19                Why do I get a 2.7 percent increase on


20 a view that existed both in the before and in the


21 after?


22           A.   We would have looked at sales in your


23 building that would have had similar amenities to


24 your unit as much as possible in establishing your


25 before value.  So if you had a view in the before, we
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1 would be looking at other comparable sales in your


2 property that they have --


3           Q.   How do you attribute that to the view?


4           A.   Well, your view existed both before and


5 after.


6           Q.   Right.


7           A.   Right.


8           Q.   So my view didn't change.


9           A.   Correct.


10           Q.   So my property value shouldn't have


11 changed at all because of the view.


12           A.   Correct.


13           Q.   Okay.  But you've included the view


14 premium and charged me 2.7 percent on that view


15 premium in your analysis.


16           A.   No, no, no, no, no.  If you were


17 sitting in a condo and didn't have a view, there may


18 have been some element of the viaduct being removed


19 that would maybe help your property relative to its


20 location or things of that nature that would


21 establish your before value.  That was the basis of


22 our analysis.  But we would have looked at sales


23 within your condo building that had similar elements


24 to you in the before.  So if you weren't


25 influenced --
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1           Q.   But they all had views.


2           A.   Yeah, then you should have had a value


3 commensurate with what other similar properties were


4 in your unit, but we're just assuming that the


5 viaduct isn't there.


6           Q.   Okay.  Let's go back to your formation


7 questions.  The city asked you to set the date


8 somewhere around November of '19 because that was


9 convenient even though these projects weren't


10 completed for five years.  If the city had asked you


11 to set a date ten years out for the completion and


12 asked you to do the valuation in November of '19,


13 could you have done it?


14                MR. FILIPINI:  I'm going to put in an


15 objection for all of these on the record to the


16 extent they call for -- questions about setting a


17 date call for a legal conclusion.  The LID statute


18 does have something to say about valuation times.


19           Q.   Given the date is what it is, could you


20 have provided those estimates if they had been ten


21 years out?


22           A.   It wasn't part of the scope of my


23 assignment.


24           Q.   I'm just saying could have you done it?


25           A.   It was not part of the scope of my
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1 assignment.  I think it's just a question I just


2 cannot answer.


3           Q.   My question goes to when in your


4 professional opinion you can actually make a


5 judgment.  My hypothetical was:  If the project


6 wasn't going to be completed for ten years, could you


7 have done an effective valuation in November of '19?


8           A.   Our valuation assumes the project is


9 completed, so that it's just irrelevant moving -- the


10 relevancy of time, a time past that is just


11 irrelevant in our analysis and my thought process.


12           Q.   So if city had said these projects were


13 not going to be completed for 20 years and the city


14 had asked you to do your valuation on November of


15 '19, you would have done it?


16           A.   Based on the assumption that the


17 project is completed as of that date and time.


18                MR. MOSES:  Okay, that answers that


19 question.  Thanks, I'm done for the moment.


20                MR. LUTZ:  Anyone else?


21                MR. REUTER:  Todd Reuter, I've got some


22 questions.


23                MR. LUTZ:  Go ahead.


24


25
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1                  E X A M I N A T I O N


2 BY MR. REUTER:


3           Q.   Mr. Macaulay, I don't think you


4 answered the previous questioner's question.


5                The question I have is, I understand


6 the city didn't ask you to value as of October 2024,


7 but the question is:  Had they asked you to value as


8 of October 2024, could you have done that?


9                MR. FILIPINI:  Again, I object as --


10           Q.   Is that too far into the future?


11                MR. FILIPINI:  -- calls for a legal


12 conclusion, and asked and answered.


13                But go ahead.


14           A.   Yeah, I don't know.  I can't answer


15 that question.  It wasn't part of the scope of my


16 assignment and it's not something I have considered.


17           Q.   I'm not asking you if it was part of


18 the scope of your assignment.  I'm asking you to


19 assume that it was.


20                Had they asked you that, could you


21 following USPAP and your expertise, could you have


22 done it?


23                MR. FILIPINI:  Same objection.


24           Q.   Or is that impossibly too far into the


25 future?
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1           A.   Well, I suppose you could make


2 hypothetical assumptions as far as what the market


3 might do in five years.  It would be very speculative


4 and unreliable, but you could make -- I suppose you


5 could make an estimate of it.  It would be like


6 making an estimate of --


7           Q.   What assumptions --


8           A.   It would be like making an estimate of


9 value --


10           Q.   What assumptions would you have to


11 make?


12           A.   Well, obviously if the market is going


13 to continue to increase in value, is it going to


14 stagnate, is it going to go down?  It would be like


15 valuing a property in 2007 and trying to estimate


16 what it's going to be in 2010.  It just gets to the


17 point where it would be so speculative that the


18 reliance on it, you could do it, but the reliance on


19 it would be very low.


20           Q.   So even three years out would be too


21 speculative?


22                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


23           A.   It would be relying on assumptions


24 that, you know, may or may not come true, if you look


25 into the market in 2007 versus 2010.
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1           Q.   It would also have to assume that there


2 were no other changes in the city or the environment,


3 right, there would be other unrelated amenities added


4 in the area?


5           A.   I don't know.  You'd have to draft up a


6 scope of services for me and tell me what all you


7 want me to consider in the 2024 or 2023 valuation.


8 You know, it could be --


9           Q.   Did you understand my question?


10           A.   It could be done, but it would rely on


11 a series of assumptions that would be part of the


12 scope of a new assignment and I don't know what all


13 those assumptions would consist of.


14           Q.   Let me ask one more before lunch.


15                I think the previous questioner hit on


16 this also, but as I understood your testimony, you


17 did not look at the current value.  So if we take the


18 Hotel Monaco as an example, you've got a before


19 value, which you've testified as to what that means.


20 You've got an after value, but you don't have a


21 current value, correct?


22                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


23           A.   Correct.  The current value would be


24 based on the hypothetical assumption that the before


25 conditions were completed.
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1           Q.   Yes, and so if we were trying to


2 determine the current value, in other words, not


3 assuming the DOT work and the viaduct work, but the


4 today value, if we were trying to get that number,


5 could we look at the county assessor and would that


6 be a fairer number to use?


7           A.   That would depend on your opinion of


8 how accurate the assessor is.


9           Q.   But you're testifying and you're the


10 expert, so I'm asking you your opinion.


11                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


12           A.   Yeah, typically I never rely on the


13 assessed value to any market value estimate I make


14 whether it be current or based on hypothetical


15 conditions.


16           Q.   And would you have confidence in the


17 valuation done by somebody, say, John Gordon?


18                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


19           A.   Would I have confidence in a valuation


20 by John Gordon?


21           Q.   Yes.


22           A.   If I hired him, I would hope he would


23 be someone I could rely on.


24           Q.   Well, what if I hired him, would you


25 rely on him?
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1                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


2                MR. REUTER:  What's your objection?


3                MR. FILIPINI:  It's calling for a


4 hypothetical.  Confidence in him in what way?  I


5 mean, with respect to what particular --


6           Q.   Mr. Macaulay, would you have confidence


7 in the work of John Gordon?


8           A.   Other than what I've seen --


9           Q.   Would that be a fair place to go --


10           A.   I guess --


11           Q.   -- to get a value?


12                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


13           A.   I guess all I can answer to that is


14 I've never hired him as a consultant or to do any


15 appraisal work, but, you know, I understand he has a


16 good reputation and, you know, I've heard he's a good


17 appraiser.  So I don't have any issues with him, if


18 that's what you're looking for.


19                MR. REUTER:  Let's eat lunch.


20                MR. LUTZ:  So we'll reconvene in 45


21 minutes.


22                (Lunch recess from 12:03 to 1:09 p.m.)


23                MR. LUTZ:  You can designate that


24 Mr. Burrus is not here for now, in case he joins us


25 again.
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1                (Discussion off the record.)


2                MR. LUTZ:  Should we go back on the


3 record just to get started?


4                MR. FILIPINI:  Sure.


5


6                  E X A M I N A T I O N


7 BY MR. LUTZ:


8           Q.   I actually just had a couple of


9 follow-up questions, Mr. Macaulay, from the last


10 discussion you were having with Todd before the lunch


11 break.


12                You were talking about the speculative


13 nature of any analysis that would be three to four


14 years out and I'm just wondering if we could start at


15 page 100 of your report.  It appears as though on


16 pages 100 through 108, you were reporting forecasts


17 three to four years out?


18                MR. FILIPINI:  I'll object to form.


19                And Bob, take a moment if you need it


20 and just take a look through those.


21           Q.   So page 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105,


22 106, 107, and 108, all appear to me to provide


23 forecasts through third quarter 2023.


24           A.   Correct, and those are from CoStar,


25 which is nationally recognized market research
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1 company.  They typically will provide estimates of


2 where they think the market is going in the future.


3           Q.   Okay, and how is this information used,


4 these forecasting models used to inform a current


5 valuation?


6           A.   Well, it might be relative to your


7 capitalization rate, if you're looking at the future


8 or if you're looking at the present, what your


9 capitalization rate may be in the future, what your


10 risk would be in the market.


11           Q.   So, for example, if it looks like the


12 market is getting riskier, you're a willing buyer


13 now, might not pay as much as if -- as the buyer


14 would pay if the forecast was rosy going forward?


15           A.   If they believed in the forecast, yes.


16           Q.   Well, but these are from CoStar, so


17 these are things that normal commercial buyers and


18 sellers would rely upon in consideration --


19           A.   Something an investor may consider,


20 sure.


21           Q.   I had one other question about the


22 October 201 date.  So if we look at your, maybe we


23 can start on page 102.  There's a dashed line which


24 looks to be about April, May of 2019?


25           A.   Yeah, it's hard to tell looking at the
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1 line, but somewhere in the mid point 2019 or a little


2 less.


3           Q.   Mid second quarter 2019?


4           A.   Or a little less, yeah.


5           Q.   So what is the significance of mid


6 second quarter 2019?


7           A.   What is the significance relative to


8 what?


9           Q.   To this report.  You've got a dashed


10 line showing --


11           A.   That's just the dashed line that I


12 think was the date that the report was published.  So


13 they -- that line is not something we input.


14           Q.   Okay.  So you're saying this is CoStar


15 saying here's where we are?


16           A.   Yeah, that would have been when we


17 looked up the report and it's showing roughly when


18 that -- what time frame you're asking for that


19 information.


20           Q.   If you were to look again at the report


21 on page 102, their forecast of market rent growth


22 year over year appears to peak at approximately


23 October 1, 2019.  Do you have any understanding


24 whether that played into the city's direction to you


25 to value the improvements as of --
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1           A.   No.


2                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


3           Q.   -- 2019?


4           A.   No, I wouldn't think it would have any


5 relevance.  I don't think they -- well, I can't speak


6 for them, but I wouldn't believe so.


7           Q.   All right.  I was looking again, if we


8 go page 105, you can look at the vacancy rate chart.


9 Would you agree that the lowest anticipated vacancy


10 anticipated correlates with about October 1, 2019?


11           A.   It would depend on which market element


12 you're looking at, but, you know, roughly speaking,


13 yes.


14           Q.   Okay.  This is market rent growth.  Did


15 I already do that one?


16                Page 107.  Oh, you see, rent per square


17 foot, the market rent growth, again, would you agree


18 that the market rent growth depicted on page 107


19 appears to peak in Seattle, four to five star --


20           A.   Again, it depends on what, you know,


21 market element you're looking at.


22           Q.   Using the Seattle four to five star


23 property chart, the market rent growth year over year


24 is expected to peak in the third quarter, end of


25 third quarter, third quarter of 2019?
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1           A.   Yeah, or a little past that, yeah.


2           Q.   Or a last past that.  Okay.


3                I thought there was a cap rate forecast


4 in here.  Sorry, I missed it.


5                So I'd like to go back to the


6 discussion we were having about hypothetical


7 assumptions and extraordinary -- or hypothetical


8 conditions and extraordinary assumptions.


9           A.   Okay.


10           Q.   So you have indicated I think that your


11 special benefit analysis is based on the entire


12 package of Seattle waterfront improvements being


13 completed by October '19 as a hypothetical


14 assumption?


15           A.   Correct.


16           Q.   Did you do any analysis of benefit


17 allocated as to any particular component of the


18 Seattle waterfront improvements?


19           A.   Rephrase that, please.


20           Q.   Did you analyze the value contribution


21 of particular components of the Seattle waterfront


22 project?


23           A.   Each property was valued before based


24 on the specific assumptions that are in the report,


25 and it was valued again after based on the assumption
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1 that the entire project was completed as of that date


2 and time.


3           Q.   So do you have any way based on the


4 work you've done to recalculate the special benefit


5 if Pier 58 can't be built?


6           A.   No.  It's not part of the scope of my


7 assignment, so I don't have any way to value that


8 other than revaluing the project.


9           Q.   So you would revalue the project


10 assuming the improvements without Pier 58 if Pier 58


11 could not be built?


12           A.   Correct.


13           Q.   Have you ever valued property analyzing


14 highest and best use that is not currently legal?


15           A.   Yes, we've been asked to do that


16 before.


17           Q.   And how do you go about doing that?


18           A.   You make an assumption based on the


19 client's request and make it very clear in the report


20 that this is a hypothetical condition based on an


21 extraordinary assumption of the legality of the


22 assignment you're asked to perform, and you just make


23 that very clear, it's based on a hypothetical


24 condition and if that condition turns out to be


25 false, then your conclusions may not be true.
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1           Q.   Okay.  Have you ever done it with a


2 different approach that the current zoning of the


3 property is one thing, it is anticipated that within


4 a defined period here, say five years the property


5 will be upzoned, valuing the current, valuing the


6 property in its current condition with that


7 possibility of rezone?


8           A.   We've done it in the context of an LID


9 where it's reasonably probable that the rezone will


10 occur and had it on that -- the market value based on


11 that basis.


12           Q.   So if it's reasonably probable the


13 rezone would occur and you're doing it in the context


14 of an LID, would you assume that it had occurred, or


15 would you assign a percentage probability that it


16 would occur in determining the assessment?


17           A.   It would just be based on the market's


18 perception of how they would perceive any inherent


19 risk that it wouldn't, but it would be the basis of


20 valuation.


21           Q.   So you'd have some kind of a discount


22 to the value, the current valuation based on market


23 assessment of risk that the rezone would not occur?


24           A.   If there was any.  You know, a lot of


25 times the market is so certain there is going to be a
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1 rezone, there's little, if any -- or no risk.


2           Q.   So it really is a question of market


3 assessment of the risk of rezone happening or not


4 happening?


5           A.   Correct.


6           Q.   Okay.  Now, you've been provided


7 documents describing each of the LID components and


8 it's fair to say that some are fairly well -- is it


9 fair to say that some are fairly well developed


10 designs and some are conceptual?


11                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


12           A.   As it states in the report, some are at


13 90 percent, some are 30 percent.  So there are


14 different levels of design that are currently in


15 place as of the time of our analysis.


16           Q.   Let's figure out where that is in your


17 report.


18           A.   It should be right in the transmittal


19 page there.


20           Q.   Yeah, I thought it was right up front.


21           A.   Yeah.


22                MS. TERWILLIGER:  It's on page 2.


23                MR. LUTZ:  Thank you, Molly.


24           Q.   So we're at page 2 and where are we


25 looking?  Okay, very first paragraph on page 2.
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1                So your report is that currently the


2 design process for the promenade portion of the


3 improvements is 100 percent complete?


4           A.   That's what this information is


5 directly from the city, so that's what the city is


6 telling me.


7           Q.   So what independent diligence have you


8 done to assess that information?


9           A.   I purely relied on the city's


10 information relative to the completion and the design


11 elements of the project.


12           Q.   And what does 100 percent complete mean


13 in your understanding?


14           A.   That they are fully vested and they


15 could be ready to build that element.


16           Q.   So vested meaning their permits are


17 issued?


18           A.   They may or may not.  I don't know for


19 a fact if the permits are issued, but they would be


20 ready to at least apply for permits or to move


21 forward with the project.


22           Q.   And when you say "vested," so they're


23 applying for something they're legally entitled to


24 pursue and they have -- I mean, I was going to say


25 full, did 100 percent mean a bid set of construction
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1 drawings?


2           A.   I don't know.  That's really beyond my


3 expertise --


4                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


5           A.   -- to make determinations of where they


6 are, and I just purely don't know where they're at in


7 the permitting or moving forward project.  I just


8 know that in these different design elements, that


9 they're -- what is stated here is where they're at in


10 the design process.


11           Q.   Okay.  So going on, so you have been


12 informed by the city and have not done any


13 independent diligence to assess that the design


14 process for the promenade portion of the improvements


15 is 100 percent complete; is that a fair summary?


16           A.   It's not part of the scope of my


17 assignment to review or ascertain what the city is


18 telling me.  I'm making assumptions based on what


19 information the city is providing me and then making


20 my value opinions based on that.  So these are a


21 basis of assumptions that we're asked to look at


22 based on certain design elements that are in place as


23 of the valuation date.


24           Q.   Reading again, next paragraph or next


25 sentence, "Design for the Pier 58 (formerly
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1 Waterfront Park) improvements is 30 percent


2 complete," comma.


3                So again, you have been told that the


4 design for Pier 58 improvements is 30 percent


5 complete.  That's your understanding of the status of


6 the design?


7           A.   As of the date of my value, yes.


8           Q.   Is it different now?


9           A.   I don't know.


10           Q.   Do you have an understanding of what 30


11 percent complete means, is there a relevance to 30


12 percent completion?


13           A.   Again, this is an assumption of the


14 report and it was an instruction by the city to value


15 the property based on 30 percent design.  And after


16 sitting down and looking at the level of detail that


17 went into the design and I felt comfortable that at a


18 bare minimum, this is what the city would have to


19 build based on what they told me now.  So the 30


20 percent design, they would at a bare minimum have to


21 complete those elements that are described in the


22 addenda at a bare minimum.


23           Q.   Okay.  So for the relevance of your


24 report, the 30 percent complete design is reflecting


25 the fact that when you analyze this, your analysis
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1 assumes that Pier 58 as reflected in the 30 percent


2 design is complete as of October 1, 2019?


3           A.   Correct, and it's going to be done


4 based on the information that's in the report at a


5 minimum.


6           Q.   So that would be that or better?


7           A.   If it's better, that would be better


8 for the property owners, but at a bare minimum, it'll


9 be as it's designed and stated in the report.


10           Q.   Then you have the lower Union


11 improvements design is 90 percent complete.  The


12 design is 30 percent complete for the overlook walk


13 portion of the project.  So that's the same for all


14 of those, is you've got an idea based on those 30


15 percent drawings of what is going to be built.


16                Then it says, "The Pike/Pine corridor


17 and Pioneer Square elements of the project have not


18 yet reached the 30 percent design milestone.


19 However, based on design and engineering work


20 completed to date and a number of discussions with


21 the city's utility department and others, the design


22 teams believe that the renderings provided" to


23 you "reflect a level of confidence commensurate with


24 a 30 percent design milestone and will not change


25 substantively once that official milestone has been
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1 reached."


2                So can you describe why that was


3 important to your analysis?


4           A.   What you just reported was provided to


5 us by the city.  So the relevance of it is, for me is


6 just that, again, it's just an assumption that at a


7 bare minimum, what they're providing me will be built


8 at a bare minimum.


9           Q.   Even though it's not 30 percent design,


10 they've assured you and you have relied upon that


11 assurance to analyze the anticipated improvements


12 increase the market value of the LID area?


13           A.   I'm assuming that what they're being


14 built -- excuse me, what they've designed and what


15 they show in the after value is going to be built,


16 and then looking at the project as an entity, that my


17 market value would be based on that, my market value


18 changes would be based on that.


19           Q.   It talks about the 30 percent design


20 milestone.  Is that something in your mind that is a


21 milestone, or is that information you received from


22 somebody else?


23           A.   It was a discussion between the city,


24 legal, the design people and where we felt it was at


25 a sufficient level to be reasonably probable and for
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1 me to make an informed valuation decision on and have


2 enough level of detail to where they provided


3 information to me, that I could look at that and say


4 okay, at a bare minimum, this is what will be built.


5           Q.   So these plans, can you show me where


6 these are in your addenda, the plans that you're


7 referring to in that paragraph?


8           A.   I don't know where you get the


9 word "plans."  They have renderings and whatnot in


10 the addenda and a visual description.


11           Q.   Okay, design process.  So show me what


12 it is that you're relying on in your report.


13           A.   Well, you need the addenda portion of


14 the report.


15           Q.   That we don't have here?


16                MS. LIN:  I can pull it up if you want


17 to go through it.  It's huge.


18                (Discussion off the record.)


19                MR. LUTZ:  I'd like to mark Exhibit-2.


20                (Exhibit-2 marked.)


21           Q.   Have you seen this before?


22           A.   Not that I recall, no.


23           Q.   If you look through this list, it's


24 called Bob's list of mitigation ideas, so I'm


25 wondering if any of these are your ideas or if it's
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1 another Bob?


2           A.   I think it's another Bob.  This has no


3 relevance -- I've never seen this before.  I don't


4 think it pertains to me.  It's nothing I would have


5 ever even thought of.  I don't know where it came


6 from.


7                MR. LUTZ:  Let me mark another exhibit.


8                (Exhibit-3 marked.)


9           Q.   Now, have you seen -- do you recall


10 this email?


11           A.   Not yet, but I'm still reading it.


12           Q.   Okay.


13                MR. FILIPINI:  I'll just make an


14 objection to the exhibit.  Given it's dated


15 August 22, 2018, it predates both formation and Bob's


16 final benefit study.


17                You can answer the question.


18           A.   Obviously I would have read this,


19 but --


20           Q.   First of all, can you tell me who


21 Joshua Curtis is?


22           A.   Joshua worked for the waterfront


23 Seattle in the -- I forget his exact title, but


24 relations with the stakeholders and the city and the


25 design team and many facets of the project.
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1           Q.   What was his role in your work?


2           A.   Mainly in the formation phase,


3 originally with setting up meetings with


4 stakeholders.  This would have been prior, maybe even


5 prior to me starting the formation study or it could


6 even have been during the feasibility phase, I can't


7 remember.  But setting up if, they wanted me to meet


8 with a number of the stakeholders, the Downtown


9 Seattle Association, explaining what the appraisal


10 special benefit process consists of, what I'd be


11 doing.  And then he helped as a conduit with the


12 Office of the Waterfront and myself on design


13 elements just working on different aspects of the


14 project.


15           Q.   Was he the person you would direct


16 questions to try and get them answered, or was there


17 someone else you dealt with more frequently?


18           A.   I would -- typically during the


19 formation phase, I would have dealt mostly with


20 Joshua, yes.


21           Q.   Then for the -- that implies there was


22 somebody else you dealt with more frequently in the


23 final benefit study.


24           A.   Correct.


25           Q.   And who was that?
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1           A.   That was Alena Johnson with finance.


2           Q.   And she's on here, Alena Johnson.


3                So there's a couple of other people, if


4 you can tell me if you know what their roles are.


5                Steve Pearce?


6           A.   Yes, Steve is a -- I believe he's a


7 design engineer on the project.


8           Q.   Okay.  Sarah Butler?


9           A.   I don't know that I ever met Sarah, but


10 I think she was managing the project for the city.


11           Q.   Was, is or --


12           A.   I don't know.


13           Q.   Jessica Murphy?


14           A.   I don't recall her.  She may have been


15 in a meeting, but the name doesn't ring a bell.


16           Q.   Then you've got Marshall Foster.


17 What's his role?


18           A.   Marshall is the director of the Office


19 of Waterfront.


20           Q.   You said Alena Johnson is in the


21 Department of Finance?


22           A.   Correct.


23           Q.   But she's your primary liaison with the


24 city on the final benefit study?


25           A.   Correct.
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1           Q.   And what does her work entail in that


2 context supporting you?


3           A.   Yeah, she's -- our contract is through


4 the Office of Finance.  So I was asked to direct any


5 questions I have through her because the contract's


6 to her, and then she would disseminate to whoever


7 could answer them and get back to me.


8           Q.   It says here, as Mark Filipini pointed


9 out, the date of this is August 22, 2018.  The second


10 -- the first sentence says, "heads-up for tomorrow's


11 meeting with the LID appraiser Bob Macaulay."


12                Do you remember that meeting?


13           A.   There were many, many meetings, so I


14 don't remember that particular meeting but I'm


15 sure --


16           Q.   When you say "many," was that on a


17 weekly basis, monthly basis?


18           A.   When we first were getting going on the


19 project during the feasibility and formation phase,


20 it was weekly, and then toward -- during the final,


21 there were really -- I don't think I attended any


22 meetings probably -- I don't know the exact dates,


23 but it's been a long time since I sat in on any of


24 the meetings.  Once we got to a certain level I just


25 did my work and didn't attend the meetings.
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1           Q.   Okay.  Then it says, "We're in the


2 process of developing his scope for the final special


3 benefit analysis."  So you don't have it ready yet.


4                Can you talk about what was involved in


5 trying to go, move to the final benefit, special


6 benefit analysis, what did you need from the city?


7           A.   Well, a concern I had was that I wanted


8 sufficient information to make reliable conclusions


9 based on what was going to be built so I could have a


10 reasonable probability and a bare minimum of what I


11 was going to be valuing in the after situation.  So I


12 think that's basically what is expressed in this


13 email, is to, you know, tell them that I wanted more


14 detailed information on the project.


15           Q.   Right, and so this second paragraph


16 talks about, "will want to have as much updated


17 design and budget numbers as possible for his final


18 analysis.  Mainly, Bob will want to understand where


19 various LID-funded elements will be in terms of


20 design and images, both for his analysis (earlier the


21 better) and exhibits (could be towards the end as


22 long as they represent a significant change in the


23 design/program he based his analysis on)."


24                There's quite a bit in that.  You want


25 both design and budget numbers.  Why was that
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1 relevant?


2           A.   I don't know that I want budget


3 numbers.  I think that might have been something


4 internal the city wanted.  That really wouldn't be


5 relevant to me.  What I was mainly concerned about


6 would be just getting more detailed design elements


7 that I had for the formation.


8           Q.   Okay.  What were you told, if you


9 recall, in August of 2018 about the status of design


10 of the six current components?


11           A.   I can't recall at that point in time.


12           Q.   It's an interesting sentence.  I almost


13 wonder if it's a typo, but maybe not.


14                She says, "Bob will want to have" and


15 then I'm going to jump down to where it says


16 "both, "both for his analysis (earlier the better)


17 and exhibits (could be towards the end as long as


18 they represent a significant change in the


19 design/program he based his analysis on)."


20                Do you know what --


21           A.   I think that's a typo.  I think as long


22 as they -- I think what she's saying is that as long


23 as there weren't significant changes, because that


24 had some design elements, if they were going to make


25 some big change, then I sure wanted to know about it
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1 so I could analyze it.


2           Q.   Did you get any information about


3 changes to waterfront LID improvements toward the end


4 of your analysis that made you change your analysis?


5                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


6           A.   No.  I mean, everything I have that I


7 base my analysis on is in the report.  So by the time


8 I received everything, I felt I had sufficient


9 information to complete the report based on a


10 reasonable certainty that that at a bare minimum is


11 what was going to be built.


12           Q.   Were there any surprises towards the


13 end in changes to it, or was it all pretty much what


14 you've come to understand all the way through?


15           A.   Not that I recall, no.


16           Q.   The last piece of that, back up to the


17 first paragraph and I want to just start in the third


18 line down, "if all goes to plan, he," and I think


19 that means LID assessment, "would take place between


20 January and April 2019 (Jessica and Sarah, I had said


21 mid November on Monday, forgetting that we pushed


22 that forward to allow for some extra time on our


23 end)."


24                So if I'm -- was your original schedule


25 to complete the final benefit assessment in the
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1 January to April 2019 time frame?


2           A.   Yeah, it may have been.  I mean, the


3 whole process has been ongoing and changes were made.


4 And so just like any project, sometimes things get


5 pushed back.


6           Q.   Okay.


7                MR. LUTZ:  Can I get this marked.


8                (Exhibit-4 marked.)


9           Q.   Are you familiar with this chart?


10           A.   No.


11           Q.   So did you have any discussions with


12 the city staff as to permitting work and


13 environmental review work that must precede


14 construction of the Seattle waterfront project


15 improvements you have assumed were built as of


16 October 1, 2019?


17           A.   It wasn't relevant to me.  My analysis


18 date was October '19.  I just would assume that the


19 project was completed as of that time, so any SEPA


20 issues or other issues like that, they weren't of


21 concern to me.


22           Q.   Well, you wanted to be assured that it


23 was reasonably probable that the components were


24 going to be constructed, correct?


25           A.   That's an assumption that I made.  It
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1 was just purely an assumption that they would be made


2 at a bare minimum to those standards, period.  I'm


3 not an engineer, I'm not a design person, I don't


4 control those elements.  It's strictly an appraisal


5 assumption that I made that the projects would be


6 completed.


7           Q.   All right.  So if you are acting as an


8 appraiser and asked to value a project that requires


9 discretionary permits to be issued before it can be


10 pursued, how would you go about doing that?


11           A.   The scope of my assignment was to


12 assume all of these elements have been completed.  So


13 based on the 30 percent design, that's what I based


14 my analysis on.  The scope of my assignment didn't go


15 beyond that.  It didn't get into these other


16 hypothetical situations of how I would look at other


17 SEPA elements or anything like that.  It was just


18 purely to base my analysis on the fact that these


19 elements were completed as of that date and time.


20           Q.   Okay.  Well, so let's ask the question


21 a different way.


22                If you were going to assume that a


23 buyer is interested in a property for redevelopment,


24 do you take into account in valuing the property for


25 a lender, for example, the type of permit required
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1 and the duration of process required to secure an


2 approval?


3                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


4           A.   Yeah, it would depend on obviously the


5 scope of service and who my client was.  For


6 instance, if I was doing a subdivision analysis, I


7 would look at where they're at, when it's going to


8 come to market, what the absorption period would be


9 and those types of elements, because that would be


10 the scope and the basis of me valuing property for a


11 bank so they can loan money on it.


12                This analysis is totally different than


13 that.  It's based on specific assumptions.  They're


14 not relative to SEPA or the design process or


15 anything like that.  They're just strictly based on


16 assuming the project is completed as of that date and


17 time.


18           Q.   Okay, and going back to your


19 subdivision example, when you are valuing, how do you


20 account for project risk, what are the components of


21 project risk you would look at in valuing a potential


22 subdivision?


23                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to the form.


24           A.   The big risk obviously with residential


25 property is how long it's going to take to absorb the
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1 lots.  So yes, that's really the valuation, is the


2 developer taking down all the lots at once or is he


3 buying them in 30-unit lots or how many lots is the


4 subdivision going to consist of?  So that would be


5 the main risk in a subdivision analysis.


6           Q.   What is that the main risk?


7           A.   Because it affects the bottom line of


8 what the market value of the property is going to be.


9           Q.   And the reason it affects the bottom


10 line is because the market may shift and lots may


11 become worth less if you don't get in the market


12 quick enough, or is there something else that's


13 relevant to the --


14           A.   Well, it would be just based on date of


15 value, it would be, you know, what you're looking at


16 as of that date of value.


17           Q.   So if you're valuing it as a


18 prospective subdivision on a specific date, the risks


19 you are looking at are, you said it's how quickly you


20 can take down -- the biggest risk is how quickly the


21 project comes to market and whether it comes to


22 market in phases?


23           A.   Yeah, I mean, all this is very


24 hypothetical, but let's say you're looking at a


25 hundred lot subdivision and if the market is going
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1 for buy all hundred lots at once, you'll have one


2 market value.  If the market is going to buy them in


3 25-lot increments or five-lot increments, you'll have


4 a different value.


5           Q.   What do you think about, for example,


6 the risk that you get fewer lots at the end of the


7 process than you're anticipating at the start, how do


8 you account for that?


9           A.   Again, it would depend on the scope of


10 services and the information you had at the time


11 you're doing the appraisal.  So it may be relevant,


12 it may not be relevant.  Typically when you're doing


13 work for a bank, it's not relevant that the property


14 owner has preliminary plat approval and you know


15 exactly how lots you're going to build.


16           Q.   So on the assumption we're talking


17 about, it's you're at the preliminary plat approval


18 and now you're valuing it for a construction loan?


19           A.   Correct.


20           Q.   And when you're at preliminary plat


21 approval, another contingency in your -- or a risk


22 would be that the engineering costs after preliminary


23 plat approval to get to final plat approval are


24 different than assumed at the time of preliminary


25 plat approval; is that fair?
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1           A.   Probably as of the date of value,


2 you're basing it on the best information you have, so


3 you're assuming engineering costs is what was


4 provided to you.


5           Q.   Have you done analysis of property --


6 in your appraisal work, are you familiar with the


7 environmental review process?


8           A.   To some degree.  It's not something I


9 get involved a lot with.


10           Q.   Are you familiar with appraisal of


11 property that has wetlands?


12           A.   Sure, yes.


13           Q.   How do you account in an analysis of


14 market value of a property that has undefined


15 wetlands to make a valuation?


16           A.   Again, it goes back to the scope of


17 service what the client is asking of you.  If there's


18 no delineated wetland area, you will ask for a


19 delineated wetland area.  If they don't have one, you


20 would ask for the best available estimate they may


21 have as to how much wetland is there.


22                You'd make specific assumptions in the


23 report to identify that and how it may affect your


24 value.  If it's -- if those numbers change, if the


25 wetland affects the lot density to some degree or
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1 other than you estimated, you would make that real


2 clear in the report, that it would affect your value.


3           Q.   The less information you'd have, the


4 more conservative you would be, or would it just


5 depend on client instruction?


6           A.   It would just depend on the market.


7           Q.   Okay.  Well, it would depend on the


8 market.  If people really want the property, they're


9 going to buy it regardless of the price.  That's


10 certainly one factor, and the amount of information


11 you have is another factor, correct?


12           A.   (Nods head.)


13           Q.   Correct?  You're nodding and I forgot


14 ask her to say he nodded up and down.


15           A.   Yes.


16           Q.   If there's uncertainty as to the


17 ability to secure permits for the work, how do you


18 account for that in your analysis?


19           A.   Again, it goes back to what the scope


20 of your assignment is, who the client is, what they


21 ask of you, so it's a real difficult question to ask


22 -- to answer.


23           Q.   Probably difficult to ask too.  In this


24 case, you were asked to assume that everything is


25 permitted and built --
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1           A.   Correct.


2           Q.   -- as of October 1, 2019?


3           A.   Correct.


4           Q.   This may be a really simple question,


5 but if you could flip to page 2 of Exhibit-4, and


6 look at the Pier 58 chart.  Did you do -- did you


7 have any information as to the status of the


8 environmental review and permitting for the Pier 58


9 project?


10           A.   Again, it was irrelevant to me.  I'm


11 just assuming that it's done as part of the project


12 on my date of value, looking at the project as an


13 entire entity.


14           Q.   And then you have at least a small


15 statement in here and now I'm going to screw around


16 looking for it.  Could we go off the record for a


17 second.


18                (Discussion off the record.)


19           Q.   Back on the record.


20                Let's start with page 91 and your


21 limiting condition number 27.  So is this relevant to


22 this discussion we're having about you've assumed


23 everything gets built to at least the standard of the


24 plans you've provided?


25           A.   Yeah, that wouldn't be relevant to this
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1 analysis based on the assumptions that I was


2 provided.


3           Q.   So this would not be relevant?  Would


4 be relevant or would not be relevant?  I'm sorry, I


5 misunderstood you.


6           A.   Yeah, this would not be relevant.  You


7 know, this is more of the generic assumptions that


8 are in our report, so it isn't -- this isn't real


9 specific to the project.


10           Q.   So then we go back to that page 79.


11 I'd like to go under the heading Valuation


12 Summary---without LID, page 79 of Exhibit-1.  So


13 first of all, we had a discussion before.  The second


14 sentence here says, "Project enhancement factors


15 (i.e., anticipation of the project) are considered


16 and appropriate adjustments are made."


17                What did you mean by that?


18           A.   Where are you referring to?


19           Q.   Under the heading Valuation


20 Summary---without LID, "Project enhancement factors


21 (i.e., anticipation of the project) are considered


22 and appropriate adjustments are made."


23                Can you just describe what that's


24 about?


25           A.   Yeah, if we were confirming a sale and
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1 someone said they paid X more for the project because


2 they knew the LID was coming, then if we're valuing


3 the property into the before condition, we would


4 adjust for that factor.


5           Q.   Did you have anybody tell you they were


6 going to pay more because the LID was coming?


7           A.   Well, there were -- I would have to go


8 back and talk to Mary Hamel, who did a considerable


9 amount of research on this, but a number -- and this


10 project has gone on, our analysis has gone on from


11 the formation to the final over a number-of-year


12 period.  So obviously the market participants knew


13 about the project.  After it was formed, they knew


14 that there was a higher probability of the project


15 happening.  So in some of the sales, there may have


16 been some influence or a thought process.


17                Certainly some of the sales assumed the


18 preliminary assessment when they sold which would


19 tell you that they knew the project was coming, they


20 accepted the project, it was built into their sale


21 price, things of that nature.  So if there were


22 elements like that in our before value, then we would


23 -- I have to adjust for them as much as possible.


24           Q.   Let me ask you a very specific


25 question.
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1                Did you find anybody who bought when


2 the preliminary assessment was out and paid 61


3 percent of an anticipated improvement value because


4 39 percent was going to be assessed?


5           A.   Well, that question doesn't make any


6 sense.


7           Q.   Okay.  You've said that you're


8 collecting 39 percent of the special benefit, so each


9 property is benefitting --


10           A.   Well, all I'm referring to is that


11 there were a number of sales that occurred after the


12 formation, so they had -- a preliminary assessment


13 would have been attached to their title.  So that


14 assessment amount, which I think was higher for the


15 formation, would have been included in their purchase


16 price.  I mean, they would have recognized that


17 additional cost in their purchase price, is what I'm


18 getting at.


19           Q.   So in some measure, it would have


20 decreased the purchase price because you increased


21 the assessment?


22           A.   We would have adjusted the sale price


23 downward in the without situation because that would


24 have been some consideration of anticipating of the


25 project.
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1           Q.   Oh, okay.  So how you used it --


2           A.   Right.


3           Q.   -- was to analyze the sale as though


4 the assessment didn't exist?


5           A.   We're trying -- under the valuation,


6 similar to emanant domain, you're trying to take out


7 any anticipation so that in the before, we can look


8 at it, that is the viaduct is down as we described.


9 And so if there was elements of anticipation that


10 were in sales that we thought influenced the value


11 and we're trying to get at the before value, we would


12 have made some adjustments if it was reasonable and


13 applicable in the market.


14           Q.   I was looking at this paragraph, "This


15 LID is relatively unique in that it is being closed


16 out (and assessments finalized) before the actual


17 improvement are constructed"?


18           A.   Right.


19           Q.   And you go on to say, "Therefore, many


20 of the recent sale transactions considered may


21 contain elements of project influence resulting in


22 anticipatory value increments to the purchase price."


23           A.   Right.


24           Q.   That's what you're talking about?


25           A.   Correct.
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1           Q.   That's actually what I was asking too


2 about anticipatory analysis with respect to removal


3 of the viaduct, for example, or completion of the LID


4 improvements.  Actually, let's go back to the first


5 sentence.


6                "This LID is relatively unique in that


7 this it is being closed out (and assessments


8 finalized) before the actual improvements are


9 constructed."


10                How many of those types of assessments


11 have you worked on?


12           A.   They're rarer.  The South Lake street


13 car was done.  That was done that way.  We didn't do


14 that benefit analysis on that project.


15                I just did one over in Pasco, we closed


16 out last year.  That was a Chapel Hill Boulevard road


17 improvement project that was closed out the prior two


18 constructings.  So the city, similar to this, set a


19 limit to the property owners as far as what they were


20 going to charge them for the improvements and they


21 were going to take -- the city was going to take the


22 risk for any cost overrun, and that final assessment


23 hearing was last March I believe.  So that has been


24 closed out.  It was done prior to constructing the


25 improvement.
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1           Q.   Is the road done now?


2           A.   I don't know.  I've got to be back over


3 there in a couple of weeks.  I'll check it out and


4 see.  Probably not.  I don't think they'd get it


5 built that quickly.


6           Q.   Just made an interesting point.  So


7 they used the same technique that Seattle has used


8 here, which is to cap.  So the purpose of the cap is


9 to protect the landowners from future assessments if


10 the costs of the project goes up dramatically?


11           A.   Yes.


12           Q.   What happens if the cost goes down


13 dramatically?


14           A.   I don't know.  I don't know, I've never


15 encountered that.  I don't know if the city or if


16 they could lower their amount and charge less to the


17 property owners.  I think they can.  That's a legal


18 question.


19                MR. FILIPINI:  I was going to say, I'll


20 object, it calls for a legal conclusion.


21           Q.   But you've never had experience with


22 that?


23           A.   I've never had an LID go down, no.


24           Q.   Have you ever had an LID where the


25 project got cancelled after it got funded?
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1           A.   Well, Northeast 4th might be an


2 example.  I don't know.  I know they changed their


3 method of -- I think they ended up doing mitigation


4 cost instead of an LID cost.  I just don't know.


5 That would be the only one that comes to mind.  I


6 can't think of any other one that has been cancelled


7 once it was funded.


8           Q.   Well, and I probably didn't ask because


9 Northeast 4th got built.


10                Have you ever had experience where you


11 worked on an LID, the assessment was finalized, but


12 the improvement was not constructed?


13           A.   Not that I recall.


14                MR. LUTZ:  Can we take a break for a


15 second.


16                (Brief recess.)


17                MR. REUTER:  Mr. Filipini, do you


18 intend to introduce spreadsheets relating to clients


19 represented by me?


20                MR. FILIPINI:  Todd, there are six


21 spreadsheets that Mr. Macaulay brought with him today


22 that are Foster -- oh, no, I'm sorry, there's it


23 looks like 13 spreadsheets that we brought with us


24 today that are Foster Garvey.  We could just set


25 those aside and, you know, I don't know -- you guys
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1 will have to decide I suppose if you want Molly or


2 Megan or Jerry to ask questions on your behalf with


3 respect to those, and of course you don't have them


4 in front of you or we could just set them aside.


5                MR. REUTER:  Did you say you had 13


6 that are my clients?


7                MR. FILIPINI:  12.  I can tell, Todd,


8 by looking at this cheat sheet chart that Bob created


9 for me that, for instance, three of the sheets look


10 like they're concerning one property.  So that


11 probably accounts for why there's more sheets than


12 clients.


13                MR. REUTER:  Yeah, set those aside and


14 I will talk to Jerry at a break as to whether he


15 intends to ask questions about those spreadsheets.


16                MR. FILIPINI:  Okay.  Then I guess if


17 we could go off the record for a minute, I'll just


18 take a moment and spread these out.  Molly, I will


19 give you Yarmuth's, and Megan and Jerry, I'll give


20 you Perkins', and I'll set Todd's aside.


21                (Discussion off the record.)


22                MS. LIN:  So I'll just start off by


23 saying we just got these very complicated printouts


24 of spreadsheets from the city and we're going to


25 probably want to hold the record open to the extent
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1 possible pending production of the actual Excel


2 spreadsheets and to allow for further review.  So far


3 I've only been able to look at one of them, but I'll


4 go ahead and ask some questions.


5                MR. FILIPINI:  I guess if I could just


6 say in response, we're supposed to hold the record


7 open since there will be an opportunity for


8 cross-examination at the hearing, but I understand


9 your position.


10


11                  E X A M I N A T I O N


12 BY MS. LIN:


13           Q.   Can you first describe generally the


14 process of analyzing the special benefit for hotels?


15           A.   Sure.


16                MR. FILIPINI:  I apologize, if I could


17 start before you answer the question, I would


18 designate this portion of the deposition as


19 confidential pursuant to the parties' agreement.


20                (Following testimony designated


21 CONFIDENTIAL.)


22


23


24


25
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1                THE WITNESS:  I'm going to talk, Mark,


2 is that okay?


3                MR. FILIPINI:  Yes, if you remember the


4 question.


5           A.   Can you --


6 BY MS. LIN:


7           Q.   Sure.


8                Can you please generally describe your


9 process for analyzing the special benefits for


10 hotels?


11           A.   Sure.  So throughout the process of


12 looking at different market areas and through our


13 valuation process, there was several key factors that


14 we saw that were relevant in all these markets.  One,


15 open space projects like this typically influence


16 rent and vacancy rates of not only hotels but office,


17 apartments.  That was one cost element.


18                Through looking at their sales info,


19 they increased the approved sales when you look at


20 them as independent entities.  They also impacted the


21 capitalization rate.  So as property values go up,


22 the capitalization rate would lower.


23                So we arrived at a before value and


24 then looked at two different scenarios.  One would be


25 a vacancy change and a rent change, and what that
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1 would show as a range in benefit.


2                So depending on where the property was


3 located at, there may not be an occupancy change, but


4 there may be a rent change, or if it's a project


5 closer to the waterfront, it could be more influenced


6 by the project, there may be some occupancy change as


7 well as a rent change.  So that would be one


8 reflection of the after value.


9                The second reflection would be looking


10 at the capitalization rate.  So looking from an


11 investor's perspective, the probability that they


12 would consider all of the elements of the LID and pay


13 a slightly higher price for the property and


14 therefore a slightly lower capitalization rate due to


15 enhanced location, reduced risk, higher projected


16 value in the future.


17                So we ended up with kind of four


18 different scenarios that we looked at within a range


19 of benefits and then within that range of benefit,


20 then we just made judgment calls as to what we


21 thought the market value would be in the after that


22 that would be roughly proportionate to similarly


23 situated hotels or similarly situated properties with


24 similar highest and best uses.


25           Q.   Okay, and so with regard to rent, so
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1 there are two, there's the rent occupancy rate and


2 then there's capitalization rate, and those are


3 separate?


4           A.   Correct.


5           Q.   The occupancy and rent rates, you said


6 that that depends on kind of the location of the


7 property.  So is that dependent on proximity to the


8 LID improvements?


9           A.   The average daily rate, is that what


10 you're referring to, what the hotel is getting


11 revenue-wise?


12           Q.   Sure.


13           A.   Obviously that would in the before,


14 that would have some -- in the before value, that


15 would have relevancy to the assumptions we talked


16 about in the before condition.  And then the two


17 scenarios reflect the after condition to where you


18 may see a similar occupancy rate or a slightly higher


19 average daily rate and then the change in the


20 capitalization rate.


21           Q.   So where did you get the average daily


22 rates from for the before condition?


23           A.   Yeah, we hired Mark Lukens, who I


24 mentioned before, with LW Hospitality Advisors.  He


25 helped us with looking at daily rates, looking at
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1 expenses, looking at capitalization rates.


2                We also looked just on the hotels


3 website, Expedia, those types of things.  We didn't


4 obviously have, we weren't privy to the historic


5 data, the financial spreadsheets of the hotels.  So


6 we based it on the best information we had.  We


7 didn't pull up any additional reports or anything of


8 that nature.


9                So we tried to take the lowest rate


10 from the online rates and we, you know, we did


11 recognize also that, you know, oftentimes hotels have


12 special clients, they have bulk rates.  We understand


13 the complexity of hotels, you know, very much and did


14 our best to recognize that.


15                So the average daily rate was based on


16 online information, on consultation with our advisor


17 and his review of what we did, and that's where we


18 ended up with our average daily rate, and expense


19 information was much the same as well.


20           Q.   So this expense information you're


21 talking about, well, let's go back, not just the


22 expense information, but so food and beverage


23 revenue, that also is coming from kind of online


24 sources?


25           A.   No, no, that would be coming from
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1 LW Hospitality Advisors.  And I think Paul Bird in


2 our office did a lot of the hotel analysis, and I


3 would need to go back and talk with him more


4 specifically, but I know Mark provided a lot of


5 information relative to those additional revenue


6 sources.


7           Q.   Okay, and then for expense information,


8 you were saying that generally that came from online


9 sources as well?


10           A.   No.  Well, I believe there's some


11 published sources that we looked at.  I would need to


12 clarify that with Paul, but LW Hospitality Advisors


13 had expense information they had.  They're a large


14 hotel firm that specializes in hotel valuation.  So


15 it would have been I think a hybrid of both of those.


16           Q.   Okay.  Did you seek out information


17 directly from any of the hotel properties?


18           A.   No, we did not call the hotel manager


19 and ask them what their average daily rates were and


20 what their expense ratios were or anything like that.


21 We didn't think it would be a productive source of


22 our time.  That information is so proprietary, we


23 didn't think it would be a good source of time to try


24 to obtain that.


25           Q.   You mentioned that for some hotels,
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1 that you found occupancy might change but rates might


2 not, and for other hotel, rates might change but


3 occupancy might not.  Can you explain those


4 differences and kind of where in the LID, where


5 within the LID one might change and where one might


6 not change?  Maybe giving a few examples would be


7 helpful.


8                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


9                Go ahead.


10           A.   Generally, without going back through


11 and reviewing them again, but typically when you got


12 further back like by, you know, the Hyatt Regency or


13 the Grand Hyatt, you know, the hotels further back


14 from the waterfront, versus the Marriott waterfront


15 or hotels like Four Seasons, those would probably see


16 more of an occupancy change as well as a rate change,


17 whereas the Hyatt Regency would see just more of a


18 modest rate change and a very slight change in cap


19 rate or something like that, but it would not see an


20 occupancy rate as a result of that.  It may see a


21 slight uptick in the average daily rate.


22           Q.   Again, what is the reason for that?


23           A.   Just proximity to the waterfront,


24 proximity to the Pike/Pine corridor, the distance


25 from the improvements being constructed by the LID.
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1           Q.   Do you know generally what the ranges


2 were, like how much would occupancy change, how much


3 would rates change?


4           A.   It was pretty modest, and again, I


5 would have to go back through and look at those,


6 maybe occupancy 1 or 2 percent, as I recall, and


7 again, I would need to go back through and review


8 those, but yeah.


9           Q.   So for any particular one hotel,


10 occupancy might change let's say 2 percent, but the


11 rate might change 1 percent, the numbers don't


12 necessarily have to be the same?


13           A.   Yeah, it would just depend on the


14 hotel, the location, the proximity to the


15 improvements, that type of thing.  It would be --


16 they would drive our decision as to the relevancy of


17 it in the after condition relative to the -- in the


18 LID improvements.


19           Q.   In the before scenario, how were you


20 able to come up with occupancy and rate information


21 assuming the viaduct removal and the baseline


22 improvements?


23           A.   Yeah, again, just making a judgment


24 call as to how it would affect the daily rates, how


25 it would affect the expenses were probably fairly --
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1 some expenses were adjusted by that, but, you know,


2 the same type of basis that we did with the after, on


3 the best information we could find.


4           Q.   And were those adjustments generally


5 upward from -- I assume that if you were taking let's


6 say an Expedia rate, that adjustment might go upward


7 for removal of the viaduct and those baseline


8 improvements?


9           A.   Correct, depending on the location of


10 the hotel in relation to the waterfront and where


11 it's located at.


12           Q.   Okay.  Your report basically has found


13 that hotel properties would experience a slightly


14 larger increase in value due primarily to increase in


15 tourism; is that right?


16           A.   Correct.


17           Q.   Can you just walk me through that, kind


18 of how a hotel might get either increased revenue or


19 like a higher cap rate due to increased tourism?


20                MR. LUTZ:  Lower capital rate.


21           Q.   Sorry, lower cap rate.


22           A.   A what?


23                The before value we looked at, you


24 know, the Kidder Mathews supply and demand factor and


25 CBRE and other published sources on supply and demand
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1 factors.  And then the after situation, we relied on


2 the HRA study, which indicates that there would be a


3 fairly significant increase in supply of hotel rooms


4 needed and felt there was additional supply in the


5 market that would justify, you know, increase from


6 the million and a half tourists they project, you


7 know, to provide some upward adjustment potential for


8 the hotels, again depending on where they were


9 located at.


10           Q.   Okay.  And did you consider when the


11 tourists would start visiting?  Would they start


12 visiting kind of during construction, after the


13 improvements already completed?  When would the


14 uptick occur?


15           A.   Again, it goes back to the basic


16 valuation assumptions that we talked about, is that


17 we would assume the project would be completed as of


18 October 1, 2019, so that would be the market at that


19 time that would reflect the increase in tourism.


20           Q.   And so was it your assumption that the


21 hotels would immediately start realizing benefits in


22 the form of increased revenue at the moment that


23 these improvements were complete?


24           A.   What we're trying to show is what a --


25 looking at the definition of market value, what a
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1 well informed buyer and seller, you know, would


2 consider in the marketplace.  And you know, they're


3 obviously going to be looking five, ten, 15 years


4 down the road and pay something as of October 1 for


5 the property recognizing that in comparison with all


6 of the other cities we looked at, that there will be


7 an upside in their investment due to the proximity to


8 these improvements and they'll -- in the form of a


9 cap rate, they'll pay a slightly lower cap rate and


10 therefore a slightly higher rate of the property to


11 reflect the probable increase in value that they'll


12 see by those improvements being in place.


13           Q.   And besides tourism, was there any


14 other driver of this increase in I guess either


15 revenue or --


16           A.   Well, the enhanced desirability of the


17 location of the property, the proximity to open


18 space, location, things of that nature that the


19 market looks at and enjoys, that the hotel guests


20 would see as an amenity due to the location of the


21 hotel relative to the project improvements.


22           Q.   So you mentioned the HR&A study.  Why


23 don't we actually just so we have it --


24                MR. LUTZ:  Might as well.


25                (Exhibit-5 marked.)
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1           Q.   So if I can ask you to look at the


2 first slide, which is I guess page 83.


3           A.   Uh-huh.


4           Q.   Can you explain to me what capture rate


5 is?  And capture rate also comes up in your final


6 benefit study in discussing this particular study.


7                MR. FILIPINI:  I apologize, Megan, you


8 may have already said this.  Exhibit-5, it's an


9 excerpt of the larger study?


10                MS. LIN:  Correct.


11                MR. FILIPINI:  Thank you.


12           A.   As I indicated, Paul Bird in the office


13 did most of the analysis on the hotels, and I would


14 need to refer to him to clarify anything that I say.


15                But it would be the capture rate from


16 the amenities of the improvements that would be


17 projected in the market.  So I think in this chart,


18 it may be the total annual visitors.  I would have to


19 review this more carefully and talk to Paul to really


20 fully answer that question.


21           Q.   It looks like it might be --


22           A.   I don't know if they're specifically in


23 this chart talking about just the waterfront as a


24 whole in the marketplace, or if they're just


25 referring to the capture rate due to improvements to
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1 these different elements.  I don't have a whole


2 report in front of me and I haven't looked at it in


3 quite a while, so I don't want to answer that


4 question incorrectly.


5           Q.   So it looks like this is based on seven


6 parks and the capture rate from those seven parks


7 ranges from 5 percent to 44 percent; is that right?


8           A.   Correct.


9           Q.   This 20 percent is the average capture


10 rate of all of those seven parks?  That's just a


11 strict average it looks like, right?


12           A.   Correct.


13           Q.   And then what this chart looks like, it


14 takes 40 million, which is the total market for


15 Seattle, which includes I believe the metropolitan


16 population, the population and the tourists, and it


17 multiplies it by 20 percent capture rate to project


18 8 million annual visitors; is that right?


19           A.   Correct, but I don't -- yeah, I don't


20 think that is -- I would need to look at this more


21 closely to discern exactly what they're referring to


22 relative to the project itself.


23           Q.   What do you mean by that?  What are you


24 kind of confused about?


25           A.   Well, I haven't seen this for a long
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1 time.  I mean, I haven't looked at it for quite a


2 while, and so I would need go back through and talk


3 to my hotel analysis person and to more clearly


4 understand what this 8 million visitors is referring


5 to.  Is it referring just specifically -- my


6 understanding was that the net average of what the


7 project would bring on its own would be a million and


8 a half visitors, not 8 million visitors.


9           Q.   So, sure, this could be just total?


10           A.   Yeah.


11           Q.   That's what this looks like it, a total


12 annual visitor number?


13           A.   Yeah, so that's more what I'm referring


14 to.  I would have to get clarification in my mind


15 exactly what that's dealing with.


16           Q.   The final special benefit study does


17 rely on this idea that the waterfront LID


18 improvements is going to increase tourism?


19           A.   Correct.


20           Q.   By about 1.5 million visitors a year?


21           A.   Yes.


22           Q.   That 1.5 million number, do you just


23 generally remember how you came to that number?


24           A.   It would have been based on this study.


25           Q.   It would have been based on parks
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1 drawing visitors in from other cities?


2                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to the form.


3           A.   Correct, and it could also be relative


4 to local populations using the area more as well.  I


5 would have to go back and look at that.


6           Q.   Okay.  Do you know whether or not you


7 all looked at -- whether you all considered these


8 particular parks and their ability to draw visitors


9 in?


10           A.   Well, we certainly would have looked at


11 this report and the relevance of it in relation to


12 the other cities, sure, yes.


13           Q.   Then if you look at the next slide,


14 this ways, "HR&A then estimated the share of regional


15 versus out-of-town visitors, and how much time these


16 visitors might spend in the park."


17                So it looks like what happened is HR&A


18 is looking at how many visitors to the waterfront are


19 coming from within Seattle or regionally versus from


20 out of town; is that right?


21           A.   It appears to be that, yes.


22           Q.   Okay.  Then if you look at the note on


23 the bottom it says that the distribution of visitors,


24 meaning the percent regional versus tourist, is based


25 on comps from High Line and Hudson River Park.  Do
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1 you know where those parks are?


2           A.   Sure, High Line and Hudson are in New


3 York.


4           Q.   Basically what this is saying, this


5 distribution of, you know, local versus tourists is


6 based on percentages from New York?


7                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


8           A.   Well, it goes on to say, "Distribution


9 of day versus overnight tourists is based on 2016


10 Longwood Tourism Study for Seattle," which again I


11 would need to familiarize myself with to better


12 understand this spreadsheet.


13           Q.   Do you have any reason to doubt the


14 accuracy of this note?


15           A.   No, it's there.  I don't doubt it, no.


16           Q.   As you pointed out, basically the first


17 number that they came up with was a difference


18 between local tourists and tourists coming in out of


19 town, and when they looked at just the tourists


20 coming from out of town -- sorry, they based that


21 number on New York numbers, and when they were


22 looking at just the tourists coming from out of town,


23 they based their distribution of day versus overnight


24 tourists on a local study; is that right?


25           A.   Again, I would have to go back through
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1 and review this to more accurately answer this.


2           Q.   In your professional opinion, based on


3 what you're reading right here, does that seem pretty


4 accurate?


5           A.   It seems reasonable, but again, I would


6 need to go back through and review that more


7 carefully.


8           Q.   If that were the case, does that seem


9 like a reasonable way to estimate the number of


10 visitors coming to the Seattle waterfront?


11                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to the form.


12           A.   I can't answer that.  I'm not an expert


13 in this field or what HDR did all in their study so I


14 can't answer that.


15           Q.   Would you have been aware of HR&A's


16 methodology when you were preparing the final special


17 benefit study?


18           A.   Mr. Bird would have been much more


19 familiar with that and used it in his analyzation of


20 his hotels than I was.


21           Q.   Mr. Bird works for you?


22           A.   Correct.


23           Q.   So ABS Valuation would have been aware


24 of the methodology?


25           A.   Yes.
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1           Q.   If this note is correct, if


2 ABS Valuation had looked at something like this, and


3 you have no reason to doubt that that is inaccurate,


4 what would ABS Valuation have done with this


5 information, what kind of adjustment would they have


6 made?


7           A.   Well, again, I would need to refer to


8 Mr. Bird as far as how he determined the supply and


9 demand factors and how many units were coming on


10 board to answer that.


11           Q.   I understand that you yourself might


12 not have been doing this work and it sounds like


13 Mr. Bird would be the right person to talk to about


14 this, but I'm just asking you, now that you've seen


15 this note what do you think, would you have just


16 relied on this methodology or would there have been


17 adjustments?


18           A.   At this point without talking to


19 Mr. Bird, I couldn't answer that.


20           Q.   Do you know whether your conclusion was


21 based on a -- sorry.


22                Do you know whether your special


23 benefit analysis was based on a conclusion that more


24 tourists would come to Seattle or that more tourists


25 would come to the Seattle waterfront?
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1           A.   Well, I think it would be the CBD area


2 that would benefit from the tourism and they would


3 utilize the waterfront amenity as a reason for coming


4 to Seattle or an enhanced reason for coming to


5 Seattle.


6           Q.   Within that, did you consider whether


7 or not visitors were coming for business reasons as


8 opposed to vacation reasons, family reasons, was


9 there any analysis of that?


10           A.   Again, I would have to talk to Mr. Bird


11 about that.


12           Q.   Do you think that analysis would have


13 been appropriate?


14                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to the form.


15           A.   Yeah, again, I would have to talk to


16 Mr. Bird about that.


17           Q.   Do you think that analysis would affect


18 property values?


19           A.   Again, I would have to go back through


20 with him and all of the assumptions that he made in


21 going through this.


22           Q.   So, for example, if everybody, if 100


23 percent of the people visiting Seattle were coming to


24 visit family, how would that affect the revenue of a


25 hotel?
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1                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to the form.


2           Q.   Let's say they're all staying at family


3 homes.


4           A.   That's hypothetical, I can't answer


5 that.


6           Q.   Would that affect the revenue of a


7 hotel?


8                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to the form.


9           A.   I can't answer that.  It's subjective.


10           Q.   I'm asking you as a professional


11 because you're a professional appraiser who knows


12 this much better than I do, even someone who doesn't


13 know anything, I would assume that that would be, but


14 that's fine.


15                MR. LUTZ:  Well, I mean --


16           A.   Rephrase the question, please.  I mean


17 you're saying if a hundred percent --


18           Q.   Yeah, so if 100 percent of people -- I


19 just want to know if that analysis is relevant.


20                So my hypothetical is trying to get at


21 relevance, and my hypothetical was:  If all of the


22 new visitors in Seattle are coming to visit family


23 and staying with family, would that affect hotel


24 revenue?


25           A.   If they weren't staying in hotels and
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1 were staying with family?  Yes, I would think that


2 would affect hotel revenue, yes.


3           Q.   Meaning nothing would happen to hotel


4 revenue?


5           A.   If they stayed with family and not at


6 hotels?


7           Q.   Yes.


8           A.   Yes.


9                MR. MOSES:  I have one quick question.


10


11                  E X A M I N A T I O N


12 BY MR. MOSES:


13           Q.   All of your comparables with the


14 exception of Stanley Park project which hasn't been


15 built yet are on this list except the Embarcadero.


16 Is there a reason why the Embarcadero wasn't


17 included?


18           A.   I don't know.  This is something that


19 was done by another firm, not us.


20                MR. MOSES:  Okay.


21


22                  E X A M I N A T I O N


23 BY MS. LIN:


24           Q.   I'm going to turn to one of these


25 spreadsheets.  I'm going to look at this Marriott
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1 waterfront spreadsheet.  You don't have a copy of it,


2 I assume?


3           A.   I don't, no.


4           Q.   Can I just walk over there and talk to


5 you about it?


6           A.   Sure, sure.


7           Q.   So the numbers are kind of small.


8           A.   Yeah, I know.


9           Q.   So you kind of walked me through this a


10 little bit.  It looks like this section is income


11 analysis before?


12           A.   Correct.


13           Q.   This middle section is income analysis


14 after?


15           A.   Correct.


16           Q.   Based on rate and vacancy, right, and


17 vacancy changes?


18           A.   Right.


19           Q.   Scenario B is income analysis based on


20 OAR change?


21           A.   Which is the capitalization rate,


22 overall rate, which is a capitalization rate.


23           Q.   Okay.  So you had explained earlier in


24 room rate information right here, in kind of the


25 revenue, you got that from third party sources and
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1 online?


2           A.   Correct.


3           Q.   Then it looks like here, the room


4 rate --


5                MR. LUTZ:  Is "here" going to help us?


6 We're not introducing it?  Anyway, but it would help.


7                THE WITNESS:  I can clearly see what


8 she's referring to.


9           Q.   This room rate from 315 looks like it


10 goes from 315 to either 320 or 321.  Can you tell me


11 why there's this increase and what these numbers are?


12           A.   Yeah, correct, they would be based on


13 increased overnight stays due to the project,


14 enhancement of the location of the project relative


15 to the esthetics, amenities the market may like,


16 things of that nature, where the hotel would be in a


17 better position to charge a little bit more per room


18 due to the location from before condition to the


19 after condition.


20           Q.   Okay, and this number, is this number


21 multiplied by 1.75?


22           A.   Correct.


23           Q.   And then for his food and beverage


24 revenue, it's about $35 per room and here it's 35.70.


25 Is that number also just multiplied by 1.75?
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1           A.   That, I don't recall.  I think that's


2 just the room rate.  That looks like it would be a


3 lower number.  I don't think it's part of the 1.75.


4           Q.   I'm sorry, 35.60.


5           A.   Yeah.


6           Q.   This goes from $35 to $35.61?


7           A.   Correct.


8           Q.   How does it go to $35.61?


9           A.   I think the logic is just with more


10 people staying at the hotel, you'll have more people


11 needing food and beverage.


12           Q.   Okay, and this is per room, right?


13           A.   Correct.


14           Q.   Okay, and so this isn't necessarily


15 each person eating more.


16                Sorry, this is each person eating more?


17           A.   If you have a slightly higher occupancy


18 rate, it's logical you'll have more people eating and


19 drinking, so I think it's just reflecting that


20 amenity.


21           Q.   And this number actually does look like


22 it's 35 times 1.75 -- times 101.75; is that right?


23           A.   I would have to do the math on that, I


24 don't know.


25                MS. LIN:  Jerry, can you please?
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1                MR. LUTZ:  What's the math?


2                MS. LIN:  Can you do $35 times 101.75?


3                MR. LUTZ:  35 times 101.75 is -- oh,


4 sorry, got to redo that just because I came up with


5 33,500.  I got to put a dot in there.


6                35 times 1.0175?


7                MS. LIN:  We want increase of 1.75, so


8 101.75.


9                MR. LUTZ:  1.075 --


10                MS. LIN:  No, 101.75.


11                MR. MOSES:  It's 1.0175.


12           Q.   1.0175, all right.


13           A.   It would be 35.61.


14           Q.   You guys are right, sorry.  Okay.  And


15 then so it looks like you multiplied the average room


16 rate by 1.75 to get the new one?


17           A.   Right.


18           Q.   Then you multiplied your average food


19 and beverage revenue per room by 1.75 to get the new


20 number.


21           A.   Right.


22           Q.   And then it looks like for parking, you


23 multiplied the average parking expense or rate per


24 occupied room, I think this is also by 1.75, to come


25 up with a new number, right?
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1           A.   Correct.


2           Q.   Okay, and then the occupancy here


3 states, what is this number?


4           A.   That's an expense.


5           Q.   Oh.


6           A.   It's a room expense.


7           Q.   Okay.


8           A.   Then food and beverage expense and


9 parking and other expenses.


10           Q.   Okay.  So all of those stay the same?


11           A.   Those are deductions from above.


12           Q.   Then what is the rationale for the


13 parking and other -- what does other income refer to?


14           A.   Yeah, I would have to talk to Mr. Bird


15 about that, what he's referring to by other income.


16           Q.   Could it be like conference rooms?


17           A.   I don't know if we break that out


18 separately or not.  Do we have banquet space?


19           Q.   I don't think there is any of that.


20           A.   That could be what he's referring to.


21 I'd have to double-check with him.


22           Q.   So what is the rationale for the


23 parking and other income going up by 1.75 percent?


24           A.   Again, just more visitors, more people


25 coming to stay and park, additional revenue that the
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1 hotel would receive.


2           Q.   Then it looks like -- can you explain


3 this part to me?  None of this is --


4           A.   Yeah, we have -- because we're doing so


5 many properties, we have different -- we try to keep


6 different sets that we can use in a multitude of


7 ways.  So these are all just zero docs because


8 they're not relevant to this property.


9           Q.   Understood.  Basically you add up all


10 of your revenue, you subtract all of your expenses


11 and you come up with an income, a net income?


12           A.   A net income, right.


13           Q.   The net income for the before is


14 basically all of these things added and subtracted,


15 and the one for after is each of these things


16 multiplied by 1.75 percent, and then you added and


17 subtracted them?  I mean, you added all the revenue


18 and you subtracted all the expenses?


19           A.   Correct.


20           Q.   Okay.  Can you explain to me why you


21 have a 1.75 and a 2 percent?


22           A.   Just based on the market and what we


23 felt the increase, reasonable increase in rate would


24 be.


25           Q.   And how did this number, how did you
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1 use this number (indicating) in your special benefit


2 analysis and how did you use this number (indicating)


3 in your special benefit analysis?


4           A.   As you can see down below, we end up


5 with the four scenario range looking at these two


6 scenarios and it looks like one of these pages didn't


7 get -- didn't print out -- I'm sorry, these two


8 ranges with the capitalization rate.


9                So we end up with four probable


10 scenarios ranging from about 2.97 increase in value


11 to 4.4, to 2.8, to 3.57.  So within that range, then


12 we make an estimate of what the after market value


13 would be.


14           Q.   Would the estimate just be the average


15 of those four?


16           A.   No.  It would depend on the location of


17 the hotel and the proximity to other similarly


18 situated properties to maintain the proportionality


19 in our study.


20           Q.   Do you know if you more commonly used


21 the income analysis or the overall cap rate analysis


22 for hotels in determining the special benefit which


23 was weighted heavier?


24           A.   It was both, and it depended on the


25 location of the property as to the relevance of which
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1 one would have been weighted more.


2           Q.   So in your preliminary spreadsheet,


3 that looks like you did not have this range right


4 here and you also did not have a cap rate analysis.


5 What made you include a range and cap rate analysis


6 for hotels in the these final spreadsheets?


7           A.   Are you referring to our formation


8 study spreadsheet?


9           Q.   Yes.


10           A.   Just to provide a better visual look at


11 the market and to provide a better analysis base for


12 us in doing our analysis so that we were hopefully a


13 little more accurate based on, we had additional


14 information relative to having a hotel consultant on


15 board and trying to bracket our benefit better than


16 we did in the formation study.


17           Q.   Okay, and for the third, for


18 scenario B, OAR changes, how did you come up with


19 these cap rates?


20           A.   Through comparable sales, through


21 looking at published reports on cap rates, investor


22 surveys that are out there, things of that nature.


23 So then judgment as far as how we felt the market


24 would reflect the change in location, the proximity


25 to the improvement, the enhanced amenity of the
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1 waterfront amenity and things of that nature, how an


2 investor would, a reasonable range a investor would


3 consider and a cap rate change based on those


4 factors.


5           Q.   Okay.  Did you at all -- because


6 parking is an issue for downtown and for hotels and


7 all commercial properties, did you take into


8 consideration any impact from parking?


9           A.   In what regard?


10           Q.   Well, I see parking income here.  I


11 don't see any analysis of whether or not a special


12 benefit might decrease due to like let's say loss of


13 parking or impact of parking.


14           A.   Well, for the property on the


15 waterfront, I think they had about 128 lost stalls


16 along the waterfront.  That would have been


17 considered in our analysis where it was relevant.  We


18 didn't do a separate parking analysis study that came


19 up with a number and was deducted from something.


20                It was just something we would have


21 looked at relative to each individual property as we


22 were appraising them.  Such as, you know, the pier,


23 Ivars, 54, 55, that's where the parking was right in


24 front of.  So we just looked at it on a per-parcel


25 basis, and if there was a parking impact, we would
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1 have reflected it in our analysis and made an


2 adjustment in our after value to reflect that


3 difference.


4           Q.   But that wouldn't be in the


5 spreadsheet?


6           A.   We did not do a separate parking


7 analysis, no.


8           Q.   What about traffic analysis, for


9 example, increased traffic due to narrower lanes


10 or --


11           A.   Well, the LID is not about traffic.


12 It's about esthetic amenities and park amenities, and


13 the street design and flow would be the same both in


14 the before and after.  So what the city is doing in


15 the Pike/Pine corridor and other areas, they would


16 have done regardless of the LID.


17                So when you get down to 1st, regardless


18 of the -- if the LID wasn't through or not, I mean,


19 those streetscape amenities would be the same as far


20 as traffic is concerned.


21           Q.   Did you do a similar like


22 scenario-based analysis for every hotel?


23           A.   Yes.


24           Q.   Okay, and would that be a rate and


25 vacancy change analysis with the high/low rate?
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1           A.   Uh-huh.


2           Q.   And then OAR change analysis with a


3 high/low cap rate?


4           A.   Correct.


5           Q.   Okay and every hotel got this exact


6 same thing?


7           A.   Similar format, yeah.  Some were broken


8 out.  Under state statute, each individual tax parcel


9 needs to have a benefit and assessment amount.  So


10 some properties get really complex in the sense that


11 they had multiple tax parcels or they were one tax


12 parcel and part of the project was an apartment and


13 part of it was a hotel.


14           Q.   Okay.  So like, yeah --


15           A.   Yeah.


16           Q.   Okay.


17           A.   So yeah, but in general, this would be


18 an example of a typical hotel analysis.


19           Q.   Okay.


20                MS. LIN:  Any other questions about


21 this hotel spreadsheet?


22


23                  E X A M I N A T I O N


24 BY MR. LUTZ:


25           Q.   Yeah.  Back to the Friend visitors
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1 study, Friends of Waterfront Seattle, HR&A study,


2 Exhibit-5; is that right?


3           A.   Correct.


4           Q.   Do you know how you used this


5 information to calculate the before market increase


6 for the hotels?


7           A.   No, I don't know that, how we used this


8 in the before analysis.  The before analysis, again,


9 would have been based on what the market was at that


10 time, based on the certain assumptions, and this


11 study is more relative to the after situation.


12           Q.   But when you're looking at the


13 hypothesized before situation, there will be more


14 visitors, did you assume more visitors to the


15 waterfront because the viaduct is gone and there's a


16 promenade, or did you make some assessment of that


17 change in connection with your before determination?


18           A.   It would have been just looking at what


19 the current rates were, making adjustment, you know,


20 adjustment for whatever we felt the market would


21 reflect for the project in the before condition, and


22 then similarly this was one aid we looked at in


23 estimating our after valuation as there will be some


24 more visitors coming to Seattle in all probability.


25 So this study was used more in an after value context
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1 and not used in a before context.


2           Q.   Then you had talked about, you've done


3 a different analysis for each of the hotels in terms


4 of looking at the hotel individually, making a


5 judgment about what increase in occupancy rate it


6 might be, what increase in average annual -- or


7 average room rate might be, what reduction in cap


8 rate might be.  It's my understanding, just confirm,


9 whether those are, all of those are still


10 professional judgment determinations?


11           A.   Everything we do is a professional


12 judgment.  You know, I'm an appraiser.  I estimate


13 things.  That's what I'm hired to do.


14           Q.   Okay.  But so, for example, you're


15 making fairly modest cap rate adjustments like, yeah,


16 here you go, I'm going from a -- what hotel is this?


17                MS. LIN:  This is actually the Martin


18 Apartments.


19           Q.   The Martin Apartments.  So in the


20 before you've got a cap rate of 4.25?


21           A.   Uh-huh.


22           Q.   And in after, you are looking at a cap


23 rate reduction of between 3/100ths and 1/100th?


24           A.   Yeah, we're basically saying any


25 investor would be looking at that as an investment
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1 with the park in place as slightly marginal from the


2 before.  There wouldn't be a big change in value.


3 That's probably reflected in the benefit I would


4 imagine.


5           Q.   So you're shaving somewhere between


6 1/100th and 3/100ths of a percent off the cap rate?


7           A.   Yes.


8           Q.   And in your mind, that reflects, I


9 think there's something there, but it's little?


10           A.   In a prospective buyer/seller's mind


11 looking at market value, two well informed people in


12 the market, they would pay a slightly lower cap rate


13 with the LID in place than they would with it not in


14 place in a before situation.


15           Q.   This isn't driven by any particular


16 academic study or --


17           A.   No.


18                MR. LUTZ:  Okay.  I have one last --


19 well, do you want to go.


20                MS. LIN:  I do want to ask a few


21 questions about this one.


22                MR. LUTZ:  I'm sorry, I just jumped in.


23                MS. LIN:  I wanted to know if you had


24 any -- go ahead.


25 BY MR. LUTZ:
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1           Q.   I have one more generic question for


2 you.


3                You've said you didn't have information


4 from any of the hotel people about their actual


5 average room rates or occupancy rates.  If you got


6 that information on a confidential basis, would you


7 revise your report?


8                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to the form.


9           A.   If I was asked for review the


10 information, if the city asked me to review the


11 information, and if it was factual and valid, yes.


12           Q.   And have you been asked to do any


13 additional work after the examiner rendered findings


14 and recommendations to advise the counsel on


15 adjustment to your proposed LID assessment?


16                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


17           A.   Not yet, no.


18           Q.   Okay.


19                MR. LUTZ:  Go ahead.


20


21                  E X A M I N A T I O N


22 BY MS. LIN:


23           Q.   I'm going to walk through a couple of


24 more of these, if that's all right with you.


25           A.   Sure.
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1           Q.   I think this will go pretty quickly.


2 We have a couple of different types of properties and


3 kind of discussed hotels.  This is going to be about


4 apartments.


5           A.   Sure.


6           Q.   I sort of just pulled them out of the


7 pile.  I'm using the Martin Apartments as just an


8 example.


9           A.   Uh-huh.


10           Q.   It looks like for apartments, you did


11 something kind of similar with the hotels --


12           A.   Uh-huh.


13           Q.   -- where you have these scenarios.  So


14 scenario A is based on the rental and vacancy rate


15 changes.


16           A.   Uh-huh.


17                (Discussion off the record.)


18           Q.   And then there's a scenario B that is


19 the overall capitalization rate?


20           A.   That is correct.


21           Q.   And it looks like for scenario A, just


22 like the hotel, you've got a low and a high percent


23 then; is that correct?


24           A.   That's correct.


25           Q.   And then scenario B, you've got a low
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1 and a high cap rate change?


2           A.   That is correct.


3           Q.   Okay.  And then in your before


4 analysis, you start with rental rates for things like


5 studios, one bedrooms, two, three bedrooms, and then


6 you've also got square footage rates for retail?


7           A.   Correct.


8           Q.   Okay, and then it looks like what you


9 did in the rental and vacancy rate changes was you


10 multiplied by -- you multiplied the rental rates by


11 .2 percent for the low and .6 percent for the high;


12 is that correct?


13           A.   That's correct.


14           Q.   Okay, and by doing this, you get a new


15 higher net income?


16           A.   Correct.


17           Q.   Okay.  Did you do this sort of similar


18 thing for each of the apartments?


19           A.   Correct.


20           Q.   And then for the -- this is an example


21 of an office building.  It looks like you did


22 something very similar for office buildings; is that


23 correct?


24           A.   That's correct.  For all of the


25 properties that we looked at, a similar vacancy and
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1 rent analysis was done, and a separate capitalization


2 analysis was done, and that was our reflection of


3 what we saw in the market as being the driving forces


4 of the changes in value.


5           Q.   Does this comprise your entire analysis


6 for a particular commercial property underlying your


7 special benefit amount?


8           A.   There is a lot of additional


9 information that's in the files that we would have


10 considered.  We did this analysis sheet.  Some LIDs


11 you won't even do an analysis sheet, such as the


12 condominiums because of the vast amount of them, and


13 because of the complexity of these properties, we


14 felt it reasonable to do an analysis sheet just to


15 show our thought process and to summarize our


16 conclusions.


17                Due to the scope of the services of our


18 job, we don't prepare individual reports, and so this


19 is just a summation of our valuations.  And if we had


20 to write a report, we have enough information in all


21 of our data to do USPAP-compliant report, but


22 obviously to write a thousand different reports on


23 commercial property would be very, very


24 time-consuming and expensive.


25           Q.   So is it accurate to say that there are
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1 other materials out there regarding each of these


2 properties, but these sheets synthesize most of that


3 information?


4           A.   They summarize, yes.


5           Q.   Summarize, okay.


6                Could I ask you a question about the


7 LID boundary one more time?  Sorry to jump back.


8           A.   Uh-huh.


9           Q.   So Jerry wouldn't let me ask it


10 earlier.


11                So when we were talking about the


12 boundary, you said that at some point there's no more


13 measurable impact, right, and that's kind of where


14 you draw the boundary?


15           A.   Correct.


16           Q.   And you had kind of said there was like


17 neighborhood factors, but there was also like


18 quantitative factors.  Like I think you said


19 something like .75 percent probably would be too


20 small of something to measure past.  So if you've got


21 those small numbers, it's immeasurable?


22                MR. FILIPINI:  I'll object to form.


23           A.   When you look, if you look up in the


24 Denny triangle area, some of those benefits are very,


25 very low, and they just get to the point to where we
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1 pass that point and when you get to Denny Way, it's a


2 geographical boundary and changing neighborhoods, it


3 just ends up not a measurable niche in the


4 marketplace.  The location doesn't lend itself to the


5 utilization of the park and it becomes more of a


6 general benefit rather than a special benefit.


7           Q.   It's so low, it's less than 1 percent,


8 it's almost immeasurable at that point?


9           A.   Correct.


10           Q.   Okay.


11           A.   Well, way less than 1 percent.


12           Q.   Okay.  Less than --


13           A.   Less than .25 percent.


14           Q.   Okay.  What about less than half a


15 percent, if something was less than half a percent,


16 would that still be --


17           A.   Beyond that, you're more of a general


18 benefit.


19           Q.   Okay.  Could I ask a question back to


20 Martin Apartments, then.  How is this, this one says


21 .2 percent is the amount that it would have


22 increased.  How is that measurable?


23           A.   Well, we were just looking at it, and


24 in relative terms, are you the same with the LID


25 project in place or are you slightly better or are
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1 you worse?


2                So given this location, that you're


3 going to be slightly better with the LID in place and


4 there would be some modest increase in rent that


5 would be applicable in the market and could be


6 reflected in the market.  And although it's small, as


7 is the capitalization rate change, you know, we felt


8 there would be some benefit to some of these


9 properties that are further away, and so smaller


10 adjustments were made for properties in the outlying


11 areas as they were for properties closer to the main


12 waterfront amenities.


13                MS. LIN:  Okay.  Do you have any


14 questions with regard to these spreadsheets?


15                MR. LUTZ:  No.  I want to ask my two


16 questions at some point, but I'll leave it to you for


17 now.


18                MS. LIN:  Okay.  Actually, can we stop


19 just -- why don't you ask your couple questions and


20 then can we take a quick break?


21                MR. LUTZ:  Sure.  Is that okay with you


22 guys?


23                MS. TERWILLIGER:  Yeah.


24                MR. MOSES:  Sure.


25
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1                  E X A M I N A T I O N


2 BY MR. LUTZ:


3           Q.   I have two client-specific questions.


4                And so the first is page -- the fourth


5 page of these spreadsheets.


6                MR. FILIPINI:  Is that Exhibit-1?


7           Q.   Exhibit-1, and it is the sixth property


8 down.


9                MR. FILIPINI:  I just need a minute to


10 get there.


11           Q.   Okay.


12           A.   Page?


13           Q.   Page 4 of the foldout pages, page 4 of


14 13.


15           A.   Okay.


16           Q.   The sixth property down, B287.


17           A.   The Foster Marshall Building?


18           Q.   Yes, United Way.


19                So in general, you treated special


20 purpose properties like charities as getting a lower


21 assessment; is that correct?


22           A.   Say it again, please.


23           Q.   It was my understanding that you


24 treated in general special purpose properties such as


25 charitable institutions properties as getting zero --
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1 a lower or zero assessment.


2           A.   Well, if there was a deed restriction,


3 which there were on 20, 30-some properties, they


4 couldn't change the use, there was no relative income


5 change they could make.  They just simply didn't


6 benefit from the property because they couldn't


7 change or get greater rent or anything.  So there was


8 a number of properties simply had a zero benefit,


9 yes.


10           Q.   So United Way has an assessment of


11 $139,097.  Did you work on that project at all?


12           A.   Yes, and I understand now there's a


13 TDR, and I wasn't aware of it but I am now, that they


14 didn't sell their TDR rights.  I thought we had all


15 the TDR right information, but we didn't on this one.


16                I would say this property would need


17 adjustment to reflect the fact it doesn't have those


18 air rights anymore.  This benefit on this particular


19 property would be high relative to factual


20 information.


21           Q.   Okay.  So the second one I wanted to go


22 to was page 12 of 13.  It's property E061, Fourth


23 Avenue Associates.  The property name is Century


24 Square Retail.


25           A.   What page again?
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1           Q.   12 of 13.


2           A.   Okay, got it.


3           Q.   Found it?


4           A.   Yeah.


5           Q.   Do you have familiarity with this


6 property?


7           A.   Generally, yes.  I mean, I would have


8 gone by and looked at it.


9           Q.   Okay.  Are you aware, and I can also


10 ask you a hypothetical about this, but are you aware


11 of a height limit on that property?


12           A.   I would have to go back and check our


13 records.  As I sit here, I am not.


14           Q.   So we can -- this will be coming up in


15 the hearing.  So hypothetically, if you did not


16 consider that this building has a two-story height


17 limit in your valuation assessment, that would be an


18 indication that the assessment might need to be


19 revised?


20                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


21                Go ahead.


22           A.   Correct.


23           Q.   Is there a way from this chart to


24 determine improvement value versus land value?


25           A.   No.
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1           Q.   Okay.


2           A.   There is on the analysis chart that we


3 gave you.


4           Q.   (Indicating).


5           A.   Yeah.


6           Q.   Okay.  I'm going to hand you this for a


7 minute, Fourth Avenue.


8           A.   Sure.


9           Q.   So as I'm reading that, it has a --


10 it's mostly land value with a small residual


11 improvement value.


12           A.   Correct.


13           Q.   And the land value is 32 million?


14           A.   Correct.


15           Q.   On the site of that size, does a


16 $32 million land valuation line up with a property


17 that's got a two-story height limit?


18           A.   Yeah, if there is a height restriction


19 on this, then that is a high land value.  You would


20 need to adjust it.


21           Q.   Okay.  Thank you.


22           A.   You bet.


23                MR. LUTZ:  That's all I got.


24                MS. TERWILLIGER:  Should we break?


25                MR. REUTER:  I have questions when it's
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1 appropriate.  Do we want to break?


2                MR. LUTZ:  Yeah, Todd, should we take a


3 quick break so Molly and you can compose yourself or


4 are you ready to roll?


5                (Brief recess.)


6                MR. FILIPINI:  Based on our


7 understanding that questions concerning the documents


8 containing confidential material are done, we can


9 proceed in the deposition not on a confidential


10 basis.


11                (End of CONFIDENTIAL testimony.)
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1                  E X A M I N A T I O N


2 BY MS. LIN:


3           Q.   Can you actually turn to page 83 of the


4 final special benefit study.  And that is in the


5 after, yeah, after the folded pages.


6           A.   Okay.


7           Q.   So in the second paragraph down, it


8 says, "In terms of direct residential impact, John


9 Crompton's ongoing studies into the impact of parks


10 on property values have been used by municipalities


11 across the country," and then it goes on to explain


12 Crompton's proximate principle which capitalizes park


13 land and increased property values and a widening of


14 the tax base.


15           A.   Okay.


16           Q.   So did you rely on John Crompton's


17 studies to prepare the final special benefit study?


18           A.   They were used as background


19 information.


20           Q.   And how so?


21           A.   Just relative information as far as the


22 parks do show -- the studies do show that parks and


23 properties, especially in close proximity, do have


24 market value increase that's been shown in the


25 marketplace as a positive impact on the property
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1 value.


2           Q.   So the basis of your understanding that


3 a park will translate to increased property values


4 comes in part from John Crompton's studies?


5           A.   In part, yes.


6           Q.   Okay.  What else?


7           A.   As far as residential properties


8 specifically?


9           Q.   Why don't we talk about -- why don't we


10 actually talk about commercial properties.  What


11 forms the basis of your understanding that proximity


12 to a park will increase property values for


13 commercial properties?


14           A.   Well, again, in all the studies we


15 looked at, that we addressed in the report, they


16 show -- as we show in our spreadsheets, they show


17 typically properties having proximity to the parks


18 have, typically have lower vacancy rates, higher


19 rentability, lower capitalization rates, improved


20 sales, show increased trends, looking at controlled


21 studies from before and after the park amenities are


22 in place.  So those were additional basis that we


23 used to form the range in values that we show in our


24 study.


25           Q.   And these are studies based on parks in
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1 other cities?


2           A.   Correct.


3           Q.   Okay.  These were sort of -- okay.  It


4 says, it does say in the third paragraph down, it


5 says, "In summary, the studies discussed in this


6 report are used as a basis of valuation, given the


7 unique assumptions of the subject LID project.


8 Properties closest to the park areas/enhanced


9 streetscapes experience the most special benefits."


10           A.   Correct.


11           Q.   So what is your understanding of the


12 proximate principle?


13           A.   Of the --


14           Q.   Proximate principle, the proximate


15 principle is listed in quotations in the second


16 paragraph, third line down.


17           A.   I think we're just referring to


18 proximity to the park amenities.


19           Q.   So did you apply the proximate


20 principle in your final special benefit study?


21           A.   Again, we used it as a background tool,


22 as we used other studies we looked at, to develop a


23 range of what would be reasonable in the marketplace.


24           Q.   How is the proximate principle


25 reflected in the actual assessments in this LID?
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1           A.   Again, it's used as a background to


2 develop a range.  So we didn't specifically use --


3 use it solely.  We looked at a large segment of other


4 studies to draw our conclusions from.


5           Q.   So when you say you used it to


6 establish a range, what does that mean?


7           A.   Well, anytime an appraiser does an


8 appraisal, you try to develop as you see on the


9 spreadsheets, develop a range of what is probable in


10 the marketplace.  And within that range, based on the


11 relative locational differences and whatnot of the


12 property, make a market value estimate based on that.


13           Q.   So for here, would it be like in


14 general, if you're within, you know, one to two


15 blocks, this is the range, if you're in three to


16 fewer blocks, this is the range, is that how that


17 would translate here?


18                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


19           A.   Well, generally we found that


20 properties closer to the waterfront obviously


21 benefited more due to the proximity to the


22 waterfront.  So they had a higher benefit, depending


23 on the property type, their location, things of that


24 nature.


25                Then as you moved further back from the
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1 waterfront, the amenities that -- the amenity of the


2 waterfront became less and less, and that depended on


3 where you were within the CBD area within the


4 boundary of the LID.


5           Q.   Okay, and so on these two bullet


6 points, it says that, "75 percent of the benefit from


7 a park is captured within 500 feet, or three city


8 blocks."


9                Is that three Seattle city blocks?


10           A.   I think they're fairly close.  Mary


11 Hamel worked a lot on this research and I remember


12 talking to her about that, and obviously city blocks


13 vary dramatically.  If you go to Boston, they're very


14 long blocks.  So she felt it was relatively


15 reasonable going, you know, back I think a block or


16 two from the waterfront is what she was referring to


17 when I spoke with her about it.


18           Q.   So because this final special benefit


19 relates to Seattle, this is referring to 30 Seattle


20 city blocks?


21           A.   That's my understanding.  I would need


22 to clarify that with Mary, but that's my


23 understanding.


24           Q.   Then it says, "The remaining 25 percent


25 of the benefit is likely dissipated over a 500 to
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1 2,000-foot range, or four to 12 city blocks."


2           A.   Correct.


3           Q.   Is that also talking about Seattle city


4 blocks?


5           A.   Correct.


6           Q.   How did you use this information?


7           A.   Again, as I said, it was used as


8 background information.  Obviously it's been


9 published several times.  It's relied on by a lot of


10 people.  It shows a lot of strong market evidence


11 that different property types benefit from proximity


12 to park elements in the marketplace.


13           Q.   Did you use this information to assist


14 you in drawing the LID boundary?


15           A.   To some degree, yes.


16           Q.   Did you use this information to assist


17 you in assigning certain percentages to particular


18 types of properties based on their location?


19           A.   Well, we valued each property


20 individually based on its own merits and looked at a


21 value range, as you can see on the spreadsheets, and


22 then made a market value estimate based on that.  So


23 we didn't assign a benefit to any property.  It was


24 based on the market value difference of each property


25 relative to its location in the marketplace.  It
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1 wasn't an assigned value.


2           Q.   I see.  Did you end up finding that


3 about 75 percent of the benefit that you calculated


4 was actually captured within 500 feet?


5           A.   I don't know that for a fact.


6           Q.   Do you know if you extended past 12


7 city blocks?


8           A.   I don't know that for a fact.


9           Q.   Did you talk to Professor Crompton


10 about his study?


11           A.   Mary might have.  Mary Hamel, who is an


12 associate that did a significant amount of this


13 research, may have.  I would have to ask her.


14           Q.   In general, did you all reach out to


15 authors of literature or studies that you relied on


16 to interview them or ask them questions about the


17 studies that you relied on?


18           A.   I would have to ask Mary that.


19           Q.   Would that have been typical?


20                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


21           A.   For her, yes.  I know she talked to a


22 number of different people.  I don't know sitting


23 here specifically who, but I know she did specific


24 research over and above this in talking to people.


25           Q.   I believe John Crompton also has these
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1 criteria for assigning -- for determining whether a


2 park is excellent, average, above average.  Are you


3 familiar with that?


4           A.   Yes.


5           Q.   And what did you conclude the before


6 waterfront to be?


7           A.   I think we looked at it as average to


8 above average.


9           Q.   Okay.  I think it was average.


10           A.   I think in another place in the report


11 we say average to above average.  I think some of the


12 verbiage got (indicating).


13                MR. MOSES:  It's on page 47, I think.


14           A.   I think we used some ambiguous terms


15 there, but I think for the most part, we consider it


16 average to above average in the before.


17                MR. LUTZ:  Right.


18           Q.   And what was the basis for that


19 conclusion?


20           A.   Just judgment looking at the facts as


21 we discussed, you know, the before amenities, you


22 know, provide some change from what it was if the


23 viaduct would not have been there.  With the viaduct


24 removed would be a better phrase.


25           Q.   For purposes of that conclusion, the
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1 average/above average conclusion, how did you define


2 the park?  Because the criteria is asking you to


3 assign one of these qualities to a park.  So what was


4 the park?


5           A.   Well, again, this is used as background


6 information.  So we took, probably the promenade


7 area, overlook walk area were park-like.  They would


8 be maintained by the park department.  So again, this


9 is used as background information to make, you know,


10 relative observations in the market as to the change


11 in how the market would perceive the properties in


12 the before versus the after situation.


13           Q.   Can you give an example of another type


14 of average to above average park that you think might


15 be comparable?


16           A.   Not as I sit here right now.


17           Q.   You conclude that after the waterfront


18 LID improvement, the park will go from average to


19 excellent; is that right?


20           A.   Average to above average to excellent,


21 yes.


22           Q.   What is the basis for that conclusion?


23           A.   Just it's appeal in the market, the


24 amenities it provides.  It's just a judgment looking


25 at it, looking at the studies.  It's, again, it's
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1 background information that is using terminology from


2 a report, that we're just recognizing that the market


3 is going to react differently to waterfront amenities


4 because they're much more desirable than they were in


5 the before situation, having the overlook walk,


6 having the promenade and the other streetscape


7 improvements.


8           Q.   When you say that is background


9 information, how did this background information


10 inform your special benefit analysis?


11           A.   Well, it informed us that the market,


12 positive market forces that create higher values


13 associated with park amenities, like the subject


14 project.


15           Q.   And for purposes of concluding the park


16 would be excellent after the waterfront LID


17 improvement, what area were you considering as part


18 of that park?


19           A.   Well, we're looking at the project as


20 an entity, so the more park-like amenities are the


21 promenade and the overlook walk area.  So we're just


22 looking at it more in general terms, that we're


23 saying hey, it's going from something that's average


24 to above average, to excellent.  We recognize a


25 change in the market and these are words that were
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1 used to associate that difference, just to reflect


2 that the market would look at it more favorably.


3           Q.   You're not really thinking about


4 Pike/Pine, or you are?


5           A.   Not so much as far as park-like


6 amenities.  They're more streetscape amenities.  The


7 number of those New York studies showed positive


8 reactions to more streetscape amenities, but


9 obviously as you move further away from the


10 waterfront, you're more streetscape type amenities


11 than you are park type amenities.


12           Q.   Okay.  Without Pier 58, are the


13 waterfront LID improvements more accurately


14 characterized as street beautification?


15           A.   Well, without Pier 58?


16           Q.   Yeah.


17           A.   Well, I think Pier 58, the promenade,


18 the overlook walk, would combine into more park-like


19 amenities than would the Pioneer Square and Pike/Pine


20 corridors.


21           Q.   It's those three together?


22           A.   They would be the main park-like


23 components that we considered.


24           Q.   So when we're drawing boundaries around


25 a park, those are the core park elements that you're
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1 thinking of?


2           A.   Correct.


3                MS. LIN:  I don't have any other


4 questions.


5                MR. MOSES:  I have a few more


6 questions.  Maybe it makes sense to ask them now.


7                MS. LIN:  Go ahead.


8


9                  E X A M I N A T I O N


10 BY MR. MOSES:


11           Q.   Maybe you've addressed some of these,


12 I'm going to skip through theme real quick.


13                Do you have any precedents where the


14 Crompton paper was used as evidence in any kind of an


15 assessment district?


16           A.   No, I don't.


17           Q.   On page 19 and 20 of the Crompton


18 paper, it provides a methodology for assessing the


19 quality of a park.  It says, "Create each park in the


20 system on a five point scale from blighted to


21 excellent.  The grading can be done either by park


22 staff or by a panel of residents familiar with each


23 of the sites.  The scales is defined primarily by the


24 emotional response of people in the park's area of


25 influence."
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1                Did you perform either of those


2 surveys?


3                MR. FILIPINI:  I'll object just as to


4 form just to the extent that -- well, including that


5 the Crompton study is not in front of Bob.


6                Go ahead.


7           A.   We did not perform the study.  It was


8 just based on our judgment.


9           Q.   Okay, thanks.


10                So then in your judgment, you had


11 assessments of average before, I think if I read this


12 correctly, judging from percentages you applied, it


13 had to have been above average -- excuse me, average


14 existing, above average before, and excellent after?


15           A.   We looked in the before condition as


16 average to above average, and then in the after as


17 excellent, just as a phrase to measure that there's a


18 change in the market.


19           Q.   Okay.  I realize you don't have the


20 Crompton paper in front of you, but I'm going to


21 refer to page 34 of the Crompton paper.  It says,


22 this is the section, chapter 1, context of the issue,


23 section entitled Factors Influencing Capitalization.


24                It states, "It may take 30 to 40 years


25 for new parks to mature.  In the beginning, the trees
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1 are small and spindly.  Plantings are scattered and


2 immature.  Shade is scarce and the landscaping is not


3 esthetically pleasing.  Hence, the capitalized


4 premium initially may be very small" -- excuse me,


5 "relatively small."


6                Did you make any adjustment for


7 maturity of the park?


8           A.   When you look at the size of the trees,


9 and the city, if you look in our addendum, one of the


10 elements that the city does is put in more mature


11 trees than we would have in a before situation or


12 they would have been in the existing before


13 situation, so it's something that was considered that


14 it would add some enhancement to the park element.


15           Q.   So it's more mature.  How mature is a


16 four-inch tree?


17           A.   Well, I don't know.  They're planting


18 larger than four-inch trees.  Again, you'd have to


19 refer to the addenda.  They go into specifics on the


20 trees and the plantings and the number of trees.


21           Q.   Okay.  Just for the record, I'm not


22 aware of anything in the study that says it's


23 planting anything bigger than a four-inch tree.


24           A.   There's an addenda to the report.  It


25 goes into detail of the African --
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1           Q.   That's what I'm looking at.  I'm sorry.


2           A.   Okay.


3           Q.   You don't have any estimate then of how


4 many years from maturity the LID improvements are in


5 terms of development of the trees and development of


6 the landscape.  Do you have any estimate?


7           A.   Do I?  No, I don't.


8           Q.   Okay.


9                MR. MOSES:  That's all my questions.


10


11                  E X A M I N A T I O N


12 BY MS. TERWILLIGER:


13           Q.   I have just a couple of questions for


14 you.


15           A.   Sure.


16           Q.   Is it okay if I sit down there, can you


17 guys hear okay?


18           A.   Yes.


19           Q.   I want to start off by talking a little


20 bit about general benefits versus specific benefits


21 or special benefits.  Would you agree that public


22 improvements can confer both general benefits and


23 special benefits?


24           A.   They do.


25           Q.   They do, okay.  So all public
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1 improvements have both general benefits and special


2 benefits?


3           A.   Well, it would depend on what the


4 public improvement is.


5           Q.   Okay.


6           A.   So not all of them would have special


7 benefits, no.


8           Q.   Okay, and is your position that the LID


9 has conferred both general benefits and special


10 benefits?


11           A.   They do.  General benefits just aren't


12 measurable in the marketplace.  By definition,


13 they're general and they reach out from the LID area


14 out, as I mentioned before, I'm sure to the north,


15 beyond Capitol Hill, to the south.


16                There's no definable way to say where


17 they end or how to measure them.  There's no monetary


18 way to assess that amount.  That's why they call it a


19 special benefit, not a general benefit analysis.


20 I've never seen or been asked to do a general benefit


21 analysis.  It would be impossible to do.  It would be


22 impossible to try to measure this general benefit to


23 the public at large by this project.


24           Q.   By this project in particular or by any


25 project?
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1           A.   It would just depend on the project.


2           Q.   Okay.  Does that mean that your special


3 benefit assessment or your special benefit


4 calculations necessarily includes as part of it the


5 general benefits that are created from the LID?


6           A.   Within the specially benefited area,


7 there would be some general benefit that just isn't


8 measurable.  When you get outside the boundary of the


9 property, that's where the special benefit ends and


10 that's where you have general benefit beyond that.


11           Q.   But you don't think there's any way to


12 measure general benefits and to thereby take that


13 away from your calculation of the special benefits?


14           A.   I have never seen it done.  I don't


15 know how it would be calculated.  I don't know by


16 definition how it could possibly be monetarily


17 measured.


18           Q.   Okay.  Can you remind me what the


19 estimated time frame is for the LID improvements?


20           A.   Well, my valuation date looks at it


21 completed as of October 1, 2019, so I've heard 2024


22 as a completion time frame.


23           Q.   Has your work on other special benefit


24 analyses involved projects that are this many years


25 long or this large in scope?
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1           A.   Yes.


2           Q.   Okay.  Does your special benefit


3 analysis or does your calculation account for any


4 decrease in value that the properties might encounter


5 as a result of the construction and the disruption?


6           A.   No, that's not something that's


7 considered in our analysis.


8           Q.   Okay.  Have you ever considered that in


9 one of your special benefit analyses?


10           A.   No.  It gets more back to eminent


11 domain.  It's not compensable, so it's not something


12 we consider.


13           Q.   Okay.


14           A.   It's a fact, it's a fact that it


15 happens, but from an appraisal standpoint, it's not


16 something you consider.


17           Q.   Okay.  Have you ever had occasion to in


18 the course of your work come across an improvement


19 district that created special benefits for some


20 property owners and damages or negative benefits for


21 other property owners?


22           A.   When we do a special benefit study, we


23 assume that all of the right-of-way area or any area


24 that the public or the city or the county or the


25 state took, that the property owner has been fairly
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1 compensated and so it's a different issue.


2                So there can be instances where in the


3 benefit study and in this study, where in the


4 Waterfront Landing where they've got an elevated area


5 that is abutting their condominium.  So we recognize


6 that is a before condition and it's also an after


7 condition.  So there is some view blockage due to


8 that factor, so we did consider that as much as we


9 can in the marketplace through looking at sales in


10 that condominium project.


11           Q.   So.  You recommended that -- or did you


12 conclude that that would impact the question of


13 whether Waterfront Landing enjoyed any special


14 benefits from these improvements?


15           A.   It would decrease the value of those


16 condos that were looking that way.


17           Q.   Okay, and what about the trees that are


18 going to be planted and potentially obstruct the


19 views at Waterfront Landing, was that taken into


20 account?


21           A.   As much as possible, yes.


22           Q.   Okay.  Now, am I right that your


23 analysis talks about the project as a whole and all


24 six elements combined?


25           A.   Correct.
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1           Q.   And you can't tell me what percentage


2 of the benefits are attributable to which element of


3 the project?


4           A.   Correct.  That was not part of the


5 scope of our assignment.


6           Q.   And you concluded that it was


7 reasonably probable that all elements of the project


8 would be constructed?


9           A.   That was a specific assumption that we


10 made based on instructions from the city.


11           Q.   Okay, and if one weren't constructed,


12 you wouldn't be able to determine how that would


13 impact the special benefit analysis, right?


14           A.   We'd have go back through and revalue


15 everything to see what impact that had if we were


16 still instructed to look at the property as an entity


17 less the waterfront portion or the promenade portion


18 or something of that effect, yeah.


19           Q.   If you were to learn that the design


20 status on one of the elements was not at the 30


21 percent rate or was not at a state where you could


22 reasonably conclude that that was the minimum that it


23 could be built, what would you do, how would that


24 impact your analysis?


25           A.   Well, it won't because we just assumed
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1 that it was going to be that way and we didn't


2 consider otherwise.


3           Q.   Okay.  You couldn't make an adjustment


4 without starting over again, right?


5           A.   Regarding what?


6           Q.   I mean, if you're concluding that all


7 these elements are going to be reasonably probably


8 built, if something were to happen that would cause


9 you to change that analysis, you can't go back and


10 adjust the role, adjust your calculations without


11 starting over from the beginning, right?


12                MR. FILIPINI:  I'll object to form.


13                Go ahead.


14           A.   Again, it would get back to a scope of


15 services for us to look at and other assumptions that


16 we -- the client might want us to make.  It would


17 just depend on a variable of things.


18           Q.   Okay.  Can you remind me, did you look


19 at actual designs and drawing specifications for this


20 project?


21           A.   Yes, yes.  We had, you know, schematic


22 designs for the Pike/Pine corridor, for Pioneer


23 Square, and they all should be in the record.


24           Q.   And the City of Seattle made


25 representations to you about the status of the design
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1 in terms of completion, yes?


2           A.   Correct.


3           Q.   Are you working with the city right


4 now?  I know you talked to Mr. Lutz about a potential


5 error relating to the United Way assessment.  Are you


6 currently doing any work to adjust errors that have


7 been pointed out in your analysis, like the fact


8 there isn't a trolley anymore, is that something that


9 you're working on right now?


10           A.   We knew that the trolley was just a


11 typing error that got in the report, but I appreciate


12 you bringing it up.


13           Q.   It was a point of levity on the floor.


14                MR. FILIPINI:  It was.


15           A.   We haven't been asked to readjust


16 anything at this point.


17           Q.   Do you typically do that?


18           A.   Depending on the city and the client,


19 it's been done many, many times when we find out that


20 there's factual information, but my job is to be as


21 fair as possible, and that's what I'm hired for.  So


22 I would recommend it, but it would be up to the city


23 whether they want me to make changes or not.


24           Q.   And am I right that that would just


25 result in the assessment getting shifted to the other
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1 properties?


2           A.   No, the city would have to undertake


3 that.  It wouldn't affect anyone else's assessment.


4 That's my understanding.  That would be more of a


5 legal question.  That's my understanding.


6           Q.   Okay.  I know you talked about changes


7 to the -- I think it was changes to the Belltown


8 area.  Were you aware of changes made to the design


9 of the overlook walk?


10           A.   Yes.  I mean, I know it's morphed into


11 different design elements over time, so the latest


12 design is what I based my analysis on.


13           Q.   So did you do a preliminary analysis


14 based on a different design?


15           A.   I believe the feasibility study


16 entailed a much more prominent overlook walk.  I


17 don't recall.  That's my recollection.  I think when


18 we got to the formation stage, I think there were


19 significant changes made just due to the cost of it


20 that reduced the elements of the overlook walk.


21           Q.   Okay.  I wanted to ask just a little


22 bit about the other projects that you talked about


23 from other cities.  This starts on page 48 of your


24 report in case you need to refer to it.


25                Can you tell me whether any of these
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1 specific improvement projects, were they funded by


2 LIDs or do we know anything about how they were


3 funded?


4           A.   Some of them refer to private, public


5 funding, but I don't know.  Each state has different


6 laws and ways they mitigate and fund things through


7 private, public.  Washington state laws obviously are


8 specific to our state.


9           Q.   Were there other improvement projects


10 that you or your team looked at and decided not to


11 include?


12           A.   Yeah, there were other ones we looked


13 for background information on that we didn't put in


14 the report, and I know there's Toronto, I think


15 Tucson.  And there were some other cities that had


16 similar projects that -- or projects that we just


17 felt were different enough that we didn't include


18 them, but we may have considered them as background


19 information, but we didn't include them in the


20 report.


21           Q.   And that was because of the differences


22 between the projects themselves?


23           A.   The differences between the projects


24 and the Seattle project, the comparability of them.


25           Q.   So you can't tell me about the size of
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1 the LID boundaries on any of these because we don't


2 know if it was an LID that funded this, right?


3           A.   Correct.


4           Q.   Do you have a sense of -- so you're


5 aware that a number of the projects cited in here


6 talk about benefits being within one to two blocks


7 or, you know, three blocks or six blocks of the


8 actual improvement, right?


9                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


10           A.   Correct.


11           Q.   Did you encounter any projects where


12 there was found to be improvements from areas that


13 are not proximate or not appurtenant to the


14 improvements?


15                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


16           A.   Boston has, you know, very long blocks.


17 So I think the proximity of benefit in Boston went


18 for a mile and a half out or so, quite a ways out


19 from the park improvements and landscapes they did.


20 That was quite a large area.


21           Q.   Do you ever remember a time in your


22 work in your analysis where the LID boundary extended


23 east of I-5 --


24           A.   No.


25           Q.   -- or the proposed LID boundary?
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1           A.   No, I don't believe so.


2           Q.   What about south of where it is


3 currently?


4           A.   The McKee study that I looked at back


5 in 2012 may have gone further south.


6           Q.   Okay.  So we got your analysis for the


7 individual hotels just today so I'm not going to ask


8 you any questions about that, but I did hear your


9 analysis or discussion with Megan about them.


10                Did you do any consideration when


11 considering hotels about the clientele of the hotels


12 that might be tied to things other than proximity to


13 the waterfront?  Let me give you an example.


14                So the Embassy Suites is located right


15 next to CenturyLink Field and only a block away from


16 Safeco Field, and we had testimony entered into the


17 record at the hearing that the majority of people who


18 come and stay at that hotel either stay there for


19 business purposes or they stay there for the purposes


20 of attending an event at the one of the stadiums.


21                Would that sort of fact have entered at


22 all into your analysis of what the property


23 assessment would be for that hotel?


24                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to the form.


25           A.   I would need to discuss that with
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1 Mr. Bird and get his response.  I know that the


2 relative benefit of that hotel was fairly low just


3 due to its location.  Whether we considered that the


4 mix of people there, obviously with -- you know, in


5 the summer months when the high tourist months are,


6 there are a lot of people going to Safeco.  When


7 Toronto comes into town, many, many fans come in.


8                With a park amenity like this in an


9 actual situation, it's I think reasonable you could


10 find greater attractions.  Parks like this create a


11 synergy and a name for themselves, like the Boston


12 Commons has and other cities.  That type of amenity


13 is considered when valuing that Embassy Suites.


14           Q.   Can you talk to me a little bit about


15 how the study talks about or assesses vacant land or


16 land that's going to be developed as compared to land


17 that is already developed?


18           A.   Yes.  When we look at land that's


19 vacant and going to be developed compared to an


20 existing building, we are valuing it as of a specific


21 date and time, and we're recognizing it's going to


22 take four or five years for the building to be built.


23 We have to value what's there.  We can't speculate


24 what the value is.


25                But the benefit in the land was done
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1 under a separate analysis basis and they haven't put


2 the labor and capital into building that building to


3 create benefit from that building yet as of the


4 valuation date, so it's just what it is as of the


5 date of the value.  So if a building is vacant, it


6 would have maybe the same percentage of land increase


7 as its adjacent improved property, but on an overall


8 benefit basis, it would be less because they haven't


9 put the labor and capital into building the building


10 yet as of our valuation date.


11           Q.   But you would agree that that fact


12 could potentially result in inequitable assessments


13 between properties that, by the time the LID is done,


14 are very, very similar?


15           A.   Well, not as of the date of our


16 valuation.


17           Q.   Right, but as of the date, I mean, the


18 assessment, they both enjoy the LID improvements at


19 the same time, but they would have very different


20 assessments, right?


21           A.   That's not part of our assignment or


22 what we looked at.


23           Q.   Okay.  You contribute to the LID


24 manual, right?


25           A.   Correct.
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1           Q.   Is that the kind of thing where you


2 write specific chapters or sections or --


3           A.   I wrote the chapter on special benefit


4 assessments methodology back in 2009 and it is in


5 need of updating.


6           Q.   Do you have any thought about what you


7 would update in particular?


8           A.   Oh, there's been a lot of new case law


9 and changes in the market that would be good to


10 refresh and expand on and things of that nature.


11                MS. TERWILLIGER:  That's all of my


12 questions.  I'm turning it over to Todd, unless you


13 guys have something to follow up.


14


15                  E X A M I N A T I O N


16 BY MR. REUTER:


17           Q.   Mr. Macaulay, I'm Todd Reuter.  We


18 spoke earlier.  Can you tell me what you did to


19 prepare yourself for this deposition?


20           A.   Yeah, I read through the report again,


21 met with --


22           Q.   Your report, you mean?


23           A.   My report, correct, and read through


24 the addenda again, met with K&L Gates to review


25 probable questions that may be asked.
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1           Q.   Anything else?


2           A.   Oh, reviewed the analysis sheets as


3 much as possible, and some of the appraisal testimony


4 and reports have been reviewed to some extent.


5           Q.   What do you mean by appraisal


6 testimony?  You mean at the hearings that happened,


7 you mean Shorett and Gordon's testimony?


8           A.   Correct.


9           Q.   So you watched those hearings?


10           A.   I have briefly seen portions of them.


11           Q.   Which portions?


12           A.   I think the 18th and 19th, I briefly


13 watched or listened to some, I guess it was on


14 YouTube, watched and listened to some of the


15 testimony.


16           Q.   Did you watch the entirety of the


17 testimony of Peter Shorett?


18           A.   No.


19           Q.   Did you watch the entirety of the


20 testimony of John Gordon?


21           A.   No, not yet anyway.


22           Q.   And can you tell me how much of Shorett


23 and Gordon you watched?


24           A.   Very little.  My timing was such that I


25 haven't had a lot of time to go back and review the
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1 entirety of the testimony.


2           Q.   Is there anything you heard from


3 Shorett with which you disagree?


4           A.   I can't think of anything off the top


5 of my head as far as his specific testimony.  I have


6 skimmed through his appraisal reviews and reports,


7 but I haven't had time to really go through and


8 listen to all of his testimony and review all of his


9 reports to really make a defined comment about what I


10 disagree with or agree with or anything of that


11 nature.


12           Q.   Same question for John Gordon, did you


13 hear any testimony from him at the hearing with which


14 you disagreed?


15           A.   Again, it would be the same answer.  I


16 didn't listen to that much and I haven't had enough


17 time to review the reports and go over things to


18 comment specifically on that.


19           Q.   Have you read anything in the written


20 materials meaning the appraisal review done by Kidder


21 Mathews with which you disagree?


22                MR. FILIPINI:  Object, asked and


23 answered.


24                Go ahead.


25           A.   Again, I would need to go back through
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1 it in more detail and do a real thorough review


2 before commenting on that.


3           Q.   No, my first questions were about the


4 testimony and the hearing.  I'm now asking you about


5 the appraisal review.


6           A.   Yeah, I understand what you're --


7           Q.   You said that you didn't read it all


8 and so I'm just asking you, have you read anything


9 with which you disagree?


10           A.   Off the top my head, there are items


11 regarding general versus special benefit and some


12 other comments that I don't think the appraiser has a


13 good grasp of understanding on, but again, I need go


14 through it in more detail to really comment on that


15 to any defined nature.


16           Q.   Well, you've said that there was


17 something about the general versus special benefit in


18 the appraisal review.  What is it that you're


19 recalling that caused you to say that?


20           A.   Well, they're saying that I should have


21 calculated the general benefit and then subtracted


22 the special benefit or something to that nature,


23 which is just not something that's relevant or


24 applicable in doing special benefit studies.


25           Q.   Are you saying that it's impossible --
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1 or you said not relevant.  Do you mean impossible?


2           A.   I've never seen a general benefit done.


3 I've never seen general benefit measured in the


4 marketplace.  It's something by -- as I mentioned


5 many times, by its definition, it's general, general


6 benefits the public at large.


7                So I've never seen a general benefits


8 study done, and then a special benefit study done and


9 then have them subtracted, or anything of that


10 nature.  So I wasn't really sure of the appraiser's


11 understanding of what they were talking about or if


12 they really understood what they were talking about.


13           Q.   And is there anything else you remember


14 from the appraisal review with which you disagree?


15           A.   Not at this point in time.


16           Q.   Is there anything that you read there


17 that you agree with?


18           A.   Not at this point in time.


19           Q.   Did you read the appraisals done by


20 John Gordon?


21           A.   I've skimmed through a couple of them.


22 I haven't reviewed them in detail.


23           Q.   Is there anything you read in there


24 with which you disagree?


25           A.   Well, they don't do an after value.
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1 They don't recognize the after condition, so they


2 don't really do a true before and after value.  So I


3 think that that is done on a fundamentally flawed


4 basis and I disagree with that.


5           Q.   You're talking about the restricted


6 appraisal that Mr. Gordon did?


7           A.   Yes.


8           Q.   You're expecting him to have done a


9 before and after what?


10           A.   Well, if he's doing an appraisal for a


11 benefit study, he should value the property in the


12 before condition and then value it again in the after


13 condition, or at least if he derives there's no


14 benefit from it, explain thoroughly the after


15 condition and how it doesn't benefit the particular


16 properties that he's appraising.


17                I didn't see any after valuation in a


18 couple reports that I skimmed through.  And maybe


19 he's done it.  Maybe he's done that for other


20 reports, I don't know.


21           Q.   You're assuming that his objective was


22 to appraise the benefits as opposed to just


23 appraising the value of the hotel?


24           A.   I don't know what his objective was.  I


25 assume it was to value the market value of the
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1 property.  I just didn't see any after value or any


2 consideration of the market or the condition of the


3 market in the after condition valued or explained at


4 all.


5           Q.   And do you consider yourself to be a


6 hotel valuation expert?


7           A.   I'm an expert in all types of


8 properties.  I've valued many hotels.  I don't


9 specialize in hotels, so I'm not a hotel specialist.


10 That's why I hired a hotel consultant that is a


11 specialist in hotels.


12           Q.   That's LW Hospitality?


13           A.   Correct.


14           Q.   And what did you get from them?


15           A.   Mainly their scope of services was to


16 review our analysis for reasonableness, for average


17 daily rates, expenses, review the benefit amounts,


18 the values per room for reasonableness, just to


19 provide consulting help in regard to valuing hotels.


20           Q.   So they didn't provide you with any


21 data, they just double checked your work?


22           A.   They provided us with some data of


23 hotel sales, I think some market study information


24 that they had, and then it was primarily consulting


25 services.
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1           Q.   And was any of the data they provided


2 you relating to a specific hotel?


3           A.   I don't recall.  It was more in


4 general.  There were some that the Hyatt Regency, for


5 example, I think there was some specific changes that


6 they felt on the average daily rate from a prior


7 analysis that we'd sent them, they felt we were high


8 on the average daily rate.  I think things of that


9 nature were specific to certain hotels, but I don't


10 recall specifically which ones.


11           Q.   Did you interact with LW or did someone


12 else on your team?


13           A.   Paul Bird and I both did.


14           Q.   And so did LW prompt you to change room


15 rates for any of the following hotels, the Monaco,


16 the Vintage, the Thompson, the Edgewater?


17           A.   Is that it?


18           Q.   Hilton?


19           A.   Are there any more?


20           Q.   Not in this part of my question.


21           A.   Okay.  I don't recall --


22           Q.   It's a six-part compound question.


23           A.   I don't recall if he specifically did


24 on those hotels you mentioned.


25           Q.   Okay.  So how do I find that out?
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1           A.   How do you find what out?


2           Q.   Talk to Bird?


3           A.   How do you find out what?


4           Q.   Let me ask you another question.


5                (Following testimony designated


6 CONFIDENTIAL.)


7
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1 BY MR. REUTER:


2           Q.   I've seen these 2018 spreadsheets that


3 have this similar data on them, and for my clients,


4 there are room rates on the 2018 spreadsheets where I


5 don't have them all but I have some of them.  The


6 ones that I've seen today are different.  Why is


7 that?


8           A.   We used a different format for the


9 formation than we did -- or for the final than we did


10 for the formation.


11           Q.   Explain what you mean by format.


12                MR. FILIPINI:  If I could, I would


13 designate this portion as confidential because it


14 sounds like we're getting into the analysis sheets


15 provided today.


16                MR. REUTER:  I'm not asking him about


17 specific ones.  I'm asking him about why generally


18 there were changes in the data.


19                MR. FILIPINI:  Understood, but part of


20 our confidentiality concern is the methodology


21 applied.


22                MR. REUTER:  That's fine, Mark.


23           A.   Go ahead.


24           Q.   Answer my question.


25           A.   Can you repeat it, please?
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1           Q.   These spreadsheets from 2018, you call


2 that formation spreadsheets?


3           A.   Correct.  Well, I don't have them in


4 front of me, but I know what you're referring to.


5           Q.   There's room rates in there.  The


6 spreadsheets I got today have different room rates.


7 Why are they different?


8           A.   Because the valuation dates are a year


9 apart or more.


10           Q.   Okay.  What is the source of the -- any


11 other reason?


12           A.   Well, obviously we're looking at


13 different market conditions.  So we're valuing the


14 market as of a different date and time, and if there


15 are changes that occurred in the market that affect


16 the room rates, then they would have been reflected


17 in our final study and they may have differed from


18 our formation study.


19           Q.   And is that -- are those changes things


20 you learned from LW Hospitality?


21           A.   To some degree.  Again, they were hired


22 in a review and consultation fashion, so they


23 consulted on the reasonableness of the room rates.


24           Q.   So did they tell you to reduce some of


25 them?
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1           A.   As I mentioned, the Hyatt Regency is


2 one that comes to mind.  There may have been other


3 ones.  I just don't recall at this point.


4           Q.   And Bird may know that?


5           A.   Yes, I would consult with him on that


6 question.


7           Q.   Did the source of the data used to


8 determine the room rates change from the 2018


9 spreadsheet to the current spreadsheets?


10           A.   Other than the advent of


11 LW Hospitality, the sources would have been the same.


12           Q.   And what are those sources?


13           A.   Well, again, I would defer to Mr. Bird


14 on this, but the hotel websites, Expedia, book.com,


15 more public-based sources.


16           Q.   Anything else?


17           A.   No.


18           Q.   Any other source?


19           A.   Not that I can think of at this point.


20           Q.   Have you or anyone on your team


21 reviewed STAR Reports --


22           A.   I have not.


23           Q.   -- for the hotels?


24           A.   I have not, no.


25           Q.   Have you or anyone on your team to your
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1 knowledge reviewed any STAR Reports about specific


2 hotels?


3           A.   Not to my knowledge, no.


4           Q.   Have you or anyone on your team to your


5 knowledge reviewed a STAR trend report about any


6 holes?


7           A.   Not to my knowledge, no.


8           Q.   If you had unlimited access to data and


9 unlimited time and money, what information would you


10 consult to get an accurate valuation on a hotel?


11                MR. FILIPINI:  I would just object to


12 form.


13                Go ahead.


14           A.   As I discussed in discussions with our


15 consultant with LW Hospitality, most of the time he


16 does any hotel valuation, he has the hotel


17 financials.  So obviously that would be the best


18 information available to value the hotel.  We


19 obviously didn't have that information.  It's highly


20 privileged, so we based it off the best information


21 that was available.


22           Q.   What else?


23           A.   What else?


24           Q.   What else would you do or look at if


25 you had unlimited resources?
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1           A.   I'm not following your question.  If I


2 had unlimited resources, I would be hired to estimate


3 the market value of the property, correct?


4           Q.   To do the job you did, I'm asking you


5 about valuation of hotels and the benefit analysis.


6           A.   You're asking me if I had unlimited


7 resources to value hotels, what more would I do, I


8 think was your question.


9           Q.   Do what you were hired to do -- let me


10 start over.


11           A.   Okay.


12           Q.   If you had unlimited resources to do


13 the job the city hired you to do, what would you look


14 at, what would you do?


15                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


16           A.   If I had unlimited resources, I would


17 have hired a consultant that specializes in hotel


18 valuations and I would have had that person value all


19 of the hotels.  They would have had access to the


20 hotels' financial information and would have had more


21 factual information or the most factual information


22 that would be available to them in the marketplace.


23           Q.   And that would include the actual STAR


24 Reports, wouldn't it?


25           A.   I don't know.
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1           Q.   Why don't you know that?


2           A.   I don't know that because I don't know


3 that.  I don't know if that's something --


4           Q.   Do you know what the STAR Report is?


5           A.   Yes, I've talked to the hotel


6 consultant about that and they don't -- he said they


7 don't use them on every report he does.  So if he's


8 got the hotel financials, he very seldom uses the


9 STAR Report.  He said they're subject, like any


10 report, to interpretation and making judgments off of


11 the information you get.


12                So the hotel consultant said that


13 obviously the best information available would be the


14 financial statements from the hotels themselves so


15 you could really discern the revenue and operating


16 expenses and things of that nature.


17           Q.   Okay.  I'd like to ask you about this


18 testimony regarding the change in the neighborhood.


19 I understood you to be saying, Mr. Macaulay, that at


20 some point you have to make a judgment on when to


21 stop the boundary of the assessment area, correct?


22           A.   I recommend boundaries.  I don't set


23 boundaries.  The city council sets the boundary.


24           Q.   Fair enough, and you recommended that


25 you stop before the International District?
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1           A.   The recommended boundary does not


2 include the International District.


3           Q.   That was on your recommendation, wasn't


4 it?


5           A.   That is the recommended boundary that


6 we provided, yes.


7           Q.   Who made the recommendation?


8           A.   I did.


9           Q.   Who all is on your team?


10           A.   Paul --


11           Q.   I'm trying to get a handle on what you


12 do.


13           A.   Sure.  Myself, Paul Bird, Mary Hamel,


14 Colleen Fewell.  Holly Warren is our office manager,


15 she does a lot of the administrative work.  Ashley


16 Zachria worked extensively on the formation, a little


17 bit on the final and she subsequently left to go work


18 for Snohomish County.  So she's no longer with us.


19           Q.   Okay.  I'd like you to -- I


20 didn't catch all these names, but I'd like you to


21 give me a little, how about a statement on like what


22 area these people participated in, okay?


23                So Bird, what was his area on your


24 team?


25           A.   Paul mainly worked on the hotel and
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1 apartment valuations and some of the special purpose


2 properties that were deed-restricted, the low income


3 housing properties.


4                Mary primarily worked on market


5 research.  She did a significant amount of the


6 condominium analysis.


7                And Ashley with her time with us worked


8 in that same capacity.


9           Q.   Market research?


10           A.   Yes.


11                And Colleen Fewell assisted primarily


12 in market research, assisting Mary and Ashley and


13 Paul and me.


14           Q.   Who else was on the team?


15           A.   Colleen Fewell, F-E-W-E-L-L.


16           Q.   Yeah, I've got you, Bird, Hamel,


17 Fewell, Ashley.


18                Who else?


19           A.   Holly Warren, more in administrative


20 capacity.  She's not an appraiser, she's our office


21 manager.  She helped with spreadsheet compilation,


22 things like that.


23           Q.   Are these market research people,


24 meaning Hamel, Fewell and Ashley, did one of them or


25 all of them find these room rates, the room rate data
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1 that you were talking about?


2           A.   Mr. Bird would have been involved in


3 that along with LW Hospitality.


4           Q.   So what market data were Hamel, Fewell


5 and Ashley gathering for you?


6           A.   Ashley and Mary Hamel were primarily


7 dealing with and Colleen to some extent helping out


8 dealing with the condominium aspect of the project,


9 and market research into various different cities and


10 doing research within those cities that was their


11 main --


12           Q.   You mean --


13           A.   -- focus.


14           Q.   You mean like these studies and like


15 what happened at Tom McCall Park and that kind of


16 thing?


17           A.   Correct.


18           Q.   So what did you do?


19           A.   Well, I oversaw the whole project.  I


20 valued all of the office buildings, the sports,


21 everything else other than most all of Belltown.


22 Given the magnitude of the project, it was split up


23 into, you know, different appraisers doing different


24 work in different areas, and I was responsible and am


25 responsible for reviewing and making sure that the
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1 analysis was done as appropriate as possible.


2           Q.   And is Bird your hotel expert in your


3 company --


4           A.   Yes.


5           Q.   -- or on your team?


6           A.   Yes.


7           Q.   He's the hotel guy?


8           A.   Yes.


9           Q.   Okay.  And so have you spoken to Bird


10 about this notion of special benefits assessment


11 having a margin of error?


12           A.   Yes.


13           Q.   And what was that discussion?


14           A.   What we thought the comment on it was


15 irrelevant.


16           Q.   The comment meaning that the margin of


17 error is 4 percent?


18           A.   Whatever they had.  We've done over a


19 hundred benefit studies throughout 30 years and the


20 ranges of percentage differences that we've shown in


21 this study are very common in mass appraisal special


22 benefit studies.


23                So there's no published thing I've ever


24 read on a margin of error.  It would just be an


25 appraiser's opinion and from what I can discern, that
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1 somebody is saying that that's within this margin of


2 error and I just totally disagree with that.


3 Obviously Mr. Bird disagreed with it too.  We thought


4 it was an irrelevant comment.


5           Q.   Well, what do you mean by irrelevant?


6 Are you saying you disagree and therefore it's


7 irrelevant?


8           A.   Just disagree with their report.


9           Q.   Do you disagree -- would you say that


10 there is simply no such thing as a margin of error?


11           A.   What do you -- define what you mean


12 when you say a "margin of error."  A margin of error


13 for what, compared to what, from one appraiser to


14 another?  Or define what you're saying.


15           Q.   Well, I'd like you to assume that that


16 term means when you say a benefit is .92 percent and


17 I say it's 1.2 percent, how do you say who is right


18 on something like that?  And isn't there some room


19 for difference of opinion and a margin of error?


20           A.   Well, I wouldn't --


21                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


22           A.   I wouldn't call it a margin of error.


23 I would just call it a difference of opinion.  We're


24 hired to make estimates and we make estimates, and


25 another appraiser may be hired to make an estimate
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1 and have a different estimate.  It doesn't mean


2 there's a margin of error.  It just means we have a


3 difference of opinion.


4           Q.   Okay, and you have already testified


5 that at some point the benefit number gets so low


6 that you can't -- you have to call it general, right?


7           A.   Correct.


8           Q.   And that number you said was .5


9 percent.  Below that, you can't call it a special


10 benefit, correct?


11           A.   Something like that.  It would be a


12 very small number.  As you move out from the main


13 elements of the project and get out into the


14 distance, the measurable distance in value is going


15 to diminish to the point you'll hit like Denny Way


16 and I-5 and beyond that, it's just not measurable


17 anymore.


18           Q.   And that number is something smaller


19 than .5 percent, right?


20           A.   I don't know.  I don't think it was


21 smaller than that.  But it was very low, .1 or it was


22 a very low number.


23           Q.   Well, what is the number?  You're the


24 expert.


25                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.
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1           A.   I'm referring to the specific analysis


2 that we did, and the number that we got out I think


3 was, .1 was probably the lowest number we had out in


4 the far reaches, or maybe .08 or something to that


5 effect in the far reaches of the analysis where we


6 hit Denny Way, we got into a different neighborhood


7 and just felt that that's where we could really from


8 a geographic, from a market perspective, from a


9 measurable difference in value perspective, draw any


10 market benefit from the project, and so that's where


11 the boundary line was drawn.


12           Q.   Was there some discussion you had at a


13 break that caused you to change your testimony in


14 this regard, Mr. Macaulay?


15                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


16           A.   No.  I don't know what you're referring


17 to.  How am I changing my testimony?


18           Q.   Why did you stop the benefit area at


19 I-5?


20           A.   Well, the improvements along the


21 Pike/Pine corridor largely stopped there.  It's a


22 different market sector moving up into Capitol Hill.


23 We just didn't feel that they would be a measurable


24 benefit from the improvements, from the LID


25 improvements.  It would be more of a general benefit
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1 and not a special benefit.


2           Q.   It's something about, is it a freeway


3 that caused the change or is there a different


4 character of the neighborhood or more residential?


5           A.   It's a judgment call, and oftentimes


6 when you run into a geographical error -- figure like


7 a freeway, it changes market elements, it changes


8 distance, it brings you into a different


9 neighborhood, it takes you out of the CBD, things of


10 that nature that we consider as well, and it just


11 gets to the point to where it's a logical and


12 reasonable point to draw the line that -- where we


13 can reasonably measure any benefit to the project


14 versus not measuring and having it more general.


15           Q.   Have you done special benefit studies


16 on the value of bike lanes before?


17           A.   Not specifically on bike lanes.


18 They've been involved in many of the projects we've


19 done associated with street improvement, but not


20 specifically just bike lanes.


21           Q.   But like this project, the proposed


22 improvements include bike lanes, correct?


23           A.   Correct.


24           Q.   And so that's part of this benefit


25 you're claiming that the property owners will
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1 realize?


2           A.   It's part of the entity that comprises


3 the project elements that we're looking at in the


4 after consideration.


5           Q.   And is there any thought in your


6 process, is there any thought given specifically to


7 bike lanes or is it all just sort of jumbled


8 together?


9           A.   We looked at each property individually


10 before and after the LID improvements.  We looked at


11 the LID improvements as one entire entity.  We didn't


12 pull pieces of the entity apart and try to measure


13 them independently.  There wasn't part of the scope


14 of our assignment and what we were asked to do.


15           Q.   That's not what I'm asking.


16           A.   Yes, you are.  That's how I am


17 reflecting what I feel you're asking me.  But ask me


18 what you're asking me, then.


19           Q.   Did you or somebody on your team sit


20 down and say, not the amount of the benefit, but just


21 whether there is a benefit, did somebody consider the


22 bike lanes specifically in determining your


23 conclusions?


24           A.   We considered it as part of the


25 project, as an element of the project.  We didn't
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1 specifically look at it and try to value it


2 independently, but it was an amenity that was part of


3 the project that was considered.


4           Q.   Okay.  So in your consideration of a


5 bike lane, did you consider who uses the bike lane?


6           A.   The bike lane is something that was


7 included as an element in the project, and typically


8 bike lanes are used by people that are commuting or


9 using a bike to travel through the city.  So in that


10 realm, yes, I guess we considered who would use the


11 bike lanes.


12           Q.   Those people are commuters, right?


13           A.   Commuters, tourists, people that live


14 downtown, sure.


15           Q.   People that check into hotels, do you


16 see a lot of them arriving on bicycle?


17           A.   It's possible.  I don't know of any


18 percentage studies that have been done.


19           Q.   Okay.  I had asked you about what data


20 you got from LW Hospitality.  I believe you told me


21 everything, correct?


22           A.   Correct.


23           Q.   And you've told me that you didn't see


24 any STAR trend reports, correct?


25           A.   LW Hospitality did not provide us any
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1 STAR Reports, nor did we order any, no.


2           Q.   And I'm specifically referring to trend


3 reports.  Do you know what those are?


4           A.   We did not order any trend reports or


5 were we provided any trend reports from STAR.


6           Q.   I believe you testified -- what was


7 that last part?


8           A.   Oh, I said you're referring to STAR,


9 STAR Report, correct, STAR trend reports?


10           Q.   Yes.


11           A.   We were not provided any of those.


12           Q.   I believe you testified earlier that


13 CBRE provided you with information?


14           A.   Correct.


15           Q.   What did they provide you?


16           A.   Market sale information, market lease


17 information, general market studies such as hotel


18 studies, office studies, multi-family studies, those


19 are the main things that come to mind.


20           Q.   Do you have a discrete folder or way


21 that you could retrieve the information provided to


22 you by CBRE?


23           A.   Yes, we have a specific file of their


24 information and I think it's broken out into what is


25 published information versus what is confidential
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1 information.


2           Q.   And -- oh, so is any of it


3 property-specific?


4           A.   Yes.


5           Q.   Is any of it financial information --


6           A.   There's --


7           Q.   -- of owners of property?


8           A.   Yes, there's capitalization rate


9 information, lease rate information that they felt


10 was proprietary and didn't want us to disclose it.


11           Q.   Did they represent to you that the


12 owners of the properties for whom CBRE released their


13 financial information consented to that?


14           A.   They asked us to sign a confidentiality


15 agreement.  Their reasons for doing that were their


16 own.  You would have to ask them that question.


17           Q.   No, no, no.  I'm asking you.  Did they


18 tell you they had authority to release the


19 information they gave you?


20           A.   I don't know.


21           Q.   Who would know that, Bird?


22           A.   You would have to ask CBRE that.


23           Q.   No.


24                Do you understand, I'm asking them --


25 I'm asking what someone told you, you would have
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1 heard or read what someone told you so you could


2 testify about it.


3           A.   No, we signed a confidentiality


4 agreement with them that covered specific information


5 relative to market sales, lease rate information that


6 they did not want disclosed.


7           Q.   Did they tell you they had the right to


8 give you that information?


9           A.   They didn't tell me they had the right,


10 they didn't tell me they didn't have the right, but


11 they provided me the information.


12           Q.   Okay.  You testified about this idea of


13 these so-called proximity principles.  Is that a term


14 of art in appraisal?


15           A.   I think it's one specific to the


16 Crompton report.  I normally refer to it just as a


17 general proximity or the locational difference or


18 something like that.


19           Q.   So the closer you are, the more value,


20 that's the general idea?


21           A.   The closer you are to the parks-related


22 element associated with the LID, we found higher


23 benefit than properties further away from it, yes.


24           Q.   So if one property was on Fifth and


25 Spring and another one was Fourth and Spring, would
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1 that explain why the one on Fifth got a .99 and the


2 one on Fourth got a 1.0 percent?


3           A.   It would depend.


4           Q.   On the proximity principle?


5           A.   It would depend on the type of


6 property, the location.


7           Q.   Both hotels?


8           A.   Both hotels?  Well, they're obviously


9 fairly close in overall benefit and relative


10 location, so --


11           Q.   So why would one of them get 1 percent


12 yet the other get away with merely .99 percent?


13                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


14           A.   .99 was probably just a rounding issue


15 relative to the Excel spreadsheet.


16           Q.   But are you saying that the proximity


17 principle is what explains that?


18           A.   Well, it just becomes a judgment of


19 when we're looking at the relative location of


20 properties depending on their use.  If they're both


21 apartments and if they're roughly similar in location


22 and use, they may have a roughly similar increase in


23 value.


24           Q.   Okay.  Let me ask you about leased


25 property.  So take a property like the Thompson Hotel
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1 and Sequel Apartments, and I'd like you to assume


2 that the owner has a ground lease.  They don't own


3 the land.  How did you value that property, how did


4 you account for the lease?


5           A.   Under the state statutes, we value the


6 property based on the fee simple interest.  So we


7 valued the whole bundle of rights.  It's up to the


8 lessee and the lessor to determine, if there's an


9 assessment on the property, who pays what percentage.


10 That's not part of the scope of our services or how


11 the statutes are applied.  So we don't and didn't


12 break out the ground lease versus the leasehold


13 interest.


14                MR. MOSES:  I need to step in here


15 because we're running way over.


16           Q.   Wouldn't it actually be worth less if


17 they don't own the land?


18           A.   Do you understand the concept of the


19 fee simple interest?


20           Q.   Explain it to me.


21           A.   The fee simple interest is the


22 unencumbered market value of the property, you know,


23 free of any encumbrances like a ground lease.  So


24 we're valuing the full bundle of right on the


25 property assuming it's free of those encumbrances and
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1 we do that in the before and in the after situation.


2                So if there is a ground lease situation


3 like the Thompson, which we are aware of, we


4 recognize it exists, we just don't separate those


5 interests in our valuation.  That's not part of the


6 scope of our services to do that.  That would be up


7 to the tenant and landlord or the lessee or the


8 lessor to determine what percentage of that


9 assessment, if there is one on the property, they


10 have to pay.


11           Q.   Okay, but doesn't that mean that you're


12 overvaluing if you're assuming that Thompson owns the


13 land as the fee simple owning the land and the


14 improvements?


15           A.   We're simply following the state


16 statutes, so we're not overvaluing anything.  We're


17 just simply following the state statutes which


18 indicates the value of the fee simple interest of the


19 property.  So then it's up to them to break out the


20 interests.


21           Q.   I'll take your word for it that the


22 statute requires that, and I don't want to attack you


23 with the word overvalue.


24                I'm just saying, isn't the value -- if


25 you say I'm going to assess you based on the sum of
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1 the value of the land plus the improvement and reach


2 a value and use the assessment based on that when in


3 fact the owner didn't own the land, isn't the owner


4 paying more than they really should because they


5 don't own the land, the assessment is too high?


6           A.   Getting back to the fee simple interest


7 concept, the fee simple interest includes both the


8 leased fee and the leasehold interest, okay?  So we


9 don't break out those segments in our valuation.


10                To answer your question, if we were to


11 break out those segments in our equation, yes, the


12 hotel or apartment component that is subject to a


13 ground lease would have a lower value because it is


14 subject and encumbered by the ground lease, and it


15 would most likely be worth less in the market under


16 those assumptions, but that determination is


17 something that the lessee and the lessor in an LID


18 need to determine.  It's not part of the scope of our


19 services.


20           Q.   What if the lessor is the State of


21 Washington?


22           A.   Same thing applies.


23           Q.   So you're saying in that case, the


24 owner of a hotel on state property would just have to


25 deal with the state as far as the fact they're being
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1 assessed on land that they don't own?


2           A.   Correct.


3           Q.   The owner, the hotelier has to work it


4 out with the state.  That's what you're saying?


5           A.   We're valuing the whole bundle of


6 rights, the fee simple interest, and they're on


7 leased land and that would be up to the tenant, who


8 is the DNR, and the hotel, the leasehold.


9           Q.   It sounds like close comfort, Mr.


10 Macaulay.


11           A.   It sounds like what?


12                MR. FILIPINI:  Close comfort.


13                MR. MOSES:  I need to step in here,


14 Rudy.  We're running short on time.  I guesstimated


15 like 30 minutes.  And you have to leave at 6:00, so


16 if you wouldn't mind, I'd like to ask my questions,


17 see if I can get through them, and then come back to


18 you.


19                MR. REUTER:  Oh, yeah, I thought I was


20 -- I'm sorry.


21                MR. MOSES:  It didn't work out that


22 way.


23                MR. REUTER:  I'm done, great, go ahead.


24                (End of CONFIDENTIAL testimony.)


25
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1                  E X A M I N A T I O N


2 BY MR. MOSES:


3           Q.   Thank you.


4                Mr. Macaulay, between the preliminary


5 and the final study, did you make any adjustments to


6 any properties for demolition, construction progress,


7 completion?


8           A.   Yes.


9           Q.   In those adjustments, did you make --


10 or in those changes, did you make any adjustments to


11 surrounding properties?


12           A.   Well, we valued each property under


13 each scenario, the preliminary and the formation,


14 again, based on their location relative to the LID


15 project, not relative to new construction.


16           Q.   So if a building went up that blocked


17 the view --


18           A.   Yeah, we did the best we could based on


19 looking at assessor information to find, before we


20 finalized a report, if there were units that had some


21 view blockage or going to have some view blockage, to


22 find sales within those areas, because the market


23 would have been aware of that and to reflect that in


24 our study.


25           Q.   So for example, when the Rainier Tower
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1 went up, it blocked the views from Union Square so


2 you adjusted Union Square downward?


3           A.   The rents in Union Square would be


4 reflective of the fact that --


5           Q.   They don't have any --


6           A.   View blockage.


7           Q.   The view kind of moved depending on


8 which property you used?


9           A.   Yeah, particularly in condos, we were


10 aware there were a number of projects going up in


11 front of condo units.  The same will be when the new


12 apartment complex down on the waterfront goes up,


13 it'll be blocking some condominium views.


14           Q.   You took that into account?


15           A.   As much as the market does.  The market


16 sales, they're going to have view blocks.  If we have


17 sales of those, they'd obviously be aware of those


18 projects and they would be reflected in the market.


19           Q.   I want to go back to kind of


20 comparables again for a second.  You mentioned


21 several projects.  I'm going to focus on Millennium


22 Park in Chicago, McCall Park in Portland, the


23 Embarcadero in San Francisco, and Rose Kennedy


24 Greenway in Boston.  All those are like paired sales


25 analysis done before and after?
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1           A.   We attempted to where we could in any


2 of those elements to try to find comparables.  It's


3 very difficult to find really true paired sales in


4 any study.  But that's why you use studies where


5 they've gone through and shown ranges and shown


6 relative market trends and whatnot, because it is


7 very difficult oftentimes to find really, really true


8 identical properties that have sold before and after


9 a certain element.


10           Q.   Did any of those studies try to


11 identify the change in property on the completion


12 date at a specific valuation date?


13           A.   I would need to consult with Mary Hamel


14 on that.  She was more dialed into and responsible


15 for that.  So off the top of my head, I can't answer


16 that question as far as specific valuation dates.


17           Q.   Are those specific studies that you're


18 using here, are those going to be available to us?


19           A.   They are, yes.  They've been provided


20 as part of the --


21                MR. FILIPINI:  I think they've been


22 uploaded to the city clerk's file.


23           Q.   Did you classify any of the LID


24 improvements as access as opposed to an amenity?  How


25 did you deal with that?  You discuss it in your
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1 report several places.


2           A.   Well, it provides greater connectivity


3 from the downtown area to the waterfront.  There will


4 be much better connectivity through the CBD to the


5 waterfront with the LID in place than there is


6 currently.


7           Q.   Okay.  Do you make any distinctions


8 between where access ends and an amenity begins or is


9 that --


10           A.   It's just part of the -- again, we're


11 looking at the project as an entire entity and the


12 connectivity, the enhanced location as a result of


13 that the appeal in the marketplace are all things we


14 consider.


15           Q.   With respect to the overlook walk, did


16 you consider it an amenity or access?


17           A.   Well, both.  I mean, it provides better


18 access and it's a very, very nice amenity.  It's


19 going to be an excellent amenity to the waterfront


20 area and then the city CBD area that's benefited by


21 the project.


22           Q.   What features of the walk make it an


23 amenity?


24           A.   There'll be a really nice gathering


25 open space, beautiful, almost an acre of view area,
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1 good access down to the new park amenities, down to


2 the Pier 58 waterfront park amenities, to the


3 promenade.  That will be a real asset.  It's an


4 esthetically pleasing looking market amenity that


5 will provide appeal in the marketplace.


6           Q.   Okay.  In doing your condominium


7 valuations, then, and you consider a condo's


8 position, its access to the waterfront, did you use


9 the overlook walk as an access point for any of your


10 residential valuations?


11           A.   Again, we looked at the LID as an


12 entity and depending on where the property is located


13 with respect to the LID boundary area, it was valued


14 accordingly.  So properties that were located closer


15 to the overlook walk, we had a higher benefit amount


16 for those, depending on the type of property they


17 were, than ones located further back and away from it


18 that wouldn't have that amenity.


19           Q.   Even if that other residence had better


20 access to the waterfront another route?


21           A.   The LID provided improved access


22 routes.  I guess if there was -- if you have a


23 specific property you're referring to.


24           Q.   1521 is the property I live in.  We go


25 out to Pike Street.  From where we are, we walk
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1 straight down Pike Street down the hill climb.  With


2 the waterfront, it's about 1200 feet walking


3 distance.


4                If I walk the overlook route walk,


5 depending on whether the market is open or not, it's


6 1600 to 2,000 feet.  I would never use that.  To me,


7 it's redundant access as opposed to an amenity and


8 I'm just asking if that was factored into your


9 valuations?


10           A.   We looked at it more as that the market


11 would look at it from the other studies we've looked


12 at, they would look at it as an amenity that would


13 increase the value of your property.


14           Q.   Even if it didn't?


15           A.   That would be your opinion.


16           Q.   Yeah, okay.  I'm going to move on to


17 Pike/Pine then.  On the Pike/Pine Street, I've got a


18 map here if you want it, but are there any elements


19 of the Pike/Pine projects that are other than street


20 beautification?


21           A.   No, that's the whole general idea of


22 the Pike/Pine corridor, is street landscape


23 enhancement.


24           Q.   So in the original LID boundaries, they


25 kind of ran around six blocks straight along with the
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1 waterfront.  With the addition of Pike/Pine, you


2 expanded the higher zones for those boundaries as a


3 result.  Did you use the Crompton analysis as a basis


4 for that expansion?


5           A.   I don't recall what you're referring


6 to.


7           Q.   Okay.  When you look at the zones that


8 you used for valuing properties, in the original


9 valuations that were done way back in 2012, the


10 higher zones went straight along the waterfront.


11 There was no ball, if you will, of the Pike/Pine?


12           A.   We didn't do an analysis back in 2012.


13 We did a feasibility study that I think was around


14 2015.


15           Q.   The only sheet I have is the 2012 Allen


16 Brackett Shedd.  Maybe it wasn't a feasibility study.


17           A.   That wasn't anything I was involved in.


18           Q.   We'll skip that then.


19                Let me show you a copy of RCW


20 35.43.050.  It's in my pile of stuff here.


21                (Exhibit-6 marked.)


22           Q.   I'll give you a minute to read this.


23                You see the requirement for a finding


24 there.  Did you ask for or were you presented with a


25 finding in this regard?
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1           A.   This would relate back to a legal


2 opinion as best I can tell looking at it.


3           Q.   I'm not asking you for an opinion if


4 this applies.  I'm just asking, were you given a


5 finding or did you ask for a finding?


6           A.   Regarding what?


7           Q.   Regarding the discontinuous segments in


8 the LID.  That's what it applies to.


9           A.   Again, I mean, the legal counsel has


10 looked over the boundary and found it to be legally


11 defensible.  So in that context, they would have


12 considered anything relative to that.


13           Q.   I'm putting aside the legal point.  I'm


14 just asking you, did you ask for or were you


15 presented with a finding by the city council?


16                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


17           A.   I have never talked to the city


18 council.


19           Q.   I'm not asking if you talked to the


20 city council.  I'm asking if you were presented with


21 a finding by the city council?


22           A.   The city council formed, voted to form


23 the LID, so that's the only finding that I found from


24 the city council.


25           Q.   Perfect, that's great.  Thank you.
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1                In your final study, are there any


2 citations that relate the street beautification


3 projects to residential home prices, increases in


4 residential home prices?


5           A.   "Any citations," what are you referring


6 to when you say "citations"?


7           Q.   I mean, I've looked through the final


8 report.  I see a lot of -- I see three basic reports


9 you've cited, some other anecdotal evidence.  I'm


10 looking for anything that relates the street


11 beautification projects to an increase in residential


12 home prices.


13           A.   Again, we're looking at the project as


14 one entity, and the street improvements are part of


15 that entity.  So we're looking at the project as a


16 whole, not pulling apart the street beautification


17 portion of it and trying to relate that to a specific


18 property.


19           Q.   Okay.  In your testimony for the city,


20 are there any other reports that you may rely on in


21 the support of your valuation of residential


22 properties?


23           A.   Say that again, please.


24           Q.   In your testimony for the city, are


25 there any other reports that you may rely on for
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1 residential properties that have not been posted to


2 the website?


3                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


4           A.   No, I don't believe so.


5           Q.   Okay.


6           A.   I don't know if we can even enter them.


7           Q.   You may not want -- I wouldn't enter


8 this yet.  I was going to ask you just to lay out


9 your 3 percent to .5 percent, kind of adjustment


10 based on distance.  Is that something you can do?


11           A.   Again, we look at each property


12 individually based upon where it's at in the


13 marketplace.  If it's close to the waterfront, it may


14 be closer to 3 percent.  If it's further away, it may


15 be closer to something less than that.  It just


16 depends on relatively where the property is in


17 relation to the LID improvements as an entity.


18           Q.   So there's no specific, there's no


19 formula here that gives you a starting point?


20           A.   In a special benefit study, you look at


21 each property individually and estimate a benefit for


22 it based on its own merits.  You're not applying a


23 formula to it --


24           Q.   Well --


25           A.   -- or assigning a formula to it.
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1           Q.   Okay.  So in mass appraisal techniques,


2 you look at each property individually?


3           A.   Correct.


4           Q.   Okay.


5           A.   Condominiums obviously are difficult.


6 We can't go in and inspect 6,000 condominium units.


7 We have to rely heavily on the assessor information


8 as far as their characterization of size and view


9 amenities and things of that nature.


10           Q.   Can you give me a brief list of factors


11 you used in determining condo valuation?


12           A.   Again, if you go into the information


13 on the clerk's office, there's a letter that Mary


14 Hamel wrote that goes into some additional


15 elaboration on what we considered and whatnot in the


16 valuation, kind of elaborates on the condominium


17 valuation portion of it.  I think that that would


18 answer your question.


19                MR. MOSES:  Okay.  I think I'm done.


20                MR. LUTZ:  Todd, you're up.


21                MR. REUTER:  I'm done.


22


23                  E X A M I N A T I O N


24 BY MR. LUTZ:


25           Q.   You know, I had one last question.
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1           A.   Sure.


2           Q.   Actually, maybe two.


3                You've talked about your mass appraisal


4 is still an individual appraisal of each property in


5 the before and after that's assessed.  So on average,


6 how much time did you spend appraising each of the


7 6,000 parcels?


8           A.   Just varied dramatically depending upon


9 the type of property.  Some properties were hours or


10 days.  Some like the condominiums were much less


11 time-impactful because of the more consistent nature


12 of the valuation.


13           Q.   And so back to Todd and Vic's


14 questions, I guess, I may be wrong thinking about


15 this as a 30,000-foot appraisal because you're doing


16 such a large area, but is there any accepted


17 expectation that a mass appraisal is going to be less


18 accurate than a parcel-by-parcel series of appraisal?


19                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


20                Go ahead.


21           A.   Not that I know of.  It gets down, when


22 you're doing an individual appraisal, oftentimes


23 you're supplied with information that you may not be


24 supplied with doing a mass appraisal.  So, you know,


25 all through this process, the city has asked property
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1 owners and has allowed property owners to provide any


2 relevant information that they feel would impact


3 their benefit or their value.  So we've been


4 acceptive of that, any information like that that


5 that would come in.


6                So the difference I could see in a mass


7 appraisal versus that would be more availability to


8 parcel-specific information than you might have doing


9 a mass appraisal.


10           Q.   Yeah, and I guess, you know, regardless


11 of whether a 3 percent assessment is in the margin of


12 error, is there some greater margin of error that you


13 would anticipate in the individual assessments


14 calculated in a mass appraisal than in 6,000


15 individual appraisals?


16           A.   Now, when you say "margin of error,"


17 define what you mean by margin of error.  How are you


18 coming up with a margin of error, based on what?


19           Q.   So a margin of error, as I understand


20 the term is I make an estimation and depending on how


21 good my information is, it is viewed as having a


22 larger or smaller margin of error, which means I


23 could be off by 5 percent or 2 percent or .1 percent.


24                And I'm just asking you if you have any


25 expectation that the assessment determinations you've
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1 made in this single report with 6,000 conclusions is


2 any less reliable than 6,000 individual appraisals?


3                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


4                Go ahead.


5           A.   We did our mass appraisal based on the


6 best information we have available in the


7 marketplace.


8           Q.   Understood.


9           A.   If we did an individual appraisal, we


10 may have more defined information that could or could


11 not alter our opinion.  So I can't really answer that


12 unless I knew what that specific information is that


13 would alter my opinion.


14           Q.   I mean, we had two examples.  We had


15 United Way and Fourth Avenue Associates.


16           A.   Sure.


17           Q.   There was information in the mass


18 appraisal process you didn't identify that likely


19 would have come to light during an individual


20 appraisal of either of those properties.


21           A.   Again, all through, the property owners


22 have several years to review their preliminary


23 assessment amounts.


24           Q.   Let's not blame the victim here.


25           A.   I'm just saying, that's been out there
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1 in the marketplace for some time.


2           Q.   I guess my point is, my assumption, and


3 I think it is not an unreasonable assumption, is that


4 there's more room for error in your analysis in one


5 report of 6,000, the value of 6,000 different


6 properties in a hypothetical before and in a


7 hypothetical after than in 6,000 individual


8 appraisals.


9                Do you have any sense of a


10 quantification of the magnitude of deviation from


11 standard that you would expect in this work?


12           A.   No.


13                MR. FILIPINI:  Object to form.


14           Q.   So you don't have any information.


15                Is there any accepted standard in mass


16 appraisals -- is there any standard in mass


17 appraisals that is accepted as a reasonable


18 variability in accuracy?


19           A.   The analysis we've done here has been


20 accepted by the courts.  We've done typical types of


21 ranges of value that have, you know, gone to court


22 and the courts have approved of it.


23           Q.   So that's a legal answer.


24                So the standard is that your special


25 assessment cannot materially exceed the special
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1 benefit.  How do you quantify materially?


2           A.   That's a measurable difference in


3 market value before and a market value after, is your


4 benefit.


5           Q.   And what would be a material


6 exceedance?


7           A.   Well, I guess that somebody would prove


8 that there isn't the benefit that we say there is.


9           Q.   Right, but if you were 1 percent off


10 the statute says we're stuck.


11                MR. FILIPINI:  I'll object, it calls


12 for a legal conclusion.


13                Go ahead.


14           Q.   Yeah, I mean, so it says if the city


15 assesses in the LID an amount materially more than


16 the special benefit, that is not allowed.  So there's


17 a materiality question.


18           A.   The materiality would be that the city


19 could assess you, you know, 400 -- or assess the LID


20 boundary 420 million and they're assessing it at 177


21 million.  So --


22                MS. LIN:  Todd would like me to dial


23 him back in.


24                MR. LUTZ:  Okay.


25                (Brief recess.)
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1                MR. LUTZ:  Todd, sorry about that, we


2 hung up on you because it told us there was nobody on


3 the line.


4                MR. REUTER:  I'm here.


5           Q.   We're almost done.  I was trying to


6 wade into this question of materiality.


7                So do you have an opinion about what


8 would be a material deviation in a special benefit by


9 dollar amount, by percentage or any other way?


10           A.   No.


11                MR. FILIPINI:  Object, calls for a


12 legal conclusion.


13           A.   No.


14                MR. LUTZ:  Okay.  Do you have another


15 question?


16                (Discussion off the record.)


17                MS. LIN:  I don't have any other


18 questions.  Todd?


19                MR. REUTER:  No.


20                MR. MOSES:  I'm done.


21                THE REPORTER:  How about signature?


22                MR. FILIPINI:  Yes, please.


23                (Deposition concluded at 5:50 p.m.)


24                (Signature reserved.)


25
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1                   S I G N A T U R E


2


3


4


5 I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of


6 the State of Washington that I have read my within


7 deposition, and the same is true and accurate, save


8 and except for changes and/or corrections, if any, as


9 indicated by me on the CHANGE SHEET flyleaf page


10 hereof.  Signed in...............WA on the......day


11 of.................., 2020.
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15                       ..........................


16                       ROBERT J. MACAULAY, MAI


17                       Taken: February 27, 2020
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Pg 72- Line 22 Change The chart on page 7 of the final special benefit study report for 
special purpose properties was reversed. It should have stated a high 
of 1.00% and low ofless than 0.10%. The reason it is now less than 
0.10% is because upon further review of the study, one of the special 
benefit estimates for the special properties was below 0.10%. 


Pg 162 Line 17 Change I meant to say 0.05% up near Denny Way was the lowest special 
benefit amount. Any change beyond that, such as properties on the 
other side of Denny Way, was general benefit not special benefit. 


Pg 217 Line 20 Change I meant to say I think it was smaller than 0.10% or below. It was a 
very low percentage amount. 


Pg 218 Line 4 Change I said 0.08% but I meant to say 0.05%, which was the lowest 
percentage change number in the study. 
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Impact on property values of distance to parks and open
spaces: An update of U.S. studies in the new millennium


John L. Cromptona and Sarah Nichollsb


aDepartment of Recreation, Park and Tourism Sciences, Texas A&M University; bDepartment of Business,
Swansea University


ABSTRACT
The review of 33 studies generally confirmed findings from a 2001
review: House values rose as proximity to a park increased; proper-
ties immediately adjacent to a park sometimes had a lower premium
than dwellings a block or two away from it; larger parks had higher
premiums, and their influence extended over a longer distance; and
substantially greater premiums accrued from passive than from
active parks. The results suggested a premium of 8%–10% on prop-
erties adjacent to a passive park is a reasonable point of departure,
which is lower than suggested by previous guidelines. Four add-
itional insights emerged: Percentage premiums were higher for (a)
multifamily or small lots than for single-family homes or large lots
and (b) for permanently protected lands than for developable lands;
recognition was frequently lacking (c) the heterogeneity of open
space and (d) differentials among submarkets. Six managerial conclu-
sions and five guidelines for future research are offered.


KEYWORDS
Property values; parks;
open spaces


This article updates findings reported in this journal almost two decades ago (Crompton,
2001), which reached four conclusions. First, there was overwhelming empirical evidence
that parks and open spaces contributed to increases in property values. Second, the sup-
port extended beyond urban areas to properties that were proximate to large natural
areas in rural contexts. Third, while substantial variation in contexts made it infeasible
to generalize about the distance over which the proximate influence extended, “there
appeared to be wide agreement that it had substantial influence up to 500 feet and that
in the case of community sized parks it extended out to 2,000 feet” (Crompton, 2001, p.
29). Fourth, the diversity of contexts also made it infeasible to generalize about the mag-
nitude of the premium, but “a suggested point of departure” was offered:


A positive impact of 20% on property values abutting or fronting a passive park area is a
reasonable starting point guideline. If the park is large (say over 25 acres), well-maintained,
attractive, and its uses mainly passive, then this figure is likely to be low. If it is small and
embraces some active use, then this guideline is likely to be high. If it is a heavily used
park incorporating such facilities as athletic fields or a swimming pool, then the proximate
value increment may be minimal on abutting properties, but may reach 10% on properties
two or three blocks away. (Crompton, 2001, p. 29)
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With the benefit of hindsight, it is apparent the 2001 review was undertaken at a
watershed point in time, because five key methodological developments emerged around
the start of the new millennium that ushered in a new era of studies: (a) Hedonic mod-
els became more robust, typically incorporating a much more comprehensive range of
characteristics. (b) The statistical tools associated with hedonic analysis became progres-
sively more sophisticated, which has allowed the array of potential factors that may con-
tribute to a property’s value to be expanded. (c) The development of Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) enabled distances between residential dwellings and parks to
be measured along street networks, rather than by the less accurate method of straight
lines. (d) Most of the studies reviewed in 2001 required researchers to physically visit
properties to determine access, so sample sizes were relatively small. This changed with
the advent of multi-listing service electronic databases that could be transposed on to
electronic maps within a GIS and spatially integrated with the location of parks and
other environmental elements. (e) Most analyses used market sales data rather than
assessed values, which predominated in the earlier studies. These developments enabled
many postmillennium analyses to be “mega studies.” This term is coined by the author
to describe data sets that are large (often with samples of 10,000 or more properties),
are drawn from multiple years, and cover a relatively extensive geographical area.
Studies completed in the new millennium that incorporated a measure of distance


from parks to residential dwellings were sought. Three parameters were used to define
the review’s scope. First, it did not include analyses that measured proximity by propor-
tion of park-like amenities in the proximate area or by views, both of which have
emerged in the new millennium as measures that may induce property premiums.
Second, while parks were interpreted broadly to incorporate open spaces, forests, wild-
life habitats, and natural preserves, the review did not consider findings related to trees
(Sander, Polasky, & Haight, 2010) or wetlands (Kaza & BenDor, 2013) since their
impact has been reviewed elsewhere. Third, the review was confined to U.S. contexts.
Thirty-three studies were identified after applying these parameters. The studies were


undertaken in diverse geographical locations, varied widely in the set of explanatory
variables that were included, differed in the specification of variables and the definitions
and aggregations of types of green space, and used different functional forms of hedonic
analysis. Due to this heterogeneity, a major goal of the article was to offer insights and
identify “points of departure” that could inform the decisions of policymakers, planners,
appraisers, developers, homeowners, and advocates.
Table 1 lists the 33 studies in chronological order of their publication date and sum-


marizes their geographical context, sample size, and major findings. The review synthe-
sizes the findings under eight headings: direction and magnitude of impact; potential
disamenities associated with adjacency; the differing impact of passive and active parks;
size of park; size of housing unit or lot; degree of protection; recognition of the hetero-
geneity of open space; and differentials among submarkets.


Findings from the review


Direction and magnitude of impact


In 23 studies, the preponderance of findings showed a positive proximate premium,
while a further seven produced mixed results with instances of an insignificant impact
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and/or a negative premium accompanying evidence of positive premiums. In three of
the analyses, parks had either no significant impact on sales price or a significant nega-
tive impact (Kashian, Winden, & Storts, 2018; Mahan, Polasky & Adams, 2000; Sander
et al., 2010). In each case, the unexpected findings were attributed to noise, congestion,
and reduced privacy being sufficiently disturbing to proximate property owners that
they outweighed the positive amenity associated with a park.
Among the seven studies reporting mixed findings, Shultz and King (2001) used an


unorthodox operationalization of the dependent variable: “The median value of owner-
occupied units and the median value of capitalized rental payments among rental units in
a census block … obtained from the Census of Housing” (p. 243). Using census blocks as
the unit of analysis rather than individual units, and the use of secondary census data
rather than actual sales data, would appear to limit the credibility of the findings. In the
remaining six mixed-results studies, the unexpected increases in price with distance from
open space were convincingly explained by the authors as emanating from differences
among subsegments of their studies, such as divergent economic and sociocultural charac-
teristics of neighborhoods (Lin, Wu, & De Sousa, 2013; Troy & Grove, 2008), negative
forms of open space (e.g., cemeteries) (Bell, Boyle, & Neumann, 2009), small size of parks
(Cho, Roberts, & Kim, 2011; Larson & Perrings, 2013), or esthetically unappealing (nonir-
rigated, brown and dry) space (Bark, Osgood, Colby, & Halper, 2011).
When the magnitude of premiums revealed in the studies was estimated and assigned


into one of three categories—lower than 4%, 5%–9%, and 10% or higher—the tabula-
tions showed approximately the same number of premiums in each category. The dis-
tances over which premiums occurred were similarly varied, but it appears the
Crompton (2001) review recommendations for urban environments were generally sup-
ported (i.e., substantial influence up to 500 feet and, in the case of community-sized
parks, extending out to 2,000 feet).


Potential disamenities associated with adjacency


A majority of studies confirmed that premiums generally were highest for properties
closest to a park. However, several analyses did not conform to this expectation. They
revealed that properties immediately adjacent to a park sometimes did not show the
highest premium. Invariably, the authors attributed this to social and/or environmental
disamenities that outweighed the amenity value of locating next to a park. This was the
case in the three analyses identified in the preceding, which reported parks had either
no significant impact or a significant negative impact on property values (Kashian et al.,
2018; Mahan et al., 2000; Sander et al., 2010). Such disamenities were attributed to a
variety of nuisances, including congestion, street parking, litter and vandalism, noise
and intrusive ballfield lights, and groups engaging in morally offensive activities. In the
case of large parks, forests, and open spaces in rural and urban fringe areas, the nuisan-
ces cited included animals such as deer, which eat homeowners’ landscape plants and
cause car accidents, and poisonous snakes, mosquitos, and other insect pests.
Lutzenhiser and Netusil (2001) reported premiums were highest for properties not


adjacent to parks. Their analyses differentiated among urban parks, natural parks, and
specialty parks. In each case, the largest premiums were in the 201- to 400-foot and
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401- to 600-foot zones, respectively, rather than in the immediate 1- to 200-foot zone.
For example, a home located 401–600 feet away from a natural area park on average
had a $12,621 premium (19.1%), while the average premium for a house adjacent to an
urban park was $1,926 (2.7%). A decade later, another Portland study measured the
impact of two large regional parks, Forest Park (5,230 acres) and Mount Tabor (190
acres) (Kovacs, 2012). The analysis similarly showed premiums peaked at one-third of a
mile from a park.
In Oakland County, Michigan, which is part of the Detroit Metropolitan area, homes


within 100 meters of a passive park showed no premium, while those in all other buffer
zones up to 1,500 meters had premiums ranging from 2.3% to 6.3%. When the effect of
active recreational parks was measured, the premium also was marginally larger for prop-
erties one block away from the park than for those abutting it (Adelaja et al., 2009, p. 24).
In Greenville, South Carolina, 24 parks were categorized into four groups based on


size, attractiveness, and park amenities (small basic, small attractive, medium basic,
medium attractive) (Espey & Owusu-Edusei, 2001). Overall, proximity to these parks
had a positive impact on prices. Homes within 1,500 feet of any park sold for 6.5%
more than those beyond that distance. However, in three of the park categories, premi-
ums for homes closest to the parks were lower than those on properties located further
away. For example, houses within 300 feet of small basic parks showed a negative pre-
mium (-14%), while for those between 300 and 500 feet there was a positive premium
(15%). A Tennessee study similarly reported parks associated with athletic activity tended
to have a negative impact on adjacent property because of the concomitant levels of traf-
fic and noise and possible perceived safety dangers (Cho, Bowker, & Park, 2006).


The differing impacts of passive and active parks


Lutzenhiser and Netusil (2001) classified the 194 public parks and open spaces in
Portland, Oregon, into three categories: urban parks, natural area parks, and specialty
parks/facilities. Their analyses showed that being within 1,500 feet of a natural area
park accounted for $10,648 (16.1%) of a home’s sale price. By contrast, the impacts of
urban parks and specialty parks/facilities were $1,214 (1.8%) and $5,657 (8.5%),
respectively.
A Minneapolis analysis further explored that issue (Lin et al., 2013). Across their five


models, variables representing passive facilities were significant and positive in six of 10
possible cases, insignificant in two cases, and significant but negative in two cases. By
contrast, variables representing active facilities were significant and positive in 13 of 33
possible cases, insignificant in four cases, and significant but negative in 16 cases.
Overall, results supported the generalization that property value effects were more posi-
tive when proximity was to passive rather than active parks, but they also demonstrated
significant variations can occur among given facilities across a community, that is, that
the passive/active dichotomous relationship is not always clear-cut and that finer scales
of analyses are required to identify these nuances.
The Oakland County analysis also distinguished between recreational amenity lands


and passive oriented lands. It confirmed that premiums for passive parks tended to be
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higher, ranging from 2.3% to 6.3%, while those for recreational amenity lands ranged
from 2.6% to 3.2% (Adelaja et al., 2009).


Size of park matters


Several studies have reported that size of parks influenced magnitude of premiums. At a
macro level, Cho et al. (2011) reported that parks under 250 acres had less impact than
those over 250 acres. A similar study in Phoenix, Arizona, compared results of nonspa-
tial and spatial lag models (Larson & Perrings, 2013). The two approaches produced
similar findings, showing an unexpected negative impact of proximity to small parks
(�250 acres), which the authors suggested was attributable to many of them including
noisy playgrounds and fields, and a positive relationship to large parks (�250 acres).
Lutzenhiser and Netusil (2001) demonstrated that the larger the size of both natural


and urban parks in Portland, the higher was the average house premium. Similarly,
results in Pittsburgh showed a green premium existed for all three size categories into
which parks were classified (11 small, 13 medium, 12 large). The premium was higher
for large parks than it was for medium or small parks, indicating that homes located
within 0–500 feet of larger parks sold for $34,300 more than homes that were
2,501–3,000 feet from parks. The results of the impact of smaller parks were
“inconclusive,” which the authors attributed to their “widely different quality” (Aiello
et al., 2010, p. 20). These findings were endorsed by a study in Hennepin County,
Minnesota, which reported small open spaces of less than one acre did not generate any
premium, but homes within a quarter mile of a large park (over 50 acres) showed a pre-
mium of at least 4.8% (Embrace Open Space, 2009).
A study that captured both distance from the nearest park and size of a park reported


both variables were statistically significant across the entire study area and its four con-
stituent submarkets (Poudyal, Hodges, & Merrett, 2009). The analysis confirmed that
urban residents preferred larger parks to smaller ones. An interaction term between dis-
tance to park and size of park was included. Its significant coefficient suggested to the
authors that people placed more value on larger parks located further away than on
smaller parks nearby.
A contrary finding was reported by Anderson and West (2006), who were surprised


to find their analysis revealed the premium associated with a neighborhood park
decreased as the park size increased. The authors speculated this may have been caused
by some disamenity associated with larger parks that was not measured in their study,
such as increased noise or traffic flow. However, they reported the premium from prox-
imity to special parks increased with their size.


Size of housing unit or lot


All nine studies that addressed this issue reported that the percentage premium associ-
ated with multifamily or small lot properties was higher than that accruing to single-
family or large lot properties. Perhaps the most thoughtful analyses were reported in a
study commissioned by a developer, which measured the impact of 14 neighborhood
parks on proximate single-family homes in suburban areas of the Dallas-Fort Worth
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Metroplex (Miller, 2001). The parks were all between 2.5 acres and 7.3 acres in size,
except for two that were 0.5 and 0.3 acres. Homes adjacent to the parks received a
median price premium of 22% relative to properties a half mile away. Approximately
75% of the value occurred within 600 feet of a park. In relation to lot size, the analyses
revealed the following:


Small lots place a higher value on proximity to the park than do large lots, perhaps
because lot area acts as a substitute for public open space. All else equal, the small lots in a
development should cluster around the park. Small lots also value park acreage more, as a
percent of sales price, than do large homes. If a range of park sizes exist in a
neighborhood, the least expensive homes should border the edge of the largest park.
(Miller, 2001, p. 75)


Miller (2001) also explained that narrower lots resulted in higher overall premiums
because more homes benefited from being closer to the park. For a given lot area,
homeowners were likely to prefer lot depth to lot width, since it best enhanced the
backyard’s usability. Further, narrower, deeper lots were likely to minimize the cost of
infrastructure.
Henderson and Song’s (2008) primary focus was on the mediating impact of yard


size on the impacts of three types of open space. Coefficients were all significant and
positive, indicating premiums of $5,074, $2,510, and $4,931 for locations within 1,500
feet of public open spaces, private open spaces, and golf courses, respectively. However,
when the two open space buffers were interacted with yard size, only the coefficient on
public open space was significant, indicating the value of being closer to a public open
space was larger for properties with smaller yards.
The importance of open spaces in dense urban areas with small lots was reinforced


in Savannah, Georgia, where location across from, or adjacent to, a small park or square
was found to have a significant positive premium of about 14% (Cebula, 2009). It seems
reasonable to postulate that in a dense city center where homes typically have no or
only a small yard, small parks offer respite from the hustle and bustle of the street and
pleasant, shaded, and relaxing places to sit or stroll.
Given that 18% of the land in Hennepin County was protected open space, it was


expected the plentiful supply would result in a relatively small premium being associ-
ated with proximity (Embrace Open Space, 2009). An analysis revealed the average pre-
mium was 5.2%. However, density of development affected the premium. There was no
impact on homes on lots larger than one acre: “In essence, the landowners own their
own ‘open space’ and are therefore less likely to pay a premium for open space border-
ing their homes” (p. 3).
The differential impact of house/lot size was implied in the results of a county-wide


analysis in Leon County, Florida (Cape Ann Economics, 2003). Homes within 200 feet
of the nearest park were worth an extra $6,015, while the premium for those between
200 feet and 1,320 feet (0.25mile) was $1,773. However, when the analysis focused on
the most densely populated parts of the county (over 2,500 people per square mile, pri-
marily within the city of Tallahassee), the premiums for parcels within 200 feet of a
park rose to approximately $14,000.
In Knox County, Tennessee, Cho et al. (2006) confirmed that higher premiums were


associated with smaller residences. They reported the largest positive effects tended to
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be within the city, where lots were smaller and residents were less likely to have access
to private means of transportation. By contrast, negative effects were more prevalent in
areas with larger lots and higher levels of wealth and auto ownership.
In their Minneapolis study, Anderson and West (2006) reported premiums from


neighborhood parks increased with population density. While being close to a park in
the city raised premiums, parks had no impact on house prices in the suburbs. The
authors speculated that “large private lots likely substituted for nearby open spaces and
therefore diminished the value of proximity” (p. 777) and noted that “escaping to a
park is probably more valuable in the dense clutter of the central city than in the rela-
tively wide-open suburbs” (p. 774).


Degree of protection


Four studies reported the perceived permanency of park/open space was a factor in
enhancing premiums. In Portland, Oregon, the city’s 194 parks were classified as public
or private (Bolitzer & Netusil, 2000). While public parks had a positive effect on house
prices, private parks “owned by organizations such as The Trust for Public Land” had
no statistically significant effect. These findings were supported by analyses in Wake
County, North Carolina. Two specifications were run (actual distance and buffer zones).
In all cases they showed open space size was significant and positive for public open
spaces and golf courses, whereas the coefficient for private open spaces was only signifi-
cant and positive in one case (Henderson & Song, 2008).
Great Meadows National Wildlife Refuge, along the Concord and Sudbury Rivers in


Massachusetts, is in a predominantly developed area with four towns adjacent to its
boundaries (Bell et al., 2009). These communities had a plentiful supply of other types
of open space: Conservation lands (1,049), golf courses (11), sport/recreational parks
(18), and the wildlife refuge. All four types of open space had a positive influence on
property values. However, unlike the other three positive influencers, the conservation
areas’ premium was not statistically significant. Perceptions of lack of permanency were
prominent among the authors’ suggested explanations for this result: “Federally pro-
tected natural land may be more important to homeowners than natural land protected
by local groups, because the federal designation exudes a greater sense of permanence
than does locally protected land or private land with conservation easements” (Bell
et al., 2009, p. 1017).
Results from the Research Triangle region of North Carolina revealed that proximity


to both private and public forests increased sales price. However, the influence of the
public forests decreased significantly as measures of private forests were added to the
specification, indicating the influence of private forests was lower (Mansfield,
Pattanayak, McDow, McDonald, & Halpin, 2005).


Recognition of the heterogeneity of open space


Several of the later postmillennium studies recognized that the practice of bundling all
types of open space into a single proximate variable failed to explicitly recognize the
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heterogeneity of green spaces. It inappropriately assumed the same premium would be
associated with all forms of open space.
This point was demonstrated by Shultz and King (2001), who reported that proximity


to large protected areas (two national forests and a national monument), golf courses,
and Class II wildlife habitats raised property values; proximity to regional/district parks
had no impact; and proximity to medium-sized undeveloped natural resource parks,
small neighborhood parks, and a Class I wildlife habitat lowered values. The Class I
habitat was more pristine than Class II, but its negative impact was attributed to much
of it being close to rivers that were prone to flood.
Resource-based recreation and tourism is a prominent feature of the Okanogan


County, Washington, local economy. Four years of residential property sale prices were
used to measure the impact of 10 types of open space: greenway buffer, national park/
forest, lake/river/stream, recreation area, open space, viewshed/scenic vistas, trails, agri-
cultural lands/range, local/community parks, and wildlife/habitat/natural areas. In all 10
contexts, results consistently showed that as distance from the open space amenity land
increased, the property premium decreased. On average, people buying homes and real
estate in the study area were willing to pay a premium of 12.8% ($20,262) more per acre
for properties within a quarter mile of the amenities than for properties that were not
proximate to them. However, the premiums for different types of open space ranged
widely from 6.05% ($9,576) and 8.69% ($13,754) for agricultural lands and local/commu-
nity parks, respectively, to 17.98% ($28,468) and 21.57% ($34,156) for proximity to
national park/forest and viewshed/scenic vista, respectively (Resource Dimensions, 2005).
The Great Meadows National Wildlife Refuge study measured the impact on sale pri-


ces of six types of open space per 100 meters of proximity (Bell et al., 2009). Negative
impacts were revealed for agricultural lands (–$172) and cemeteries (–$279).
Conservation lands ($1,353), golf courses, ($494), sport/recreational parks ($1,203), and
the wildlife refuge ($623) had positive influences on property values.
Several projects showed the importance of accounting for differences within a forest.


An early study reported views of clear-cuts had a negative impact on neighboring prop-
erty values, while the presence of mature, tall stands enhanced values substantially
(Johnson, Brunson, & Kimura 1991). Subsequently, in Corvallis, Oregon, mean values
of the proximate impact of an 11,500-acre forest on properties within one mile of its
boundaries varied according to characteristics of the forest (Kim & Johnson, 2002),
while the negative effects of being proximate to the Angeles National Forest in
California after two wildfire events in that forest were also demonstrated (Mueller &
Loomis, 2008).
In the Pike National Forest in southern Colorado a comparison was undertaken of


hedonic premiums when the forest was viewed as homogeneous with those that differ-
entiated proximity to noise-intensive areas of the forest (areas that allowed motorized
vehicle use for recreation and active logging) from quiet recreation areas. In the homo-
geneous model, a 1% decrease in mean distance to the forest increased house value by
6.4%. However, the adjacency measures in the heterogeneous model indicated that being
within two miles of noise-intensive activities significantly decreased house sales prices
by an average of 6.9% (0.4% to 13.8%) or, evaluated at the mean house value, –$17,690
(–$1,046 to –$33,255). The authors concluded that “disaggregating by use rather than
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assuming the forest is homogeneous provides a clearer picture of the values home
buyers place on actual land values … A homogeneous land type overstates the benefits
for houses located within two miles of noisy land uses” (Ham, Champ, Loomis, &
Reich, 2012, p. 454).


Differentials among submarkets


The Anderson and West (2006) study was a landmark because it was the first to com-
prehensively investigate the role of neighborhood characteristics and location in influ-
encing park and open space premiums. Since mega studies by definition use averages
derived from aggregating the impact of very different neighborhood characteristics
across a metropolitan region, there is a tendency to interpret their results as being rep-
resentative of all neighborhoods. The authors observed that “using the metropolitan
area’s average effects may overestimate or underestimate the value of open space in
particular neighborhoods by a substantial margin” (p. 775). They recognized this
was inappropriate, misleading, and likely to lead to erroneous conclusions, and
they demonstrated that premiums attached to open space varied across a metropolitan
area because population density, neighborhood income, and other characteris-
tics varied.
The inappropriateness of aggregation was illustrated in the same year by Cho et al.


(2006) in Knox County, Tennessee. Using the traditional (global ordinary least squares)
approach, a reduction in distance to the nearest park of 1,000 feet from an initial dis-
tance of one mile resulted in a statistically significant price increase of $172. However,
when individual parks were investigated using a locally weighted regression approach,
marginal implicit prices were found to vary from $840 to –$662.
A Los Angeles study that empirically investigated the magnitude of error associated


with the failure to recognize the diversity of submarkets concluded that “the data
strongly reject the assumption that any of the attributes have a common implicit price
across census tracts, zip codes, or the neighborhoods. Housing is a bundled good and it
appears that markets clear locally with no single implicit price for individual attributes
existing globally” (Redfearn, 2009, p. 305). The author noted hedonic analyses were
“highly sensitive” to ostensibly innocuous changes in sample area or specification
of variables.
The results of two studies done by the same research team in Minneapolis illustrated


the potential impact of changes in the definition of a study area. The first study showed
a small positive park premium (Sander & Polasky, 2009), but a second study reported
no significant impact (Sander et al., 2010). Although the data in both studies comprised
only sales of single-family homes in 2005, they differed in geographical coverage. The
first included only Ramsey County and used a sample of 4,918 sales, while the second
was extended to 9,992 sales by including neighboring Dakota County.
A few years later, another Minneapolis study adopted a much more sophisticated


measurement approach (Lin et al., 2013) Analyses were done both on the city as a
whole and in its four geographic quadrants. Distance to the nearest park was significant
and negative (as expected) for the city as a whole and for two of the four quadrants.
However, it was significant but positive for the other two quadrants, demonstrating the
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importance of disaggregating data sets drawn from extensive geographic areas into sub-
markets. The authors suggested the different economic and/or sociocultural back-
grounds of populations in the four quadrants accounted for them valuing activities and
facilities to different extents.
Further evidence of variations in park premiums associated with different submarkets


came from an analysis in Baltimore, Maryland, which investigated the extent to which
crime rates mediated park premiums (Troy & Grove, 2008). When considered in isola-
tion, a significant decline in price with distance from a park emerged in all four models
developed (suggesting a 2.2% decrease in value with each 1% increase in distance in the
log-transformed model). The crime rate variable produced the expected negative impact
on sales price. When they interacted, the combined effect of crime and park distance
was consistently significant, indicating that in high-crime areas the positive premium
was reversed. In areas where crime was relatively low, parks had a positive impact on
property values, but when crime levels reached a threshold, the direction of the relation-
ship switched and parks negatively influenced home values.
In contrast to these findings, Anderson and West (2006) in their Minneapolis-St.


Paul analysis did not find any reduction of park premiums in high-crime areas. To the
authors’ surprise they reported that “proximity to parks is more valuable in high-crime
areas, indicating that these amenities may buffer against the negative effects of high-
crime rates on sales prices” (p. 775). A speculative reason for these differing results may
be that Minneapolis is renowned for the excellence of its park system, while in
Baltimore park budget cuts resulted in a substantial decline in quality of the city’s parks
(Troy & Grove, 2008).
Analyses of data from three subdivisions of single-family houses that abutted per-


manently preserved forest lands in the Grand Rapids metropolitan area, Michigan,
demonstrated submarkets may be highly localized (Thorsnes, 2002). The sample com-
prised 431 lot sales and 486 house sales. The developers sought to maximize the forest
preserve asset by constructing a street in each subdivision that was parallel to the bor-
der of the preserve to enable the highest number of building lots to back directly onto
the preserve. The hedonic analyses revealed the profitability of that strategy. Lots back-
ing directly onto the preserve had premiums among the three subdivisions ranging
from 19% to 35%. The range showed the proximity premium varied substantially even
when the open space was ostensibly a constant, emphasizing the dangers of applying
an average premium in different contexts. However, by contrast, lots on the other side
of the parallel street in the three subdivisions showed weak, negative, and no signifi-
cance, respectively. The forest amenity was highly localized, with little if any benefit
extending to the lots across the street. The house sales analyses showed a simi-
lar pattern.
In contrast to these relatively high premiums, a study in Wexford County, Michigan,


located 100 miles to the north, revealed proximity to forested land did not increase
the value of properties (White & Leefers, 2007). The authors attributed this to 73% of
the land in Wexford County being forested, compared to 27% in Kent County where
the Grand Rapids analysis had been done. The relative scarcity of forested land in the
Grand Rapids context created the premium, while its abundance in Wexford County
mitigated against a premium.
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Conclusions


Results from the 33 reviewed studies varied widely. This reflects methodological differ-
ences in the set of explanatory variables; specification of variables; definitions and aggre-
gations of types of green space; inclusion or omission of key independent variables;
diversity and definition of geographic locations; and the functional forms of hedonic
analyses, which often produce different results from the same data set. Further, it has
been observed that “each study deals with a particular open space area or set or areas
that are unique to a particular region and time period” (McConnell & Walls, 2005, p.
62). This heterogeneity makes it difficult to compare results across studies, so it is peril-
ous to make generalizations relating to premiums emanating from parks and open
spaces. In any given context, they could mislead rather than inform.
Despite this important caveat, a major obligation of a review of this nature is that it


should yield insights and/or “points of departure” that are sought by policy makers,
planners, appraisers, developers, homeowners, and advocates to inform their decisions.
This section identifies six conclusions that emerged from the review.
Figure 1 is an adaptation of a conceptualization initially proposed by Li and Brown


(1980). A different version of it appeared in the earlier Crompton (2001) review. The
upper half of the figure suggests that premiums associated with proximity and accessi-
bility will decay as distance from a park increases. The lower half proposes that any
negative impacts are likely to be limited to properties close to a park, and these will
decay more rapidly than positive impacts as distance from the park increases.
The first conclusion from the review is that Figure 1 is a useful way to conceptualize


the impact of premiums. Only three of the 33 studies reported an insignificant or


Increase in property value
a�ributable to the park


Decrease in property value
a�ributable to nuisance factors 
associated with the park


Distance from Park


a


b


c


d


0


Value of 
property


premium 
without
park


Figure 1. The conceptual model: alternate scenarios reflecting the range of impacts that parks and
related amenities may exercise on property values.
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negative impact. Most were generally characterized by the “a” and “b” tracks of
Figure 1, that is, the magnitude of the positive premium decreased with increased dis-
tance. However, several analyses reflected the “c” track, indicating that properties imme-
diately adjacent to a park experienced disamenities such as congestion, noise, street
parking, and so on, which nullified amenity benefits, but the disamenity effect disap-
peared for properties one or two blocks away from the park. A related result that also
confirmed a conclusion from the earlier review (Crompton, 2001) was that premiums
associated with passive parks invariably were substantially higher than those emanating
from active parks.
When the highest premiums reported in each study were tabulated, an approximately


equal number were assigned to each of three categories: less than 4%, 5%–9%, and 10%
or more. This suggests the recommendation from the 2001 review that 20% on property
values abutting or fronting a passive park area as a reasonable starting point guideline
was overly generous (Crompton, 2001). A more appropriate starting point guideline on
this kind of property would appear to be 8%–10%.
Several studies reported size mattered. The larger the park, the greater was the pre-


mium. This is not captured in Figure 1, but tracks “a” and “c,” which conceptualize the
impacts of larger parks, do show their impact extends over a greater geographical area.
This synthesis endorsed a conclusion from the 2001 review that high premiums gener-
ally were limited to properties within 500 feet, but for large parks they extended out to
2,000 feet at a relatively low level.
A second conclusion was that the percentage premium associated with multifamily


properties or small lots was higher than that associated with single-family or large lot
properties. This finding was consistent in all nine studies that addressed this issue. It is
explained by privately owned yard space associated with single-family homes serving as
a partial substitute for public parks.
A third conclusion emerged from four studies that reported higher premiums accrued


from proximity to “permanent” open space, such as parks and lands that were protected
by government ownership or had perpetual conservation easements (i.e., have sold their
development rights), than for potentially “developable” open space, such as privately
owned forest and agricultural land. The premiums essentially measured the effect not
only of current land uses, but also of expectations of surrounding land use in
the future.
A fourth conclusion stemmed from the tendency to bundle all types of open space


into a single proximate variable. This failure to explicitly recognize the heterogeneity of
green spaces assumes the same premium is associated with all forms of open space.
However, a consistent finding was that premiums for different types of open space var-
ied widely. When a study’s dependent variable was aggregated as “open space” or
“parks,” it meant, for example, cemeteries, athletic fields, and passive parks were all
assigned into that single category. Often, the first two showed negative values, so when
they were incorporated into a single generic category they countered the positive value
of attractive passive parks. Thus, all open space was mischaracterized by a relatively low
mean premium. Even when “open space” is disaggregated into categories (local parks,
regional parks, cemeteries, athletic fields, forests, and so on), there remains potential for
using misleading means since there may be wide variation in quality within categories.
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A fifth conclusion emerged because the mega studies embraced more expansive geo-
graphical areas. This disregards the reality that urban housing markets invariably consist
of multiple submarkets with different subcultures. Proximal neighborhoods may deviate
substantially from one another and from a general mean average. The aggregation of
neighborhoods with different subcultural characteristics in terms of income, lot size,
level of urbanization, different types of housing, ethnic diversity, and so on is inappro-
priate because it hides wide variations, resulting in regression-to-the-mean values since
negative and positive responses in individual neighborhoods counter-balance. If a study
shows no significant premium, it is not necessarily evidence that parks had no impact
on property values. It is possible the impact was more localized than could be detected
in a large mega study. The review consistently illustrated that different premiums were
associated with different neighborhoods.
A sixth conclusion that also contributed to smaller premiums than were reported in


the earlier review (Crompton, 2001) was a reduction in omitted variable bias, that is,
variables that cause spatial variation in sale prices that previously were omitted from
hedonic models. This improvement in methodology was enabled by faster computing;
access to electronic multi-listing service data and GIS; and more complex, but accurate,
statistical tools. Consequently, postmillennium studies were able to include many more
potential sources of a property’s value in their models. The relatively small number of
variables in the earlier models were likely to be highly correlated with variables not
included in the models. This resulted in some value being falsely attributed to an amen-
ity included in the study when it really belonging to a somewhat related but different
variable that was not included in the model.
Despite these improvements, omitted variable bias remains a concern. Multi-listing


services and tax assessors collect only structural data relating to housing units. Variables
beyond a property’s boundaries that influence price have to be identified, found,
assembled, and merged with the structural data sets using common coordinate systems.
Researchers will succeed in incorporating some of these identified influences, but gath-
ering a “complete” list of relevant variables is not generally feasible. It is likely that
others will be omitted because either they cannot be quantified or they remain
unknown to the researcher.


Implications for future research


Five guidelines for future research emerge from the review. First, most of these studies
used large sample sizes and had an extensive geographical scope. The most robust and
meaningful insights from hedonic analyses are likely to be forthcoming when they are
undertaken in localized, homogeneous neighborhoods with smaller data sets. It is a
social science aphorism that larger samples are preferable to smaller samples, but in
many mega studies the “averaging effect” resulted in artificially low positive and/or
negative premiums being reported. Perhaps counterintuitively, this source of inaccuracy
is likely to be exacerbated by larger sample sizes because expanding the geographical
scope of the sample is likely to draw additional omitted variables and/or more submar-
kets. Having larger samples composed of data from multiple subpopulations is likely to
be an inferior alternative to smaller samples derived by defining the subpopulation(s) of
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interest and then collecting data that are representative of them. Disaggregated, more
narrowly defined, locally contextualized analyses are required. However, determining
the boundaries of submarkets is often a challenging task.
Second, the impact of proximity should be measured not only by distance and acces-


sibility. Measures expressing the amount of open space as a percentage of a neighbor-
hood area within a given radius around a property and addressing the impact on
premiums of both street-level and elevated views should be incorporated. If this is not
done, then omitted variable bias would likely result in all the premium being inappro-
priately attributed to distance/accessibility. All three proximity measures—distance, pro-
portion, and view—should be included in a hedonic analysis since residents are likely to
attach different values to each of them.
Third, a taxonomy of “parks and open spaces” should be developed that is represen-


tative of their various forms in the area of interest. Each of the elements in the tax-
onomy should be incorporated into a model as a separate variable since green spaces
are heterogeneous and their impacts on property values are likely to be different.
Fourth, analyses should include measures of the size of green spaces, whether they


are permanent, and their impact on different-sized lots since each of these variables has
been shown to influence property premiums.
Fifth, almost all the hedonic analyses reviewed used cross-sectional samples, often sales


for a one- or two-year period. In these cases, if the housing market in that limited time
period is atypical, then results from the analyses may be atypical. This concern can be
ameliorated by incorporating longitudinal changes in the economy and/or in open space
provision into the models. This refinement was suggested in an early millennium study in
which the author investigated the impact over time of changes in the labor market and in
property values of the City of Boulder purchasing 15,000 acres of open space over a 15-
year period (Riddel, 2001). More recently, the shift in premiums over time was demon-
strated by Walls, Kousky, and Ziyan (2015) in their analysis of the impact of changes in
the amount of green cover over a 15-year period on the Meramec River corridor. A simi-
lar approach was adopted in Seoul, Korea, where the authors concluded that “the greenbelt
effect on a metropolitan land market changes over time. The net effect at any point reflects
the facts that greenbelt amenities are congestible, and that the cost of congestion of the
area inside the greenbelt changes over time” (Lee & Linneman, 1998, p. 128).


Finally, the overwhelming predominance of significant findings reported in the review
arouses concerns about the potential of publication bias, that is, “the tendency of the
part of investigators to submit, or the reviewers to accept, manuscripts based on the dir-
ection or strength of the study findings” (Scholey & Harrison, 2003, p. 235). Social sci-
ence research projects with significant results are substantially more likely to be written
up and published than are those with null results (Franco, Malhotra, & Simonovits,
2014; Peplow, 2014). The extent of this bias with respect to this review is indetermin-
able, but its potential existence should nevertheless be acknowledged.
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19-0101 Waterfront Seattle LID Final Special Benefit/Proportionate Assessment Study– © 2019  ABS Valuation  


The purpose of a final special benefit/proportionate assessment study is to provide a fair and 


proportionate allocation of recommended assessments, based on highest and best use and 


market value of affected property, without as opposed to with the LID project completed. 


Currently, the design process for the Promenade portion of the improvements is 100% 


complete. Design for the Pier 58 (formerly Waterfront Park) improvements is 30% complete, 


the Lower Union improvements’ design is 90±% complete, and design is 30±% complete for 


the Overlook Walk portion of the project. The Pike/Pine corridor and Pioneer Square elements 


of the project have not yet reached the 30% design milestone. However, based on design and 


engineering work completed to date and a number of discussions with the City’s utilities 


department and others, the design teams believe that the renderings provided reflect a level 


of confidence commensurate with a 30% design milestone and will not change substantively 


once that official milestone has been reached.  


 


As discussed further within the report, in the “without LID” (existing) situation, there is poor 


connectivity between the Puget Sound shoreline/Alaskan Way vicinity and the higher elevation 


city streets (i.e. Western Avenue) due to topography, historical street layout and other issues. 


With the LID project completed, accessibility to the waterfront from nearby areas including 


the Pike Place Market, downtown business district and Pioneer Square will vastly improve. On 


an overall basis, referring to the economic studies and rating system discussed herein, the 


waterfront area in general improves from a subjective quality rating of average in the “before” 


scenario to excellent with the LID project completed.  


 


Attached is a summary of the final special benefit study, which uses mass appraisal techniques 


and is reported in a summary format including narrative and tabular presentation. This report 


is intended to comply with Standard 6 of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal 


Practice (USPAP) promulgated by the Appraisal Foundation for a summary mass appraisal 


report. As such, it includes limited discussions of the data, reasoning and analyses utilized in 


the valuation process; supporting documentation is retained in the appraiser’s files. It 


conforms with the Code of Professional Ethics and Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice 


of the Appraisal Institute, which include USPAP, as well as additional reporting requirements 


discussed herein. The appraiser is not responsible for unauthorized use of this report and use 


by a third party is not intended. 


 


Briefly, the scope of the assignment is to complete a final special benefit/proportionate 


assessment study centering around the Waterfront Seattle Project as it is currently designed 


and described in the addenda volume of this report, the aforementioned prior studies and 


separate documents describing the project, as provided by the client. The local improvement 


district (LID) is bordered to the west by Puget Sound and the Seattle waterfront, on the east 


by Interstate Highway 5, to the north by Denny Way and on the south by portions of South 


Massachusetts Avenue/Edgar Martinez Drive (T-Mobile Park), as visually illustrated by the 


maps and other exhibits on the following pages. Special benefit is defined as the difference in 


market value before (without the project) and after (with the project assumed complete) as 


of the same date. 


 


To make estimates of probable increases in market value or special benefit resulting from the 


LID project, mass appraisal techniques are utilized and market sales of land and improved 


properties, together with lease information on properties within and near the boundary, were 


researched and, depending on type and current use of a specific parcel, various analysis 


techniques (Sales Comparison Approach, Income Approach and Cost Approach) applied. 


Property types consist primarily of high rise office buildings, high rise condominium structures, 


retail uses (both within larger buildings and “stand alone” space), hotels, apartments, unique 


Pike Place Market properties, sports stadiums, historic/non-designated older buildings in the 
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Estimates are made of the value of individual parcels without the improvement project and 


again with the project assumed completed, as of the same date. Estimated value ranges 


without and with the LID are refined into valuation conclusions by making the appropriate 


adjustments based on factors affecting market value of individual parcels. For each assessable 


parcel within the LID boundary, this basis of valuation results in a special benefit estimate, 


which is the difference in value before (or without) the project as compared to the same parcel 


after (or with) the project.  


 


The recommended final assessments are reasonable and proportionate to each other; they 


are based on consideration of the physical characteristics and highest and best use of 


individual affected parcels with market value estimates derived from comparable sales data. 


In this research, market analysis, and subject to the accompanying assumptions and limiting 


conditions, the entire area outlined on the exhibit entitled “Aerial Photo/LID Boundary Map” 


has been considered.  


 


It is also important to note that, absent the LID project, it is assumed that a rebuilt/new 


surface roadway to fulfill some of the functions no longer provided by State Route 99 (after 


the Alaskan Way Viaduct is removed) by serving both local and regional transportation needs 


and providing access between SR 99, downtown Seattle, and northwest Seattle, will be built 


in the approximate footprint of the former viaduct. A two-way bicycle facility runs along the 


west side of the new Alaskan Way (other details contained in city documents).  


 


In addition to this work, which is separate and apart from the LID project, the Waterfront 


Seattle project would construct six main elements; each is briefly described below: 


 


1) Promenade is a continuous public open space with amply green, landscaped spaces 


along the west side of the new Alaskan Way from S Washington Street to Pine Street 


designed for walking, sitting, gathering, and viewing the waterfront. Highlights of the 


26± block-long promenade include street art, extensive plantings (evergreen trees, 


shrubs and flower bulbs), pedestrian walkways with railings in various sections, and 


lighting designed in a layered pattern to provide visual interest and wayfinding clarity 


including LED light sources for low-level illumination of handrails.   


  


2) Overlook Walk, immediately west of the recently completed Pike Place MarketFront 


building, is a pedestrian bridge and landscaped public space that connects the Pike 


Place Market with the Promenade, spanning over the Elliott Way surface street. 


Beginning at the MarketFront, a switchback pathway referred to as the “Bluff Walk” 


connects to a 28-foot-high elevated lid over the new Alaskan Way surface street. Other 


features are 47,000 SF of public open space with excellent view amenities and an 


accessible pedestrian pathway, enhancing existing connections and adding new 


connections between Pike Place Market and the waterfront, providing opportunities to 


enhance the pedestrian experience and revitalize the area.  


 


3) Pioneer Square Street Improvements include enhanced streetscapes on S Main 


Street, S Washington Street, Yesler Way, and S King Street featuring new sidewalk 


paving, landscaping, and traffic redirection to create more pedestrian-friendly links 


between the waterfront and Pioneer Square. Improvements could include curb 


extensions, new seating opportunities and coordinated development of sidewalk cafes 


with food and beverage uses fronting on these streets. Because this area lies within 


the Pioneer Square Preservation District, improvements are in accordance with the 


preservation district guidelines.  
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4) Union Street Pedestrian Connection (also known as Lower Union), in the right 


of way on the south side of Union Street between Alaskan Way and Western Avenue, 


is a universally accessible pedestrian link between the new waterfront and Western 


Avenue. An elevated pedestrian walkway, elevator and stairs are enhanced by public 


art and nighttime lighting to illuminate the pathway, elevator, and the area underneath 


the pedestrian bridge.   


 


5) Pike/Pine Streetscape Improvements provide enhanced pedestrian access to and 


from the Pike Place Market and waterfront. Both streets, between First and Second 


avenues, will be reconstructed as “shared space”, without curbs. Single travel lanes 


(westbound on Pine and eastbound on Pike) designed for slow vehicle movement and 


local access will share the space with pedestrians and bicycles. Bollards and detectable 


warning strips help define the area to be used by vehicles, along with light poles, trees 


and paving treatments, and there will be more room available for sidewalk cafes. Other 


improvements will be made in the various blocks of Pike and Pine streets between 


Second and Ninth avenues (planters protecting bike lanes, etc.) including construction 


of a new paved public plaza, a flexible space designed to accommodate diverse 


programming similar to Westlake Park, on the south side of Pine Street between Third 


and Fourth avenues.  


 


6) Pier 58 (formerly known as Waterfront Park), located between Piers 57 and 59, 


provides a unique atmosphere for social gathering/performance spaces with excellent 


view amenities. Containing approximately 49,000 square feet providing a seamless 


connection between the park and the Promenade, highlights include a children’s play 


area, 4,900 SF of open water coverage protected by railings, and 3,600± square feet 


of raised lawns.  


 


Extensive detail on each of the six main project elements summarized above can be found in 


the documents prepared by the City of Seattle; they are included in a separate publication by 


this office (“Seattle Waterfront LID Final Special Benefit Study Report Addendum”) and also 


on various websites created and maintained by the city, including www.waterfrontseattle.org. 


 


Proportionality is an important element in any special benefit study. Properties with similar 


highest and best use, location and physical characteristics should experience a roughly similar 


special benefit on an overall property basis. Both land value for a specific parcel and overall 


improved property value are analyzed as part of this study. Many properties within the LID 


boundary are improved but, due to high land values, the existing improvements may not 


contribute to overall property value. Also, because zoning within the downtown core often 


allows new construction at high density (i.e., skyscrapers built on relatively small parcels of 


land), investors/developers are acquiring underimproved (currently developed at low density) 


properties for redevelopment or investment hold. 


 


Completing a separate land value analysis offers comparisons between the land and 


improvements components of these redeveloped sites. It also maintains proportionality of the 


estimated increase in market value (special benefit). Therefore, properties improved to their 


highest and best use (not underimproved) such as  office/retail buildings, apartments and 


condominiums---typically multi-storied structures---specially benefit in a proportionate 


manner; this is, there is benefit to both the land and to the improvements.  


 


Both unimproved land and improved parcels located closer to the waterfront and various 


project amenities (Promenade, Pier 58---aka Waterfront Park, Overlook Walk, Pike-Pine 


Corridor, and Pioneer Square) specially benefit, or reflect a higher overall market value 



http://www.waterfrontseattle.org/
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EXHIBIT A 
 







Tab 2 - Weekly Performance at a Glance - My Property vs. Competitive Set
Marriott Seattle Waterfront         2100 Alaskan Way        Seattle, WA 98121-3139        Phone: (206) 443-5000
STR # 45829        Chain ID: SEAWF        Mgt Co: None        Owner: Ashford Hospitality Trust
For the Week of: March 29, 2020 - April 04, 2020        Date Created: April 07, 2020        Competitive Set Data Excludes Subject Property


My Property 2.5% -95.2 1.1% -98.6 0.8% -99.2 0.3% -99.7 1.2% -98.6


Comp Set 5.2% -92.0 5.2% -93.8 6.6% -93.1 8.0% -91.7 6.5% -92.3 6.9% -89.9 5.6% -90.3 6.2% -92.0


Index (MPI) 48.0 -39.1 21.3 -78.0 10.3 -90.0 5.0 -96.5 18.9 -82.1


My Property 203.19 2.3 165.56 -30.1 200.67 -31.4 184.00 4.3 192.76 -19.5


Comp Set 113.72 -38.5 102.72 -51.3 114.18 -56.1 121.78 -53.1 129.30 -44.5 108.82 -46.3 128.15 -29.9 117.00 -47.8


Index (ARI) 178.7 66.4 161.2 43.4 164.8 46.2 143.6 48.7 164.8 54.4


My Property 5.07 -95.0 1.83 -99.0 1.67 -99.4 0.51 -99.6 2.27 -98.9


Comp Set 5.91 -95.1 5.34 -97.0 7.55 -97.0 9.78 -96.1 8.35 -95.7 7.45 -94.6 7.16 -93.2 7.30 -95.8


Index (RGI) 85.7 1.3 34.4 -68.4 17.0 -85.3 7.1 -94.8 31.1 -72.4


My Property 9.7% -83.1 8.6% -90.3 8.5% -91.1 6.0% -93.7 8.4% -89.6 8.6% -90.8 5.5% -94.2 7.8% -91.0


Comp Set 13.3% -79.9 12.7% -84.8 12.6% -86.3 12.2% -86.9 11.0% -87.3 12.1% -84.6 10.9% -86.9 12.1% -85.4


Index (MPI) 73.0 -15.8 67.6 -36.1 67.4 -35.2 48.8 -51.8 76.2 -18.2 71.1 -40.2 50.2 -55.9 64.4 -37.8


My Property 190.97 -5.2 204.61 -6.6 227.47 -9.3 213.71 -17.8 222.95 -5.6 201.11 8.4 233.11 25.7 211.09 -4.4


Comp Set 137.10 -24.5 145.03 -26.9 146.00 -35.5 139.88 -39.3 140.94 -33.6 130.59 -31.5 134.59 -28.3 139.31 -32.2


Index (ARI) 139.3 25.6 141.1 27.8 155.8 40.6 152.8 35.5 158.2 42.2 154.0 58.3 173.2 75.3 151.5 41.1


My Property 18.51 -83.9 17.57 -90.9 19.32 -91.9 12.73 -94.8 18.73 -90.2 17.27 -90.0 12.75 -92.7 16.49 -91.3


Comp Set 18.21 -84.8 18.43 -88.9 18.39 -91.1 17.06 -92.1 15.54 -91.6 15.76 -89.4 14.68 -90.6 16.89 -90.1


Index (RGI) 101.7 5.8 95.3 -18.4 105.1 -8.9 74.6 -34.7 120.6 16.3 109.6 -5.3 86.9 -22.7 97.7 -12.3


The STR STAR Report is a publication of STR, Inc. and STR Global, Ltd., and is intended solely for use by paid subscribers. Reproduction or distribution of the STR STAR Report, in whole or part, without written permission is prohibited and subject to legal action. If you have received this 
report and are NOT a subscriber to the STR STAR Report, please contact us immediately. Source: 2020 STR, Inc. / STR Global, Ltd. trading as “STR”.
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Perkins Coie LLP 
1201 Third Avenue, Suite 4900 


Seattle, WA  98101-3099 
Phone:  206.359.8000 


Fax:  206.359.9000 


 


 
 


BEFORE THE HEARING EXAMINER 
CITY OF SEATTLE 


 
In re Proposed Final Assessment Roll for 
Local Improvement District No. 6751 
(“Waterfront LID”) 
 
Parcel Nos.: 
 


6094670010; 6094670020; 6094670030; 
6094680050; 0660000740; 0660000708; 
2285130010; 6792120010; 6195000030; 
0942000430; 6792120020; 7683890010; 
1976200070; 1976200075; 1976200076; 
7666202465; 7666202345; 1975700365; 
0696000015; 1974700175; 1117080020; 
1975700235; 0696000055; 0660000540 
0660000545; 066000-0575; 2538831460; 
2538831480; 0939000240; 1974600025; 
1974600035 


 
Case Nos. CWF-0318, 0410, 0411, 0412, 0413, 
0414, 0415, 0416, 0417, 0418, 0420, 0421, 
0422, 0423, 0425, 0426, 0427, 0429, 0430, 
0431, 0432, 0433, 0434, 0435, 0436, 0437, 
0438, 0439, 0440, 0441 
 


DECLARATION OF PETER SHORETT 


 


I, Peter Shorett, declare as follows: 


1. I have personal knowledge of the facts stated below and am competent testify 


regarding the same. 
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2. I have prepared restricted appraisal reports for properties involved in the 


above-captioned matters.  Under the revisions in the 2020-2021 version of the Uniform 


Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP), restricted appraisal reports can have 


intended users beyond the client, provided these additional intended users are identified by 


name. 


3. The restricted appraisals prepared by Kidder Matthews and submitted into the 


record in the above-captioned matters were prepared in conformance with USPAP and 


identify the property owner, their legal counsel, City of Seattle Hearing Examiner Ryan 


Vancil, Robert J. Macaulay, MAI (ABS Valuation) and the Seattle City Council as the 


intended users of these reports. According to the Appraisal Institute, as long as a restricted 


appraisal identifies the intended users, it may be used by more than one party; for example, 


the City of Seattle. Because the restricted appraisals prepared in these matters clearly 


identify the specific intended users, they may be relied upon by the Hearing Examiner and 


City Council, pursuant to industry standards.  


4. A restricted appraisal is a full determination of value, wherein the appraisal 


process involves a scope of work consistent with a full appraisal performed under a 


traditional narrative appraisal. The “restricted” characteristic of the restricted appraisal 


relates to its reporting mechanism, meaning it is intended for the specified audience, which 


should be aware of the restricted nature of the appraisal and the subject real estate. In this 


matter, the City of Seattle and Hearing Examiner are considered familiar with these matters. 


Therefore, this is an acceptable method of reporting under USPAP because the restricted 


appraisals sufficiently identify their intended users and are intended to provide a fully 


reliable valuation. 
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Perkins Coie LLP 
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Fax:  206.359.9000 


5. Restricted appraisals were used on behalf of Objectors because it was


unreasonable to create narrative appraisals, given the time constraints and volume of data in 


these matters. 


I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington that the 


foregoing is true and correct. 


Signed at Seattle, Washington, on April 16, 2020. 


Peter Shorett 
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Waterfront Open Space Analysis 
February 25, 2020 Jim Brown, RA WA #6447
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(APPENDIX 3 
TEMPLATE FOR APPROXIMATING 
THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE 


m1/4  PROXIMATE PREMIUM TO A LOCAL 
I COMMUNITY'S TAX REVENUE 


To undertake hedonic studies that calculate the impact of parks and open spaces on 
property taxes and the property tax base requires considerable skill in computer map-
ping and the use of statistical techniques, is time consuming, and is expensive. Thus, 
it is likely to be impractical for most park agencies to replicate studies of this nature. 
Nevertheless, many agencies seek a method of applying a valuation to parks that can be 
adapted for use in their communities. An approach for doing this is offered here, but it 
is emphasized that this template can only offer a rather crude "best guess" The empirical 
findings from the studies reviewed in the text provide a basis for developing a relatively 
simple "plug and chug" formulary approach that will provide an estimate of the proxi-
mate premium in a community 


The prerequisites for implementing it are that there is electronic access to the values 
of residential property assigned by the tax assessor's office and that the community has 
a GIS mapping system. The following parameters are suggested as reasonable points of 
departure for deriving these premiums based on the empirical results reported through 
the text. 


1. The area of proximate impact of a park should be limited to 500 feet or three 
blocks. The literature suggests this is likely to capture almost all the premium 
from small neighborhood parks and a majority of the premium from relatively 
large parks. In the case of large parks, restricting it to a three block buffer will 
lead to an underestimate of the proximate impact because while premiums be-
yond these distances are relatively low, the number of properties within these 
more extended buffers is likely to be relatively high. However, adopting this 500-
foot parameter substantially simplifies the estimation task. 
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512 	The Impact on Property Values of Parks, Trails, Golf Courses, and Water Amenities  


Exhibit A 
Park Quality Scale for Determining Proximate Premiums 


Unusual 
Excellence 


A signature park; exceptionally attractive; natural resource based; 
distinctive landscape and/or topography; often mentioned in 
sales advertisements for nearby properties; well maintained; 
genuine ambiance; engenders a high level of community pride and 
"passionate attachment." 


Above 
Average 


Natural resource based; has charm and dignity; regarded with 
affection by the local community; pleasant; well maintained. 


Average Rather nondescript; not really "noticed" by the local community; 
adequately maintained; no distinguishing features 


Below 
Average 


Sterile; absence of landscaping or trees; athletic fields with noise, 
lights, congestion; intensive use 


Dispirited, 
Blighted 


Dilapidated, decrepit facilities; broken equipment; unkempt, dirty; 
unofficial depository for trash; noisy; undesirable groups congregate 
there; rejected and avoided by the community 


2. Grade each park in the system on the five-point scale shown in Exhibit A rang-
ing from "unusual excellence" to "dispirited, blighted:' The grading can be done 
either by park staff or by a panel of residents familiar with each of the sites. The 
scale is intended to recognize that a park's quality is defined by the emotional 
response to it of people in its catchment area, rather than only by its physical and 
tangible qualities. In every community there are fine, physically attractive parks 
that receive little use, either because the infrastructure and/or land uses around 
it do not encourage use, or because the behavior of existing users discourages 
others from using it. Such parks should not score highly on this scale and are 
likely to be assigned to the "average" category. 


The two lowest rated categories in Exhibit A are likely to generate negative prox-
imate premiums and so will contribute nothing positive to the tax base. There is no 
empirical literature to guide estimates of either the magnitude or the impact distance of 
negative premiums. Thus, no estimate parameters of them are included here. In a sys-
tem-wide evaluation, these parks should be identified as being opportunities to enhance 
a community's tax base if it invests in them. 
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Appendices 513 


Based on the results reported in the monograph, the suggested premiums ap-
plied to all single-family home properties within the 500-foot proximate area for 
each of the three highest categories shown in Exhibit A are: 


Unusual Excellence: 10% 
Above Average: 5% 
Average: 3% 


After reviewing the text, these may appear low to some readers because several 
studies reported premiums above 10%. However, these were for the first block immedi-
ately adjacent to the park and the premiums declined for properties in the second and 
third blocks. The proportionate premiums suggested here are averages to be used for all 
properties within the 500-foot (three-block) radius. 


Variations. The categories in Exhibit A are defined by terms such as "charm and 
dignity" and "rather nondescript:' which are highly subjective, making it likely 
that different evaluators would assign them into different categories. They pro-
vide evaluators with considerable discretion in calculating the values, so some-
one wanting to make the values appear as high as possible may claim that all the 
parks in the jurisdiction are of "unusual excellence" (see Case Study #2 below). 


The literature consistently reported that premiums associated with water and with 
passive parks were substantially than those emanating from active recreation-oriented 
parks. Hence, the degree of subjectivity may be reduced if premiums for the template 
were based on a taxonomy of four park-types: passive with water amenities; passive 
with no water amenities; mixed (i.e. passive with some organized recreational activity 
use; and recreationally oriented). 


A second enhancement to the simplest version of the template would be to reflect 
the literature finding that size matters. The larger the park, the greater the distance over 
which it is likely to exert an influence on property prices. Thus, for larger parks it may 
be extended to 1,320 feet (a quarter mile or six/seven blocks). 


If both these variations were incorporated, then the following matrix for premiums 
may be adopted: 


Passive with 
Water 


Passive with no 
Water 


Mixed: Passive, and 
Light Organized 
Recreational Use 


Recreation 
Oriented 


Under 20 acres 15% 10% 8% 4% 


Over 20 acres* 20% 12% 10% 4% 


* The premium on la ge parks may extend beyond the 3-block buffer to 6 or 7 blocks, but in 
the outer blocks they are likely to be only one quarter of those shown in the matrix. 
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The incremental premium associated with greenway trails (i.e., trails that are not 
part of visually appealing park or open space land), arises from access to the trail 
rather than from views of it. The typical "ordinary" trail is likely to have a 3-5% 
positive impact on property values after it has been in place for (say) five years. 
A proximate premium of 25% associated with residences adjacent to a golf 
course is suggested. The premium is likely to be attributable predominantly to 
views. Unlike a park, homeowners two or three blocks away are unable to use 
the space unless they play golf so their physical proximity to it has little utility. 


Steps in Calculating an Estimate of the Impact of Parks on the 
Property Tax Base 


Identify all public parks, and grade the quality of each on the five-point scale 
shown in Exhibit A. 
Draw a three-block or 500-feet buffer around each of the parks which are classi-
fied into the three highest quality categories. 
Aggregate the assessed value of all single-family homes within each of the three-
block (500-feet) buffers, using data from the local tax assessor's office. 
Apply the percentage premiums suggested above (10%, 5%, or 3%, or the sug-
gested "variation" percentages) to the aggregate values calculated in step 3. 
Aggregate the premiums calculated for each park in step 4. This figure represents 
an estimate of the overall change in property value attributable to the parks and 
open spaces examined. 
Multiply the aggregated premiums calculated in stage 5 by local property tax 
rates imposed by all taxing entities to estimate the total positive impact of parks 
on the property tax base. 
Compare the aggregated premiums calculated in stage 6 to annual debt charges 
incurred in the acquisition and development of those parks. 


Case Study #1: Trust for Public Land 


The version of this template adopted by the Trust for Public Land, Center for City 
Park Excellence (CCPE) in their multiple studies estimating the total economic value 
of cities' park systems, uses a 500-foot buffer around each park and assumes the park 
adds 5% to all residential dwelling units within the 500-foot buffer. An illustration of the 
process is shown in Exhibit B.' 
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Exhibit B 
The Property Value Premium from Parks in Washington, D.C. 


Value of properties within 500 feet of parks a $23,977,160,000 


Assumed average premium value of a park 5% 


Value of properties attributable to parks $1,198,858,025 


Effective annual residential tax rate 0.58% 


Annual property tax capture from value of 
property attributable to parks 


$6,953,377 


Property values were obtained from the District of-Columbia 


Exhibit B shows the CCPE estimate for Washington, DC.' The value of all residen-
tial properties (apartments, condominiums, terraced houses, duplexes, and detached 
homes) within 500 feet was almost $24 billion. The 5% park premium suggests that 
parks increased property value by almost $1.2 billion. This represents the additional 
asset value property owners receive because of the presence of parks. Using the city's tax 
rate of 0.58%, the analysis estimates that the city treasury of Washington, DC, gained an 
additional $6.95 million in property tax revenue because of the parks. 


Case Study #2: City of San Carlos, California 


The City of San Carlos, California used the following steps in estimating the impact 
of parks on the property tax base:2  


Grade the quality of each park on a five-point scale (excellent - 1; above average 
- 2; average - 3; below average - 4; poor - 5); 
Use GIS technology to draw a 500-foot radius around each park and aggregate 
the assessed value of land without structure(s) and all land with single family 
homes; 
Apply the percentage premiums (excellent - 15%; above average - 10%; aver-
age - 5%) according to the five-point scale. This figure represents an estimate of 
overall change in property value attributed to the park being examined; 
Multiply the premium by the local property tax rates of 1.0638% 
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Exhibit C 
The Property Tax Premium from Parks in San Carlos, California 


Park Park 
Quality 
Scale 


Total Assessed 
Value (Land and 
structures within 
500 feet) 


Percentage 
Premium 
Attributable to 
Parks 


Contribution 
of Parks to 
Total Property 
Tax Revenue 


Tax Dollar 
Revenue to 
the City of 
San Carlos 


Arguello Park Excellent $116,196,905 $17,429,386 $185,413 $20,395 


Big Canyon 
Park 


Above 
Average 


$104,263,743 $10,429,374 $110,915 $12,200 


Burton Park Excellent $114,898,350 $17,234,753 $183,343 $20,167 


Cedar Park Above 
Average 


$29,158,201 $2,915,820 $31,018 $3,412 


City Hall Park Above 
Average 


$4,980,226 $498,022 $5,297 $582 


Crestview 
Park 


Above 
Average 


$43,697,220 $4,369,722 $46,485 $5,113 


Eaton Park Above 
Average 


$169,162,978 $16,916,298 $179,955 $19,795 


Heather Park Average $20,055,787 $1,002,789 $10,667 $1,173 


Highlands 
Park 


Above 
Average 


$115,374,306 $11,537,431 $122,735 $13,500 


Hillcrest Park Excellent $50,122,265 $7,518,339 $79,980 $8,797 


Laureola Park Excellent $45,471,092 $6,820,664 $72,558 $7,981 


Rosek Park Average $23,731,247 $1,186,562 $12,622 $1,338 


San Carlos 
Avenue 


Above 
Average 


$58,722,729 $5,872,273 $62,469 $6,871 


Total $893,366,611 $103,728,433 $1,103,457 $121,374 


Combined, the twelve parks in San Carlos with single-family homes within 500 feet 
contributed $1,103,457 in tax revenue attributable to the parks. The City of San Car-
los received approximately 10% of the property tax dollars, with the state, county and 
school districts obtaining the remaining. 


Case Study #3: Proximate Premium Analysis: Giba Gorge 
Environmental Precinct 


The Giba Gorge Environmental Precinct (GGEP) project is a conservation effort 
located in the pen-urban area of Durban, South Africa. It is a partnership between pri-
vate landowners and the eThekwini Municipality and is funded through additional tax 
levied on landowners and external grants from the elhelcwini Municipality. The GGEP 
is comprised of 143 properties at the edge of a natural open space which accounts for 
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about 227.6 hectares of land under conservation out of a total area of 354.1 hectares. 
Two taxes are levied on the GGEP properties: municipal rate (0.914%) and special rat-
ing area tax (0.0504%). The positive impact of the GGEP on property tax revenue was 
335,985 (318,427 + 17,558) Rand (Exhibit D).3  


Exhibit D 
Estimation of the proximate impact of the GGEP open space 


on property tax base 


Property 
No. 


Property 
Value (Rand) 


Overall change 
in property 
value @ 
15% unusual 
excellence 
(Rand) 


Applying Property 
Tax Rate of 
0.914% on the 
overall change 
in property value 
(Rand) 


Applying Special 
Rating Area tax of 
0.0504% on the 
overall change 
in property value 
(Rand) 


1 1,620,000 243,000 2,221 122 


2 2,800,000 420,000 3,838 211 


3 1,400,000 210,000 1,919 105 


4 2,500,000 375,000 3,427 189 


5 1,800,000 270,000 2,467 136 


6 1,440,000 216,000 1,974 108 


7 1,960,000 294,000 2,687 148 


8 1,280,000 192,000 1,754 96 


9 1,930,000 289,500 2,646 145 


143 2,150,000 322,500 2,947 162 


Total 232,239,000 34,838,850 318,427 17,558 


Case Study #4 - Michigan Recreation and Park Association 
(MRPA) 


MRPA commissioned studies in seven communities using the template. Their pro-
cess was the same in all of them?' It is summarized in Exhibit E. A small number of 
parks in each community was selected to illustrate the process to stakeholders in each 
of the cities. 
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Exhibit E 


Real Estate Calculations 


Steps Tasks Example 


1 Draw a 500-foot or three-block 
radius around the park. 


Draw radius 


2 Grade park on the "quality" scale Park assessed to fall into "Above 
Average" classification 


3 Assess value premium to be added "Above Average" equals 10% value 
premium 


4 Obtain list of all assessed values of 
single-family homes 


List obtained from local Assessor's 
office 


5 Total of all the assessed values of 
the single-family homes 


Total value of homes: $1.5 million 


6 $1.5 million x 10% = $150,000 Multiply total of assessed values by 
the value premium to obtain the 
estimated additional value 


7 To obtain the estimated additional 
taxable value perform the following 
calculation: 


Estimated additional value 
multiplied by the property tax rate 
divided by 1,000 


(Example of locally assessed taxes — 
52.0495 Irninage rate of community]) 


Calculation: 


($150,000 x 52.0495)/1000 — 
$7,807.43 


The results for the four parks used as the illustrative sample in the City of Ann 
Arbor are reported in Exhibit F. The City supplied the assessed values of single-family 
homes in a 500-foot (or three-block) radius around four parks in the city The results 
are shown in Exhibit F. 
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Exhibit F 
Estimation of the Proximate Premium for Homes near Four 


Parks in the City of Ann Arbor 


Park Name Aggregate (Total) Assessed 
Value for All Residential 
Dwellings Within 3 Blocks 
(500 feet) of Park 


Percentage 
Premiums (15, 
10, or 5%) 


Total 


Gallup $27,502,000 10% (estimate) $2,750,200 


Mushroom $13,694,900 10% (estimate) $1,369,490 


Kueblerlangford $7,015,400 10% (estimate) $701,540 


Buhr $30,957,090 10% (estimate) $3,095,709 


Aggregate (Total of All Proximity Premiums of Four Parks $7,916,939 


Local Property Tax Rate 46.78 


Proximate Additional Tax Revenue Attributable to Four Parks $370,354 


References 


Harnick, P., & Crompton, J. L. (2014). Measuring the total economic value of a park system to a com-
munity, Managing Leisure, 19(3), 188-211 
Weiss, B. (2005). San Carlos Property Value Impact from Parks. Memorandum to the San Carlos City 
Manager, October 17. 
Chinzila, D. B. (2015). Proximate premium analysis: Giba Gorge Environmental Precinct, Petermaritz-
burg, South Africa: University of KwaZulu-Natal, School of Agriculture, Earth and Environmental 
Sciences. 
Public Policy Associates. (2007). Economic value of parks, programs and facilities: City of Ann Arbor 
Summary Response. Ann Arbor, MI: Michigan Recreation and Park Association. 
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The PSE Building 


10885 N.E. Fourth Street, Suite 700 
Bellevue, WA  98004-5579 


Phone:  425.635.1400 
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BEFORE THE HEARING EXAMINER OF THE CITY OF SEATTLE  


 
In re Proposed Final Assessment Roll for 
Local Improvement District No. 6751 
(“Waterfront LID”) 
 
Parcel Nos.: 
 
6094670010; 6094670020; 6094670030; 
6094680050; 0660000740; 0660000708; 
2285130010; 6792120010; 6195000030; 
0942000430; 6792120020; 7683890010; 
1976200070; 1976200075; 1976200076; 
7666202465; 7666202345; 1975700365; 
0696000015; 1974700175; 1117080020; 
1975700235; 0696000055; 0660000540 
0660000545; 066000-0575; 2538831460; 
2538831480; 0939000240; 1974600025; 
1974600035 
 
 


 
Case Nos. CWF-0318, 0410, 0411, 0412, 0413, 
0414, 0415, 0416, 0417, 0418, 0420, 0421, 0422, 
0423, 0425, 0426, 0427, 0429, 0430, 0431, 0432, 
0433, 0434, 0435, 0436, 0437, 0438, 0439, 0440, 
0441 
 
OBJECTORS’ CLOSING BRIEF  
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 Taxpayers for these 31 assessed parcels (collectively “Objectors”) respectfully 


request the Hearing Examiner recommend the City Council reject the proposed final 


assessment roll for the City of Seattle’s Waterfront Local Improvement District (“LID”) No. 


6751.  Objectors have demonstrated by clear, cogent, and convincing evidence that the 


City’s method of assessing the LID properties is fundamentally flawed and results in 


proposed assessments that do not accurately reflect actual, measurable, non-speculative, 


proportionate, special benefits conferred on Objectors’ properties as a result of the City’s 


planned Waterfront LID improvements. 


 First, the LID assessments are inherently speculative because hypothetical “Before” 


and “After” values assume that improvements that are not actually going to be constructed 


for another five years are already benefiting Objectors’ properties.  It is axiomatic that 


valuations based on hypotheticals are not “actual” measures.  At present, there are no 


benefits—only a value decrease due to the added tax burden on Objectors’ properties.  


Moreover, the proposed LID assessments do not account for any risks associated with the 


five year delay, notwithstanding obvious uncertainties related to delivery of the LID 


Improvements and in the micro and macro economy.  The Final Study instead assumes that 


everything will proceed according to plan without any material change or delay until 2024.  


But COVID-19’s impact on these properties and economy has already turned this 


assumption on its head.   


 Second, further compounding uncertainties is the fact that the environmental review 


and permitting process is just starting for Pier 58 and other LID Improvements, and those 


processes could result in material changes and delays past 2024.  It is fundamentally flawed 


for the City to commit to building the LID Improvements and to assess owners in advance of 


required environmental and permit review. 


 Third, the hypothetical “Before” values for most of Objectors’ properties are 


overstated because they rely on incorrect market data.  For example, the City’s appraiser 


routinely overestimated the value of hotels in part because he relied on publicly available 
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room rate information to estimate hotel income, even though more reliable data in the form 


of STR reports showing actual rates was readily available.  He also missed United Way’s 


sale of transferable development rights (TDRs), and failed to understand Fourth Avenue 


Associates’ Westlake-related redevelopment constraints. 


 Fourth, the overstated “Before” values in turn translate into inflated special benefit 


amounts when Mr. Macaulay multiples the improperly high “Before” values by a “special 


benefit” percentage to come up with “After” values.  Objectors’ appraisal experts 


unanimously testified that Mr. Macaulay improperly assigns immeasurable special benefit 


percentages to already faulty “Before” values based on professional judgment, instead of 


using more objective and empirically sound data and information to properly measure any 


special benefits.  And Mr. Macaulay misapplies the studies he cited in his Final Study—


most significantly, Dr. Crompton’s research—that supposedly informed these arbitrary 


assignments.   


 Fifth, the special assessments are arbitrary, overstated, and disproportionate because 


Mr. Macaulay fails to consider general benefits or special detriments conferred by the LID 


Improvements.  Moreover, each of the owners presented both appraiser and owner testimony 


contradicting the assumptions that their properties would, in fact, receive special benefits.   


 The bottom line is that Mr. Macauley’s Final Study does not provide a sound basis to 


assess Objectors for any actual, measurable, proportionate, special benefits that might inure 


to their properties when the improvements are complete.  His Final Study is fundamentally 


flawed, and stale given recent COVID-19 impacts on property values.  For these reasons, 


and as explained more fully below, the Hearing Examiner should recommend the City 


Council reject the final proposed assessment roll. 


I. ISSUES 


 Is the City’s method of assessing the Waterfront LID properties fundamentally 


flawed because it assigns rather than measures special benefits based on incomparable case 


studies and misplaced reliance on empirical research?  
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 Do the proposed assessments fail to accurately reflect actual, non-speculative, 


measurable, and proportionate special benefit conferred on Objectors’ properties as a result 


of the Waterfront LID Improvements?  


II. FACTS 


A. The Waterfront LID Assesses Nearly All Properties in Downtown Seattle to 
Fund Enhancements to the Waterfront. 


 In 2012, the Seattle City Council approved a Waterfront Strategic Plan for the area of 


downtown Seattle stretching for 26 blocks along the City’s waterfront.  The Waterfront 


Strategic Plan included creation of a local improvement district that was anticipated to 


partially fund the Central Waterfront Improvement Program.  While LIDs typically fund 


specific infrastructure targeted to a specific area—such as road, water and sewer 


extensions—the City is attempting to use this funding mechanism to assess property owners 


in the largest LID ever formed to pay for city-wide improvements, on the hypothesis that the 


improvements will “specially benefit” properties of all types in the downtown core.   


 To inform the City’s LID boundary and special assessment decisions, the City hired 


Mr. Robert Macaulay at ABS Valuation.  He began by preparing a preliminary LID 


feasibility study in August 2017.  The feasibility study estimated that the range of special 


benefit due to the LID improvements to be between $300 million and $420 million.  See 


Final Study at 1; Resolution 31812, Summary and Fiscal Note at 2.1  Mr. Macaulay also 


prepared a preliminary special benefit assessment study in May 2018 to assist the City in 


deciding whether to form the LID and establishing the LID boundaries.  The preliminary 


study estimated the total special benefit within the then-proposed LID boundary to be 


approximately $414 million.  Id. at 2.2   


                                                 
1 Available at http://seattle.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=6219628&GUID=7D971630-


716E-4753-B75B-99FC36CA1667. 
2 The designs at the time of the preliminary study were less than 10% for Pioneer Square, 


10% for Pike/Pine, 30% for Overlook Walk, and 90% for the Promenade.  Summary of Formation 
Special Benefit/Proportionate Assessment Study for LID, May 2018.   
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 Based on these studies, in June 2018, the City Council passed a Resolution of Intent 


to form the Waterfront LID, which encompasses almost all of downtown Seattle from T-


Mobile Park to Denny Way and from Elliott Bay to I-5.  See Seattle City Council Resolution 


No. 31812 (Resolution 31812).  The LID boundary extends over 5,000 feet away from the 


“park-like” LID Improvements, which Mr. Macaulay identifies as the Overlook Walk, 


Promenade, and Pier 58.  See Declaration of R. Gerard Lutz Decl., Ex. 5 (Macaulay Depo.) 


at 178:15-180:2 (explaining that for purposes of “drawing boundaries around a park” he was 


considering only at Overlook Walk, Promenade, and Pier 58); see also Kersten Decl., Ex. G.   


The LID includes 6,238 individual tax parcels, comprising of residential/commercial 


condominium units, office buildings, hotels, retail spaces, historic structures, and special 


purpose properties (including sports stadiums, an art museum, a performance hall, a 


convention center, and a ferry terminal).   


B. The City Has Based its Proposed Final Assessment on Mr. Macaulay’s Final 
Study. 


 Following formation of the LID, Mr. Macaulay prepared the Waterfront Seattle LID 


Final Special Benefit/Proportionate Assessment Study, with a date of valuation of October 


1, 2019 (“Final Study”), to “assist the City in estimating special benefit (increase in market 


value) to affected property resulting from the LID-funded improvements within the 


Waterfront Seattle Project.”  Final Study at 1.  To date, there is no evidence that the City 


based its proposed final assessment roll on any other data, information, or studies other than 


the Final Study.  


 The Final Study concludes that the total special benefit to properties in the LID is 


$447,908,000—more than the cost of the LID Improvements which is $346 million, and 


more than both initial estimates. Final Study at 8. But because the amount to be assessed is 


capped at $160 million, plus $15 million in administrative costs, Mr. Macaulay multiplied 


his estimated special benefit for each property by 39.2% to arrive at the final proposed 


assessments.  Final Study at 9.  


 The assessments are limited to paying for the LID-funded components—namely, the 
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Promenade, Overlook Walk, Pioneer Square Street Improvements, Union Street Pedestrian 


Connection, Pike/Pine Streetscape Improvements, and Pier 58 (together, the “LID 


Improvements”).  The Final Study purports to exclude charges for other improvement 


projects in the Central Waterfront, and specifically those WSDOT had already agreed to pay 


for and construct:  viaduct demolition, the new Alaskan/Elliott Way surface street, the 


new/improved Seawall, the State Route 99 Tunnel, the Pier 62 rebuild, Bell Street 


improvements, and parking spaces WSDOT planned fronting piers between Pike and 


Madison (together, the “WSDOT Improvements”).   


 But because no construction had begun on the LID Improvements or the WSDOT 


Improvements (aside from removal of the viaduct) at the time the Final Study was prepared, 


Mr. Macaulay’s October 1, 2019 “Before” and “After” valuations are both based on 


hypothetical conditions.  Regarding the WSDOT improvements, there are no designs or 


renderings provided in the Final Study or its addenda even though “[a] primary assumption 


of [the Final Study] is that in the before (without LID) scenario, the Alaskan Way viaduct 


has been removed and Alaskan Way is rebuilt, to WSDOT standards, at street level.”  Final 


Study at 3; see also Lutz Decl., Ex. 5 (Macaulay Depo.) at 62:1-63:23.  Mr. Macaulay 


nevertheless proceeded to estimate property values under the “Before” scenario without any 


specific analysis of the impact of the WSDOT Improvements.  Id. at 69:19-70:19.   For 


example, it is not possible to determine from the Final Study what value lift, if any, Mr. 


Macaulay attributes to viaduct removal. 


 The Final Study also states that “records of the King County Department of 


Assessments forms the basis of the final assessment roll spreadsheets.” Final Study at 3.  


However, there is no explanation why many “Before” valuations differ significantly from 


King County’s assessment rolls.  Indeed, nearly all of the “Before” valuations for Objectors’ 


properties substantially exceed the Assessors’ valuations, some by nearly double.  For 


example, the Hyatt Regency (Parcel No. 0660000708) is valued at 197% of the Assessor’s 


value and the Century Square building (Parcel No. 1975700365) at 191% of the Assessor’s.  
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 Likewise, the Final Study estimates property values in the “After” scenario based on 


hypothetical assumptions, Final Study at 24, that are rife with guesses and speculation. 


Aside from the Promenade, designs and specifications for the LID Improvements were 


incomplete, most at 30% design or less.3  Discretionary permitting and environmental 


review were not complete for any of the LID Improvements.  For the Pier 58, Pike/Pine and 


the Pioneer Square components, they had not commenced.  Instead of conducting 


independent diligence, Mr. Macaulay “purely relied on the city’s information relative to the 


completion and the design elements of the project.”  See Lutz Decl., Ex. 5 (Macaulay Depo.) 


at 93:7-11.  However, as discussed below, Objectors’ experts testified that there is a 


reasonable probability that the LID Improvements will not be completed by 2024, and may 


require material modifications, given the permitting and review process still to come.  Decl. 


of R. Shockey; Decl. of R. Shiroyama; Decl. of C. Anderson.   


 The “After” values also assumed that Seattle’s real estate market maintain strong 


growth through 2024, and hypothesizes “that the new waterfront amenities and improved 


waterfront access would enhance trends already in evidence in the various downtown Seattle 


real estate markets.”  Final Study at 7.  As we know now, COVID-19 has reversed, or at 


least disrupted, those market trends, which has prompted many objectors to request the City 


to stay or abandon the LID Improvements.  As John Gordon testified, the current value of 


hotels is approximately 10-15% lower now as compared with January 2020 values.  A 10-


15% value drop alone would reduce Objectors’ collective assessments roughly $2-3 million. 


C. Objectors’ Presented Evidence That Mr. Macaulay’s Methods Are 
Fundamentally Flawed and Produced Unreliable and Overstated Special 
Benefit Estimates. 


On December 30, 2019, the City sent notices of assessment to property owners 


within the LID informing them of the proposed assessments as provided for in the Final 


Study spreadsheets. The notices gave taxpayers until February 4, 2020 to file an objection.  


                                                 
3 The Promenade was at 100% design, Lower Union design was 90% complete, Pier 58 and 


Overlook Walk designs were 30% complete, and Pike/Pine and Pioneer Square had not yet reached 
30% design.  See Final Study at 2.   
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Objectors for the 31 assessed parcels here received the notices after the new year and had a 


month or less to hire experts, attorneys, and prepare objections.   


Accordingly, on January 31, 2020, Objectors requested a scheduling order that 


would grant them sufficient time to prepare, and to accommodate written discovery and an 


opportunity to depose “Robert Macaulay and potentially other authors of the Special Benefit 


Study, the appropriate project manager or managers familiar with the Waterfront LID 


project and planned improvements, the City’s engineer, a CH2M Hill engineer, or both, 


regarding plans and specifications for the LID improvements, and perhaps the City’s SEPA 


responsible official.”  Motion for Prehearing Conference (Jan. 31, 2020) at 7-8. Although 


Objectors filed this motion the same month they received the assessment notices and prior to 


the first LID hearing on February 4, the Hearing Examiner denied the motion, reasoning that 


Objectors should have made their request earlier.  Objectors wish to note their continuing 


objection to that discovery limitation.  The Examiner did allow Objectors one opportunity to 


depose Mr. Macaulay, which they did on February 27, 2020.4   


Objectors’ assessments total over $21 million, and their properties include 8 hotels, 


10 apartment complexes, 4 office/retail buildings, 3 individual condos, and 1 vacant lot. 


Almost none of Objectors’ properties abut any LID Improvements.  Most are more than 500 


feet from the Promenade, Overlook Walk, and Pier 58 Improvements which—as explained 


more below—is the distance at which most special value benefits from community parks 


generally end.  


                                                 
4 Because it was initially unclear whether depositions would be permitted, Objectors moved 


to compel the City to produce designees for deposition on two topics: (1) the City’s design plans, 
budget, and construction schedules for the Waterfront LID Improvements; and (2) the status of the 
City’s assessment of environmental impacts of the Waterfront LID Improvements.  See Objectors’ 
Motion to Compel Depositions, filed February 21, 2020.  This motion was also denied.  
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See Kersten Decl., Ex. E.  


  Objectors presented testimony from thirteen taxpayer representatives and nine 


experts over seven days in March and April 2020.5  Experts unanimously opine that Mr. 


Macaulay’s methods and conclusions in the Final Study are speculative and unreliable, and 


resulted in LID assessments that are not actual, measurable, or special.   


 All four appraisers for the Objectors (Anthony Gibbons, Peter Shorett, John Gordon, 


and Brian O’Connor) conclude that Mr. Macaulay’s methods and conclusions in the Final 


Study are unreliable, speculative, and do not meet generally accepted standards of appraisal.  


For example, all four agree that Mr. Macaulay improperly assigns special benefits instead of 


                                                 
5 Objectors’ presented their cases before Hearing Examiner Vancil on March 3, March 5, 


March 11, March 12, April 13, April 14, and April 16, 2020, with the opportunity for one trailing 
declaration on April 21.. 
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measuring them for each property; that the special benefit assignments are within the margin 


of error for appraisals; that “Before” valuations are based on unreliable market data and fail 


to specify how hypothetical “Before” conditions compared with current market values; and 


that Mr. Macaulay fails to consider general benefits conferred by the LID Improvements.  In 


addition, Randall Scott, a former mass appraiser responsible for developing the MAI 


standards for mass appraisals, testified that the Final Study does not meet appraisal 


standards nor allow for independent assessment of the accuracy of Mr. Macauley’s 


conclusions.    


 Further, expert testimony establishes that Mr. Macaulay’s references to empirical 


research do not justify his fundamental assumption that the LID Improvements will lead to 


meaningfully increased real estate values for Objectors.  For example, Mr. Macaulay 


purports to rely on Dr. Crompton’s research to justify the assignment of incremental 


increase of 0.5% to 4% to property values within the LID.  However, among other critiques, 


Dr. Crompton testified that Mr. Macaulay’s reliance on his research misinterprets his work 


in critical ways, including because the LID Improvements manifest the characteristics of a 


parkway (not a park), and his research indicates that most of a park’s impact on single-


family home values occurs within a 500-foot range (or 1.5 blocks in Seattle).  Further, 


updated research shows park-related value increases are in fact smaller, that estimated 


increases are “best guesses” rather than predictions of property value increases in a 


particular city, and that percentages do not account for diminishing returns after taking into 


account water views.  Likewise, Mr. Shorett explains why case studies from parks in 


different cities are too dissimilar to serve as an adequate substitute for matched pair analysis 


or to draw reliable inferences from. 


 Finally, experts Reid Shockey and Richard Shiroyama testified via declaration as to 


the City’s permitting gauntlet and potential delays and project changes inherent in those 


processes that call into question the assumption that the City can deliver the LID 


Improvements by 2024.  Shockey Decl.; Shiroyama Decl.; Anderson Decl.. 
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 All thirteen taxpayer representatives testified that no one from the City or ABS 


Valuation requested information about their properties that would have better informed the 


valuations prior to the proposed final assessment roll.  For this reason, the “Before” 


valuations for most of Objectors’ properties rely on inaccurate data that result in valuations 


that substantially exceed what any property owner would expect to receive in a real market 


transaction.   


 Further, owners testified that the LID Improvements are not necessary to the 


business of their income-producing properties, all of which already have sufficient access to 


the waterfront, downtown restaurants, and other amenities necessary for their clients and 


users.   And for residential properties, the assumption that an increase in tourism will cause 


lifts in property value is both anecdotally and empirically unsupported.  Indeed, the 


construction of new access points may in fact be a negative point for some properties like 


the Harbor Steps apartment towers which are located at an existing connection between the 


downtown core and the waterfront.  The LID Improvements will draw foot traffic away from 


the Harbor Steps, increasing competition in other areas of the city.  The same issue exists for 


the 2+U building. 


 Assuming arguendo that the LID Improvements may increase the value of some 


properties to some extent—and there is no evidence that it will for any of Objectors’ 


properties—that potential benefit is many years away and speculative.  Meanwhile, taxpayer 


representatives testified that the assessment is an immediate expense that comes with no 


immediate increase in revenue, thereby decreasing property values.  See 3/5/2020 (E. Leigh) 


Hrg. Tr. at 126:10-129:9, 227:8-229:10; Decl. of T. Waithe, ¶ 21 (Alexis Hotel); Decl. of C. 


Rash, ¶ 13 (Marriott); Decl. of A. Palladino, ¶ 12 (Four Seasons); Decl. of R. Beckley, ¶¶ 


12, 17.  For example, even before COVID-19, hotels and apartments were not 


experiencing—and did not expect to experience—increases in room rates or occupancy, due 


to expected improvements five years away (or more). See, e.g., Lutz Decl., 2 (3/5/2020 (E. 


Leigh) Hrg. Tr.) at 116:5-14, 117:21-119:4.  
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 Ultimately, the primary reasons users choose a particular hotel or apartment is not 


proximity to the waterfront.  Instead, most of the downtown hotels cater primarily to 


business travelers attending conventions and meetings.  See, e.g., Decl. of Z. Ahmed, ¶¶ 17, 


26, 31, 39, 44, 52, 57, 65, 74 (Renaissance Hotel, Hyatt Regency, Hyatt at Olive 8, Grand 


Hyatt); Waithe Decl., ¶ 12 (Alexis Hotel); Rash Decl., ¶ 12 (Marriott); Palladino Decl., ¶ 11 


(Four Seasons); Decl. of R. Meyer, ¶ 18 (Sound Hotel). For this reason, property owners do 


expect the LID Improvements to increase impact on demand for rooms or room rates.  Id.  


The same is true for apartments—for example, the reason residents choose to live in the 


Harbor Steps apartments is proximity to their places of employment and other amenities 


downtown.  See Lutz Decl., 2 (3/5/2020 (E. Leigh) Hrg. Tr.) at 113:13-114:20; 124:3-126:9.  


 The property owners unanimously testified that they expect no special benefit from 


the LID Improvements.  Condo owners testified that property values may in fact be 


negatively impacted by the LID Improvements due to loss of parking, increased traffic and 


noise, and increased potential for crime, homelessness and sanitation issues.  Meanwhile, 


views already protected by air space would not be enhanced by the addition of the LID 


Improvements.  For properties near the waterfront, many testified that the viaduct removal 


was the primary reason for any potential property value increases.  See, id. at 112:19-113:12.   


 Finally, Objectors presented evidence showing that the assessments are 


disproportionate.  For example, the City disproportionately assessed hotels a greater 


percentage of the cost of the Improvements even though there no evidence that hotel 


properties will in fact benefit.  And even within the hotels, the assessments are 


disproportionate.  For example, Mr. Gordon testified that the differences between the special 


benefit increases for the Hyatt at Olive 8, the Grand Hyatt, and Hyatt Regency—which are 


all very close together—made little sense and raised doubts as to proportionality.  As 


another example, the Marriott is assessed a 3.2% special assessment, whereas comparable 


hotels along the waterfront received an estimated 0.97% increase in value.  Rash Decl., ¶ 11.   


 In addition, one would expect Mr. Macaulay to apply the same percentage increase 
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to income generated from the parking/restaurant/retail portion of the Grand Hyatt, given that 


was his approach with the rest of the hotels—i.e., he applied the same special benefit 


percentage to all sources of revenue to calculate the “After” net operating income for 


commercial properties.  But because this portion of the Grand Hyatt happens to be a 


different parcel number, Mr. Macaulay applies a different special benefit percentage 


increase to the parking/retail income associated with this hotel.  He does the same thing for 


the garage and retail income for the Four Seasons, which again happen to be different 


parcels.  His inconsistent approach further demonstrates how his methods lead to arbitrary 


and disproportionate special assessments. 


 Objectors have presented ample expert and fact evidence showing that Mr. 


Macaulay’s methods are fundamentally flawed and result in arbitrary and capricious special 


benefit assignments that are not actual, measurable, special, or proportionate.   


III. ARGUMENT 


 It is well-settled that the City may not charge property owners that are not specially 


benefitted from the LID Improvements.  Heavens v. King Cty. Rural Library Dist., 66 Wn. 


2d 558, 564, 404 P.2d 453, 456 (1965).  RCW 35.43.040 provides cities and town authority 


for ordering local improvements and for levying and collecting special assessments “on 


property specially benefited thereby[.]”  The City must distribute and assess the cost and 


expense of the improvements “in accordance with the special benefits conferred thereon.”  


RCW 35.44.010.  


 For a proposed assessment roll to comply with the law, the assessments must not 


exceed the actual special benefit conferred by the LID Improvements.  Heavens, 66 Wn. 2d. 


at 563.  The special benefit cannot include general benefits enjoyed by the public at large.  


Id.  Further, LID assessments must be proportionate.  Id.  And the special benefit must be 


“actual, physical and material and not merely speculative or conjectural.” Id.  Failure to 


meet any of these legal requirements means the assessment roll must be annulled because 


the assessments are arbitrary or capricious, or founded on fundamentally wrong methods. 
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 For example, property already adequately served by public improvements in the 


“Before” scenario cannot be assessed for additional improvements.  In Appeals of Jones, 52 


Wn.2d 143, 324 P.2d 259 (1958), the Court held that property that was already adequately 


supplied with water from a main in an abutting street and afforded adequate fire protection 


by a hydrant at a nearby intersection.  Therefore, the property was not specially benefited by 


installation of new water main and fire hydrant, and hence was not subject to assessment for 


these local improvements.  Likewise, in In re Schmitz, 44 Wn.2d 429, 433, 268 P.2d 436 


(1954), an assessment levied for raising the grade of a road by 16 to 18 feet was held invalid 


because the evidence showed that properties would have benefitted equally from an increase 


of only 9 feet.  The court emphasized that “the basic principle and the very life of the 


doctrine of special assessments [is] that there can be no special assessment to pay for a thing 


which has conferred no special benefit upon the property assessed.” Id. at 537.  “[O]nly that 


portion of the cost of the local improvement which is of special benefit to the property can 


be levied against the property.”  Id. at 433. 


 Accordingly, the City may not assess owners for “oversized” improvements or 


improvements meant to serve future users.  In Hasit, LLC v. City of Edgewood, 179 Wn. 


App. 917, 948, 320 P.3d 163 (2014), the court annulled the City of Edgewood’s LID 


assessments because the City calculated the assessments on a fundamentally wrong basis by 


including costs for an oversized sewer system that would benefit only future users not 


assessed under the LID.  Id. at 938-41, 960.  “The record shows that the City deliberately 


built the pipes larger than was needed to serve the LID because it wanted to have capacity to 


serve future users outside the LID.”  Id. at 940.   


 Finally, in calculating special benefits, the City must account for special detriments.  


In Kusky v. City of Goldendale, 85 Wn. App. 493, 501, 933 P.2d 430 (1997), the court held 


that the assessment was founded on fundamentally wrong basis where the city failed to 


consider the costs to owners for removal and cleanup of underground storage tanks 


discovered during the improvement project.  “A formula that merely takes into account the 
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extent of the Kusky property that lies adjacent to the Brooks Street improvement, without 


considering the costs of removing the gasoline tanks that were on City property and the costs 


of cleanup, does not fairly represent the benefit to any of the properties in the LID.”  Id. 


 Although there are presumptions in favor of the City that apply on appeal, Objectors 


have presented ample evidence to overcome those presumptions.  Before the Hearing 


Examiner, the proposed assessments are presumed correct, “unless overcome by clear, 


cogent and convincing evidence.” Hasit, LLC v. City of Edgewood, 179 Wn. App. 917, 948, 


320 P.3d 163 (2014).  This standard is less deferential than the heightened presumption of 


correctness on judicial appeal because “applying these elevated standards at the municipal 


hearing would afford unwarranted deference to a report prepared under contract by a private 


appraisal firm.”  Id. at 949. 


 As explained below, Objectors have rebutted the presumption by demonstrating by 


clear, cogent, and convincing evidence that the City’s method of assessing the properties is 


fundamentally flawed, arbitrary, and not supported by project designs and specifications, 


permits, market data or empirical research.  The proposed assessments do not accurately 


reflect actual, measurable, proportionate special benefits conferred on Objectors’ properties 


as a result of the LID Improvements.  Thus, the Hearing Examiner should recommend the 


City Council reject the proposed final assessment roll.  


A. The Final Study Employs Fundamentally Flawed Methods. 


Fundamentally wrong basis “‘refers to some error in the method of assessment or in 


the procedures used by the municipality.’” Bellevue Assoc. v. City of Bellevue, 108 Wn.2d 


671, 675, 741 P.2d 993 (1987) (quoting Abbenhaus v. Yakima, 89 Wn.2d 855, 859, 576 P.2d 


888 (1978)).  The court may disregard the opinion of an expert if he or she has proceeded on 


a fundamentally wrong basis.  Id. 


As explained in Objectors’ Motion To Exclude The Expert Testimony of Robert J. 


Macaulay (hereinafter “Frye Motion”), filed on April 8, 2020, Mr. Macaulay’s methods are 


critically flawed, fail to meet basic standards of appraisal, and are not capable of producing 
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reliable results.  Therefore, Objectors argued that the Final Study should be excluded as 


unreliable expert evidence.  See HER 2.17; Frye v. United States, 293 F. 1013, 1014 (D.C. 


Cir. 1923); Evidence Rule 702.  Objectors incorporate by reference the entirety of the Frye 


Motion here.  For all of the reasons explained in the Frye Motion and herein, the proposed 


assessment roll should be annulled because the methods used to calculate the special 


assessments are fundamentally flawed.   


B. The Special Benefits Are Inherently Speculative Because LID Improvements 
Will Not be Completed for Another Five Years, and Mr. Macauley’s Entire 
Analysis Relies on Hypotheticals. 


 Relying on flawed methods, the proposed final assessment roll assigns special 


benefits that are the opposite of actual or measurable—they reflect Mr. Macauley’s 


hypothetical, speculative “professional judgment.”  There is no case, to Objectors’ 


knowledge, supporting an assessment where the difference between the fair market value of 


the property immediately before and after the improvement is based wholly on 


hypotheticals.  Nor have Objectors found examples of public entities finalizing a LID 


assessment five years prior to construction and before improvements have undergone a 


lengthy, discretionary environmental and permitting process.  


Here, to calculate the “Before” and “After” values of properties within the LID, Mr. 


Macaulay assumes that as of October 2019, the WSDOT Improvements and LID 


Improvements are in place.  See Final Study at 14-15; see also Lutz Decl., Ex. 5 (Macaulay 


Depo.) at 71:14-72:7.  But in fact, much of the waterfront is an empty construction zone 


following removal of the viaduct, awaiting either baseline WSDOT restoration (in the 


“Before” scenario), or slightly enhanced LID Improvements (in the “After” scenario).  


Consequently, the “Before” and “After” valuations in the Final Study are untethered to 


reality.  While appraisers tolerate some degree of estimation and judgment, Mr. Macaulay’s 


Final Study is far too speculative to satisfy industry practices and standards.  See Lutz Decl., 


Ex. 4 (3/12/2020 (P. Shorett) Hrg. Tr.) at 92:24-93:10 (it is impossible to perform a special 
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benefit analysis with the level of precision implied in the Final Study due to the size of the 


LID and use of hypotheticals). 


1. “Before” values are hypothetical. 


First, there is no clear depiction of the WSDOT Improvements, which makes it 


impossible to understand how Mr. Macaulay came up with his hypothesized “Before” 


values, both independently and as compare to the “actual” October 2019 conditions.  Lutz. 


Decl., Ex. 5 (Macaulay Depo.) at 62:1-63:23.  It appears he did not actually do that work.  


Id. at 69:19-70:19.  Although Mr. Macauley is required to exclude any value attributable to 


demolition of the viaduct and the planned WSDOT Improvements, Mr. Macaulay fails to 


calculate the actual market value of LID properties in October 2019, and fails to separately 


analyze the value impact from WSDOT’s planned improvements on October 2019 values.  


Without any apparent basis or support, Mr. Macaulay simply “ma[de] a judgment a call” on 


what occupancy and rates would be for the commercial properties assuming removal of the 


viaduct and construction of the WSDOT Improvements.  Lutz Decl., Ex. 5 (Macaulay 


Depo.) at 129:19-130:11.  This outright omission precludes any independent evaluation of 


the accuracy of the “Before” values and fails to meet professional appraisal standards; if an 


appraiser uses current sales data to infer values, then the appraiser must explain how he/she 


analyzed that data and other information to come up with the hypothetical value.  Lutz 


Decl., Ex. 1 (3/3/2020 (A. Gibbons) Hrg. Tr.) at 128:1-130:4.    


Failure to consider what impact the WSDOT Improvements would have on property 


values also raises doubts as to Mr. Macaulay’s special benefit estimates that accrue 


specifically due to the LID Improvements.  As shown in renderings provided by the City, the 


viaduct removal produced a noticeable difference for properties near the waterfront, whereas 


the difference between the “Before” and “After” scenarios are relatively indistinguishable.  


See Lutz Decl., Ex. 16.  Because the “before condition is so eerily similar to the after 


condition,” Mr. Macaulay had the especially difficult, but necessary, job to explain what 


increase in value was in fact due to projects assumed completed in the “Before” condition 
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(see Lutz Decl., Ex. 1 (3/3/2020 (A. Gibbons) Hrg. Tr.) at 128:21-130:4) —principally, 


removal of the viaduct, but also other road, pedestrian and landscaping improvements.   


In other words, as in In re Schmitz, 44 Wn.2d 429, it is likely—if not certain—that 


properties will equally benefit from the WSDOT Improvements as from the LID 


Improvements.  Id. at 433 (owners would have equally benefitted owners to raise grade of 


road 9 feet instead of 16-18 feet).  But as the Court held there, “only that portion of the cost 


of the local improvement which is of special benefit to the property can be levied against the 


property.”  Id.  If the City wishes to construct improvements beyond that, it must do so on its 


own dime.  See also Hasit, 179 Wn. App. 948 (owners may not be assessed if City 


deliberately builds oversized pipes in order to accommodate future use).  


2. “After” values are also hypothetical. 


Second, the Final Study assigns special benefits to arrive at “After” values that are 


likewise inherently speculative due to the fact that the LID Improvements are not scheduled 


to be completed until 2024.  The Washington Supreme Court has acknowledged that the 


value of a special benefit is inherently speculative prior to completion of any construction 


project.  Accordingly, the Washington State legislature has authorized condemnees to 


postpone the determination of special benefits “in order to remedy this inequity and achieve 


more just results in condemnation cases.” State v. Green, 90 Wn.2d 52, 56, 578 P.2d 855 


(1978).  In particular, RCW 8.25.220 allows for a bifurcated proceeding where the valuation 


of special benefits is separately determined after construction of the improvements. “The 


separate valuation proceeding helps insure against speculative special benefit offsets” for 


“yet-to-be constructed” improvements. Green, 90 Wn.2d at 56. 


This reasoning applies with at least equal force in the LID context because final 


assessments cannot be speculative.  Heavens, 66 Wn. 2d at 563.  Although LIDs can be 


finalized prior to completion of improvements, this is typically just six month or a year 


prior. See Lutz Decl., Ex. 1 (3/3/2020 (A. Gibbons) Hrg. Tr.) at 117:20-118:9; 119:5-120:9; 


122:15-124:9.  By contrast, the estimated special benefits here will not be realized for four 
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or five years, which renders them inherently speculative and unreliable because it is 


impossible to predict which, and to what extent, different factors will impact value.  Id. at 


51:13-53:5; see also id., Ex. 3 (3/11/2020 (P. Shorett) Hrg. Tr.) at 196:17-21; 205:22-206:2. 


For this reason, Objectors’ experts opine that the Final Study should have accounted for 


risks associated with delivery of the improvements and any special damages associated with 


interim construction. See id., Ex. 1 (3/3/2020 (A. Gibbons) Hrg. Tr.) at 119:17-120:9, 59:20-


60:20.  In addition, as is typical for appraisers, Mr. Macaulay should have discounted the 


benefit to account for the time value of money. Id. at 54:17-55:1. 


Instead, here property owners are being assessed now for speculative future special 


benefits.  Mr. Macaulay assumes increased revenue for the commercial properties effective 


October 2019.  But none of Objectors’ properties are realizing these benefits now, and none 


expect to realize any increase in the near term—LID Improvements or not.  For example, 


notwithstanding the questionable hypothesis that hotels will benefit from an expected 


increase in tourism, there is no question that tourists are not coming in larger numbers and 


paying higher room rates because of something happening five years down the road, and 


certainly not now with COVID-19 a reality.  See Lutz Decl., Ex. 4 (3/12/2020 (J. Gordon) 


Hrg. Tr.) at 207:11-23.  


3. The hypotheticals valuations are inherently speculative because it is 
unknown whether underlying assumptions will remain relevant when the 
Improvements are actually constructed. 


More to the point, the Final Study is speculative because it relies on unconditioned, 


undiscounted, hypothetical valuations that assume things will go to plan for the five years.  


The City has acknowledged that design plans, costs, and construction schedules are subject 


to change and subject to its ability to obtain discretionary permits.  Lutz Decl., Ex. 13 


(Interrogatory No. 40) (there are no plans or specification upon which the final assessment 


roll is based); Id., Ex. 14 (Interrogatory No. 50) (“design and construction “will take several 


years to complete, and the timelines for completion of all designs, plans, agency reviews, 


specifications, and construction documents are still in process and subject to change”).  
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Nevertheless, the City assured Mr. Macaulay that he could assume that LID Improvements 


would be constructed exactly as depicted in preliminary renderings and without delay, even 


though none of designs were at 100% and all still required environmental review and 


discretionary permitting—all of which have the potential to materially change or delay the 


improvements.  See id., Ex. 5 (Macaulay Depo.) at 93:7-11.   


By prematurely committing to construction of the LID Improvements, the City is 


prejudging the results of the environmental and permitting processes and ignoring the 


authority of other agencies to modify the proposals.  As indicated by preliminary permit 


applications, the City has not completed environmental review for Pier 58.  Nor has the City 


completed environmental review or permitting for the Pike/Pine Streetscape Improvements 


or the Pioneer Square Streetscape Improvements. 


Meanwhile, each environmental or permit review raises potential for the projects to 


be delayed or materially changed.  For example, the City requires a Hydraulic Project 


Approval from the Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW) to proceed with construction 


of Pier 58. The permit application is currently on hold because the project has not reached 


60% design. See Lutz Decl., Ex. 15 (Email re a hold on Hydraulic Permit Application No. 


20834).  Additionally, WDFW noted at the outset that the project likely requires additional 


mitigation because of the size of the steel piling footings and the footprint of the Pier.  Id. 


Because of the probable delay securing this permit and others, it is likely the City 


will miss its target Notice to Procced date to complete Pier 58 on time, which could cause 


ripple effects delaying completion of any sequentially sequenced projects as well. See Decl. 


of R. Shockey (noting required NEPA review and six other federal reviews with three 


agency consultations, at least two state agency reviews, five or more local permits, and 


potential hurdles with historic preservation, cultural preservation, and federal segmentation 


laws); Decl. of R. Shiroyama (the stacking of narrow windows for project completion in the 


schedule increases risk of delay). 
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Further, Washington law is clear: “decisionmakers need to be apprised of the 


environmental consequences before the project picks up momentum.” King Cty. v. 


Washington State Boundary Review Bd. for King Cty., 122 Wn.2d 648, 664, 860 P.2d 1024, 


1033 (1993).  Moreover, both SEPA and NEPA prohibit City actions pending completion of 


environmental review that would limit the scope of environmental review including 


consideration of the “no action” alternative.  WAC 197-11-070; 40 CFR 1506.1.  Here, 


“[o]nce a final assessment roll is established the City will be obligated to deliver the LID 


improvements.”  See Summary and Fiscal Note to Waterfront LID Formation to Seattle City 


Council Bill No. 119447 at 3 (Jan. 28, 2019).  This premature commitment violates Seattle 


Municipal Code 25.05.055(B) and related federal and state law. E.g., 40 C.F.R. § 1500.1(b) 


(NEPA procedures must insure that environmental information is available to public 


officials and citizens before decisions are made and before actions are taken); SMC 


25.05.070(A); SMC 25.05.440(D)(2)(b); SMC 25.05.406 and their counterparts in the SEPA 


Rules, Chapter 197-11 WAC (among others); accord LID Manual, pp. 3, 6, 17, 24, 26. 


Thus, because Mr. Macaulay assumes that LID Improvements are complete as of 


October 2019, he fails to account for any risks associated with potential delays, design or 


budget changes, or construction impacts, nor for the time value of money. See Lutz Decl., 


Ex. 5 (Macaulay Depo.) at 106:11-108:17; see also id., Ex. 4 (3/11/2020 (A. Gibbons) Hrg. 


Tr.)  at 197:21-198:3.  This assumption improperly raises a substantial risk that property 


owners will be charged for benefits that may never materialize, or that may be significantly 


delayed or changed through the entitlement process.    


Further, the long delay between the date of valuation and the completion of the LID 


Improvements raises a risk that uncertainties in the market and economy will impact values.  


At the micro-level, buildings and landscapes could change view and pedestrian access, 


competitors could enter the market, etc.  At a macro-level, markets may shift.  Indeed, 


Objectors witnesses testified that it was speculative to assume that market highs experienced 
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in October 2019 6 would sustain through 2024, after an already extraordinarily long 


expansion period.  See, e.g., Lutz Decl., Ex. 2 (3/5/2020 (E. Leigh) Hrg. Tr.) at 119:15-


123:6; see also id., Ex. 1 (3/3/2020 (A. Gibbons) Hrg. Tr.) at 117:6-118:9, 119:17-120:9.  


And in fact, the opposite is true. As both Mr. Gibbons and Mr. Gordon explained the 


COVID-19 crisis highlights how fundamentally speculative and unfair it is to base a special 


benefit assessment on twin hypotheticals for improvements still five years away.   


Although COVID-19 occurred after the effective date of Mr. Macaulay’s appraisal, 


and therefore is not part of his analysis, its impact on property values renders the Final Study 


unsuitable and unreliable as a basis for determining special benefits to Objectors’ properties.  


Because COVID-19 is already impacting market conditions, the Appraisal Institute’s recent 


guidelines require appraisers to analyze the impact of COVID-19 on values, stating that “it 


is not appropriate to include a disclaimer or extraordinary assumption that suggests the 


appraiser is not taking responsibility for analysis of market conditions.”  Hearing Exhibit 93.  


Mr. Gordon’s preliminary appraisals show that hotel values have already dropped an 


estimated 10-15% since October 2019, and occupancy rates remain at zero or in single 


digits.  Hotels without guests will derive no benefit, special or otherwise, from the planned 


LID Improvements.  And even assuming hotels recover prior to 2024, there is no basis for 


assuming that values hypothesized in October 2019 will remain relevant.  


The special assessments are far from actual and have not been measured.  Instead, 


they are based on two hypothetical assumptions that stray far from reality.  Because there is 


far more uncertainty than there is certainty, and it is impossible to predict which, and to 


what extent, different factors will impact value five years down the road, both the “Before” 


and “After” values are inherently speculative.  


                                                 
6 Reviewing some of the industry studies Mr. Macaulay includes in his analysis, it is clear 


that third to fourth quarters 2019 were anticipated to be a high-water mark for commercial rents, City 
employment and other relevant economic indicators.   
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C. The “Before” Valuations are Overstated Which Results in Special Assessments 
That Exceed the Actual Benefit to Objectors’ Properties. 


As explained in the Frye Motion, the Final Study’s “Before” valuations for 


Objectors’ properties are unreliable and overstated due to Mr. Macaulay’s failure to analyze 


the market impact from the WSDOT Improvements and his reliance on inaccurate market 


data.   


Assuming Mr. Macaulay did consider the value impact from WSDOT’s planned 


improvements on October 2019 market values—and there is no indication that he did—that 


would result in an overstated special benefit amount because a fraction of the assessment 


would be due to improvements not included in the LID.  And if he did not consider the value 


of the WSDOT Improvements, the “Before” valuations would be too low, likewise resulting 


in an inflated special benefit assessment—i.e., the difference between the “Before” and 


“After” values.    


In addition, Mr. Macaulay relied on inaccurate market data to estimate the “Before” 


value, which resulted in overstated special benefit amounts.  See Lutz Decl. Ex. 3 


(3/11/2020 (B. Scott) Hrg. Tr.) at 23:19-22.  For example, Mr. Macaulay admits that had he 


known of development restrictions for the Century Square Property and the United Way 


Building, this would have lowered his “Before” valuation for these properties. See id., Ex. 2 


(3/5/2020 (G. Carpenter) Hrg. Tr.) at 18:18-20:13, 20:14-22:16; 25:19-26:6; see also id., Ex. 


5 (Macaulay Depo.) at 165:10-167:20.   


For the hotels, Mr. Macaulay’s decision to rely on inaccurate market data notably 


deviates from standard appraisal practices because more reliable data in the form of STR 


reports are readily available. Lutz Decl., Ex. 4 (3/12/2020 (J. Gordon) Hrg. Tr.) at 196:5-


197:12; 215:9-18.  Without the STR reports or actual input from the hotels, Mr. Macaulay’s 


“Before” valuations are drastically overstated in most cases in large part because he relies on 


publicly available “room rack rates” to estimate hotel income.  See id. (J. Gordon) at 162:3-


18; 170:16-171:13; 179:25-180:14; 192:15-22.  For example, Mr. Macaulay assumes an 


average room rate of $365 for the Hyatt Regency, which is more than 78% higher than the 
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actual average room rate ($205) for 2019, far exceeds the most optimistic assumptions about 


future growth in rates for the Hyatt Regency, and is not a reasonable assumption in valuing a 


hotel of this type in the downtown Seattle market.  This results in a “Before” value that is 


$238,152,000 (or 48%) higher than it would have been if Mr. Macaulay was using reliable 


data. See Lutz Decl., Ex 9 (Comparison Table for Hyatt Regency).  For the Hyatt at Olive 8, 


Mr. Macaulay overestimates the average room rate by 48%.  Coupled with the inaccurate 


data for operation expenses and other income, this results in a “Before” value that is 


$69,233,000 (or 59%) higher than it would have been if Mr. Macaulay was using reliable 


data.  See id., Ex 10 (Comparison Table for Hyatt at Olive 8).  As Mr. Gordon testified, Mr. 


Macaulay consistently assumes average room rates that are much higher than actual rates, 


which translates into overstated net operating income and overstated “Before” values.7   


Similar fundamental errors were found in Mr. Macaulay’s analysis of other 


properties. For the Helios apartment complex, Mr. Macaulay undercounted the number of 


studios as compared with larger units, which resulted in a substantially inflated “Before” 


value.  See Lutz Decl., Ex. 3 (3/11/2020 (B. Scott) Hrg. Tr.) at 22:24-23:18; see also id., Ex. 


11 (B. Scott’s Supplemental Report for Helios) (using the correct data would have reduced 


“Before” value by $37,849,000).  For the 2+U office building, Mr. Macaulay included the 


value of all three parcels after concluding that two parcels could be developed into other 


income-producing properties, when in fact, the 2+U development precludes such use of 


those two parcels.  See id., Ex. 3 (3/11/2020 (B. Scott) Hrg. Tr.) at 54:16-55:24, 58:17-


59:13.  Using accurate market information would have reduced the “Before” value by 


$31,968,000.  See id., Ex. 12 (B. Scotts’ Supplemental Report for 2+U). 


These fundamental errors pervade Mr. Macaulay’s special benefit analysis—because 


Mr. Macaulay starts with erroneous data, he is destined to arrive at unreliable “Before” 


values, even putting aside his failure to describe how he accounted for the WSDOT 


Improvements.  Indeed, nearly all of the “Before” valuations for Objectors’ properties 


                                                 
7 There is no indication Mr. Macauley’s estimates are based on WSDOT’s work. 
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substantially exceeded the Assessors’ valuations, some by nearly double, with no apparent 


reason for the difference.  And, as discussed below, these artificially high hypothetical 


“Before” valuations translate into inflated special benefit amounts after Mr. Macaulay 


applies a percentage increase to the “Before” numbers. 


D. Mr. Macauley’s Hypothesized Special Benefits are Not Actual, Measurable or 
Special Because They Are Arbitrarily Assigned. 


It is axiomatic—not only under the law but also pursuant to generally accepted 


appraisal practices—that the City must substantiate the use of percentages when allocating 


assessments.  For example, in Bellevue Plaza, Inc. v. City of Bellevue, 121 Wn.2d 397, 401, 


851 P.2d 662, 664 (1993), to determine the amount of special benefit to each parcel, 


Bellevue used a formula that allocated one-third of the cost of the improvements to existing 


uses and two-thirds to future uses.  But “[t]he City offered little justification for the one-


third/two-thirds calculation.”  Id.  Further, the formula was based on national data, as 


opposed to local data.  Meanwhile, owners’ four real estate appraisers and a traffic engineer 


were unanimous in their conclusions that (1) the trips generation method of assessment bore 


no relationship to market value nor to special benefits, and (2) there was no special benefit 


to the properties involved. Id. at 403-404.  Because “no expert testified that this assumed 


two-thirds future use was reasonable,” the Court therefore concluded that it was “sheer 


speculation” and “without foundation.”  Id. at 417-418.   


1. Instead of measuring special benefits, Mr. Macaulay arbitrarily assigned 
special benefit percentage increases. 


Like the experts in Bellevue Plaza, Objectors’ four appraiser experts testified that 


Mr. Macaulay arbitrarily assigns—rather than measures—a special benefit percentage 


increase to already faulty hypothesized “Before” values.  See Lutz Decl., Ex. 8 (A. Gibbons 


Letter, RE: Waterfront Seattle LID Special Benefits Report (Jan. 30, 2020)); id., Ex. 4 


(3/12/2020 (P. Shorett) Hrg. Tr.) at 49:4-50:1; id. (J. Gordon) at 168:2-20; 176:1-10; id., Ex. 


2 (3/5/2020 (B. O’Connor) Hrg. Tr.) at 147:10-149:21; id., Ex. 1 (3/3/2020 (A. Gibbons) 


Hrg Tr.) at 88:25-89:3; 90:8-91:13.  And the Bellevue Plaza problem is not solved because 
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Mr. Macauley applies a series of “micro” judgment-based adjustments rather than a more 


macro one.  Id., Ex. 1 (3/3/2020) (A. Gibbons) Hrg. Tr.) at 182:19-183:6.  In other words, 


his methods do not cease to be arbitrary just because he applies the percentage increases to 


revenue sources instead of the property values themselves.   


Indeed, Mr. Randall Scott further testified that Mr. Macaulay’s failure to specify a 


model structure to actually determine the factors affecting value, to report the model in an 


appropriate manner, and to test the model against actual sales data to ensure that it produces 


reliable valuations, renders Mr. Macaulay’s methods incapable of producing reliable special 


benefit assessments that can be truth-tested and recalibrated if appropriate.  Mr. Scott 


concluded that the Final Study fails to comply with USPAP Standards 5 and 6, and “doesn’t 


count as an appraisal.”  Id. at 216:18-217:1.8 


Assigning what should be a measured value—here, the special benefit accruing to 


each property as a result of the LID Improvements—is, by definition, speculative and 


arbitrary if there is no basis for the assignment.  Cf. Mississippi Transp. Com’n v. 


McLemore, 863 So.2d 31, 40-43 (Miss. 2003) (picking a distance where impact on value 


stopped rather than measuring impact is not a generally accepted appraisal method). For the 


commercial properties, Mr. Macaulay’s spreadsheets reveal methods that fail to produce 


“actual, physical and material” and non-speculative assessments.  Rather, Mr. Macaulay 


                                                 
8 Standard 5 requires mass appraisals to develop a model structure that conceptualizes the 


relationship between characteristics that affect value, and to calibrate that model to specify how 
individual characteristics affect value. See USPAP Standard 5: Mass Appraisal, Development (2020-
21).  The purpose is to rationally determine what characteristics will create value, and by how much.  
This allows the mass appraiser to not only generate outputs, but also to test the reliability of the 
model (and allow others to do so) by comparing the results of the model with actual sales.  See Lutz 
Decl., Ex. 1 (3/3/2020 (R. Scott) Hrg. Tr.) at 197:7-15; 203:21-205:13 (explaining that it is typical to 
test output against actual sales).  USPAP Standard 6 sets forth the mass appraisal reporting 
requirements, which include explanation of the model specification, data requirements, calibration 
methods, and mathematical form of the final model. See USPAP Standard 6: Mass Appraisal, 
Reporting at 6-2(i)-(o).  Without this reporting, it is impossible for users of the appraisal report to 
determine how the appraiser determined value, and this omission renders the report not credible. See 
also Lutz Decl., Ex. 1 (3/3/2020 (R. Scott) Hrg. Tr.) at 206:15-207:17. 
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bases adjustments on hypothesized miniscule increases to property revenue and changes to 


cap rate to “calculate” an “After” value due to the coming 2024 LID Improvements.   


For example, for the Hyatt Regency, the first two scenarios assume room rates will 


increase by 0.20% (low) and 0.45% (high) due to the 2024 LID Improvements 


(hypothetically complete and already generating income in 2019).  But as Mr. Gordon 


testified, it is not possible to accurately conclude that the reason for this level of percentage 


increase would be due to the LID Improvements, and there appears to be no support for 


assignment of these percentages.  It is speculation masquerading as “professional judgment.”  


Mr. Macaulay uses these same percentages (0.2% and 0.45%) to increase food and beverage 


revenue, and parking and other income.  For example, he “calculates” that food and 


beverage income will increase from $40 per room to either $40.08 or $40.18 per room in the 


high/low scenarios respectively.  He then uses this hypothesized increased revenue to 


calculate a new net operating income for the commercial properties and capitalizes that to 


come up with an “After” valuation.  And remember, this is all supposed to be happening five 


years before the improvements are actually complete. 


 For the third and fourth scenarios, Mr. Macaulay assumes the net operating income 


remains the same as in the hypothetical “Before” condition, but changes the capitalization 


rate (“cap rate”).  For the Hyatt Regency, the cap rate goes from 7.25% to 7.2% (low 


scenario, creating a bigger value increase) and 7.23% (high scenario, creating a lower value 


increase).  Mr. Gordon likewise explained that cap rate changes of .05 or .02% are not 


typically measurable, and there appears to be no support for these changes in the Final Study 


or any of its supporting materials. Mr. Macaulay then averages his four “After” values to 


arrive at a final special benefit conclusion.9  For the Hyatt Regency, this is an increase in 


property value of 0.49% due to the LID Improvements.   


                                                 
9 It is not clear whether this is a true average in every case or whether there is greater weight 


given to some of the scenarios.  But the final special benefit percentage always falls somewhere in 
the middle of the four scenarios.   
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 As Objectors’ experts testified, Mr. Macaulay’s assigned property value increases—


which range from 0.12% to 3.2% for Objectors’ 31 parcels, with an average of 1.79%—fall 


within the margin of error for appraisers.  If two appraisers independently arrive at values 


within 5% of one another, this difference is considered reasonable as it falls within the 


standard margin of error accepted in the profession.  Lutz Decl., Ex. 1 (3/3/2020 (A. 


Gibbons) Hrg. Tr. at 164:2-9; Lutz Decl., Ex. 2 (3/5/2020 (B. O’Connor) Hrg. Tr.) 201:7-


204:8; Lutz Decl., Ex. 3 (3/11/2020 (P. Shorett) Hrg. Tr.) at 216:25-217:11.  Mr. 


Macaulay’s miniscule special benefit percentages fall far below that 5% margin, and “there 


is no way of authenticating” such incremental changes because “[m]arket forces completely 


obliterate any tiny little noise factor like that.” See Lutz Decl., Ex. 1 (3/3/2020 (A. Gibbons) 


Hrg. Tr.) at 160:23-161:5.  Mr. Macaulay agrees that 0.25% is too small to measure. See id., 


Ex 5 (Macaulay Depo.) at 25:17-25. Yet, Mr. Macaulay regularly assigns or purports to 


measure differences in value within that margin.  And the fact that “Before” values are also 


based on a hypothetical that adds some incremental value exacerbates this issue—the ability 


for an appraiser to discern the value differences between hypothetical conditions that are so 


similar “verges on being ludicrous.” Id., Ex. 1 (3/3/2020 (A. Gibbons) Hrg. Tr.) at 89:4-


90:7. 


 Even if it were possible to accurately tease out such a miniscule hypothetical change 


due to improvements coming five years later, there is no data to justify the mathematical 


adjustments—they are just the appraiser’s guesses as to what he felt the changes 


(hypothetically) would be.  See Lutz Decl., Ex. 4 (3/12/2020 (J. Gordon) Hrg. Tr.) at 168:2-


20; 176:1-177:6; id. (3/12/2020 (P. Shorett) Hrg. Tr.) at 49:4-50:1. Mr. Macaulay points to 


no specific measurements, industry standard, academic study or literature, or other 


justification to explain the percentage increases/decreases he applied to income and cap 


rates. With respect to the Marriott, when asked to explain the reason for 1.75% and 2% 


increase, Mr. Macaulay responded: “Just based on the market and what we felt the increase, 


reasonable increase in rate would be.”  See id. Ex. 5 ( Macaulay Depo.) at 148:20-24.  And 
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he admitted that changes in cap rate were not “driven by any particular academic study” and 


the adjustments were instead a matter of “professional judgment.”  Id. at 155:2-156:17.   


 It is clear that he assigned a value based on his own judgment to propose assessments 


of millions of dollars on property owners. See id. Ex. 1 (3/3/2020 (A Gibbons) Hrg. Tr.) at 


88:21-88:24 (“you cannot measure one percent difference in a high-rise building for this 


kind of a medium … it’s simply assigned to a before value”).  They are neither actual nor 


measured. 


2. There is no support for Mr. Macaulay’s assignment of special benefit 
percentage increase.  


 Mr. Macaulay’s special benefit assignment may have been less egregious had he 


substantiated it with selected matched paired analysis or other reliable empirical research or 


market data.  There is none.  Instead, Mr. Macaulay purports to rely on Dr. John Crompton’s 


research to justify the assignment of incremental increase of 0.5% to 4% to property values 


within the LID.  However, Dr. Crompton testified that Mr. Macaulay misinterpreted his 


work in fundamental ways, and recent updates to his research show even smaller anticipated 


park benefits.10 


 Before even getting to the new research, however, Dr. Crompton takes issue with 


many of Mr. Macauley’s attempts to extrapolate from earlier studies.  First, the LID 


Improvements manifest the characteristics of a parkway—not a park. See Lutz Decl. at Ex. 6 


(Crompton Report) at 3-5.  “It is inappropriate to apply [Dr. Crompton’s] findings to 


parkways, since they are a qualitatively different amenity” and research indicates that 


property values do not increase to the same extent due to parkways.  Id. at 13.   


 Second, Dr. Crompton finds that most benefits from an open space or community 


park occur within a 500-foot range (or 3 block) with minimal benefits perhaps extending out 


as far to 2,000 feet (or 4-12 block).  Id. at 5-6.  Dr. Crompton used “blocks” in his 2004 


book as a reified synonym to his “feet” ranges, to give lay readers a sense how far a benefit 


                                                 
10 Dr. Crompton is the most cited scholar in the world in the tourism and leisure management 


fields, with over 41,000 citations to his work.  See Lutz Decl., Ex. 6.  
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might be expected to extend (in a single-family residential neighborhood).  Mr. Macaulay, 


however, applies the block measure to “inappropriately extend[ed] the LID impact 


significantly beyond that which the park study indicated (even if it was legitimate to use the 


park review’s findings)” because Seattle City blocks are long—approximately 300 feet. Id. 


at 7. Mr. Macaulay also inappropriately applies these measures to a parkway and fails to 


recognize that the underlying studies used road network analysis (as opposed to “as the crow 


flies” distance), which had the effect of further inflating the assumed impact. 


 Indeed, maps created by Objectors’ GIS expert show that a 500-foot area (following 


road distance) around the supposed “park-like” LID improvements would extend only a 


block and a half, and a 2,000-foot area would extend only about 6 blocks.  See Kersten 


Decl., Exs. C, D; see also Lutz Decl., Ex. 5 (Macaulay Depo.) at 178:15-180:2 (explaining 


that for purposes of “drawing boundaries around a park” he was considering only at 


Overlook Walk, Promenade, and Pier 58).  Nearly all of Objectors’ properties are located 


outside the 500-foot buffer and at least ten properties are located outside the 2,000-foot 


buffer.  See Kersten Decl., Exs. E, F.  Even more troubling is that the LID boundary extends 


far beyond the 2,000-foot buffer in most places, and some LID properties are over 5,000 feet 


away from the “park-like” LID Improvements.  See id., Ex. G.  There is no explanation or 


justification in the Final Study for finding a potential special benefit at these distances. 


 Third, Mr. Macauley also overextends Dr. Crompton’s research, which focuses on a 


park’s impact on single-family home values, to apply to all properties in the LID including a 


variety of multi-story downtown Seattle uses, without explaining the basis for this inference.  


See Lutz Decl., Ex. 6 (Crompton Report) at 14. And, Mr. Macaulay improperly relies on a 


“Park Quality Scale” to assess the quality of the LID parkway and assign premium 


percentages to condominiums.  But “[n]o valid greenway or parkway scale has been 


developed that describes or defines ‘average’ and ‘above average’ . . . so the Appraiser’s 


judgment is arbitrary.”  Id. at 10.  Moreover, Mr. Macaulay’s percentage premiums “seem to 


be entirely arbitrary” and indeed are “much higher than those emanating from [Dr. 
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Crompton’s] 2004 publication from which [Mr. Macaulay] inappropriately infers they are 


derived.”  Id.   


 Fourth, Mr. Macaulay fails to consider negative impacts from social and/or 


environmental disamenities that are sometimes associated with park-like amenities.  “These 


may include – congestion, increased traffic flow, lack of parking or unwanted on-street 


parking, litter, vandalism, intrusive lighting, and groups engaging in morally offensive 


activities.”  Id. at 11.  Accordingly, a number of studies have shown that properties 


immediately adjacent to a park do not show the highest premium.  Id. at 10.  Mr. Macauley 


seems to have “assumed away” any potential disamenity (yet another hypothesis) by relying 


on the City’s “promises” to do more to keep the areas well patrolled, clean and nicely 


maintained.  See Final Study at 8 (discussing fact that designation of the LID as “park land” 


will convey power to City to keep the area clean and maintain security).  


 Fifth, Mr. Macaulay fails to consider the diminished premium from the greenway 


after taking into account the waterfront amenity that existed even when the viaduct was up.  


“[T]the magnitude of the water premium is important, because it impacts the perceived 


value of potential increments of benefit that may emanate from the new greenway.”  Id. at 


11. Just as turning on a weak light in an already bright room is unlikely to be detectable, 


“the incremental effect of the new ‘park improvements’ on the value of properties which 


already have a large premium stemming from their view of the water is likely to be very 


small or perhaps non-existent.”  Id. at 13.  This is especially so because Mr. Macauley’s 


“After” value is supposed to exclude any lift associated with removal of the viaduct.   


 Aside from Dr. Crompton’s research, Mr. Macaulay also cites a number of case 


studies.  But instead of using paired sales studies in Seattle between parks with and without 


a waterfront amenity to identify a relative value assessment, Mr. Macaulay relies on case 


studies of parks from other cities.  See Lutz Decl., Ex. 1 (3/3/2020 Hrg. Tr.) at 86:6-89:3.  


However, as Mr. Shorett explained, the case studies are not an adequate substitute for 


matched paired analysis and the scale of those projects when compared with the LID 
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Improvements are so substantively different that they do not provide useful comparisons.  


See Hearing Exhibit 49 (P. Shorett’s Supplemental Report); Lutz Decl., Ex. 3 (3/11/2020 (P. 


Shorett) Hrg. Tr.) at 208:8-24; Lutz Decl., Ex. 4 (3/12/2020 (P. Shorett) Hrg. Tr.) at 6:19-


7:18.11  Cf. Bellevue Plaza, 121 Wn.2d at 401 (use of national instead of local data rendered 


allocation of traffic percentages unreliable).  


 Finally, Objectors’ witnesses have been unanimous that the increase in tourism the 


City anticipates from the LID Improvements is not likely to contribute specially, if at all, to 


the value of their properties.  Accordingly, Mr. Macaulay’s reliance on the HR&A study, see 


Final Study at 44-45, to project increases in tourism is irrelevant as a basis for hypothesizing 


special benefits.  And in any case, that study does not inform what value increases are 


expected from the LID Improvements because it projects increases to tourism from all of the 


Waterfront Projects and is based on tourism data from dissimilar parks in other cities.  


 Ultimately, however, Mr. Macaulay admits that rather than use data and information 


from case studies to inform his “measure” of special benefit, he relied on his own 


professional “judgment” to “estimate” the market difference between the “Before” and 


“After” conditions.  Lutz Decl., Ex. 5 (Macaulay Depo) at 44:8-18.  From the underlying 


materials, it is clear that this “measurement” was just application of an arbitrary percentage 


to increase property values, uninformed by market data, industry standard, or empirical 


research.  Based on this deficiency alone, the final assessment roll should be annulled 


because Objectors have shown by clear and convincing evidence that it is based on 


fundamentally flawed methods that produce arbitrary and capricious special benefit 


estimates.  


                                                 
11 As described by one taxpayer who lives in San Francisco, the Embarcadero parkway is not 


a comparable improvement because that involved a “huge transformation” after removal of a viaduct 
which involved up-zoning, changes in use, and massive development in the area around the removed 
freeway.  By contrast, the Seattle waterfront is already a well-developed tourist destination.  See  
Lutz Decl., Ex. 3, (3/11/2020 (E. Lee) Hrg. Tr.) at 121:3-22.  
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E. Special Assessments are Overstated and Disproportionate Because the Final 
Study Fails to Consider General Benefits or Special Detriments. 


Not only must a special benefit be actual and non-speculative, it must “bring a 


benefit substantially more intense than is yielded to the rest of the municipality.” Heavens, 


66 Wn.2d at 563.  Accordingly, an appraisal for a LID should consider general benefits as 


well as special benefits. See Lutz Decl., Ex. 7 (Local and Road Improvement Districts 


Manual for Washington State, 6th Ed. (Oct. 2009)) at 58.  This is especially important when 


the LID is providing enhancement over and above regular requirements because certain 


costs required to meet design standards “may be general benefits.”  Id. at 58.  As all of 


Objectors’ appraisal experts have testified, Mr. Macaulay improperly failed to determine or 


explain what general benefits arise due to the LID improvements, even though the far-


reaching and public nature of the improvements strongly suggest that any benefit arising 


from them would be general—not special. See, e.g., Lutz Decl., Ex. 1 (3/3/2020 (A. 


Gibbons) Hrg. Tr. at 96:6-97:4; Lutz Decl., Ex. 2 (3/5/2020 (B. O’Connor)) at 158:13-159:8, 


192:8-193:2; Lutz Decl., Ex. 3 (3/11/2020 (P. Shorett)) at 182:14-183:4.  


In addition, the special benefits are overstated because Objectors’ properties already 


have convenient access to restaurants, businesses, the waterfront, and other amenities 


necessary for their clients and users.  Many also have protected views.  Cf. Appeals of Jones, 


52 Wn.2d 143 (property that was already adequately supplied with water and fire protection 


not specially benefitted by new water main and hydrant).  Further, the apartment and hotel 


properties do not expect to see increases in rent or occupancy due to the LID Improvements.  


As many owners testified, the primary reasons users choose a particular hotel or apartment is 


not proximity to the waterfront.  For example, most of the downtown hotels cater primarily 


to business travelers attending conventions and meetings.  For this reason, the modest 


waterfront improvements will have no impact on demand for rooms or room rates.   


Meanwhile, property owners will experience an immediate decrease in property 


value.  A formula that takes into account benefits without special detriments “does not fairly 


represent the benefit to any of the properties in the LID.”   Kusky, 85 Wn. App. at 501.  
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Here, taxpayer representatives testified that the assessment is an immediate expense that 


comes with no immediate increase in revenue, thereby decreasing property values.  Further, 


many testified that property values could be negatively impacted due to noise/disruption 


from construction for the foreseeable future, along with other special detriments.  However, 


the City’s “formula” sidesteps this analysis entirely.  See, e.g., Lutz Decl., Ex. 5 (Macaulay 


Depo) at 186:2-7 (no consideration of impacts from construction), 151:10-152:7 (did not do 


a separate parking analysis).   


Ironically, the Final Study at the same time improperly attributes special benefits 


from the fact that the “new waterfront amenities will be designated as ‘park land’, conveying 


broader powers to the City regarding upkeep, maintenance and security of the vicinity.” 


Final Study at 8; Lutz Decl., Ex. 5 (Macaulay Depo) at 48:1-23.  However, “[u]nder the 


doctrine of reasonable probability, a property cannot be valued as if it were already rezoned 


for a higher use.” J.D. Eaton, Real Estate Valuation in Litigation (2nd Edition) at 146; see 


also Wash. Pattern Jury Instr. Civ. WPI 151.15 (7th ed.) (may not “consider any effect on 


zoning caused by the project”). 


Finally, the special assessments are not proportionate as required by law.  For 


example, the Final Study assumes certain types of properties—like hotels—will benefit 


more from increased tourism or proximity to the LID but there is no support for this 


assumption, and in fact property owners testify the opposite is true.  Further, there is no 


justification for assigning the Marriott a 3.2% increase, where comparable hotels, even along 


the waterfront, are estimated to receive a 0.97% increase in value. This disproportionality 


puts the Seattle Marriott at a severe competitive disadvantage by artificially increasing their 


expenses relative to their competitors. Rash Decl., ¶ 11.  As yet another example, Mr. 


Macaulay applies a different special benefit percentages to the parking/restaurant/retail 


portions of the Grand Hyatt and the Four Seasons (because these hotels happen to comprise 


multiple parcels), even though he applies the same percentage to these sources of revenue 
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when they are within a single-parcel hotel.  This inconsistent approach further demonstrates 


how his methods lead to arbitrary and disproportionate special assessments. 


CONCLUSION 


 Objectors have demonstrated by clear, cogent, and convincing evidence that the 


City’s method of assessing the LID properties is fundamentally flawed and results in 


proposed assessments that do not accurately reflect actual, non-speculative, proportionate, 


special benefits conferred on Objectors’ properties as a result of the Waterfront LID 


Improvements.  For the foregoing reasons, the Objectors jointly and respectfully request that 


the Hearing Examiner recommend the City Council reject the proposed assessment roll. 
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BEFORE THE HEARING EXAMINER 
CITY OF SEATTLE 


In re Proposed Final Assessment Roll for 
Local Improvement District No. 6751 
(“Waterfront LID”) 


 


Parcel Nos.: 
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0421, 0422, 0423, 0425, 0426, 0427, 0429, 
0430, 0431, 0432, 0433, 0434, 0435, 0436, 
0437, 0438, 0439, 0440, 0441 


DECLARATION OF RICHARD 
SHIROYAMA 


 


I, Richard Shiroyama, declare as follows: 


1. I have personal knowledge of the facts stated below and am competent testify 


regarding the same. 
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2. I am the Project Controls Manager for Hainline.  Hainline provides  


construction project management, scheduling and analysis.  I have more than 25 years of 


experience in the construction industry and more than 20 years of experience in complex 


construction scheduling and schedule analysis. 


3. I am a registered professional engineer (PE) in the State of Washington and 


have provided expert witness analysis and testimony on a wide array of construction 


projects. My curriculum vitae is attached. (Attachment A). 


4. I reviewed publicly available documents pertaining to the Waterfront Seattle 


projects, including the following: 


• Bid documents for the Waterfront Seattle Alaskan Way – Elliott Way (S. 


King St. to Bell St.) Improvement project issued by the City of Seattle, dated 


November 27, 2018. 


• Request for Qualifications and Project Approach (RFQ/PA) documents for 


the Waterfront Seattle Overlook Walk Project issued by the City of Seattle, 


dated August 18, 2018. 


• Summary of Final Special Benefit/Proportionate Assessment Study for 


Waterfront Seattle Project Local Improvement District (LID), authored by 


ABS Valuation, dated November 18, 2019. 


• Washington State Standard Hydraulic Project permit application for the City 


of Seattle Waterfront Park and Pier 63 Reconstruction Project submitted by 


the Seattle Department of Transportation, dated February 19, 2020. 


5. Based on the information contained in these documents I estimated the 


construction duration for each project, as well as the estimated construction notice to 
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proceed (NTP) date in order for the project to complete by the end of 2024 (see table 


below). 


Project General Scope 


Estimated 
Construction 


Duration Comments 


Estimated 
NTP Date to 
Complete by 
12/31/2024 


Waterfront 
Promenade 


Public open 
space along 
Alaskan Way 


Project has 
started. 


Estimated 
completion is 


July 2023. 


Promenade is part of the 
Alaskan Way/Elliott 
Ave corridor project. 
The Promenade portion 
is the final phase of 
construction. 


Not 
applicable, 
project has 


started. 


Overlook 
Walk 


Pedestrian 
bridge and park 


Anticipated start 
is January 2021 
with completion 


in December 
2022. 


Project overlaps with 
the Alaskan Way/Elliott 
Ave corridor project. 


1/1/2023 


Pioneer 
Square 


Surface 
improvements 


15 to 18 months   7/1/2023 


Pike/Pine 
Corridor 


Surface 
improvements 


24 to 28 months   9/1/2022 


Union Street Elevated 
walkway and 
elevator 


10 to 12 months   1/1/2024 


Pier 58 New waterfront 
park 


20 to 25 months Reasonable likelihood 
that work is impacted by 
at least one (1) fish 
window work 
restriction. 


11/1/2022 


6. The estimated NTP dates are based on the City of Seattle’s ability to both 


manage and provide adequate cash flow for the Pike/Pine Corridor, Pioneer Square, Union 


Street, and Pier 58 projects simultaneously. If either the contract/project management or the 


cash flow have limitations, the NTP date would have to be brought forward to compensate. 
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7. I also reviewed several documents produced by the City of Seattle Office of 


the Waterfront that shed light on the City’s estimated construction schedule for these 


projects. These documents include: 


• Waterfront Seattle 2017 Work Plan, dated February 16, 2017. 


• Waterfront Update and Construction Preview, dated January 22, 2018. 


• Waterfront 2019 Work Plan, dated March 6, 2019. 


• Waterfront Seattle Public Assets and Native Communities Committee, Seattle 


City Council, dated February 2, 2020. 


8. These documents clearly show that for planning purposes the City of Seattle 


consistently estimated completion of the Waterfront Seattle project program in 2023. 


• In 2017, the City estimated completion of the program in the first quarter of 


2023 


• In 2018, the City estimated completion of the program in the second quarter 


of 2023 


• In 2019, the City estimated completion of the program in the third quarter of 


2023 


9. Based on the most current information I have reviewed, the City now projects 


completion of the Waterfront Seattle projects program in the first quarter of 2024. In fact, 


for the LID evaluation analysis the City instructed its appraiser to assume a 2024 completion 


for the program. 


10. In addition to the consistent slippage of the Waterfront Seattle program 


completion over the last several years, the overlap of the projects (see table below) is also of 


concern. 
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WF Seattle 


Report 
Date 


First WF Seattle Project To 
Complete 


Last WF Seattle Project 
To Complete Variance 


2/16/2017 East/West Connections1 
March 2022 


Waterfront Promenade 
March 2023 


12 months 


1/22/2018 East/West Connections 
June 2022 


Waterfront Park (Pier 58) 
June 2023 


12 months 


3/6/2019 East/West Connections 
Overlook Walk 
December 2022 


Waterfront Promenade 
Waterfront Park (Pier 58) 


September 2023 


9 months 


2/6/2020 East/West Connections 
October 2023 


Waterfront Promenade 
Overlook Walk 


Waterfront Park (Pier 58) 
February 2024 


4 months 


11. Three years ago, the City projected completion of the Waterfront Seattle 


projects over the course of a calendar year. Currently, they are projecting completion of the 


projects within four months of each other, with the largest three projects finishing at the 


same time. This stacking of the program schedule in this manner leads to an increased risk 


of further program slippage caused by resource limitations, including project/contract 


administration staff and cash flow. 
  


 
1 Bell Street, Union Street, Pioneer Square Street Improvements, Pike and Pine Streetscape 


Improvements 
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 I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington that the 


foregoing is true and correct. 


 Signed at __________________, Washington, on April ___, 2020. 


 


  
      ______________________________________ 
      Richard Shiroyama 
 



Richard Shiroyama

Burien



Richard Shiroyama

15



Richard Shiroyama
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BEFORE THE HEARING EXAMINER 
CITY OF SEATTLE 


In re Proposed Final Assessment Roll for 
Local Improvement District No. 6751 
(“Waterfront LID”) 


 


Parcel Nos.: 


6094670010; 6094670020; 6094670030; 
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Case Nos. CWF-0318, 0410, 0411, 0412, 
0413, 0414, 0415, 0416, 0417, 0418, 0420, 
0421, 0422, 0423, 0425, 0426, 0427, 0429, 
0430, 0431, 0432, 0433, 0434, 0435, 0436, 
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DECLARATION OF REID SHOCKEY  


 


I, Reid Shockey, declare as follows: 


1. I have personal knowledge of the facts stated below and am competent to 


testify regarding the same. 
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2. I am the Principal of Shockey Planning Group, have 52 years of experience 


as a professional planner, and was the former SEPA Responsible Official for the City of 


Everett.  


3. Attached as Exhibit A is an Opinion Letter I co-authored, with Camie 


Anderson, that accurately reflects our testimony regarding the environmental review process 


and permits the City of Seattle must go through for the LID Improvements. 


 


 I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington that the 


foregoing is true and correct. 


 Signed at Everett, Washington, on April 15, 2020. 


 


    
      ______________________________________ 
      Reid Shockey 


 


 
 


 
 
 
 
 







EXHIBIT A 


EXHIBIT A 







 


April 15, 2020 
 
R. Gerard Lutz, Partner 
Perkins Coie LLP 
10885 N.E. Fourth Street Suite 700 
Bellevue, WA 98004-5579 
 


OPINION LETTER 
Permits and Entitlements 


Seattle Waterfront Park ULID 
 
Dear Mr. Lutz,  
 
You have asked for our opinion on matters related to environmental review and permitting of the 
Seattle Waterfront LID project in the City of Seattle, including Pier 58 (formerly referred to as 
“Waterfront Park”).  The overall Waterfront improvement includes the so-called AWPOW1 
elements, plus Union Street access improvements and road improvements extending from 
Pioneer Square to the waterfront and along the Pike/Pine corridor to I-5.  The LID’s stated 
commitment is to complete all six LID components by 2024 (the “Seattle Waterfront LID 
Improvements”).  Your specific request of Shockey Planning Group (SPG) is to identify the 
status of environmental review and permitting of these LID components under State, and where 
required, federal law and to give our opinion on the ability of the City to meet the requirements 
and the schedule outlined in the LID without material project changes or schedule impacts.  Of 
these, Pier 58 is the most complex permitting regime, but the City has not commenced 
environmental review or permitting for the Pike/Pine or Pioneer Square improvement either.   


Summary Opinion 
 
Three “points in time” form the basis for our opinion: 1) when the City Council committed to 
move forward with the LID improvements (January 28, 2019), 2) the Appraiser’s completion of 
the Final Benefit Study (October 2, 2019); and 3) the City’s issuance of proposed final 
assessment notices (December 30, 2019).  At Point 1, when the LID was created and costs were 
distributed, no permits had been applied for, much less reviewed or issued.  At Point 2, the 
appraiser lacked several reports which could have allowed a more refined view of the overall 
project’s scope in developing estimates of benefits to individual property owners and LID 
contributors.  And at Point 3, the City determined the benefits and assessments to property 
owners based on information with certain shortcomings discussed below.  The City had not 
commenced environmental review for Pier 58, Pike/Pine or Pioneer Square at any of these 
points, nor submitted permit applications for those Seattle Waterfront LID project components.   


On the question of permit timing, the record indicates that the City intends to complete Pier 58 
by December 20232, one year prior to the overall Seattle Waterfront LID project completion date 


                                                            
1 Alaskan Way Promenade Overlook Walk 
2 Source:  Hydraulic Project Approval Application   February 19, 2020  
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of December 2024.  The construction time for the Park as estimated by Hainline is 22-24 months.  
Using the longer estimate, a Notice to Proceed (NTP) would need to be issued by December 
2021 to ensure timely completion.  That is about 21 months from now.  To complete that 
component by December 2024, the NTP would need to be issued by December 2022.  Given that 
permitting has just commenced for Pier 58, and has yet to commence for the Pike Pine and 
Pioneer Square project components, and given the controversies surrounding the LID, we believe 
there is a reasonable probability of material changes to the project and the project’s overall 
schedule which would extend the completion date for the LID improvements past 2024, perhaps 
significantly. 


Permit Status 
 
We have one overarching comment on federal permitting before a discussion of specific permits.  
The Seattle Waterfront LID project extends the length of Alaskan Way from the Stadium through 
Pioneer Square along the waterfront, up to the Public Market then east along the Pike/Pine 
corridor from the Market to I-5.  With its LID, the City has committed to build all six Seattle 
Waterfront improvements as a package.   


In a different setting, some improvements, if developed as separate freestanding projects, might 
not require SEPA or NEPA review as a package3.  But when two or more projects cannot or will 
not proceed unless other actions proceed or are interdependent parts of a larger action and 
depend on the larger action for their implementation; or when taken together the projects have 
potential cumulative impacts that might be missed if the project’s environmental impacts are 
analyzed separately, then both SEPA and NEPA may require the scope of environmental review 
be broad enough to consider those impacts together, not segmented 4. 


In that regard, the City prepared an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for this project under 
SEPA in 2016.  More recently the City issued a SEPA Determination of Nonsignificance (DNS) 
for Pier 58 in February 2020, essentially as a freestanding document, i.e. not as an Addendum or 
Supplement to the 2016 EIS.  The City’s permit matrix document (attached) notes that SEPA has 
not been completed by the City for the Pike/Pine or Pioneer Square improvements.  Moreover, 
the City has just commenced federal permitting.  Under NEPA, a federal agency must participate 
in the preparation of an environmental review (the analysis and documentation) in order for it to 
satisfy NEPA (42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(D)(ii)).  Furthermore, a federal agency may not use a 
completed SEPA document to meet its own NEPA requirements until the federal agency has 
reviewed the SEPA document and accompanying administrative record and determined that it 
satisfies all the agency’s NEPA requirements.  (SEPA allows use of federal documents through 
the adoption process, WAC 197-11-610, under most circumstances).  On a related note, a public 
notice was issued in March 2020 by the Corps of Engineers (NWS-2019-703-WRD) for Pier 58 
and improvements to Pier 63.  There is discussion in the notice of future reviews (both federal 
and State) that may be required for historical and cultural resources, endangered fish species and 
threats to habitat, among others.   


On a local level, historical site impacts have been evaluated by at least three historical review 
committees, but additional review is anticipated.  On a State level, the Corps public notice 


                                                            
3 See, e.g., WAC 197-11-060 and 40 CFR 1508.25  
4 For a list of federal cases addressing the segmentation issue, see https://elr.info/subject-matter-


index-cases/segmentation-to-avoid-eis-requirements/4296 
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indicates current and future consultations with the Department of Ecology under at least the 
Clean Water Act and Coastal Zone Management Act.   


The overarching comment: it is apparent that the Seattle Waterfront LID Project has been 
segmented into separate projects with some being studied in depth under SEPA, others not at all, 
still others by a separate freestanding DNS.  Few projects, if any, have been studied under 
NEPA.  It is not clear whether the Corps will choose to scope environmental review for Pier 58 
and 63 to remain limited, or alternatively expand the scope of review.  The Corps’ initial public 
comment period for Public Notice NWS-2019-703-WRD concluded on April 14, 2020.   


This is a classic case of where a project, along its entire length, would normally be reviewed 
under an integrated SEPA/NEPA process, following a detailed scoping process where the 
interrelationships of these numerous environmental, cultural and historical topics are defined, 
and consideration of the “no action” alternative is legally required.  Given that status, there is 
potential for material modifications to LID components to be required as conditions of those 
reviews. 


Segmenting environmental review poses a serious likelihood of schedule delays and revised 
costs due to potential material project changes.  This is especially true when the prospect of 
potential legal challenges for improper segmentation or other environmental review procedural 
error are considered.  It is worth noting that both SEPA and NEPA prohibit certain actions 
pending completion of environmental review, and specifically actions that would limit the scope 
of environmental review (WAC 197-11-070; 40 CFR 1506.1). 


Federal Permits 
 
As noted, the Corps of Engineers issued a public notice on March 16, 2020 soliciting comment 
on its project reference NWS-2019-703WRD, the overwater improvements to Piers 58 and 63.  
The notice summarizes potential impacts to certain Endangered Species, Essential Fish Habitats, 
Cultural Resources, and mitigation measures proposed by the City.  It specifically invites 
responses from Native American Tribes or tribal governments; federal, State, and local agencies; 
historical and archeological societies.  It further cites the potential for a public hearing if 
requested by commenting parties.  Any hearing would add an indeterminate amount time to the 
permit schedule. 


The Notice states that comments received will be used “to determine whether to issue, modify, 
condition or deny a permit for the work”.  They will be used “in the preparation of an 
Environmental Assessment and/or an Environmental Impact Statement pursuant to the National 
Environmental Policy Act”.  Any of these follow up actions by the Corps could add considerable 
time to its approval processes. 


The final date for responses to this Public Notice was April 14, 2020.  It will be followed by a 
significant review time prior to issuance of Section 401, 404 and/or Coastal Zone Management 
permits.  Three other reviews5 will occur as part of these approvals.  The Corps usually cites a 
120 day review period for its permits; however our estimate to our other clients typically ranges 
between six to eighteen months for fairly routine permits, which these are not.  Review times are 


                                                            
5 NOAA Incidental Take authorization, Marine Mammal Protection Act, ESA Biological Opinion. 
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affected by Corps staff availability, redesign of permit elements, tribe consultations and other 
processes.   


Shockey Planning Group submitted a request for a Freedom of Information Act to the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers to obtain a copy of the submitted materials for review.  This request was 
submitted March 18, 2020.  The Corps was unable to produce the responsive materials before the 
close of the public comment period. 


It also bears mention that the City has identified eight threatened or endangered species in the 
project area, and that Pier 58 and 63 work is likely to affect six of those species or their critical 
habitat.  Corps consultation will be required with both NOAA Fisheries and US Fish and 
Wildlife Service, which are required to issue biological opinions and incidental take 
authorizations with respect to each of the six species for the work to proceed.  These consultation 
processes can be time consuming, and are reasonably likely to affect overall schedule and cost of 
the Pier 58 work, even though Hainline has factored known “fish windows” into its schedule 
analysis.  


While Pier 58 and Pier 63 are somewhat less complex, a noteworthy point of comparison for 
analysis is WSDOT’s Mukilteo Ferry Terminal reconstruction project.  From WSDOT’s request 
for Corps review and approval to completion, even using a joint NEPA/SEPA documentation 
process, the environmental and permitting work has taken more than a decade6.  


State 


Several State permit requests are reviewed in concert with the federal permits discussed above.  
These will generally follow the same timelines.  Of special note however is the Section 401 
Water Quality Certification which evaluates discharges to waters such as Elliot Bay under 
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act and the Corps’ permit for construction of an obstruction of 
navigable waters under Section 10 of the Rivers & Harbors Act.  Ecology’s decision is grouped 
with the federal permits, however Ecology has up to one year to certify, condition or deny the 
requests.  EPA has encouraged States not to wait for completion of NEPA to make Section 401 
decisions.  We do not anticipate Ecology will ultimately deny certification, although it could 
extend the December 2024 completion of the LID components. 


The one purely State permit related to Pier 58 is the Hydraulic Permit Approval (HPA) issued by 
the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW).  However, WDFW has also 
proposed to use the HPA process to manage tribal consultation for Pier 58.  Based on WDFW’s 
initial response to the HPA7 application, WDFW’s process is reasonably likely to materially 
affect overall schedule and cost.  When the City’s Pier 58/63 HPA application was submitted, the 
City’s design was insufficiently developed for WDFW to review.  The only completed 
environmental review as of “point in time” #3 was the 2016 Final EIS which, in our view, paid 
little attention to the water quality, fisheries and other physical impacts usually studied as part of 
Section 401,404 and HPA permits.  The City’s recent DNS (issued February 20, 2020, which is 
the same date the HPA was submitted to WDFW) appears to have been completed to fill a 
procedural gap in the review of these issues, but has specifically deferred identification of any 
significant environmental issues and development of mitigation to the federal and State 
permitting processes, including the HPA.           
                                                            
6 https://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Projects/Ferries/mukilteoterminal/multimodal/timeline.htm 
7 Hydraulic Project Approval  
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It is our understanding that the City asked WDFW to place this permit application on hold 
pending tribal consultations8 , to await a 60% design the City anticipates sometime this month 
(April 2020) to better define various HPA issues that may require more discussions9.  Because of 
this potential delay, and the relationship of the HPA permit to the federal, State and tribal 
reviews which will be proceeding, it is our opinion that the December 2021 NTP target, and 
quite possibly the fallback 2022 NTP target, will likely be missed. 


Historic Preservation and Cultural Resource Protection 


As noted at the outset, many resources along the waterfront and other Seattle locations are listed 
or eligible for listing under federal, State and City of Seattle historic preservation and cultural 
resource preservation laws.  In addition to the Pier 58/ Pike/Pine/ Pioneer Square segmentation 
issue, these laws can occasionally result in major schedule disruptions, project modifications and 
cost overruns.  The most dramatic example was the discovery of a large Native American village 
during reconstruction of the Hood Canal bridge10.  Given the amount of work WSDOT has done 
in connection with the tunnel, demolition of the Viaduct and its own planning for Alaskan Way, 
there is likely to be a significant amount of existing study material that should narrow those types 
of risk for Pier 58, Pier 63, the Pike Place Market and Pioneer Square.  Nevertheless, these risks 
of material project modification and schedule impact are possible. 


Local Permits 


No specific analysis of local permits was conducted for this report.  The 2016 Environmental 
Impact Statement identified the following, which we assume will be obtained in a timely manner 
according to City of Seattle regulations: 


 Major Public Projects Construction Noise Variance (City of Seattle)  


 Seattle Landmarks Board Approval (City of Seattle)  


 Pioneer Square Preservation Board Certificate of Approval (City of Seattle)  


 Pike Place Market Historical Commission Certificate of Approval (City of Seattle)  


 Street Use Permit (City of Seattle) 
 
Two other permits were listed in the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS): 


 Clean Water Act Section 402 National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) 
Construction Stormwater General Permit (Washington State Department of Ecology)  


 Master Use Permit for Shoreline Substantial Development (City of Seattle)  
 
Each of these permits has a nexus to State or federal permits and could result in material project 
modifications or delays if those other permits are delayed, and again especially if any of them are 
appealed.  In whole, the permits discussed in this opinion, none of which have been issued yet, 


                                                            
8 E-mail: Jill Macki – City of Seattle to Laura Arber (WDFW), March 10, 2020 
9 E-mail: Jill Macki – City of Seattle to Laura Arber (WDFW), March 3, 2020 
10 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tse-whit-zen 
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have the opportunity to be denied, conditioned or have issues arise causing material project 
changes or delay in the schedule. 


Expert Witness Qualification 


This opinion is co-authored by Shockey Planning Group Principal Reid H. Shockey, AICP and 
Senior Associate Camie Anderson.  Mr. Shockey has 52 years’ experience as a professional 
planner.  He is the former Community Development Director and SEPA Responsible Official for 
the City of Everett; and founded his planning firm in 1980.  Over the past 40 years, Mr. Shockey 
has served clients both as an author of environmental documents and as a contract SEPA official 
for public clients – cities, counties, school districts – on compliance issues.  He currently serves 
as the contract planner for the City of Algona.  His LID experience includes coordination of the 
Road Improvement District (LID) that resulted in construction of the street and utility systems in 
the 128th Street/4th/8th Avenue West in Snohomish County in the 1980s.  The area became and is 
a major commercial center in Puget Park.  He participated in several LID projects as Community 
Development Director for the City of Everett in the 1970s. 


Camie Anderson has 20 years’ experience as a professional planner, all of it with Shockey 
Planning Group.  She currently is the contract planner for the City of Newcastle and assists the 
Auburn, Edmonds and Lake Stevens School Districts in their role as Lead Agency under SEPA 
as well as assisting with federal, State and local permitting as necessary for specific projects.   


Shockey Planning Group is a consultant to the Washington Municipal Risk Pool, advising on 
land use and SEPA issues for the cities of Richland, Spokane Valley; and the counties of 
Jefferson and Chelan. 


 
Respectfully, 
SHOCKEY PLANNING GROUP 
  


 


Reid H. Shockey, AICP 
President 


Camie Anderson 
Senior Associate 


 
 
Enclosure:  Attachment A   Permit Matrix 
 


 


 


  







1D-Funded Description in LID Ordinance Potential Environmental Review, Permits, and Approvals Staff Lead


Element to Be Obtainedas of 9/11/19
Promenade A continuous public open space Possible additional SEPA documentation in the form of an_ Katherine Chesick


extending along the west side of environmental impact statement (EIS) “Note to File” or


Alaskan Way from King Street to addendum
Pine Street.


Possible revision to existing Shoreline Substantial


Development Permit


Overlook An elevated pedestrian bridge Possible federal Clean Water Act National Pollutant Katherine Chesick


Walk situated at the terminus of the Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit & Mike Cawrse


Pike/Pine corridor, would include


several buildings, an elevated lid Possible King County wastewater discharge permit
over the surface street, open


space with excellent view


amenities, and an accessible


pedestrian pathway with many


connections between the Pike


Place Market and the waterfront.


Pioneer Streetscape and new roadway/ Pioneer Square Preservation District Board Certificate of Steve Pearce


Square Street sidewalk improvements to Approval (COA) (COA only),
Improvements portions of S Main Street, S Katherine Chesick


Washington Street, Yesler Way Additional SEPA documentation in the form of an EIS & Mike Cawrse
and S King Street from Alaskan “Note to File” or addendum
Way/First Avenue east to 2nd


Avenue S. The improvements Possible revision to existing Shoreline Substantial
would create pedestrian-friendly Development Permit
links from Pioneer Square to the


waterfront.
Possible modification to existing Hydraulic Project


Approval


Possible NPDES permit


SEA_LID_0046123
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Possible King County wastewater discharge permit
Union Street A universally accessible Possible King County wastewater discharge permit Katherine Chesick


social gathering/performance


spaces with excellent view


amenities.


Pedestrian pedestrian link between the new & Mike Cawrse


Connection waterfront and Western Avenue.


An elevated pedestrian walkway
and elevator extends from the


southwest corner of Union Street
and Western Avenue to the


eastern side of Alaskan Way.


Pike/Pine Pedestrian improvements along Possible SEPA categorical exemption or threshold Katherine Chesick


Streetscape Pike and Pine streets from First determination and any required environmental review, & Mike Cawrse


Improvements Avenue to Ninth Avenue, such as a DNS and Environmental Checklist


providing enhanced pedestrian
access to and from the Pike Place Possible National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
Market and waterfront.


Categorical Exclusion with associated Endangered Species


Act, Cultural Resources Section 106 and 4(f) evaluations


Possible NPDES permit


Possible King County wastewater discharge permit
Pier 58 A rebuilt pier park located atthe US Army Corps of Engineers Individual Permit (NWS 2019- Jill Macik


(Waterfront base of Union Street, would 703-WRD)
Park) provide a unique atmosphere for


Washington Department of Natural Resources (DNR) Right


of Entry


Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW)


Hydraulic Project Approval (HPA)


SEPA


SEA_LID_0046124
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Seattle Department of Construction and Inspection (SDCI)


Building Permit, SDCI Shoreline Permit


Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA)


Washington Department of Ecology (DOE) Section 401


Water Quality Certification


SEA_LID_0046125
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John Crompton 
1515 Foxfire Dr 
College Station, TX 77845 


RE:  Waterfront Seattle LID Special Benefits Report – File Ref: 19-0101 – November 18, 
2019 
Authored by ABS Valuation.  


Dear Mr. Lutz, 


You requested me to “assess whether Mr. Macaulay and team have properly applied your and 
related studies in the City’s study, whether the benefit areas and assigned special benefits are 
supportable or speculative, and how, in the absence of a site-specific study of these proposals, 
you would apply the information to be included in your new book.” My comments are arranged 
under eight headings. 


Updated material 


The Appraiser (Mr. Robert Macaulay) based his use of my work on an article published in the 
Journal of Leisure Research (JLR) in 20011. Since its appearance, this article has been cited in 
335 other articles published in the scientific literature. The high citation rate suggests it has been 
viewed as a foundation paper upon which other economists and social scientists have built. The 
appraiser also referenced that it was “updated in 2014.” He does not cite a reference for the 2014 
update, and I am unaware of such an update. I did publish a book in 2004 addressing the same 
issue.2 I assume that is the update to which he is referring. That book incorporated the material 
from the JLR publication and did not update it. It was written in non-scientific language, because 
it was targeted at a professional rather than a scientific audience.  


The Appraiser (p.45) correctly cites the 2001 article as concluding, “A positive impact of 20% on 
property values abutting or fronting a passive park area is a reasonable starting point guideline” 
(p.29).  However, the Appraiser did not note that this conclusion was preceded by an important 
qualification: “A definitive generalizable answer to [the magnitude of the proximate effect] is not 
feasible given the substantial variation in the size, usage and design of park lands in the studies 
and the disparity in the residential areas around them which were investigated… If it is a heavily 
used park…then the proximate value increment may be minimal on abutting properties but may 
reach 10% on properties two or three blocks away” (p.29). 


In 2020, together with a co-author, I updated the 2001 JLR article (51(2), 127-146). Since the new 
findings were published only a few months ago,3 obviously, the Appraiser did not have access to 
these updated findings. However, if he had contacted me, I would have made the paper available 
to him. It was first submitted to JLR for review in November 2018 and after changes made in 
response to suggestions offered by expert reviewers, it was published online on August 12, 2019.  


The 33 studies located in the scientific literature that addressed this issue which we reviewed 
were much more accurate than those reviewed in the earlier article, reflecting five 
methodological developments that emerged around the start of the new millennium: Hedonic 
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models became more robust; statistical tools associated with hedonic analyses were more 
sophisticated; Geographic Information Systems enabled distance to be measured along road 
networks rather than straight lines; electronic databases from Multiple Listing Services enabled 
larger samples to be used; and market sales rather than appraised values were used. As a result of 
these improvements our updated review concluded: 


When the highest premiums reported in each study were tabulated, an approximately 
equal number were assigned to each of three categories: less than 4%, 5%-9%, and 10% 
or more. This suggests the recommendation from the 2001 review that 20% on property 
values abutting or fronting a passive park area as a reasonable starting point guideline 
was overly generous. A more appropriate starting point guideline on this kind of property 
would appear to be 8%-10% (p.15). 


Differences in Types of Properties. 


The studies reviewed in both the 2001 and 2020 JLR publications predominantly used single-
family homes in their samples. This is different from the mix of residential units in the LID 
which are comprised almost exclusively of apartments and condominiums.  


Our 2020 JLR review concluded: 


The percentage premium associated with multifamily properties or small lots was higher 
than that associated with single-family or large lot properties. This finding was consistent 
in all nine studies that addressed this issue. It is explained by privately owned yard space 
associated with single family homes serving as a partial substitute for public parks 
(p.147).  


Backyards in single family homes frequently contain such items as playground equipment, 
exercise equipment, decks with tables and chairs, barbeque facilities, basketball hoops, and grass 
spaces for Frisbee, soccer, tag or whatever. These amenities facilitate socialization and 
entertainment for family and friends. For many, they become the center of home and 
neighborhood life. In essence, in some homes the backyard substitutes for, and replaces, some of 
the facilities typically incorporated into neighborhood parks.  


Hence, a case can be made that the premiums for apartments and condominiums in the LID are 
likely to be larger because they have no backyards, and the availability of a proximate park 
compensates for this lack of private space.3 However, the LID “park improvements” are best 
characterized as a parkway not a park. The “park opportunities” do not appear to incorporate 
these types of facilities or to be designed to perform this function. Rather, it appears designed as 
an attractive corridor to facilitate exercise, and exposure to the ambiance of water views.  


The Appraiser provides a separate spreadsheet for “All other LID Commercial Properties.” It is 
unclear to me if the JLR review was used in ascertaining premiums for these 1,051 properties 
but, clearly, it is not appropriate to extrapolate its findings for deriving values for high rise office 
buildings, retail uses, hotels et al.  
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The exemplar demonstrating the impact of rejuvenated or new park land on commercial values 
was Bryant Park in New York City. Attached as an appendix to this report is a description of its 
rejuvenation that I included in my most recent book which the publishers tell me will be released 
next month.4


The success of the rejuvenation of that 8-acre park in the early 1990s which generated substantial 
increases in commercial office rents for the surrounding properties, led many other cities to 
emulate it. However, almost all the premiums associated with those parks are captured by 
properties directly fronting on to the parks, and they do not extend much beyond that immediate 
area. This is reflected in the narrow geographic area of the Business Improvement Districts that 
typically are established to fund and subsequently maintain such parks. It appears the Appraiser 
has extended the range for commercial property assessments far beyond those immediately 
abutting the LID “park improvements.” 


Are the “Park Improvements” Best Characterized as a Park, Greenway or Parkway? 


The Appraiser’s suggestion that the green space in the LID is a “park” is a misrepresentation. 
Although the area incorporating the “park improvements” appears to be approximately 36 acres, 
two-thirds of that 36 acres appears to be hardscape. This suggests the appropriate designation is 
“parkway” rather than “park.” This distinction is critical, because the JLR review to which the 
Appraiser frequently refers pertained exclusively to “parks and open space.” It did not refer to 
parkways or greenways. The importance of the distinction stems from the empirical literature 
that shows the premiums from parks on property values are likely to be much higher and to 
extend for a greater distance, than those from parkways or greenways.  


In the narrative relating to his valuation of residential condominiums, the Appraiser makes it 
clear he is referring to premiums associated with parks rather than parkways or greenways. For 
example, “The research presents clear indications that well-designed park and street 
improvement projects have a positive effect on surrounding neighborhoods and property values” 
(p.82). 


The Appraiser appears to implicitly acknowledge the distinction between parks, parkways and 
greenways, because three of the six projects he examined to “compare various project 
components” were parkways or greenways, rather than parks. (Tom McCall Parkway, Rose 
Kennedy Greenway, and Embarcadero Parkway). 


In his exposition of the tools used in his valuation analysis, the Appraiser states: 


As mentioned throughout, increases in market value of individual parcels result primarily 
from enhanced location (improved pedestrian connections, open space, streetscapes) 
which, in turn, enhances the aesthetic appeal of the waterfront and a large segment of the 
downtown CBD (p.59). 


Later, in his valuation summary describing the impact of the LID he states: 


With the LID in place, there is a new waterfront promenade, consisting of continuous 
open space on the west side of the waterfront corridor from Pine Street to South 
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Washington Street, with enhanced landscaping and streetscapes. Pedestrian accessibility 
to the waterfront and view opportunities are greatly improved (p. 80). 


Parks are conspicuously absent from these descriptions. Rather, they describe beautification of a 
highway with an accompanying well-landscaped promenade.  


The genesis of American parkways lies in the tree-lined boulevards of Paris that were established 
in the 18th and 19th centuries. They were designed for “promenading.” The belief was that 
pedestrian walkable areas would add value to proximate residences.5 They were transposed to the 
U.S. by Olmsted and Vaux, the highly influential landscape architects who were responsible for 
many of the pioneering large urban parks in the U. S. For the most part, they preferred the term 
“parkways” to “boulevards” but they used them as synonyms.  


Their parkways were intended to serve either as a means of approach to a large park or as a 
connection between large parks. Parkway was defined as “a road that is of picturesque character 
bordered by trees and shrubs,”6 and they were regarded as “narrow informal elongations.” 
Commercial vehicles were barred, and the intent was to make driving through them a 
recreational experience.7 This meant that most of the benefit was conferred on those driving 
along the artery, and on those fronting on it who enjoyed views and exposure to the intensive 
landscaping. 


Parkways were designed for through traffic and all intersections were either bridged or tunneled 
under the parkways. The central drives were flanked with generous 30-35-foot pedestrian 
medians. Parallel 25-foot side roads for local and commercial traffic were constructed along with 
sidewalks. All elements of a parkway were separated by two rows of trees. Although it does not 
possess all these elements, these descriptions appear to be reasonable representations of the LID 
“park improvements.” 


Importantly, in the context of the LID, it was believed that added real estate value from parkways 
was confined to properties directly fronting onto them. Kansas City was renowned for its system 
of parkways. In a report to his Board of Park Commissioners in 1910, George E. Kessler, the 
superintendent of parks, who was a highly regarded national figure in the parks field, stated: 
“Conservative real estate men [in Kansas City] estimated the present value of the grounds 
fronting on the Kansas City boulevards, less building improvements. They compared this 
valuation with that of ground fronting adjacent streets which were not on boulevards. They found 
that the difference in favor of the boulevards real estate was $250,000 more than the entire cost 
to taxpayers of all the parks and boulevards embraced in the system.”8


The distinction between a highway and a recreational parkway disappeared from the U.S. urban 
infrastructure vocabulary after the Second World War. Today, when the term “parkway” is 
adopted, the intent is generally to upgrade perceptions of an artery’s status from an ordinary city 
street by providing more comprehensive landscaping and, consequently, conferring on it the 
image properties associated with the word “parkway.”  


In the last two decades of the 20th century, the term “greenways” entered the urban infrastructure 
lexicon. Greenways are not wide swaths of land like parks, rather they are relatively narrow 
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corridors that have two major functions: (i) to link and facilitate hike and bike access between 
residential areas and places of employment and/or parks; and (ii) to provide opportunities for 
linear forms of outdoor recreation (e.g., hiking, jogging, bicycling, inline skating, and ordinary 
walking). 


Their popularization stemmed from the 1987 report of the President’s Commission on Americans 
Outdoors. The Commission recommended communities establish “greenways,” which they 
defined as “corridors” that “provide access to open spaces close to where they live.” The 
Commission conceptualized these greenways as “fingers of green that reach out from around and 
through communities all across America” (p. 142).9 The first extended work exploring the 
potential of greenways followed soon after and defined greenways as “linear open 
spaces…converted to recreational use” (p. 1).10 


Most of the enhanced value of parks derives from people’s willingness to pay a premium to be 
proximate to the tranquility, peace and psychological relaxation many parks provide. In contrast, 
enhanced property values associated with greenways are likely to come from access to a trail, 
rather than from views of nature or open space. It is their functionality or activity potential that is 
likely to confer most added value, rather than the panorama and ambiance associated with parks.  


In my 2004 Proximate Principle book2, the “plug and chug” estimation process from which the 
Appraiser garnered the blocks measure that is described in the following section, I asserted: 


Results from the limited number of empirical studies available at this point indicate that 
while trails are unlikely to exert a negative impact on proximate values, there is 
insufficient evidence to suggest they have a positive impact. The dominant sentiment is 
that trails have no impact on property values, so no proximate premium is recommended 
for them here (p.11).  


While the Appraiser elected to use the blocks measure from the “plug and chug” “best guess” 
estimation procedure, he chose not to use the trails findings. These are not as accurate a 
descriptor for the LID as “parkway” but are a closer depiction of the “park improvements” than 
parks.  


Again, in a recent article, a co-author and I updated those greenway trail 2004 results. We 
reviewed 20 studies which had been published since 1999 that measured the impact of 
greenways and trails on proximate property values using hedonic analysis. None of these 
greenways resembled the LID in having a major highway running through them. Many of them 
were “rails to trails” projects which transformed disused railroad tracks into hike and bike trails. 
Our review of greenway trails concluded: “The results indicate that a small positive premium of 
between 3% and 5% was the most widespread outcome for single-family homes located 
proximate to a trail” (p. 97).11 


Distance for which the “Park Improvements” Impact Property Values.  


The 2001 JLR study concluded:  
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The diversity of the study contexts makes it non-feasible to offer a generalizable 
definitive answer to the question concerning the distance over which the proximate 
impact of park land and open space extends. However, there appeared to be wide 
agreement that it had substantial impact up to 500 feet and that in the case of community 
sized parks it extended out to 2,000 feet (p. 29).1 


The 2020 JLR updated review similarly concluded: “This synthesis endorsed a conclusion from 
the 2001 review that high premiums generally were limited to properties within 500 feet, but for 
large parks they extended out to 2,000 feet” (p. 142).3 


Both the JLR 2001 and 2020 scientific papers reported the range of impacts in feet. They made 
no reference to number of blocks. However, the Appraiser discarded the use of feet and replaced 
it with “blocks.” He did that throughout his report, which allows the reader to incorrectly infer it 
was a synonym for the feet measure.  


His blocks measure stems from my 2004 Proximate Principle book, which was written for a non-
science, professional audience.2 In that volume, I included an approximation “plug and chug” 
simplified procedure, based on the empirical findings, that non-scientists could adopt for use in 
their communities. I explained it was a template: “it is emphasized that this approach only offers 
a rather crude ‘best guess.’”  The template suggested, “The area of proximate impact of a park 
should be limited to 500 feet or three blocks” (p. 9). My intent in using the three-block term was 
to reify the 500 feet range metric. The magnitude of 500 feet is relatively difficult to grasp, 
whereas three blocks is easily recognizable. It reflected the approximate distance in most of the 
contexts in which the studies in our review were undertaken. It was anticipated the block 
synonym would be more understandable and easier for non-scientists to grasp. The intent was to 
offer a synonym for 500 feet, not an alternative to it. Clearly, if the block measure is applied to 
the 300-foot blocks that are more typical in the LID than the intended 150-feet distance, it 
extends the impacted area far beyond the 500-feet distance reported in the JLR studies.  


In his interpretation of that statement (“The area of proximate impact of a park should be limited 
to 500 feet or three blocks”), the Appraiser states: 


“In terms of direct residential impact, John Crompton’s ongoing studies into the impact 
of parks on property values have been used by municipalities across the country. 
Crompton’s “proximate principle” represents a “capitalization” of park land into 
increased property values and a widening of the tax base. One major finding based on his 
results deals with the location and proximity of property to the park improvements—both 
in urban and suburban environments: 


• 75% of the benefit from a park is captured within 500 feet, or three blocks.
• The remaining 25% of the benefit is likely dissipated over a 500 to 2,000-foot range,


or 4 to 12 city blocks” (p. 83 & p. 46).


In his first bullet, the Appraiser inserts a comma between the two measures, “…within 500 feet, 
or three blocks.” This comma was added by the Appraiser. It was not in the original Crompton 
manuscript. This insert reinforces an inference that the two measures are alternatives, whereas 
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without the comma they are more likely to be accurately recognized as synonyms which was the 
intent.  


The Appraiser throughout his report, disregarded the 500 and 2,000-feet measures and used only 
the blocks measures for the LID assessments. In addition to the comma insert, the above 
statement misrepresents my work in six ways: 


• It inappropriately applied findings from our review of parks to a parkway.
• The parks review was based on residential dwellings, predominantly single-family


homes, and the Appraiser inappropriately extended the findings to include commercial
buildings.


• At my request, a GIS map was produced using the network metric showing the LID
boundaries and proximate distances to the “park improvements” and it is attached to this
report as appendix 2. It shows that 500 feet distance from the “park improvements” is
either one or two blocks.  Hence, using the block measure, rather than the feet measure
that was reported in the JLR review, has the effect of inappropriately extending the LID
impact significantly beyond that which the park study indicated (even if it was legitimate
to use the park review’s findings).


• The Appraiser’s extension of the impact distance to 12 blocks was an incorrect
interpretation of our work for two reasons.


o First, our conclusion that often a small increment of impact extended out to 2,000
feet applied to “community parks.” The definition of community parks in the
Seattle Parks Department Master Plan is: “Community parks satisfy the
recreation needs of multiple neighborhoods. They generally accommodate group
activities and recreational facilities not available at neighborhood parks. They
may have athletic fields, large open spaces, paths, benches, natural areas, and
restrooms. Community parks are accessible by arterial or collector streets, and
usually include off-street parking” (p. 97)12. The enhanced array of amenities
included in community parks accounts for them often adding a small increment
of value to properties within 2,000 feet. Clearly, the proposed “park
improvements” in the LID do not incorporate a comparable array of amenities
and so, use of the 2000-feet metric is inappropriate.


o A second incorrect interpretation was the failure to recognize that all the studies
reviewed in our most recent JLR paper used network analysis to measure impact
distance. This means the 2,000 feet refers to distance along road networks, not
“as the crow flies.” When the distance from the “park improvements” is
measured along roadways, the range of impact is much smaller than is shown by
the current LID parameters.


• The GIS map shows the LID includes corridors extending east across Alaskan Way up to
Western Ave and the Pike Place Market vicinity. Clearly, these are not “park
improvements.” They bear no relationship to the park sites that constituted the samples
studied in the JLR reviews.
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These inaccurate interpretations of our work resulted in the Appraiser inappropriately concluding 
(referencing a streetscape study as well as our JLR review): “Both studies indicate a 
geographical radius of benefit within 12 blocks, but most significantly within the first three 
blocks” (p.56).  


Use of the Park Quality Scale.  


The Appraiser states: “Based on Crompton’s park rating scale and considering the existing 
waterfront amenity, the Waterfront Seattle project would increase the quality rating from above 
average to excellent, which indicates an average increase in value of 5% for condominiums 
within a three-block radius” (p.56). This is a misapplication and misinterpretation of my work. 
The reality of the Appraiser’s conclusion is that it is based on his judgement, experience and 
expertise; it does not derive from any of my publications or from scientific empirical findings. 


In the 2004 Proximate Principle book a “Park Quality Scale for Determining Proximate 
Principle Premiums” was included, as part of my “plug and chug” approximation procedure. The 
Appraiser reproduces it in his report (p.46) as shown below.   


Immediately following the Park Quality Table in the Appraiser’s report, his narrative continues 
as follows (p.47):  


• Condominiums within a three-block radius typically experience increases in property
value of:
Quality of Park Distance Green Premium 
Excellent-Average 1 block 16-20%
Excellent 1-3 blocks (500ft) 15% 
Above Average 1-3 blocks (500ft) 10% 
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Average 1-3 blocks (500ft) 5% 
Poor 1-3 blocks (500ft) -5%


In the case of the Waterfront Seattle project, it is important to consider that there is an 
existing waterfront amenity; the current waterfront area can be rated as average to above 
average since it provides a unique public amenity. However, when considering the 
waterfront area as extending east across Alaskan Way up to Western Avenue and the Pike 
Place Market vicinity, the rating declines to merely average due largely to the poor 
connectivity with city streets. The existing alleys, stairwells, and dim lighting areas 
contribute to an undesirable atmosphere, especially at night, despite the active foot traffic 
and tourist-oriented venues along the waterfront. The reader is referred to the City-
provided documents in the addenda volume for further discussion and descriptions of 
existing or “without LID” conditions.  


With the project elements completed, the area will be upgraded to excellent, which 
indicates an average 5% increase in condominium values situated within three blocks of 
the improvements/new amenities. Note that this is an average based on empirical data and 
is utilized for background information when analyzing the subject project elements.  


The above article sets up a good basis for the argument that a larger, linear, well-
maintained public park that attracts active users – such as the Seattle waterfront park – 
will likely have a positive impact on residential property values and that the most benefit 
is evident within a two- to three- block radius.  


There are three concerns relating to the Appraiser’s table:  


1). The columns in the “increased property value” table are different from those used in the 
Park Quality Scale which the Appraiser purports to represent: 


• Under the “Quality of Park” heading, the Appraiser uses different ratings than are used
in the Scale. The source, rationale, criteria and definitions of the descriptors that
comprise the new rating scale are not explained. The new scale is not derived from the
Quality of Park Scale. Indeed, there appears to be no connection between them.


• Under the “Distance” heading he introduces a new category “1 block.” No rationale is
provided for it. The subsequent categories refer to the 1-3 block measure which he
parenthetically infers equate to 500ft, but in fact in the LID context a three-block
measure significantly exceeds that range.


• The “Green Premium” heading in the third column is a new term that the Appraiser has
introduced. The source of the percentage premiums used in this column is not explained.
They seem to be entirely arbitrary. They do not come from the original table in the 2004
Proximate Principle publication which stated:


“Based on the results reported in the monograph, the suggested premiums applied to 
all single-family home properties within the 500-foot proximate area for each of the 
three highest categories shown the Table are; 
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Unusual excellence: 15% 
Above average: 10% 
Average: 5%” 


Clearly, the premiums suggested by the Appraiser are much higher than those emanating 
from the 2004 publication from which he inappropriately infers they are derived. 


2). The definition descriptors in Crompton’s Park Quality Scale were developed 
specifically for parks. They do not fit the context of the LID parkway. To use them in this 
way is like comparing the tastes of artichokes and apples.  If the Appraiser required a 
similar scale for the parkway to guide his judgements, then he needed to develop a scale 
that fits the LID context. Clearly, on its face the scale lacks validity. 


3). With a co-author, I recently finished an update of the 2004 Proximate Principle book 
that addresses the impacts of physical amenities on property values. Again, it is targeted 
at a non-scientific audience. It will be released by Sagamore/Venture Press in the next 
few weeks.4 It updates the “plug and chug” numbers. In this revision, the suggested 
premiums on single-family homes within the 500-foot proximate area for each of the 
three highest categories shown in the Park Quality Scale table are: 


Unusual Excellence: 10% 
Above Average: 5% 
Average: 3%. 
These much smaller percentages reflect the more accurate lower premiums reported in 
the post-millennium studies. 


In addition to concerns with the table, there are three concerns with the narrative cited above that 
follows it: 


a) The narrative states “the current waterfront area can be rated as average to above average
since it provides a unique public amenity.” Subsequently it states that in another part of
the LID “the rating declines to merely average.” No valid greenway or parkway scale has
been developed that describes or defines “average” and “above average.” Without a
benchmark scale to serve as a point of reference there are no guiding criteria, so the
Appraiser’s judgement is arbitrary.


b) The arbitrariness problem continues in the following paragraph: “…which indicates an
average 5% increase in condominium values situated within three blocks of the
improvements/new amenities. Note that this is an average based on empirical data.” It is
not based on empirical data. It has no scientific or empirical basis. It is simply the
Appraiser’s arbitrary judgement and compounds the concerns relating to range of impacts
noted in the previous section of this evaluation.


c) The final paragraph cited above states: “The above article sets up a good basis for the
argument that a large, linear, well-maintained public park that attracts active users – such
as the Seattle waterfront park…” It does not “set up a good basis” since it is based on
faulty premises. Further, this is not a “large linear public park”; it is a parkway.
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The Negative Impacts of Disamenities on Premiums 


Premiums on proximate properties associated with park-like spaces are sometimes at least 
partially offset by a variety of social and/or environmental disamenities. These may include – 
congestion, increased traffic flow, lack of parking or unwanted on-street parking, litter, 
vandalism, intrusive lighting, and groups engaging in morally offensive activities. This led to a 
number of the studies reviewed in the JLR articles reporting that properties immediately adjacent 
to a park did not show the highest premium. Rather, it was properties located one or two blocks 
distant from the park (that were also distant from the source of nuisances) which had the highest 
premiums. 


In the context of the LID, demolishing the viaduct removes a major disamenity for those 
properties whose view of an ugly and noisy roadway is replaced by an attractive view of the 
water and new greenway. Clearly, this is likely to have a major positive impact on the value of 
those properties, but the Appraiser appropriately recognized this as a “before” condition, rather 
than a benefit from the LID.  


The Appraiser identified two potential negative impacts. He indicated loss of parking spaces was 
incorporated in his assessments: “some parking losses along Alaskan Way in the waterfront area 
will occur due to the project and this is considered in the analysis” (p.7), but there is no overt 
description of how it was “considered in the analysis.” 


He noted the LID was likely to result in an increase of “1.5 million net new visitors to the 
immediate area, generating $191 million in new annual visitor spending” (p.45). This estimate 
was juxtaposed in a following paragraph with a quote from the 2001 JLR article which implies 
he recognized the potential negative nuisance impact on property values of these new visitors: 
“Parks that serve primarily active recreation users were likely to show much smaller proximate 
value increase than those accommodating only passive use” (p.28)1. His report went on to 
paraphrase a conclusion from the JLR article: “Neighborhood parks that are primarily used by 
the surrounding residents result in a higher increase in property values than larger parks that 
attract active users from outside the neighborhood due to the adverse effects of noise, nuisance 
and congestion” (p. 46). Again, there is no overt description of the extent to which the Appraiser 
considered this disamenity impact in his assessments. 


The Diminishing Marginal Valuation of Premiums. 


The premiums on properties that are proximate to parks and water amenities are derived from 
two sources: distance from the amenity and views of the amenity. The Appraiser recognized “the 
view amenity will not change due to the LID project” (p. 48). He offers no estimate of the 
magnitude of the existing water view premium, since it is outside the scope of his brief. 
Nevertheless, the magnitude of the water premium is important, because it impacts the perceived 
value of potential increments of benefit that may emanate from the new greenway.   


Surprisingly few empirical studies measuring water views, especially ocean views, have been 
reported in the scientific literature, but one of them was undertaken in Washington State in the 
city of Bellingham.13,14 The study was limited to single-family homes. The authors used hedonic 
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analysis, which is widely accepted in the scientific community as the most accurate empirical 
approach to measuring the contribution of each of the multiple factors that impact property 
values.  


The average value premium for an ocean view in the Bellingham study was 25.6%. However, it 
varied according to the quality of the view. The authors concluded: 


When views are classified into seven categories, the percentage increase in property 
value attributable to a view ranges from 8.2% for poor partial ocean view, to 18.1% for a 
lake view, 29.4% for a good partial ocean view, 30.8% for a superior partial ocean view, 
and 58.9% for an unobstructed ocean view (p. 69).13


Like all of us who do this type of analysis, the authors acknowledged that their results were 
context specific: “All estimated view amenity values are, of course, specific to the Bellingham 
market.” 


Two other studies with which I am familiar that perhaps have water views comparable to some 
properties in the LID were undertaken by a research team in the Cleveland area of Cuyahoga 
County in Ohio. They pertained to views of Lake Erie. The two analyses reported that properties 
in the County with a view of Lake Erie had a premium of 90%15 and 56%.16


It appears reasonable to conject that similar large premiums to those reported at Bellingham and 
Cuyahoga County apply to properties with a water view in the LID. Further, given the fixed 
supply of water view properties it seems likely that premiums will rise even higher in the future. 


A consequence of water premiums of this magnitude is likely to be a diminished marginal 
valuation of the additional units of benefit premium that may be anticipated from the new 
greenway.  


The exposition of this principle is enshrined in Prospect Theory which was first articulated in 
197917. Its influence has been extensive and profound. It has been empirically validated in 
numerous contexts, and the theory is now widely accepted as being unusually robust in its ability 
to predict outcomes in human decision-making.  


Since the article describing Prospect Theory was published, it has been one of the three most 
cited papers in the Economics literature; it was a foundation for the evolution of behavioral 
economics, which has transformed the economics discipline; and its authors (who were 
psychologists) received the Nobel Prize for economics in 2002. 


One of Prospect Theory’s principles is that each additional increment of benefit has a smaller 
impact on perceived value (premium) than the equal increment preceding it. The concave value 
function expressing this phenomenon is shown below: 
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The curve shows that the perceived value of each 10% increase in benefit is lower than the 
perceived value of the previous increment of benefit. For example, the increase in benefit from 
(say) 40% to 50% is perceived to be much less valuable than the increase from 0% to 10%. One 
of the authors of Prospect Theory used the following analogies to illustrate the point: 


Turning on a weak light has a large impact in a dark room. The same increment of light 
may be undetectable in a brightly illuminated room. Similarly, the subjective difference 
between $900 and $1,000 is much smaller that the difference between $100 and $200 
(p. 282).18


In the context of the LID, Prospect Theory predicts that the incremental effect of the new “park 
improvements” on the value of properties which already have a large premium stemming from 
their view of the water is likely to be very small or perhaps non-existent.  


Concluding Comments. 


My brief was to evaluate whether the Appraiser properly applied my work in his study and 
whether the benefit areas and assigned special benefits are supportable or speculative. My 
evaluation has relied on secondary sources, primarily the Appraiser’s report. I have not had the 
opportunity to visit the LID site.  


The Appraiser appears to rely on my work to justify the assignment of increment increases of 
0.5% to 4%. Presumably, the credibility of his judgements is enhanced by the suggestion that 
they have a scientific basis, rather than relying on his expertise, experience, judgement and 
intuition. However, the Appraiser has misinterpreted and/or misapplied eight dimensions of my 
work: 


• The Appraiser did not have access to the recent updated findings of my original work,
because their publication in the scientific literature occurred only recently after he had
completed his study.
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• Both the 2001 and 2020 JLR reviews pertained to residential dwellings, predominantly to
single-family homes. They did not relate to commercial properties such as high-rise
office buildings, retail uses, hotels et al. The Appraiser inappropriately extended the
reviews’ findings to all properties in the LID.


• The LID “park improvements” manifest the characteristics of a parkway, not a park. My
JLR review cited by the Appraiser related to the impact of parks on property values. It is
inappropriate to apply the findings to parkways, since they are a qualitatively different
amenity.


• My review indicated most of a park’s impact occurs within a 500-foot range. The
Appraiser’s measure of distance to which impact of the LID “park improvements”
extended was three blocks, which a network analysis showed was significantly further
than 500 feet.


• The conclusion from the JLR reviews that often a small increment of impact extended out
to 2,000 feet was derived from “community parks.” The enhanced array of amenities
included in community parks accounts for them often adding a small increment of value
to properties within 2,000 feet. The proposed “park improvements” in the LID do not
incorporate such an array of amenities, so the 2,000-feet distance has no merit in the
context of the LID.


• Even if the 2,000-foot metric had merit, where it is applied to measure distances from the
“park improvements” using network analysis which is the measure used in the scientific
literature, the geographic area of the LID is substantially smaller than the Appraiser
shows.


• The Appraiser inappropriately adapted the Park Quality Scale that was developed for
parks. He used different ratings and failed to relate them to the descriptive characteristics
of parkways; used blocks rather than network feet as a distance measure; inappropriately
extended the impacted distance to 12 blocks; and created “green premium” percentages
that lacked any scientific foundation.


• The Appraiser’s treatment of “nuisances” does not appear to consider the disamenity
value of either loss of parking or additional congestion accruing from the net increase in
visitors that he projects will occur.


• The perceived benefits emanating from proximity to the “park improvements” are likely
to be relatively small on properties that already enjoy large premiums attributable to
high-quality water views.  The Appraiser does not appear to consider the diminishing
marginal value of additional amenity benefits he assumes will accrue on those properties.


The Appraiser’s reliance on judgment rather than on empirical evidence is evident throughout 
the narrative, since his critical decisions relating to premiums are frequently preceded by the 
word “reasonable.” Consensus as to what constitutes “reasonable” is much more difficult to 
obtain within any given population than when there is empirical verification. 
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Appendix 1 


Extracted from The Impact on Property Values of Parks, Trails, Golf Courses and 
Water Amenities 


Government agencies usually provide the additional level of service which is paid for by special 
assessment districts, but in some large cities it has been initiated by business leaders and such 
areas are termed business improvement districts (BIDs). There are more than 1,000 BIDs in the 
United States and Canada. These districts frequently elect their own boards, which take 
responsibility for the annual budget, hire staff, let contracts, and generally oversee operations. 
Much of their effort goes into cleaning up, landscaping, maintaining trees and flowers, and 
enhancing security. Bryant Park, one of the country’s great urban park success stories, is the 
result of a BID. Exhibit 8-2 briefly describes how the BID worked.13-15  


Exhibit 8-2 
Using a Business Improvement District to Resuscitate Bryant Park13-15 


In less than 15 years, Bryant Park went from a textbook example of an urban park gone bad to an 
urban treasure that plays a strong role in the revitalization of Midtown New York City and 
especially 42nd Street. Bryant Park, beside the New York Public Library, was a neglected, 
vandalized facility that by the late 1970s had become a haven for drug dealers in the city of New 
York and was widely referred to as “Needle Park.” A business improvement district was formed 
to maintain the eight-acre park and make ongoing park improvements. The park has been 
restored with tall shade trees, lush green grass, flower beds, pagodas, and a thriving restaurant, 
and is now considered a model park. At its summer peak, there are 55 employees working in 
Bryant Park in security, sanitation, gardening, and special events, all of them work for the Bryant 
Park Restoration Corporation, which is a nonprofit private management company supported by 
the Rockefeller Brothers Fund and a cooperative business improvement district of neighboring 
property owners. On some days, the park attracts more than 4,000 office workers and tourists, 
and more than 10,000 people attend some special events.  


The city paid one-third of the $18 million restoration costs, and foundations, philanthropists, and 
surrounding businesses financed the rest through the business improvement district. The 
businesses assess themselves approximately 33% of Bryant Park’s $2 million annual 
maintenance bill, while the remainder of the bill is raised in rental and concession fees from 
restaurants (33%) and special events (33%) held in the park. Businesses recognized that property 
values and, hence, lease rentals, were closely tied to conditions in the park.  


Rents in nearby buildings increased dramatically after the park was redesigned and secured. 
Results of a 2003 analysis of the impact of the renovations on office buildings bordering Bryant 
Park are shown in the following table. The rents increased by between 114% and 225%. A 
second table shown below confirms that other submarkets within a half-mile of Bryant Park also 
experienced rental increases over this period, but they were substantially less than those shown 
around the park. Owners of the properties around Bryant Park also reported that the quality of 
tenants improved, that there was reduced downtime between leases, and the buildings’ credit 
profiles and market values increased.  
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To a primary organizer of the Bryant Park effort, the lesson was clear: “If building owners and 
the agents help protect urban open space, they will be more than paid back for their efforts, both 
in increased occupancy rates and in increased rent–all because their building has this attractive 
new front yard.”  


Exhibit 8-2 continued 
Changes in Per Square Foot Rentals in Four Buildings Facing Bryant Park 1990-2002 


1990 2002 Percentage Increase 
Grace Building $29.50 $49  114% 
Beaux Arts Building $18 $60  225% 
London Fog Building $20 $45  125% 
1065 Avenue of the Americas $20 $50  150% 


Rental Changes in Comparable Buildings in Surrounding Submarkets of New York City 


Grand Central 55% 
Times Square 67% 
Penn Plaza/Garment District 73% 


Following the success of Bryant Park, the Central Park Conservancy in New York City 
suggested a similar model for assisting with the funding needed to maintain Central Park. The 
Conservancy had accepted responsibility for most of the park’s maintenance. Its annual budget 
for this task was over $20 million, and it was concerned that the park’s needs were “increasing 
beyond the capability of private philanthropy.” Accordingly, the chairman of the Conservancy’s 
Board stated:  


Our concept for the future is to empower, by statute, all neighborhoods in the city, if they choose 
to do so, to support their local open space with a further revenue stream. We propose park 
enhancement districts similar to the business improvement districts that are improving the Grand 
Central area, Bryant Park and many other neighborhoods.  


Each neighborhood would be enabled voluntarily to organize itself, decide whether to impose a 
small surcharge on its local real estate to supplement city support and private philanthropy, set 
the amount of the surcharge and then use it for its own park, playground or other open space. 
(p  14)16  


A study of the impact of Hudson River Park on proximate property values concluded: “Up to 
20% of the value of properties within three blocks of the Park is attributable to the Park.” This 
led to a recommendation:  


To establish a Business Improvement District for the Hudson River Park, through which adjacent 
property owners would be assessed a fee and the funds dedicated specifically to the maintenance 
and programming of the Park...The principle of assessing neighboring property owners seems 
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sound, as these landowners benefit most from the added value of the Park and stand to lose most 
if the Park were to fall into disrepair.17  


Other downtown parks that have revitalized surrounding property values include:  


• The $50 million renovation of the 2.5-acre Campus Martius Park in the heart of
downtown Detroit undertaken by a nonprofit coalition of business and civic leaders to
celebrate the 300th anniversary of the city of Detroit. Its renovation stimulated over $500
million of new property investment in the adjacent neighborhood.18


• Discovery Green in downtown Houston was a 12-acre park built at a cost of around $70
million by a nonprofit that also operates it. Its impact on the assessed values of
surrounding property is shown in Exhibit 8-3. In the four-year period from before the
Park was announced in 2005 to when it was completed in 2008, the assessed values of
property abutting it increased by 51%.


• Three park sites totaling 18.5 acres, anchor redevelopment of the 36-acre Hemisfair site
in downtown San Antonio: 4-acre Yanaguana Garden, costing $10 million which opened
in 2015; 9-acre Civic Park, estimated at $60 million; and 5.5-acre Tower Park, estimated
at $12.5 million. The Hemisfair Plaza Area Redevelopment Corporation (HPARC) is a
501(c)(iii) charged by the city of San Antonio Council with oversight of the
redevelopment. It negotiates ground leases with the commercial, office, retail and hotel
elements that surround the parks on the remaining 18.5 acres of the site. These revenues
are funneled back into HPARC which also collects the sales taxes accruing from within
the site. These funds are used to support future operations on the site. The master plan
projects the site will attract $540 million in private investment and generate $13 million
in tax revenue annually to local entities.19


• Exhibit 8-3
Changes in Assessed Valuations in Response to Discovery Green Park


Year Average per square foot ($’s) 
2005  87.87 
2006  102.68 
2007  116.77 
2008  133.08 
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Appendix 2 


GIS Map of the LID Using Network Analysis 
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Perkins Coie LLP 
1201 Third Avenue, Suite 4900 


Seattle, WA  98101-3099 
Phone:  206.359.8000 


Fax:  206.359.9000 


 


BEFORE THE HEARING EXAMINER 
CITY OF SEATTLE 


In re Objections of  
LBA RV Company XXVIII, LP and LBA 
RVI-Company XLI, LLC 


Nos. CWF-0420 and 0422 


DECLARATION OF ROSS BECKLEY 


 


I, Ross Beckley, declare as follows: 


1. I have personal knowledge of the facts stated below and am competent to 


testify regarding the same. 


2. I am the Property Manager at LBA Realty and LBA Logistics. Our firm and 


related subsidiaries own and manage the 4th & Pike Building and TwoPine Building 


(formerly known as the Broadacres Building).  I have held that position since January 1, 


2017.  Prior to my current position, I have been employed as a commercial property 


manager and project manager for multiple Puget Sound region commercial real estate 


investment and consulting firms. I obtained my Bachelor’s of Arts degree from Western 


Washington University in 1998 and a Master’s of Urban Planning degree from the 


University of Washington in 2005.   
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1201 Third Avenue, Suite 4900 


Seattle, WA  98101-3099 
Phone:  206.359.8000 


Fax:  206.359.9000 


 LOCAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT PROCESS 


3. LBA received notice of proposed final assessment for Waterfront LID No. 


6751 for both the 4th and Pike and TwoPine buildings. The notices were dated December 


30, 2019.  


4. I have reviewed the proposed final assessments for each of the properties and 


the final special benefit study prepared by ABS Valuation and Robert Macaulay for the City 


of Seattle. 


5. No one from the City of Seattle or ABS Valuation contacted LBA to request 


financial data (e.g., occupancy rates, rental rates, income data, expense data) or other 


information about the 4th and Pike or TwoPine buildings. 


6. No one from the City of Seattle or ABS Valuation contacted LBA to request 


physical access to the 4th and Pike or TwoPine buildings. 


7. No one from the City of Seattle or ABS Valuation contacted LBA to request 


input or feedback on the proposed assessments, the computation of special benefit, or the 


valuation of the 4th and Pike or TwoPine buildings. 


TWOPINE BUILDING 


8. The TwoPine building is owned by LBA RV Company XXVIII, LP and is 


located at 1601 2nd Ave., Seattle, Washington, King County Parcel No. 1117080020. The 


basement premises of the building are occupied by a grocery store and the remainder of the 


building is currently vacant. 


9. The City’s special benefit study values the TwoPine building at $61,054,000; 


however, the King County assessor determined the true and fair value of the property to be 


$33,270,000, valued in 2019 for tax year 2020. The City has not offered an explanation of 
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this 184% increase in estimated value. In my professional opinion, the City grossly over-


valued the TwoPine building.  


10. It does not appear that the City took into account the fact that redevelopment 


of this property is restricted due to fact that development rights have been sold.  These 


considerations should have certainly reduced the building’s estimated value. 


11. The proposed LID improvements are not necessary to the functionality or 


continued use of this property as an office and retail space. There is simply no basis to 


conclude that the waterfront LID improvements will provide $1,711,000 worth of special 


benefit to this building. 


12. The proposed LID assessment of $670,407 is a substantial additional cost to 


the TwoPine building, which will decrease the fair market value of the property.  No rational 


office and retail building owner would invest $670,407 today in a project that will have no 


return for either the five years of planning and construction or the period afterward.  


13. In my professional opinion, the TwoPine building will receive no special 


benefit from the proposed LID improvements.   


14. The revenue and demand increases that the TwoPine building would need to 


generate in order to recover the LID assessments are unrealistic given the downtown Seattle 


commercial real estate market conditions, which have been severely impacted by the 


COVID-19 outbreak.  


 4TH AND PIKE BUILDING 


15. The 4th and Pike building is owned by LBA RVI-Company XLI, LLC and is 


located at 1424 4th Ave., Seattle, Washington 98101, King County Parcel No. 1975700235.  


The building’s tenant composition includes three sidewalk-accessible ground level retail 


businesses and   nine additional floors of office and retail tenants. 
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16. The proposed LID improvements are not necessary to the functionality or 


continued use of this property as an office and retail building.  There is simply no basis to 


conclude that the waterfront LID improvements will provide $744,000 worth of special 


benefit to this building.  


17. The proposed LID assessment of $291,516 is a substantial additional cost to 


the 4th and Pike building, which will decrease the fair market value of the property.  No 


rational office owner would invest $291,516 today in a project that will have no return for 


either the five years of planning and construction or the period afterward. 


18. In my professional opinion, the 4th and Pike building will receive no special 


benefit from the proposed LID improvements.   


19. The revenue and demand increases that the 4th and Pike building would need 


to generate in order to recover the LID assessments are unrealistic given the downtown 


Seattle commercial real estate market conditions, which have been severely impacted by the 


COVID-19 outbreak.  


 I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington that the 


foregoing is true and correct. 


 


 


 Signed at Seattle, Washington, on April 16, 2020. 


    


 
      ______________________________________ 
      Ross Beckley 





				2020-04-16T08:54:34-0700

		Ross Beckley
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BEFORE THE HEARING EXAMINER 
CITY OF SEATTLE 


In re Objections of  
ELLIOTT NE LLC, LOT B LLC, 
MADISON HOTEL LLC, HEDREEN LLC, 
HEDREEN HOTEL LLC, and 7TH & PINE 
LLC  


Nos. CWF-0413, 0414, 0418, 0429, 0436, 
0437, AND 0438  


DECLARATION OF ZAHOOR AHMED 


 


I, Zahoor Ahmed, declare as follows: 


1. I have personal knowledge of the facts stated below and am competent testify 


regarding the same. 


2. I am the chief financial officer and vice president of R.C. Hedreen Company.  


I have held that position since August 2000.  Prior to my current position, I spent more than 


16 years as controller or assistant controller at various Hyatt-branded hotels in San Francisco 


and Seattle.  I obtained my Bachelor of Science degree in hotel and restaurant administration 


from the University of Nevada Las Vegas in 1984.  


3. My responsibilities as the chief financial officer and vice president of R.C. 


Hedreen Company include planning, implementing, managing, and supervising the financial 
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activities of RC Hedreen and its subsidiaries, including the hotels and other properties in 


these cases.  In the course of my duties, I regularly review, commission, and analyze hotel 


appraisals and conduct hotel valuations. 


4. Elliott NE LLC is a wholly-owned subsidiary of R.C. Hedreen Company.  


Elliott NE LLC owns real property parcel no. 066000-0708, which is located at 808 Howell 


Street, Seattle, Washington and is the subject of case no. CWF-0413.  This property houses 


the Hyatt Regency Seattle. 


5. Madison Hotel LLC is a wholly-owned subsidiary of R.C. Hedreen 


Company.  Madison Hotel LLC owns real property parcel no. 094200-0430, which is 


located at 515 Madison Street, Seattle, Washington and is the subject of case no. CWF-


0418.  This property houses the Renaissance Seattle Hotel. 


6. Hedreen LLC is a wholly-owned subsidiary of R.C. Hedreen Company.  


Hedreen LLC owns real property parcel no. 228513-0010, which is located at 1635 8th 


Avenue (737 Olive Way on the notice of proposed final assessment), Seattle, Washington 


and is the subject of case no. CWF-0429.  This property houses the Hyatt at Olive 8 Seattle. 


7. Hedreen Hotel LLC is a wholly-owned subsidiary of R.C. Hedreen Company.  


Hedreen Hotel LLC owns real property parcel nos. 619500-0030 and 679212-0010, which 


are located at 700 Pike Street, Seattle, Washington and are the subject of case nos. CWF-


0436 and CWF-0437.  These properties are condominium units housing the Grand Hyatt 


Seattle.  For county property tax purposes, the properties are valued as a unit with 70% of 


the value assigned to parcel no. 619500-0030 and 30% of the value assigned to parcel no. 


679212-0010. 


8. 7th & Pine LLC is a wholly-owned subsidiary of R.C. Hedreen Company.  


7th & Pine LLC owns real property parcel no. 679212-0020, which is located at 700 Pike 
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Street, Seattle, Washington and is the subject of case nos. CWF-0438.  This property is a 


condominium unit that contains the retail and parking spaces in the building that is also 


occupied by the Grand Hyatt Seattle. 


9. Lot B LLC is a wholly-owned subsidiary of R.C. Hedreen Company.  Lot B 


LLC owns real property parcel no. 066000-0740, which is located at 815 Howell Street, 


Seattle, Washington and is the subject of case nos. CWF-0414.  This property is an 


undeveloped lot east of the Hyatt Regency Seattle. 


 


LOCAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT PROCESS 


10. R.C. Hedreen Company received notices of proposed final assessment for 


Waterfront LID No. 6751 for each of the properties described above.  The notices were 


dated December 30, 2019 and received after the new year.  


11. I have reviewed the proposed final assessments for each of the properties and 


the final special benefit study prepared by ABS Valuation and Robert Macaulay for the City 


of Seattle. 


12. No one from the City of Seattle or ABS Valuation contacted R.C. Hedreen 


Company or any of its subsidiaries to request financial data (e.g., occupancy rates, room 


rates, income data, expense data) or other information about any of the properties described 


above. 


13. No one from the City of Seattle or ABS Valuation contacted R.C. Hedreen 


Company or any of its subsidiaries to request physical access to any of the properties. 


14. No one from the City of Seattle or ABS Valuation contacted R.C. Hedreen 


Company or any of its subsidiaries to request input or feedback on the proposed 


assessments, the computation of special benefit, or the valuation of the properties.  
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HYATT REGENCY SEATTLE (CWF-0413) 


15. The property owned by Elliott NE LLC is a 45-story hotel containing 1,260 


guest rooms and 100,242 square feet of meeting space.  The building was constructed in 


2018. 


16. Elliott NE LLC owns and operates the hotel business conducted on the 


property under the name Hyatt Regency Seattle.  


17. The Hyatt Regency Seattle caters primarily to business travelers attending 


conventions and meetings and visiting Seattle companies. 


Pre-LID Valuation 


18. Hotel room occupancy rates fluctuate substantially based on the season, 


convention business, the business cycle, and other factors.  During 2019, the Hyatt Regency 


Seattle had an average occupancy rate of 67.8%, which is substantially below the 80% 


occupancy rate assumed by Mr. Macauley in valuing the property.   


19. Like occupancy rates, hotel room rates fluctuate substantially based on the 


season, convention business, the business cycle, and other factors.  During 2019, the Hyatt 


Regency Seattle had an average room rate of approximately $205 per night, which is 


substantially below the $365 per night assumed by Mr. Macauley in valuing the property. 


20. The Hyatt Regency has suspended operations as the result of the COVID-19 


outbreak and currently has average occupancy and room rates of zero. 


21. Mr. Macauley’s assumed hotel room rate of $365 per night is more than 78% 


higher than the actual average room rate ($205) for the last calendar year, far exceeds the 


most optimistic assumptions about future growth in hotel room rates for the Hyatt Regency 


Seattle, and is not a reasonable assumption in valuing a hotel of this type in the downtown 


Seattle market. 
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22. Mr. Macauley valued the Hyatt Regency Seattle property at $732,952,000 


prior to the LID improvements.  In my professional opinion, this valuation is grossly 


excessive—both as of October 1, 2019 and certainly now.  Unfortunately, no buyer would 


pay $732,952,000 for this hotel. 


23. After receiving the notice of proposed final assessment, I engaged Kidder 


Mathews to perform a restricted appraisal of the Hyatt Regency Seattle.  Kidder Mathews 


valued the real property at $494,800,000, which is $238,152,000 or about 32.5% less than 


the City’s pre-LID valuation.  This valuation was based on correct income and expense data 


from the hotel, including actual average occupancy and hotel room rates.  In my professional 


opinion, the Kidder Mathews valuation of the property reflects the fair market value of the 


hotel prior to the COVID-19 outbreak.  


“Special Benefit” 


24. The Hyatt Regency Seattle is more than a 3/4 of a mile walk—approximately 


3,500 feet as a crow flies—from Pier 58 and the proposed waterfront LID improvements. 


25. The proposed LID improvements are not necessary to the functionality or 


continued use of this property as a hotel. 


26. The Hyatt Regency Seattle will not be able to recover the costs of the 


proposed LID assessment through higher occupancy or room rates.  First, the assessment is 


due upon approval of the assessment roll, but there will be no improvements for at least five 


years.  Hotels are constantly balancing rate and occupancy to maximize revenue.  If we had 


the ability to simply increase room rates without negatively impacting occupancy, we would 


have done so already.  That is not how the hotel business works.  Second, our hotel business 


is driven by business travelers visiting Seattle employers and attending conventions.  Most 


of those conventions regularly rotate to Seattle.  The modest waterfront improvements will 
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have no impact on demand for hotel rooms.  No one who is not already coming to Seattle 


will chose to come to Seattle or stay at our hotel because of the proposed LID improvement. 


27. The proposed LID assessment of $1,398,804 is a substantial additional cost to 


the Hyatt Regency Seattle, which will decrease the fair market value of the property.  No 


rational hotel owner would invest $1,398,804 today in a project that will have no return for 


either the five years of planning and construction or the period afterward.  


28. In my professional opinion, the Hyatt Regency Seattle will receive no special 


benefit from the proposed LID improvements.  In fact, this property is more valuable 


without the proposed LID improvements than with the proposed improvements and the 


corresponding assessment. 


  


RENAISSANCE HOTEL SEATTLE (CWF-0418) 


29. The property owned by Madison Hotel LLC is a 28-story hotel containing 


557 guest rooms and 26,781 square feet of meeting space.  The building was constructed in 


1983. 


30. Madison Hotel LLC owns and operates the hotel business conducted on the 


property under the name Renaissance Hotel Seattle.  


31. The Renaissance Hotel Seattle caters primarily to business travelers attending 


conventions and meetings and visiting Seattle companies. 


Pre-LID Valuation 


32. Hotel room rates fluctuate substantially based on the season, convention 


business, the business cycle, and other factors.  In 2019, the Renaissance Hotel Seattle had 


an average room rate of approximately $204 per night, which is substantially below the $300 


per night assumed by Mr. Macauley in valuing the property. 
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33. The Renaissance Hotel Seattle has reduced operations as the result of the 


COVID-19 outbreak and currently has single-digit occupancy.  The remaining business is 


limited to serving airline crew members. 


34. Mr. Macauley’s assumed hotel room rate of $300 per night is more than 45% 


higher than the actual average room rate ($204) for the last calendar year, far exceeds the 


most optimistic assumptions about future growth in hotel room rates for the Renaissance 


Hotel Seattle, and is not a reasonable assumption in valuing a hotel of this type in the 


downtown Seattle market. 


35. Mr. Macauley valued the Renaissance Hotel Seattle property at $227,224,000 


prior to the LID improvements.  In my professional opinion, this valuation is excessive—


both as of October 1, 2019 and certainly now. 


36. After receiving the notice of proposed final assessment, I engaged Kidder 


Mathews to perform a restricted appraisal of the Renaissance Hotel Seattle.  Kidder 


Mathews valued the real property at $200,700,000, which is $26,524,000 or about 11.7% 


less than the City’s pre-LID valuation.  This valuation was based on correct income and 


expense data from the hotel, including actual average occupancy and hotel room rates.  In 


my professional opinion, the Kidder Mathews valuation of the property reflects the fair 


market value of the hotel prior to the COVID-19 outbreak. 


“Special Benefit” 


37. The Renaissance Hotel Seattle is more than a 3/4 of a mile walk—


approximately 2,700 feet as a crow flies—from Pier 58 and the proposed waterfront LID 


improvements. 


38. The proposed LID improvements are not necessary to the functionality or 


continued use of this property as a hotel. 
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39. The Renaissance Hotel Seattle will not be able to recover the costs of the 


proposed LID assessment through higher occupancy or room rates.  First, the assessment is 


due upon approval of the assessment roll, but there will be no improvements for at least five 


years.  Hotels are constantly balancing rate and occupancy to maximize revenue.  If we had 


the ability to simply increase room rates without negatively impacting occupancy, we would 


have done so already.  That is not how the hotel business works.  Second, our hotel business 


is driven by business travelers visiting Seattle employers and attending conventions.  Most 


of those conventions regularly rotate to Seattle.  The modest waterfront improvements will 


have no impact on demand for hotel rooms.  No one who is not already coming to Seattle 


will chose to come to Seattle or stay at our hotel because of the proposed LID improvement. 


40. The proposed LID assessment of $445,110 is a substantial additional cost to 


the Renaissance Hotel Seattle, which will decrease the fair market value of the property.  No 


rational hotel owner would invest $445,110 today in a project that will have no return for 


either the five years of planning and construction or the period afterward.  


41. In my professional opinion, the Renaissance Hotel Seattle will receive no 


special benefit from the proposed LID improvements.  In fact, this property is more valuable 


without the proposed LID improvements than with the proposed improvements and the 


corresponding assessment. 


 


HYATT AT OLIVE 8 (CWF-0429) 


42. The property owned by Hedreen LLC is a 17-story hotel containing 346 guest 


rooms and 12,000 square feet of meeting space.  The building was constructed in 2009. 


43. Hedreen LLC owns and operates the hotel business conducted on the 


property under the name Hyatt at Olive 8.  
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44. The Hyatt at Olive 8 caters primarily to business travelers attending 


conventions and meetings and visiting Seattle companies. 


Pre-LID Valuation 


45. Hotel room rates fluctuate substantially based on the season, convention 


business, the business cycle, and other factors.  In 2019, the Hyatt at Olive 8 had an average 


room rate of approximately $225 per night, which is substantially below the $335 per night 


assumed by Mr. Macauley in valuing the property. 


46. The Hyatt at Olive 8 has suspended operations as the result of the COVID-19 


outbreak and currently has average occupancy and room rates of zero. 


47. Mr. Macauley’s assumed hotel room rate of $335 per night is more than 49% 


higher than the actual average room rate ($225) for the last calendar year, far exceeds the 


most optimistic assumptions about future growth in hotel room rates for the Hyatt at Olive 8, 


and is not a reasonable assumption in valuing a hotel of this type in the downtown Seattle 


market. 


48. Mr. Macauley valued the Hyatt at Olive 8 property at $187,433,000 prior to 


the LID improvements.  In my professional opinion, this valuation is grossly excessive—


both as of October 1, 2019 and certainly now.  Unfortunately, no buyer would pay 


$187,433,000 for this hotel.   


49. After receiving the notice of proposed final assessment, I engaged Kidder 


Mathews to perform a restricted appraisal of the Hyatt at Olive 8.  Kidder Mathews valued 


the real property at $118,200,000, which is $67,243,000 or about 37% less than the City’s 


pre-LID valuation.  This valuation was based on correct income and expense data from the 


hotel, including actual average occupancy and hotel room rates.  In my professional opinion, 
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the Kidder Mathews valuation of the property reflects the fair market value of the hotel prior 


to the COVID-19 outbreak.  


“Special Benefit” 


50. The Hyatt at Olive 8 is more than a 3/4 of a mile walk—approximately 3,100 


feet as a crow flies— from Pier 58 and the proposed waterfront LID improvements. 


51. The proposed LID improvements are not necessary to the functionality or 


continued use of this property as a hotel. 


52. The Hyatt at Olive 8 will not be able to recover the costs of the proposed LID 


assessment through higher occupancy or room rates.  First, the assessment is due upon 


approval of the assessment roll, but there will be no improvements for at least five years.  


Hotels are constantly balancing rate and occupancy to maximize revenue.  If we had the 


ability to simply increase room rates without negatively impacting occupancy, we would 


have done so already.  That is not how the hotel business works.  Second, our hotel business 


is driven by business travelers visiting Seattle employers and attending conventions.  Most 


of those conventions regularly rotate to Seattle.  The modest waterfront improvements will 


have no impact on demand for hotel rooms.  No one who is not already coming to Seattle 


will chose to come to Seattle or stay at our hotel because of the proposed LID improvement. 


53. The proposed LID assessment of $733,883 is a substantial additional cost to 


the Hyatt at Olive 8, which will decrease the fair market value of the property.  No rational 


hotel owner would invest $733,883 today in a project that will have no return for either the 


five years of planning and construction or the period afterward.  


54. In my professional opinion, the Hyatt at Olive 8 will receive no special 


benefit from the proposed LID improvements.  In fact, this property is more valuable 
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without the proposed LID improvements than with the proposed improvements and the 


corresponding assessment. 


 


GRAND HYATT SEATTLE (CWF-0436 and 0437) 


55. The property owned by Hedreen Hotel LLC is a 30-story hotel containing 


457 guest rooms and 25,000 square feet of meeting space.  The building was constructed in 


2001. 


56. Hedreen Hotel LLC owns and operates the hotel business conducted on the 


property under the name Grand Hyatt Seattle.  


57. The Grand Hyatt Seattle caters primarily to business travelers attending 


conventions and meetings and visiting Seattle companies. 


Pre-LID Valuation 


58. Hotel room rates fluctuate substantially based on the season, convention 


business, the business cycle, and other factors.  In 2019, the Grand Hyatt Seattle had an 


average room rate of approximately $234per night, which is substantially below the $355 


per night assumed by Mr. Macauley in valuing the property. 


59. The Grand Hyatt Seattle has reduced operations as the result of the COVID-


19 outbreak and currently has single-digit occupancy. 


60. Mr. Macauley’s assumed hotel room rate of $355 per night is more than 51% 


higher than the actual average room rate ($234) for the last calendar year, far exceeds the 


most optimistic assumptions about future growth in hotel room rates for the Grand Hyatt 


Seattle, and is not a reasonable assumption in valuing a hotel of this type in the downtown 


Seattle market. 
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61. Mr. Macauley valued the Grand Hyatt Seattle property at $239,293,000 prior 


to the LID improvements.  In my professional opinion, this valuation is grossly excessive—


both as of October 1, 2019 and certainly now.  Unfortunately, no buyer would pay 


$239,293,000 for this hotel.   


62. After receiving the notice of proposed final assessment, I engaged Kidder 


Mathews to perform a restricted appraisal of the Grand Hyatt Seattle.  Kidder Mathews 


valued the real property at $168,400,000, which is $70,893,000 or about 30% less than the 


City’s pre-LID valuation..  This valuation was based on correct income and expense data 


from the hotel, including actual average occupancy and hotel room rates.  In my professional 


opinion, the Kidder Mathews valuation of the property reflects the fair market value of the 


hotel prior to the COVID-19 outbreak.  


 “Special Benefit” 


63. The Grand Hyatt Seattle is almost a 3/4 of a mile walk—more than 2,700 feet 


as a crow flies—from Pier 58 and the proposed waterfront improvements. 


64. The proposed LID improvements are not necessary to the functionality or 


continued use of this property as a hotel. 


65. The Grand Hyatt Seattle will not be able to recover the costs of the proposed 


LID assessment through higher occupancy or room rates.  First, the assessment is due upon 


approval of the assessment roll, but there will be no improvements for at least five years.  


Hotels are constantly balancing rate and occupancy to maximize revenue.  If we had the 


ability to simply increase room rates without negatively impacting occupancy, we would 


have done so already.  That is not how the hotel business works.  Second, our hotel business 


is driven by business travelers visiting Seattle employers and attending conventions.  Most 


of those conventions regularly rotate to Seattle.  The modest waterfront improvements will 
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have no impact on demand for hotel rooms.  No one who is not already coming to Seattle 


will chose to come to Seattle or stay at our hotel because of the proposed LID improvement. 


66. The proposed LID assessment of $1,407,817 is a substantial additional cost to 


the Grand Hyatt Seattle, which will decrease the fair market value of the property.  No 


rational hotel owner would invest $1,407,817 today in a project that will have no return for 


either the five years of planning and construction or the period afterward.  


67. In my professional opinion, the Grand Hyatt Seattle will receive no special 


benefit from the proposed LID improvements.  In fact, this property is more valuable 


without the proposed LID improvements than with the proposed improvements and the 


corresponding assessment. 


 


700 PIKE STREET RETAIL/PARKING CONDOMINIUM (CWF-0438) 


68. 7th & Pine LLC owns a condominium unit that contains the retail and 


parking spaces in the building at 700 Pike Street that also occupied by the Grand Hyatt 


Seattle. 


69. 7th & Pine LLC leases the retail spaces and parking space to third parties 


who pay 7th & Pine LLC rent. 


70. Mr. Macauley valued this property at $93,822,000 prior to the LID 


improvements.  In my professional opinion, this valuation is excessive.  The retail and 


parking market in downtown Seattle is extremely challenging.  The property has been 


unable to rent all of its retail space, and several of its retail tenants were struggling to pay 


rent even before the COVID-19 outbreak.  71. The notice of proposed final assessment 


indicated that this property would receive a special benefit of $1,402,000 and proposed a 


final LID assessment of $549,344.  After receiving the notice of proposed final assessment, I 
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engaged Kidder Mathews to perform an appraisal review.  Kidder Mathews indicated that 


the increase in the City’s appraisal “is not credible and should not be relied upon.”  


72. 7th & Pine LLC’s property is almost a 3/4 mile walk—more than 2,700 feet 


as a crow flies—from Pier 58 and the proposed waterfront improvements. 


73. The proposed LID improvements are not necessary to the functionality or 


continued use of this property by our tenants as retail space or a parking garage. 


74. 7th & Pine LLC will not be to recover the cost of the LID assessment from 


tenants under the leases in place or through future rent increases.  A restaurant, retailer, or 


parking garage operator will not be able to charge more or attract more customers because of 


proposed future improvements located almost 3/4 of a mile away.  If the City is correct that 


the improvements, when constructed, will attracted visitors to the waterfront, our tenants 


may see a decrease in business as visitors patronize businesses nearer the waterfront. 


75. The proposed LID assessment of $549,334 is a substantial additional cost to 


7th & Pine LLC, which will decrease the fair market value of the property.  No property 


owner would invest $549,334 today in a project that will have no return for either the five 


years of planning and construction or the period afterward.  


76. In my professional opinion, 7th & Pine LLC will receive no special benefit 


from the proposed LID improvements.  This property is more valuable without the proposed 


LID improvements than with the proposed improvements and the corresponding assessment. 


 


800 HOWELL STREET LOT (CWF-0414) 


77. Lot B LLC an undeveloped lot east of the Hyatt Regency Seattle. 


78. Lot B LLC leases the property to a third party who operates a surface parking 


lot on the property and pays rent to Lot B LLC. 
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79. Mr. Macauley valued this property at $46,935,000 prior to the LID 


improvements.  In my professional opinion, this valuation is excessive.  The King County 


Assessor’s fair market valuation of $32,184,000 is a more reasonable estimate of fair market 


value. 


80. The notice of proposed final assessment indicated that this property would 


receive a special benefit of $188,000 and proposed a final LID assessment of $73,663.  After 


receiving the notice of proposed final assessment, I engaged Kidder Mathews to perform an 


appraisal review.  Kidder Mathews indicated that the increase in the City’s appraisal “is not 


credible and should not be relied upon.”  


81. Lot B LLC’s property is more than a 3/4 of a mile walk—approximately 


3,000 feet as a crow flies—from Pier 58 and the proposed waterfront improvements. 


82. The proposed LID improvements are not necessary to the functionality or 


continued use of this property by our tenants as parking lot or to the future redevelopment of 


the property as commercial, residential, or hotel space. 


83. 7th & Pine LLC will not be to recover the cost of the LID assessment from its 


tenant under the lease in place or through future rent increases.  A parking lot operator will 


not be able to charge more or attract more customers because of proposed future 


improvements located 3/4 of a mile away.  If the City is correct that the improvements, 


when constructed, will attracted visitors to the waterfront, our tenant may see a decrease in 


business as visitors patronize businesses nearer the waterfront. 


84. The proposed LID assessment of $73,663 is a substantial additional cost to 


Lot B LLC, which will decrease the fair market value of the property.  No property owner 


would invest $73,663 today in a project that will have no return for either the five years of 


planning and construction or the period afterward.  
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85. In my professional opinion, Lot B LLC will receive no special benefit from 


the proposed LID improvements.  This property is more valuable without the proposed LID 


improvements than with the proposed improvements and the corresponding assessment. 


 


 I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington that the 


foregoing is true and correct. 


 Signed at Seattle, Washington, on April 15, 2020. 


 


    
      ______________________________________ 
      Zahoor Ahmed 
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Regular Paper


Executive Summary


In the 1980s a “perfect storm” emerged that enabled trails and greenways to move to a 
central role in contemporary discussions of urban planning. It was comprised of three 
elements: Railbanking legislation that preserved railroad corridor rights-of-way and 
authorized their conversion to trails; federal funding for trails in transportation bills; 
and a public perception of trails as a priority urban infrastructure amenity. 


When trails are retrofitted through communities, they are invariably opposed by 
some proportion of proximate property owners who fear a devaluation of their prop-
erty. To address this issue, a number of opinion surveys were administered between 
1978 and 2006 to residents living proximate to trails. 16 such studies were reviewed. 
They revealed that in both urban and rural contexts only 6% perceived the trail to 
negatively impact their property value. However, while 47% of the 2,647 respondents 
living close to one of the 22 urban trails believed it increased their property’s value, this 
was believed by only 16% of the 1,212 who resided proximate to one of 10 rural trails.


Opinion data provide general impressions, but they lack empirical verification and 
quantitative dollar amounts. The emergence of GIS technology and hedonic analysis in 
the post-2000 era remedied these limitations. Twenty hedonic analyses were identified 
and their results showed that proximity to a trail resulted in home prices that typically 
were between 3% and 5% higher than those of comparable homes in the area. 
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In the past decade, several cities have developed urban mega-trails which are de-
fined as large-scale investments that receive enduring visibility, have long-term mass 
appeal, and have a substantial impact on a community’s image and identity. Reviews 
of hedonic analyses undertaken at the three most prominent mega-trails in New York 
City, Chicago, and Atlanta confirmed the proximate premiums were generally much 
higher than those of ordinary trails. Invariably, this created a need to address issues of 
gentrification and social justice.


The review’s findings suggest that future research on trails should focus on two nu-
ances. First, it is clear that trails are not homogeneous. There is a need for studies to dif-
ferentiate among trails with diverse characteristics. Second, the use of electronic data 
bases has resulted in hedonic analyses incorporating larger samples drawn from more 
expansive geographical areas. A consequence of this “scaling up” is that potentially 
substantial differences in the local impact of trails are obscured because only average 
values are reported. The averages likely underrepresent the impact of some trails and 
over-represent that of others. The need is for trail specific studies that disaggregate the 
data by specifying the characteristics of both trail type and abutting demographics. 


Keywords


Greenways, hedonic analyses, planning, property values, trails 


Introduction
 Greenway trails potentially provide multiple benefits, but from a recreation per-


spective they have two major functions: (1) to link and facilitate hike and bike access 
between residential areas and places of employment and/or parks, and (2) to provide 
opportunities for linear forms of outdoor recreation (e.g. hiking, jogging, bicycling, 
inline skating, horseback riding, cross-country skiing, and ordinary walking).  


Most people intuitively accept that proximity to a passive park or golf course of-
ten has a positive impact on property values, but this acceptance may not extend to 
trails. When a trail is proposed in a community, opposition and controversy frequently 
emerge. Consider the following scenario:


When the Chicago and North Western rail line west of Dubuque, Iowa, was 
closed, a nonprofit group, Heritage Trail Inc., campaigned for it to become 
a 26-mile multiuse trail. The county commissioners were aware there were 
some who were outraged by the idea, and so held a hearing to address the 
question. When they arrived at the meeting, supporters of the trail were sur-
prised to find the auditorium packed with rights-of-way neighbors emotion-
ally claiming that a recreational trail would bring “criminal elements” from 
Dubuque into their rural communities (Little, 1990).


This scenario is familiar to many recreation and park professionals, elected of-
ficials, and consultants. While there are likely to be many enthusiastic advocates when 
a proposal to retrofit a trail through a community comes forward, inevitably there 
are also likely to be vocally passionate opponents who fear a flow of strangers passing 
through their neighborhoods will result in proximate properties being devalued be-
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cause of a loss of privacy, trespassing, litter, noise, vandalism and crime. The reactions 
of these two groups are explained by adaptation-level theory and social judgement 
theory. 


Adaptation-level theory (Helson, 1964; Monroe, 1973) explains adjustments to 
preceding conditions. It directs that experience with prior stimuli creates an adaptation 
level or reference point. The theory recognizes that the merits of a new stimulus, in this 
case a trail, are not evaluated in a vacuum, but are judged against the long-established 
previous condition of the proximate land being absent of people. This is the strong an-
chor and reference criterion against which the merits of anticipated changes associated 
with a new trail will be evaluated.


Social judgement theory (Sherif & Hovland, 1961) complements adaptation-level 
theory by recognizing that new information may change the reference point for com-
parison and, consequently, change individuals’ resultant evaluation of a trail’s merits. 
The theory recognizes that when confronted with a new stimulus (a trail) people will 
occupy one of three psychological zones: acceptance, rejection, or non-commitment. It 
suggests the synthesis and conclusions emerging from the systematic review provided 
in this paper may provide new information that may change the reference point of 
those impacted by a new trail proposal. For the most part, the review finds that trails 
have a positive impact on property values. The review’s findings may have limited im-
pact on those who passionately reject the concept of a trail, because they are unlikely 
to be motivated to process evidence that is not consistent with their passionate beliefs 
(Petty & Cacioppo, 1981). However, the findings are likely to reaffirm and strengthen 
the advocacy and commitment of those who are in the acceptance zone. Perhaps the 
most important role of the review’s findings is their potential to persuade those who are 
noncommittal to move into the acceptance zone. 


An early review of the impact of trails on property values in this journal identi-
fied nine studies (Crompton, 2001). With one exception, they were all surveys seeking 
the opinions of people who lived near trails. This updated review extends Crompton’s 
earlier work by extending the number of studies to incorporate 16 opinion surveys 
representing respondents who live proximate to 22 urban and 10 rural trails; and 20 
hedonic analyses that incorporated trails. 


In 1987, the President’s Commission on Americans Outdoors recommended: 
“Communities establish greenways, corridors of private and public recreation lands 
and waters, to provide people with access to open spaces close to where they live, and 
to link together the rural and urban spaces in the American landscape” (1987, p. 142). 
In the 30 years following the Commission’s report, several thousand multi-use and 
greenway trails in the U.S. were developed on public lands or on easements across 
private property in hundreds of communities across the country. Three factors came 
together to create a “perfect storm” that facilitated this rapid growth:  railbanking land, 
federal funding for trails in transportation bills, and the perception of trails as being a 
primary community amenity. 


In 1983, Congress amended section 8(d) of the National Trail Systems Act (often 
called the Railbanking Act or the Rails-to-Trails Act) to preserve established railroad 
corridors for interim trail and future rail use (Public Law 88-11, p. 7). This law allowed 
a railroad to free itself of ongoing cost and responsibility for an unprofitable rail line by 
transferring it by sale, donation, or lease to a qualified private or public agency, called 
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an “interim trail manager” that was willing to assume financial responsibility for the 
management of the right-of-way. 


In 1986 the Rails-to-Trails Conservancy (RTC) was formed as a nonprofit organi-
zation with a narrowly focused mission to capitalize on this opportunity. Within five 
years, the RTC had over 40,000 members (Fletcher, 2006). By the organization’s 30th 
anniversary in 2016, more than 2,000 rail trails totaling approximately 24,000 miles of 
multi-use trails had been built (Harnik, 2019).


Railbanking provided a vehicle to acquire the land, but the requirement to compen-
sate adjacent landowners and the cost of transitioning rail line beds to hike-bike trails 
were barriers to realizing the program’s potential. Much of this barrier was removed 
by the 1992-1997 Federal Transportation Bill. This was the second factor contributing 
to the rapid growth of trails. For the first time, this Bill included an enhancement pro-
gram that required allocating 10% of all federal transportation funds, amounting to $3 
billion over six years, to non-traditional highway projects that enhanced the existing 
transportation infrastructure. Trails were a primary targeted area for this enhancement 
funding. The funds provided incentives for local or state entities to develop trails, since 
if they provided 20% of a project they were eligible for the federal government to fund 
the remaining 80%. Similar enhancement funding for trails was included in every sub-
sequent Transportation Bill. The impact was dramatic. In 1992, 50 trail projects were 
funded with $22.9 million. In 2016, 1511 trail projects were funded with $890 million 
(Federal Highway Administration, 2016).


The third factor driving the rapid growth of trails was emergence of a widespread 
public perception that trails were a primary community attribute. The National Asso-
ciation of Homebuilders periodically conducts surveys asking homebuyers to rate 19 
community features. The most recent survey showed that walking/jogging trails were 
ranked either third or fourth on the list by all age cohorts (Emrath, 2016). The promi-
nence of trails reflects their increased role in both the commuting and leisure dimen-
sions of people’s lives. As bike trails proliferated, biking in urban areas became safer, 
so more commuters biked to work and desired to live in bike-friendly neighborhoods 
(Urban Land Institute, 2016).


Measuring Impact with Residents’ Opinion Surveys
Early measures of the impact of greenway trails on property values relied on re-


sponses to surveys of residents whose properties were proximate to a trail. Typically, 
they were asked two questions: Did the trail increase or decrease their property’s val-
ue?, and Was the property likely to sell more quickly or more slowly because of its 
proximity to the trail? 


This approach had three obvious limitations. First, the studies ascertained whether 
or not an effect on property values existed in the minds of proximate residents. Re-
sponses were subjective best guesses given by homeowners some of whom may have 
given little or no thought to the issue, while the answers of others may not have been 
informed either by personal experience with recent market transactions or by knowl-
edge of comparable sales transactions. Second, the sample sizes of these studies were 
small (Table 1). Third, out of the 16 studies summarized in Table 1, only one (Lindsay 
& Knapp, 1999) appeared in a refereed journal. Thus, it is likely there are limitations 
in design, sampling, data collection and analytical techniques, so they may not possess 
the rigor that is expected in peer-reviewed social science.  
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Table 1
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These limitations, however, are offset by two advantages. First, responses to the 16 
studies were primary data derived from direct contact with residents, so their inter-
pretation is explicit. This contrasts with the secondary data sources derived from exist-
ing statistics that comprised the inputs to the hedonic analyses discussed in the next 
section of this paper, whose results are interpreted by inference. Second, although the 
sample sizes of many of the opinion studies are small, the consistent pattern emerging 
from them and the diversity of milieu in which they were undertaken enables a reason-
able level of confidence to be placed in generalizations drawn from them. Thus, despite 
their limitations, a review of residents’ opinion surveys offers complementary insights 
to the hedonic analyses. 


The summary of findings in Table 1 shows that in both urban and rural contexts, 
only 6% perceived trails had a negative impact on their property values. This is an 
important finding because it is drawn from an aggregate sample of 3,829 people who 
lived adjacent or close to 32 trails of many different types. The cumulative findings 
of these studies indicate that negative externality concerns relating to loss of privacy, 
trespassing, litter, vandalism, increased crime, and other problems that are passionately 
invoked by opponents when trails are proposed, for the most part, dissipate after resi-
dents have experienced living proximate to a trail. 


In contrast to the 6% who perceived a decrease in their value, 47% of the 2,627 
respondents proximate to urban trails reported perceived increases in their property’s 
value. This was much higher than the 16% of 1,212 respondents who resided proximate 
to rural trails. None of the studies reported a negative percentage that was greater than 
the percentage perceiving an increase in value. Opportunities to engage in linear rec-
reation activities and commuting travel that were “off-street” appear to be valued more 
highly in urban areas. 


Several of the studies asked residents if they believed their proximity to a trail 
would result in a faster or slower sale of their property. Quicker sales are likely to be an 
indicator of a purchaser’s desirability to live close to a trail, and to expedite an owner’s 
future move to another property which is a very real stress-reducing personal benefit. 
Responses to this question are summarized in Table 2. In addition to surveying resi-
dents, some of the studies solicited the perspectives of realtors who frequently com-
mented that they promoted the proximity of a home to a trail. The data in Table 2 rein-
force those in Table 1. Among those residing proximate to urban trails, 55% perceived 
a sale would be faster and 4% slower, which is reasonably consistent with, and appears 
to reinforce, the property value averages reported in Table 1.


Measuring Property Impact Using Hedonic Analysis
The opinion studies indicated that a substantial proportion of property owners, 


especially in urban areas, believed their property would sell at a premium because of 
its proximate location to a trail. However, these opinions lacked behavioral verifica-
tion and did not indicate the magnitude of the premium. In 1974, Rosen published his 
seminal work on hedonic pricing. The emergence of the hedonic approach removed 
criticisms associated with opinion studies by providing behavior based quantifiable es-
timates of the value of proximity to trails, while simultaneously controlling for the va-
riety of structural, locational, neighborhood and environmental factors that influence 
property prices. The advent of GIS technology in the late 1990s made it relatively easy 
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to use multi-listing services’ electronic data to compare home sales and to incorporate 
alternate measures of proximity and accessibility variables into hedonic models (e.g., 
identification of proximate trail properties could be done more quickly, and walking/
driving distances could be used rather than only straight line measurements). 


Results from 20 studies that used GIS and hedonic analysis are summarized in Ta-
ble 3. All these studies used actual sales price; and almost all of them measured distance 
from each house to the nearest trail entrance by the preferred method of travel distance 
along the street network, rather than by a straight line. Trail advocates frequently cite 
results from an early study of the impact of three green belts in Boulder, Colorado, to 
support their advocacy (Correll, Lillydahl, & Singell, 1978). However, these do not con-
form to the definition of a greenway trail; rather, they are passive park areas. 


While 14 of the studies appeared in the scientific literature and were subject to 
peer critique, the remaining six did not have the benefit of this vetting. However, there 
appeared to be no obvious systemic variations in the results reported in the two types 
of publication. The results summarized in Table 3 indicate that a small positive premi-
um of between 3% and 5% was the most widespread outcome for single-family homes 
located proximate to a trail. However, there were outliers suggesting the premium may 
be as high as 15%, or be a small negative percentage.


The Impact on Property Values of Mega-Trails
Urban Mega-Trails have emerged in the past decade as a new phenomenon. They 


are defined here as large-scale investments which receive enduring national visibility; 
have long-term mass popular appeal; and have a substantial positive impact on a com-
munity’s image and identity. This section reviews results from hedonic analyses under-
taken on the three most prominent U.S. examples.


The High Line
The 1.5-mile High Line in New York City cost $187 million. The elevated trail is 


18-30 feet above street level along a former railroad line, located on the west side of
Manhattan. It was built in three stages, which were opened in 2009, 2011, and 2014. In
2016, 7.6 million visits were recorded (Doctoroff, 2017) and it quickly emerged as one
of the most iconic landmarks and public spaces of the 21st century (Rosa & Lindner,
2017).


The mid-range estimate in the original 2002 feasibility study was that revenues on 
properties within one block of the High Line would generate an additional $8 million 
in taxes annually when it was completed (i.e., $160 million over 20 years) (Hamilton, 
Rabinovitz, & Alschaler, 2002). However, by 2014 when Section 3 of the trail opened, 
the tax revenue estimate had been raised to $900 million over 20 years (Quintana, 
2016). This represented a remarkable return on the original capital investment of $187 
million, especially since the city’s contribution was limited to $123 million. The New 
York City Economic Development Corporation reported, “Prior to the High Line’s 
redevelopment, surrounding residential properties were valued 8% below the overall 
median for Manhattan. By 2011, the value of property within a 5-minute walk of the 
High Line had increased by 103%” (Rosa & Lindner, 2017, p. 143).


A hedonic analysis assembled the annual assessed values of 1,382 apartment prop-
erties located within 2 miles of the High Line for each year between 2007 and 2012. The 
properties were assigned to one of six distance zones at one-third mile intervals from 
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the High Line. The assessment values of apartments in each of the closest five zones 
were compared with those in the outer zone (1.67-2.0) miles. The analysis revealed 
small premiums in the closest zone (0-0.33 miles) of 5% and an additional 2% in 2008 
and 2009, respectively; and 2% and an additional 2% in those years in the 0.33-0.67-
mile zone. However, in 2010 after the trail opened there were much larger incremental 
increases of 10% and 7%, respectively, in the two zones compared to 2009 (Levere, 
2014).


The findings of a subsequent analysis in 2016 by a realty company that tracked 
sales in the area indicated that the earlier finding of the trail’s impacts were substan-
tial underestimates (Quintana 2016). The analysis showed between 2011 and 2016 the 
median price of properties abutting Section 1 of the High Line that opened in 2009 
increased by 50.6%, while Section 2 prices increased by 48.2%, as compared to a price 
increase of 31.4% for properties one block away.


The Bloomingdale 606 Trail
The 2.7-mile Bloomingdale 606 Trail in Chicago cost $95 million of which $50 


million was federal funds, $5 million came from the city, and $40 million was raised 
privately. It was inspired by the success of the High Line and is similarly built on an 
abandoned freight line along Bloomingdale Avenue in Chicago. Groundbreaking was 
in Fall 2013 and it opened to the public in June 2015. It connects diverse neighbor-
hoods. Western Avenue effectively divides the trail into “606 East” and “606 West.” 
606 East is higher income, mainly white, and largely condominiums. 606 West is lower 
income, mainly Latino, and predominantly comprised of two- to four-unit rental prop-
erties (Smith, Duda, Lee, & Thompson, 2016).


House prices in the wealthier 606 East peaked in early 2009, experienced some 
modest declines during the Great Recession, and showed modest appreciation during 
the recovery, so by 2016 they were at the highest point since 2009. Conversely, prices 
in the lower income 606 West continued to fall until 2012. Their strong recovery after 
that date largely coincided with the development and opening of the 606 trail. Between 
breaking ground on the trail in 2013 and 2016, prices in 606 East increased by 13.8%, 
while prices in 606 West increased by 48.2% (Smith et al., 2016).


A hedonic analysis undertaken by Smith et al. (2016) reported that before 2012 
the abandoned and decrepit rail line corridor had a negative impact on property val-
ues within 1/5th of a mile of -1.4%. After groundbreaking of the 606, the rail line no 
longer exerted a negative impact in 606 East, but buyers did not pay any premium 
for homes near the trail. However, buyers in 606 West paid a large premium of 22.3% 
for properties within 1/5th of a mile of the 606. The premium quickly dissipated with 
distance from the trail, declining to 11.2% at ½ mile distance and after 3/5 of a mile 
the premium was statistically insignificant. In 2015, the median sales price for a single-
family home within 1/5 of a mile of the 606 was $450,000 on the lower income West 
side and more than $100,000 of that price could be attributed to the 606. Although the 
median home value of $815,000 was much higher in 2015 in 606 East, the trail made 
no contribution to that sales price.


The Atlanta Beltline
The 33-mile network of multi-use trails that constitutes the $4.8 billion Atlanta 


Beltline is scheduled to be completed in 2030. The scale of this trail far surpasses that 
of the High Line and 606 trails and is unprecedented in major cities. The core of the 33 
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miles of the Beltline system is a 23-mile trail and light rail loop that encircles Atlanta’s 
central business district and the greater core of the city. It is approximately 4 miles west 
to east and 6 miles north to south and is being developed along a former industrial rail 
line. The primary funding source is a tax allocation district (TAD) which is expected 
to provide $1.3-$1.7 billion. The TAD funding is predicated on an assumption that the 
property tax base adjacent to the Beltline project will appreciate sufficiently with the 
trail’s development that the resultant increment of increased tax revenue would gener-
ate the $1.3-$1.7 billion. The parameters of the TAD are defined by the pre-existing 
railroad rights-of-way and supplemented by some large parcels of land adjacent to 
them. 


Some initial understanding of the project’s potential impact was provided by a 
hedonic analysis that focused on impacts resulting from public knowledge of the Belt-
line’s early planning which received prominent and extended media coverage The au-
thor noted: “Given the long time-lines involved in large projects, and the possibility 
that land speculators and others may drive up land values well before breaking ground, 
it is important to analyze price changes from the point of initial public and investor 
awareness” (Immergluck, 2009, p. 1724).


Data for the study were the selling price of approximately 25,000 single-family 
detached properties in the city of Atlanta in the 2001-2006 period. Public discussion 
of the Beltline commenced in 2003, so the data enabled comparisons to be made of 
home prices before and after the announcement. Properties in the northern arc of the 
Beltline were primarily higher income residences, while those in the southern arc were 
lower income. Each property was assigned to one of 7 zones reflecting increasing dis-
tances from the TAD within one of the two arcs. They were compared with properties 
located outside the two-mile distance from the TAD area.


Results showed the higher income north side properties followed the price tra-
jectory of properties located outside the two-mile distance from the TAD, indicating 
announcement of the Beltline and its attendant publicity had no impact on them. In 
contrast, the announcement had a marked effect on the lower income south side prop-
erties. For example, in 2004 properties within a quarter-mile of the TAD sold for 30% 
more than otherwise similar outer-area properties. However, the Beltline’s impact de-
cayed sharply after approximately a quarter mile. These early data suggested the Belt-
line would have a major impact on property prices in lower income areas (Immergluck, 
2009).


 These trends were generally confirmed by the same author in a similar subse-
quent study in 2017 using data from 27,213 property sales. He compared properties 
within a half-mile of the Beltline with those beyond a half mile and reported: “From 
2011 to 2015, depending on the segment of the Beltline, values rose 17.9% and 26.6% 
more for homes within a half-mile of the Beltline than elsewhere.” (Immergluck & 
Bolan, 2017, p. 7), suggesting a 20%-30% premium was associated with the Beltline. 
The hedonic analyses were supported by anecdotal reports suggesting the impact var-
ied widely from minimal to substantial among the 50 neighborhoods through which 
the Beltline passes with the largest gains occurring in the higher income southern arc 
(Knock, 2017). However, the Beltline incorporates light rail and many developers con-
sider much of its increased value emanates from its utility as a transit artery, rather 
than its utility as a trail (Harnik, 2019).
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Discussion
Six points emerged from the mega-trail studies. First, whereas an “ordinary” trail 


frequently arouses opposition from those who believe it will negatively impact their 
property values, opposition to the concept of mega trails was minimal and inconse-
quential. Protests did emerge at all three sites, but they tended to focus on how the 
trails would be funded rather than emanating from proximate landowner opposition. 
Economic stimulus associated with mega-trails makes it likely they will be enthusias-
tically endorsed by a community’s powerful vested interests who have incentives to 
encourage the investment of public funds in a mega-trail (Hunter, 1953). These vested 
interests may include real estate developers; financial institutions; cultural elites; con-
struction firms; hotels and restaurants; and elected officials who believe being identi-
fied with high visibility, tangible, iconic projects will be seen by voters as evidence that 
a community is “moving forward.” This coalition of elite business and political interests 
in a community control much of its decision-making and “the system” (i.e., the politi-
cal decisions that enable them to allocate financial resources, detailed “insider” knowl-
edge of the project, mechanisms for information dissemination, and the legal resources 
needed to bring mega projects to fruition). 


Second, given the magnitude of the investment in mega trails and the relatively 
limited supply of opportunities for hiking and biking in major cities, it was not surpris-
ing to find the premiums for proximate properties generally were substantially higher 
than those associated with “ordinary” scale trails. Third, mega trials are tourist attrac-
tions; hence the interest of hotels in locating proximate to them. A local observer of 
the High Line stated: “When you go over there you see tourists from all over the world, 
but you don’t see local residents because it’s not really a place for us” (Rosa & Lindner, 
2017, p. 10).


Fourth, the analyses suggested that impact on property values will not be the same 
in all neighborhoods. At least in the early years, lower income neighborhoods consti-
tute the “low-hanging fruit” for developers. This leads to substantial increases in tax 
revenues to government entities, perhaps transforming areas that were previously net 
financial burdens to the community, to being net financial contributors. 


There are two counterpoints that are likely to temper the exuberance associated 
with the positive financial gains accruing to proximate properties. First are concerns 
about equity and fairness. This relates to who wins and who loses among those liv-
ing along a mega trail. The appeal of the trails stimulates gentrification in low income 
neighborhoods. While this enhances the city’s tax base, it is unlikely to be welcomed by 
lower income residents confronted with paying higher tax bills. Some developers and 
landowners will choose to invest in upgrading low income property to appeal to new, 
higher income residents so they can increase rents in response to market demands, 
while others may be required to raise rents in response to higher property taxes in or-
der to maintain profitability. Evidence from the studies confirmed that mega trails tend 
to displace groups of residents located in the poorer areas. These people typically are 
least able to organize and finance community resistance to them. Identification of this 
trend suggests that policies to incorporate affordable housing into mega trail develop-
ments should be established before the trail is constructed. Typically, these concerns 
are much less prominent when retrofitting ordinary trails through communities. The 
relatively low premiums for home values associated with ordinary trails means they are 
much less likely to stimulate gentrification.
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A second counterpoint relates to the assumption that all the premium value stem-
ming from the higher tax base of proximate property is “new.” It is likely that some of 
this tax base would have accrued elsewhere in the community if no mega trail had been 
built. For example, while it is projected that an additional $900 million in tax revenue 
over 20 years will accrue to government entities from the High Line (Quintana, 2016), 
some of this $900 million investment in offices, condominiums, apartments, hotels, 
etc. would probably have occurred elsewhere in New York City if there was no High 
Line. Only the incremental gains uniquely attributable to the mega trail constitute its 
net contribution to the tax base. 


Concluding Comments
The author of the earlier review of this literature concluded:


Across the studies there was broad consensus that trails have no negative im-
pact on either the salability of property (easier or more difficult to sell) or its 
value. There was a belief among some, typically between 20% and 40% of a 
sample, that there was a positive impact on salability and value. However, the 
dominant prevailing sentiment was that the presence of a trail had a neutral 
impact on the salability and value of property (Crompton, 2001, p. 130).


This updated review showed that in both urban and rural contexts, only 6% of 
respondents perceived trails to have a negative impact on their property, confirming 
the finding of the earlier review. However, by differentiating between urban and rural 
contexts, this study revealed a substantial difference between them. Responses from 
2,647 home owners residing proximate to 22 urban trails indicated that 47% believed 
the trail increased their property’s value, while among the 1,212 property owners along 
primarily rural trails, this belief was shared by only 16%.


The findings suggest that, for the most part, fears there will be negative repercus-
sions associated with a trail are likely to be without merit. Studies done after trails have 
been operational for a number of years, consistently reported they were better neigh-
bors than skeptics expected. Initially, when a trail is retrofitted through a community, 
it disturbs the environmental status quo (Helson, 1964). When evaluated against the 
status quo benchmark, some perceive a retrofitted trail as a liability that is likely to 
reduce their quality of life. However, over time two scenarios are likely to emerge that 
cause negativism to dissipate. First, experience with it reassures proximate residents 
that their fears were groundless or overstated. Second, since proximity to a trail is rela-
tively scarce in many urban communities, those who view it as a desirable amenity are 
likely to pay a premium for properties when they are offered for sale. This suggests the 
premiums associated with trails are likely to increase over time.


The author of the earlier review suggested a three-point research agenda: “Do gre-
enway trails contribute to increasing property values when other potential influences 
on those values are also taken into account? How large is the proximate effect? Over 
what distance does the effect extend?” (Crompton, 2001, p. 130). Insight into these 
issues was forthcoming from the 20 hedonic analyses. Although there were outliers 
of positive premiums up to 15% and some instances of small negative premiums, the 
most widespread outcome for single-family homes located proximate to a trail was a 
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small positive premium of 3% to 5%. This is much smaller than the likely impact of 
parks on property values (Crompton, 2001a). However, just as large numbers of active 
users decrease park premiums (Crompton, 2001a), loss of privacy is likely to reduce 
the premium associated with trails. The challenge for managers is to design trails that 
alleviate loss of privacy. 


The distance over which trails impact property values was difficult to ascertain, be-
cause many of the hedonic studies used only average distances and did not differentiate 
among distance zones from the trails. However, the limited evidence emerging from 
studies that did use buffer zones, suggested there are substantial decays in the premium 
beyond a distance of three blocks from the trail, which is consistent with the findings 
relating to parks (Crompton, 2001a).


The implications for property values that emerged from analyses on the three 
urban mega-trails demonstrated that their property premiums were generally much 
higher than those associated with ‘ordinary’ trails. Thus, it would be inappropriate to 
transpose values from them to ordinary trails. 


The review revealed three methodological concerns. First, a majority of the he-
donic analyses treated trails as a homogeneous variable. Failure to explicitly recognize 
the heterogeneity of trails assumes the same premium is associated with all forms of 
them. By definition, the use of an average measure hides variations both above and 
below the average. Thus, means may be misleading and conceal wide variations in pre-
miums across types of trails (Asabere & Huffman, 2009; Krizek, 2006; Lindsey et al., 
2003, 2004). The desirability of residing proximate to a trail is likely to vary according 
to both the type and context of the trail and individuals’ value systems. For example, if 
a narrow greenway trail in a densely developed area offers a natural habitat with some 
stream wetland and associated wildlife, it may be perceived as more of an amenity for 
some than living adjacent to a large park. There is a need for future hedonic studies to 
be more nuanced and specific when defining the trails variable.  


Second, the emergence of electronic data bases has enabled hedonic analyses to 
incorporate larger samples drawn from more expansive geographical areas. Again, a 
consequence of this “scaling up” is that potential substantial differences in the local 
impact of trails are obscured because their premiums are represented by a single mean 
value. This is an oversimplification since an urban housing market consists of mul-
tiple sub-markets with different sub-cultures. Proximal neighborhoods may deviate 
substantially from one another and from a general mean average. The aggregation of 
neighborhoods with different sub-cultural characteristics in terms of income, lot size, 
level of urbanization, different types of housing, ethnic diversity, and so forth is in-
appropriate because it is likely to hide wide variations. Treating a large geographical 
area as a single community results in regression-to-the-mean values, since negative 
and positive responses in individual neighborhoods counterbalance. This concern was 
highlighted in several studies that reported different premiums occurred at different 
locations along the same trails (Karadeniz, 2008; Munroe, Parker, & Campbell, 2004; 
Netusil, 2005; Nicholls & Crompton, 2005). If a study shows no substantive premium, 
it is not necessarily evidence that trails had no impact on property values. It is pos-
sible the impact was more localized than could be detected in a large mega study. Each 
neighborhood merits its own hedonic model. 


Third, the availability of faster computing, improvements in electronic access and 
GIS, and more accurate statistical tools have enabled hedonic studies to reduce omitted 
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variable bias (i.e., variables that cause spatial variation in sale prices that were omitted 
from early models). These improvements have enabled many more potential sources of 
a property’s value to be included in hedonic models. This results in reducing the prob-
ability of some value being falsely attributed to an amenity included in a study, when 
it really belongs to a somewhat related but different variable that is not included in 
the model. Nevertheless, despite these improvements, omitted variable bias remains a 
concern. Multi-listing services and tax assessors collect only structural data relating to 
housing units. Variables that influence price which exist beyond a property’s boundar-
ies have to be identified, found, assembled, and merged with the structural data sets 
using common coordinate systems. Researchers will succeed in incorporating some of 
these identified influences, but gathering a “complete” list of relevant variables is not 
generally feasible. It is likely that some variables will be omitted because either they 
cannot be quantified, or they remain unknown to the researcher.


Finally, the authors acknowledge a potential caveat in that the synthesis and con-
clusions offered in this paper are based on papers they were able to locate. There is 
some danger this may result in publication bias. That is, “The tendency on the part 
of investigators to submit, or the reviewers and editors to accept, manuscripts based 
on the direction or strength of the study findings” (Scholey & Harrison, 2003, p. 235). 
The preponderance of findings of papers in this review are positive and social science 
research projects with positive results are substantially more likely to be published than 
those with benign or negative results (Franco, Malhotra & Simonovits, 2014; Peplow, 
2014). The extent of this bias with respect to this review is indeterminable, but its po-
tential existence nevertheless is acknowledged. 
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